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concerned.
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Major General,
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PREFACE.

1. Part I, Training Manual No. 26, The Radio Operator, is a train

ing course on radio sets.

2. The plan followed in the preparation of this manual is the es

tablished Signal Corps training policy, namely, instruction by means

of the applicatory method.

a. In order that the manual may meet Army needs, the knowledge

and ability which radio operators with tactical units must possess

has been analyzed and arranged in teaching units called Unit

Operations.

b. Each of these unit operations contains all the requisite informa

tion, together with the directions for obtaining a solution of the

various applicatory problems contained therein. These problems are

so arranged that the radio operator by following them in order will

find himself equipped with the necessary knowledge and manual

skill for proceeding from each unit operation to the next.

3. It is highly desirable that radio operators should receive in

struction in an orderly way and that their ideas and stock of in

formation about their specialty should be built up and added to in

a logical fashion. It is especially important that they should be

well grounded in the fundamental principles and practice of radio

operation and that they should be thoroughly familiar with such

elementary circuits as those involved in simple receivers, transmitters,

and amplifiers. For these reasons the SCR-54—A, SCR-74, and

SCR-61 sets are used in this manual as starting points for instruc

tion. Although these sets are becoming obsolete, a thorough study

of the minimum instructional equipment required by any unit for

the illustration of basic radio principles has resulted in the selection

of these sets as well adapted for this particular purpose. Where they

can not be obtained, models can be made which will serve the

purpose.

NoTE.—Recommendations have been made to include these sets in Equipment

B, in the new tables of equipment for all units required to train radio opera

tors. (Letter, O. C. S. O. Jan. 12, 1924.)

4. Since different arms are equipped with different radio sets, the

unit operations are so arranged that the directions for any sets not

used by a particular arm may be omitted without destroying the

general plan of instruction.

(v)
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PREFACE.

5. The several unit operations constituting this manual have been

prepared in accordance with the minimum specifications for the

Radio Operator published by the Adjutant General of the Army.

These specifications do not require instruction in radio theory. In

this connection it should be noted that the Signal Corps policy with

respect to instruction, as embodied in this manual, departs from the

usual procedure which consists in teaching theory first and practice

second, by teaching the practical first and permitting theoretical

knowledge to grow spontaneously out of this practical training.

6. The essential element in training radio operators is the reduc

tion of the time required for training to the minimum. What this

minimum is and the best ways of attaining it must be determined

in peace time and not left undecided until a national emergency

arises. The second essential element in any program of training is

the complement of the first, that the method adopted for war train

ing shall be identical with that for peace training. The methods

devised in peace must be so well tried and so trustworthy that they

will not be abandoned when an emergency arises. At such a time,

to devise and install new methods and to spread these throughout

the Army requires considerable time that had better be spent upon

the actual training itself.
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UNIT OPERATIONS.

PRIMARY BATTERIES USED IN RADIO COMMUNICATION.

Information.

Effects of electricity.—The word electricity has been applied to a

form of energy, but just exactly what electricity is we can not say.

Electricity is known to exist for the simple reason that it can be ob

served and measured. For example, electricity lights lamps, drives

motors, raises to a high temperature all sorts of electrical heating

devices, and energizes the telephone, the telegraph, and the electric

bell. It also makes radio communication possible.

Electricity produces these various effects only when it is in motion,

just as air must be in motion in order that wind may be produced.

Moving air causes the windmill to revolve, and propels the sailing

vessel. However, if air is not in motion no such effects are produced.

In a similar way, electricity at rest has few effects of practical value.

Electricity in motion is spoken of as a current of electricity.

Conductors; nonconductors.-In order to transfer electricity from

its source to the point at which it is to be used, a path or conductor

must be provided. For convenience and efficiency this conductor

usually consists of a copper wire. Gold, silver, iron, lead, brass,

zinc, carbon, and the earth are also conductors of electricity. Cer

tain substances, such as glass, porcelain, hard rubber, bakelite, mica,

and sealing wax, are poor conductors of electricity and are therefore

called nonconductors or insulators.

Questions.

(1) What is energy.”

(2) What are some forms of energy other than electrical energy?

(3) What is meant by “energizing the telephone *2

107444°–25? -o
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(4) What are the usual sources of electricity?

(5) Why is it evident that such a thing as electricity exists?

(6) Will electricity produce any practical effects if no current is

flowing?

(7) What is a conductor?

Batteries.—The electricity necessary to operate the radio sets used

in the Army is obtained from two sources, namely, an electric battery

or a generator. For portable and small type sets the necessary

electrical energy is supplied by a battery. Two types of batteries

are used in general, one a primary battery and the other a secondary

or storage battery.

RESERVE DAY DA-Y CELL

CELLTYPE – BA-0 TYPE EA-4.

Cork

Brass Cap

Sedling Compound

PCP-affin -

Hollow Carbon Rod

Positive Pole

Solid Carbon Rod

Positive Pole

º*: Jarº

º Wegative Pole.J

|

-: ºi--

-

ACfive ofer;o/º

---------

Figures 1, A-B-Sectional view of primary cells, types BA–10 and BA-4.

Primary batteries.-A primary battery consists of two or more

units called cells. Each cell produces electricity by certain chemical

actions which take place inside the cell. There are many types of

primary cells. Those which contain a liquid which is easily spilled,

or those in which the liquids are placed in glass containers are

unsuitable for use where they are to be transported with radio sets

accompanying troops in the field. The type of primary cell most

practical for such use is known as the dry cell. The BA–4 cell is

an example of this type of dry cell. (See Fig. 1, A, and Fig. 3, B.)

It consists of a small cylindrical zinc container, in the center of

which a carbon rod is placed. The space between the carbon rod and

the inner wall of the zinc container is filled with certain chemicals

and absorbent materials. The top of the cell is sealed with sealing

2
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wax. The carbon rod is equipped with a small brass cap which

acts as one terminal of the cell. The other terminal of the cell is

formed by the zinc container itself.

EXPERIMIENT No. 1.

Equipment.

1 cell, type BA–4, serviceable, with leads soldered to terminals.

1 voltammeter, Weston model 280.

NotE.-The voltammeter, Weston model 280, is a combination voltmeter and

ammeter. When the voltammeter is used to measure voltage it will be spoken

of as a voltmeter, and when it is used to measure amperes it will be spoken

of as an ammeter.

34.72s

~30A/770s

Amos or 1%/fs º

(covercºv)

ºś

-- ź. - z

3 1/6//s

A50 Voyfs AºA-A*-230/

Fig. 2.-Method of connecting type BA—4 cell to a voltmeter.

Directions.

1. Connect the wire leading from the carbon rod or positive pole

of the BA–4 cell to the terminal marked “Amps or Volts -- * on

the voltammeter. Connect the wire leading from the bottom of the

zinc case or negative terminal of the cell to the terminal marked

“3 Volts' on the voltmeter. (See Fig. 2.) Press the small button

switch on the voltmeter and watch the indicating needle. -

Questions,

(8) /m, which direction does the indicating needle turn?

(9) Where does the needle come to rest ?

(10) What is the voltage of the cell as indicated by the volt

meter? -

Directions.

2. Reverse the leads by connecting the lead from the positive

terminal of the cell to the terminal on the meter marked “3 Volts.”

3
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and the negative lead from the cell to the terminal on the meter

marked “Volts.” Again press the small button switch and observe

the needle.

Questions.

(11) When the connections are reversed, in which direction does

the indicating needle move?

(12) Which is the proper way to connect the meter, as described

in direction 1 or as in direction 23

Information.

Direction of current.—The electricity generated by a dry cell

is known as direct current electricity and flows in one direction

through the wires and apparatus connected to the cell terminals.

-º-ºose

Fig. 3, A-B-C-D.—Types of dry cells and batteries used in signal communica

tions.

The direction in which the current flows in a wire or piece of appa

ratus is determined by the connection to the cell terminals. The

current generated by the cell is always considered as flowing outside

the cell from the positive pole to the negative pole. It should be

observed that if current flows from positive to negative outside the

cell, in order to complete the electrical circuit it must flow from

negative to positive within the cell. In referring to the direction

of the current the external circuit is always referred to unless it is

otherwise specifically stated.

Certain forms of electrical apparatus will not work unless the

current flows through them in the proper direction. For this reason

they must be correctly connected to the source of current supply,
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with respect to the positive and negative poles. The voltmeter in

Experiment No. 1 is an example of this.
-

Question.

(13) If the current generated by the cell flows from the positive

to the negative terminal, why did the needle move to the left of

the zero of the scale in Direction 22

Information.

BA–10 Dry Cell.—The BA–10 reserve dry cell is similar to the

BA—4 cell. (See Fig. 1, B and Fig. 3, A.) It consists of a cylin

drical zinc container in the center of which a hollow carbon rod is

placed. The space between the carbon rod and the inner wall of the

zinc case is filled with certain chemicals and absorbent materials.

The top of the cell is sealed with an asphalt insulating compound.

Two spring clip terminals are provided on the top of the cell, one

being attached to the zinc case itself and the other to the carbon rod.

A paraffin coated cork closes the opening in the top of the carbon

rod.

The BA–10 cell differs from the BA–4 cell in that it must be

charged by being filled with water before it is placed in service.

(See U. O. No. 3, Basic Manual.)

A dry cell of the BA–4 type, when stored for a length of time,

becomes useless due to certain reactions which take place inside the

cell when it is not in use. The cell could be stored for a much

longer period of time if during construction the water had been

omitted from the chemical in the cell. This is done in the type

BA–10 reserve cell, but the small size of the BA–4 cell, together

with the manner in which it is used, prohibits the use of a device

for adding water.

BA-2 Battery.—The type BA–2 battery shown in Fig. 3, C, con

sists of 15 dry cells, each cell being similar to the BA–4 type cell,

but smaller. The cells are connected together in series and sealed in

a cardboard container with sealing wax. Two wire terminals are

brought out through the sealing compound at the top of the bat

teries. One of the wire terminals is covered with black insulation

to indicate the negative pole, while the other wire is covered with

red insulation to indicate the positive pole. It is important to re

member these colors.

BA–8 Battery.—The type BA–8 battery (Fig. 3, B), is similar to

the type BA–2 battery. The two batteries differ only in the size of

the cells, those of the BA–8 battery being about twice the diameter

of the cells of the BA–2.

INSTRUCTORS GUIDE FOR ALL ARMS. Page No. 5.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

PART I—GENERAL.

1. The instructor should bear in mind that the applicatory system

means to learn by doing things. The radio operator who is of most

use to his organization is the one who can actually operate his set.

If he is first taught, step by step, to do the things necessary in the

operation of that set, and at the same time the reasons for each step

are explained, then the operator will have reached proficiency in the

minimum of time. The successful operator reflects the successful

instructor.

2. The method of instruction will depend to a great extent upon

the fact as to whether or not the students have studied the Unit

Operation before coming to class. Better results may be expected if

the Unit Operations have been studied in advance.

3. The instructor should exercise close supervision over the work

of the students, and require that they perform all the experiments’

as set forth in the Students Manual. He should also require each

student to answer verbally, as many as possible of the questions

contained in the Unit Operations in the Students Manual.

4. Students should be required to use words and terms correctly

from the beginning. It is easier to learn a thing anew than to unlearn

a wrong thing, and substitute the correct thing. Refer the students

to the Information Topic and definitions. Technical terms may be

written on the blackboard and the students required to make a list

of them in a note book. The instructor should then hold the students

responsible for the correct use of these technical terms in the future.

5. The time allotted to this course is limited. The instructor

should constantly bear this in mind. It is therefore evident that the

greater part of each period should be devoted to the practical side of

radio. The instructor can determine from the results of certain

tests and from questions asked in class whether or not any members

of the class are interested in the theoretical side of radio. If there

are any students who do take an interest in this study, they should

be encouraged, and if any spare time remains it should be spent in a

brief discussion of the “hows” and “whys” of radio phenomena.

If the class as a whole is not susceptible to the explanations of the

actions of radio apparatus, the entire time should then be devoted

to practical work with sets.

6. Included in the Instructors Guide section of the equipment part

of this Manual, there are “Instruction Tests.” These tests are

extremely valuable to the student and in addition enable the instruc

7
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tor to obtain at frequent intervals data regarding the standing of a

student. The student should be encouraged to regard these tests as

a part of this training rather than as a definite check on his ability.

It will be noticed that the tests are arranged for the instructor in a

simple convenient form. This form is briefly outlined as follows:

INSTRUCTION TEST (PERFORMANCE).

a. Equipment necessary for conducting the test.

b. How test is conducted, including any special instructions.

c. Directions to the student, including body of the test.

d. Method of scoring the test.

INSTRUCTION TEST (INFORMATION).

e. Short answer type of questions covering the Unit Operation, to

be answered by the student.

If possible, the instructor should have the parts for the student

(Nos. c and e above) mimeographed or hectographed in sufficient

quantity for the needs of the class. If no method of reproduction is

available, the instructor should copy the test on the blackboard.

7. The Information part of the Instruction Test is scored as follows:

a. Recognition questions (multiple choice questions)—

Allow one point for each correct answer.

b. True-false questions (plus or minus questions)—

The score for the true-false questions is obtained as follows:

Add up the number of the questions which have been cor

rectly answered; then add up the number of questions to

which the wrong response has been given. Subtract the

number wrong from the number right. This difference will

be the net score. If the number wrong should be greater

than the number right, call the difference zero; that is, do not

assign a score of less than zero. Disregard omitted questions.

For further explanations of this method of scoring, see the

Instructors Guides; Training Manual No. 23, “Telephone

Switchboard Operator,” or Training Manual No. 25, “Mes

sage Center Specialist.”

c. Completion questions—

The score for the completion questions is obtained by

allowing one point for each blank space which has been filled

in with a word or number which makes sense and at the same

time is technically correct. There is no additional penalty

for omissions.

NotE.—A sample Proficiency Test for Radio Operators has not been included

in this Manual, as this test is still in the stage of development. The instructor

may prepare such a test using one of the progress tests as a guide.

8
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PART II—CLAss WoRK.

1. The equipment listed in Unit Operation No. 1 of the Students

Manual should be prepared in advance. The class should be divided

into as many groups as there are sets of equipment. Groups should.

be small, and preferably contain only two or three men.

2. a. Discuss briefly the subjects treated in the information as far

as “Batteries.” First explain to the class that while electricity is

invisible we know that it exists owing to the effects which it produces.

Demonstrate to the class with an electric flash light that when the

button is pressed an effect is produced, i. e., the lighting of the

small lamp, which indicates that the case contains a source of elec

trical energy.

b. Call upon several students asking each one to name a source of

energy other than electricity.

c. Call upon the remaining students asking each one to name an

effect of electricity other than lighting a lamp.

d. Explain to the class that electricity must be transferred from

one place to another by means of a path or conductor, using an

analogy, such as water being transferred through a pipe.

e. Set up a storage battery and a lamp on the demonstration table.

Procure a number of conductors such as gold, silver, iron, lead, brass,

zinc, carbon, etc. (Any object may be used such as a ring, coin, nail,

wire, etc.) Pick out any conductor at random and show the class

that current will pass through it, as indicated by the lighting of the

lamp.

f. Secure a number ofno neonducting objects consisting of material

such as glass, porcelain, hard rubber, bakelite, mica, and sealing wax.

Pick out any nonconductor at random and show the class that cur

rent will not pass through it, as indicated by the fact that the lamp

does not light..

g. Instruct the class to mark off two columns on a page of their

notebooks and to head one column with the word “Conductors” and

the second column with the word “Nonconductors.” Select at ran

dom any one of the conducting and nonconducting objects and

hold the two wire leads from the battery and lamp against the ob

ject, at the same time stating to the class whether the object is

of brass, mica, zinc, wax, or silver, etc. From their observations of

the action of the lamp direct the students to write in the proper col

umn the name of the composition used. Repeat this demonstration

with each one of the remaining conducting and nonconducting sub

stances and direct the students to write the name of the substance

in the proper column.
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h. Explain briefly to the students that electricity used to operate

radio sets in the Army is obtained from two sources, which are by

battery and by generator. Procure a dry cell, such as the BA–4

cell, and a wet cell of any type; exhibit these to the class, merely

•using the wet cell to demonstrate the impracticability of this type of

cell for use in the field. Name the parts of the cell and make certain

that the students understand the polarity markings of the dry cell.

Show a model 280 Weston voltmeter to the class and name the

various terminals of the instrument.

3. The instructor should now direct the students to begin the

experiments as listed in the Students Manual under Unit Operation

No. 1. He should personally supervise the students' work, and

assist them whenever necessary, but he should not perform any of

the actual experiments for the student.

4. After these experiments have been completed the instructor

should require each student to answer verbally as many as possible

of the questions in this Unit Operation. In order to bring out fur

ther details hemay also ask additional questions, such as the following:

a. How is it possible to tell from the action of a voltmeter needle in

which direction the current is flowing?

b. How many cells does the type BA–2 battery contain?

c. How many cells does the type BA–8 battery contain?

d. How is it possible to determine the negative pole of a type

BA–2 battery without using a voltmeter?

e. How is it possible to determine the positive pole of a type

BA–8 battery without using a voltmeter?

f. Why is sealing wax used in sealing a type BA–2 battery? Why

wouldn’t it be better to use a metal top or case?

5. Important words in this Unit Operation are:

Conductors. Primary cell. Positive.

Nonconductors. Woltmeter. Negative.

Insulators. Terminal.

Batteries. Connection.

6. The instructor should review the experiments in the Unit

Operation, stating specifically the reason for connecting the same and

the knowledge which should result. For instance, in this Unit

Operation the student should become familiar with the voltmeter,

also with the types of dry cells and batteries. He should have some

idea of the current flow in a simple circuit. He should also know how

to determine the positive and negative terminals of a dry cell or

battery by means of a voltmeter as well as by the markings of the

terminals.

10
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SUGGESTIONs For CoNDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST.

1. a. After Unit Operation No. 1 has been completed and all the

questions in the text have been answered by each student the in

structor should give the following Instruction Test, or devise one

similar to it. This test is divided into two parts, namely, Per

formance and Information. For convenience, the Performance part

of the test can be given to part of the class while the Information

part is given to the others. The Performance part of the test may be

typewritten or mimeographed. The Information part of the test

should preferably be typewritten or mimeographed, but may be

placed on the blackboard if found more convenient.

b. This test (Instruction) is designed to assist the instructor in

determining those men who have fallen below the general average of

the class and need further instruction. It also shows the student the

knowledge he has failed to acquire during instruction periods.

2. a. The sample test here given is designed for instructional

purposes, and the instructor should accordingly use it with that end in

view. As a result of the classroom work, the student should have

learned:

(1) How to measure the voltage of a dry cell;

(2) How to determine the direction of current through a

simple circuit, and

(3) How to determine the positive and negative terminals of a

dry cell or battery by means of a voltmeter.

This test should also demonstrate to the students themselves whether

or not they have learned to do this work quickly and in the most

workmanlike manner; also whether they correctly remember the

names of the various parts of the equipment. The instructor should

explain in detail the exact failings of each student, and if the results

are unsatisfactory repeat the test after an interval of a day or two.

b. Should the instructor find it necessary to repeat the Information

part of the test, or if for any other reason he desires to vary its form,

it can be arranged very easily in the form of “observation” questions.

To do this, simply provide a supply of tags numbered plainly from 1

to 10. Tie tag “No. 1'' to a piece of carbon (obtained from an old

dry cell) and write on the tag, “No. 1. Is this substance a conductor

or a nonconductor?” To each of three more conductors and noncon

ductors tie a tag in a similar manner and write the above question on

each. Place a tag on the positive lead of a type BA–2 cell and

write on the tag, “No. . Is this the negative or positive terminal?”

In a similar manner fasten a tag to each of the other parts of the

equipment used and ask a question about the part. Supply each

11
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student with a slip of paper upon which he is to write plainly his

name, the date, and the numbers 1 to 14. Then require each man

to write down his answer opposite the corresponding numbers.

suggestIONS FOR CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 1-A (PER

FORMANCE).

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.—Prepare in advance for each student:

2 type BA–10 cells (serviceable).

1 voltammeter, Weston, type 280.

4 feet of insulated wire.

Procedure.

1. Connect a 3-foot length of wire to each of the cell terminals.

Tie a tag on the positive lead near the free end and mark it “A.”

Tie a tag on the negative lead near the free end and mark it “B.”

Conceal the dry cell in a box or wrap it in paper so that the terminals

can not be seen by the student.

2. Prepare typewritten or mimeographed directions to the students.

3. Number plainly the positions where the equipment is laid out

and place corresponding numbers on the sheets containing directions

to the student.

4. Assemble the students either at their seats or at some point

away from the equipment.

5. Ask if there are any questions; and if any, answer them.

6. Direct the students to go to their assigned positions and to face

the instructor. -

7. Direct “About face. Begin.”

8. Note and record the time to the nearest second that the com

mand “Begin” is given. Also note and record the time each indi

vidual student finishes. Following this, inspect and test each

student's work. These records will provide the instructor with

information which will indicate those students who fall below the

general average of the class and who as a consequence will require

further practice. -

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 1-A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

1 type BA–10 cell.

1 concealed cell with 3-foot leads.

1 voltammeter, Weston, type 280.

4 feet of insulated wire.
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2. When the instructor says “Begin,” start the work promptly.

3. Perform the following operations carefully and quickly.

a. Using the insulated wire for connections, measure the voltage

of the BA–10 cell with the voltmeter in the manner taught in Unit

Operation No. 1. Record your reading on this line - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

b. Connect the voltmeter to the two leads extending from the

concealed cell. Record the voltmeter reading on this line - - - - - - - - - -

c. One lead from the concealed cell is marked “A,” the other “B.”

Determine which is the negative lead and which is the positive lead

by the use of the voltmeter.

(1) The positive lead is marked by the letter - - - - - - - - - - - - --

(2) The negative lead is marked by the letter --------------

4. Notify the instructor at once when the work under a, b, and c

has been completed by facing about and raising your right hand.

5. The instructor will then record the time it has taken to do the

work. He will also inspect it. -

Scoring.

1. The maximum score for this test is 4 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 4 points.

3. Directions for scoring.
Points.

a. If the student has correctly measured the voltage of the BA–10__ 1

b. If the student has correctly measured the voltage of the concealed

cell----------------------------------------------------- 1

c. Correctly determined which is the positive lead and which is the

negative lead-------------------------------------------- 2

4. Where the student has failed to complete the test, or has failed

to answer questions correctly, a grade of zero will be given for incom

plete parts or incorrect answers.

INSTRUCTION TEST No. 1-B (INFORMATION).

Part I.

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of questions and

unfinished sentences. Following each one are several words, num

bers, or statements. Select the one which best fits or which makes

the best sense. Write the number of the correct word or phrase on

the dotted line at the right of each question. Only one of the answers

given in each case is correct.

a. Electricity is a name applied to a form of

(1) sound. (2) energy. (3) liquid. (4) solid. - - - - - -

b. Electricity is transferred from one point to another by

(1) a conductor. (2) a nonconductor. (3) an in

sulator. (4) a bakelite.
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c. Certain substances which are very poor conductors of

electricity are termed

(1) meters. (2) reducers. (3) stems. (4) insulators. -- - - - -

d. The type of primary cell most useful for field radio

communication is the

(1) wet cell. (2) crowfoot cell. (3) Lechlance cell.

(4) dry cell.

e. The current generated by an electric cell flows outside of

the cell from

(1) the negative terminal to the negative pole. (2)

the zinc element to the carbon element. (3)

the cover to the center. (4) the positive ter

minal to the negative terminal.

Part II.

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of sentences.

Read each sentence carefully, and if what it says is true (correct)

place a plus (+) sign on the short dotted line in the right margin. If

what it says is not true (incorrect), place a minus (–) sign on the

dotted line.

1. Hard rubber is a good conductor of electricity. - - - - - -

2. The center or carbon electrode of a cell is the positive

electrode. - - - - - -

3. Lead is a better conductor of electricity than copper. ------

4. The BA–10 cell must be charged by being filled with

water before it is placed in service. - - - - - -

5. When the BA–10 cell is connected in a circuit such as a

buzzer or bell circuit the current is said to flow from the carbon

terminal through the external circuit to the zinc terminal.

6. In order to measure the voltage of a BA—4 cell with a

Weston, model 280, voltammeter, the zinc terminal should be

connected to the terminal of the voltammeter marked “Amps

or Volts” and the carbon terminal to the terminal marked

“3 volts.” -- -- --
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SERIES AND PARALLEL CONNECTIONS OF DRY CELLS AND

BATTERIES.

Equipment.

1 type BA—4 cell (serviceable).

4 type BA–10 cells (serviceable).

2 type BA–2 batteries (serviceable).

1 type BA–8 battery (serviceable).

1 voltammeter, Weston, model 280.

1 ammeter, 0–50 scale.

42ry Ce//s

º aso wors—ºsiº

as wors—º

A4-a-4:0/2

Fig. 4.—Method of connecting four dry cells in series.

Information.

Series connections.—At times it is necessary to use a voltage

greater than the initial voltage of a single cell. As stated in the

description of the BA–2 and BA–8 batteries, 15 cells are connected

together in order to obtain 22 volts. When the cells are connected

in this manner they are said to be connected in series. Fig. 4 shows

how four type BA–10 reserve dry cells are connected in series for

delivering current at a pressure of 6 volts.

Directions.

1. Measure the voltage of one of the BA–10 cells. Prepare a table

similar to the one shown at the end of this Unit Operation. Record

the reading obtained.

1074.44°–25?—3 15
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2. Connect four type BA–10 cells in series as shown in Fig. 4. The

positive terminal of one cell is connected to the negative terminal of

the second cell. The negative terminal of the second cell is con

nected to the positive terminal of the third cell and so on. Measure

the voltage of the four cells in series using the terminals marked

“15 Volts” and “ --Volts' on the voltammeter.

3. Record the reading in the table prepared.

Questions.

(1) What voltage does the meter indicate?

(2) Multiply the voltage of one cell by the number of cells (4).

What Žs the answer?

(3) Compare the answers to Questions 1 and 2. Would the same

relation hold true if sia, cells were used in Direction 22

Information.

When measuring the voltage of a battery such as the type BA–2

or the type BA–8 battery, the terminals marked “Volts -- * and

“150 Volts' are used. The “Volts -- * terminal is connected to the

positive terminal of the battery while the “150 Volts” terminal is

connected to the negative pole of the battery. With these connec

tions the figures at the top above the scale are used. When meas

uring the voltage of a battery consisting of less than 10 dry cells,

connections are made from the battery to the “Volts +" and the

“15 Volts' terminals on the meter. The “3 Volts' terminal and

the “Volts -- * terminal are used when measuring the voltage of

one or two dry cells. In this last case, the figures below the scales

are used. When measuring the voltage of a battery, the voltmeter

is always connected across the terminals of the battery.

Directions.

4. Measure the voltage of one of the BA–2 batteries using the ter

minals “150 Volts' and “Volts -- * on the meter.

5. Record the reading in the table prepared.

6. Connect two of the BA–2 batteries in series. The positive or

red wire lead of one battery should be connected to the “Volts -- *

terminal of the meter. The black or negative lead should be con

nected to the red or positive terminal of the second battery. The

remaining black lead should be connected to the “150 Volts” termi

mal on the meter. Take the voltage reading and record it in the

table prepared.

7. Measure the voltage of the BA–8 battery.

8. Record the reading in the table prepared.
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Question.

(4) What difference is there between the voltage of a BA–2 bat

tery and a BA–8 battery?

Information.

Ammeters.--When using the meter shown in Fig. 2, as an ammeter,

the connections are made with the terminals at the top of the meter.

(See Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.) The three terminals marked “3 Amps,”

“15 Amps,” and “30 Amps * are the negative terminals. The

positive or “Amps-H " terminal is the same terminal used for the

“Wolts+ ° connection. When measuring the amperage of a dry

cell or battery one terminal of the meter (usually the positive ter

minal) is connected directly to the positive terminal of the cell or

/3Amos

/5Aras

44-e-zsas

Fig. 5.-Method of making short-circuit test of type BA—4 cell.

battery. One end of the remaining wire is connected to the negative

terminal of the meter. The other end of the wire is held against the

negative terminal of the meter for an instant, just long enough to

allow the needle to swing and come to a stop at the proper reading.

This is important, for if the wire is held against the terminal too long

the life of the battery will be shortened considerably.

Directions.

9. Measure the amperage of the BA—4 cell, making the connec

tions as shown in Fig. 5. Take the readings quickly so as not to

rum down the cell. Record the reading in the table prepared.

10. Measure the amperage of the BA–10 cell using the terminal

marked “30 Amps” and “Anups +” as shown in Fig. 6. Record

the reading in the table prepared.
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Questions.

(5) Which cell gave the greater amperage reading, the BA–4

cell or the BA–10 cell? Wote the difference in size between the two

cells.

(6) Which of the two cells will deliver the same current for a

longer period of time?

Directions.

11. Using the “15 Amps” and “Amps --" terminals on the meter,

measure the amperage of the BA–2 battery. Record reading in

table prepared.

12. Using the same terminals as in Direction 11, measure the

amperage of the BA–8 battery. Record the reading in the table

prepared.

-Amos o-Voffs º
(cozºoy

intº
nº

zººs ºº «Z-2-3379.

Fig. 6.-Method of making short-circuit test of type BA–10 cell.

Questions.

(7) Which battery showed the higher reading?

(8) Why does one type of battery give a greater reading than the

other?

Information.

Parallel connections.—It is also possible to connect batteriesin such

a way that increased capacity in amperes may be obtained. Bat

teries connected in this way are said to be connected in parallel.

Four reserve dry cells, connected in parallel are shown in Fig. 7.

The positive terminals of the four cells are connected together and

the negative terminals are connected together. One wire from the

meter is connected to one of the positive poles while the other wire is

connected to a negative pole, as shown. It is possible with this

connection to draw four times the current which can be obtained

from one cell.
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Directions. -

13. Take four cells and connect all the positive terminals together

and all the negative terminals together. (See Fig. 7.) Cells con

nected in this manner are said to be connected in parallel. Test the

voltage of this combination. Record the reading in the table pre

pared.

Question.

(9) How does this voltage compare with the voltage of one of

the cells?

Directions.

14. Connect two cells in parallel. Using the 0–50 scale ammeter

(or two model 280 voltammeters with their 30 Amp. terminals con

40ry Ce//s

-

fis Azes or wors

(co-ºwo-y

& Z-A-4249

Fig. 7-Parallel connections of four dry cells.

nected in parallel), make a short circuit test of the two cells thus con

nected. If the two model 280 voltammeters are used, the total cur

rent will be the sum of the readings of the two meters. Record the

readings in the table prepared.

Questions.

(10) How does this reading compare with the reading obtained

when measuring the amperage of one cell?

(11) Multiply the reading obtained with one cell by the number

of cells connected in parallel (two in this case). How does the answer

compare with the meter reading of two cells in parallel?

Directions.

15. Measure the voltage of the two cells connected in parallel.

Record it in the table prepared.
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Question.

(12) How does this reading compare with the voltage of one cell?

Information.

º

From the above experiments it may be seen that when cells are con

nected in series the voltage of the combined cells is equal to the volt

age of one cell multiplied by the number of cells connected in series.

The amperage of the cells in series, however, is the same as that of

one cell.

When the cells are connected in parallel the voltage of the com- .

bined cells is the same as that of one cell, while the amperage is º

equal to the amperage of one cell multiplied by the number of cells. .

Directions.

16. Using the “15 Amps * and “Amps -- * terminals on the volt

ammeter measure the short circuit current of the BA–2 battery.

17. Using the same terminals measure the short circuit current :

of the BA–8 battery.

18. Record the readings in the table prepared.

Questions.

(13) Which battery gave the higher reading?

(14) Upon what does the capacity in amperes of a battery such as

the BA–2 or the BA–8 depend?

w

Directions.

19. Using the information obtained in the above experiment, insert

the correct values in the blank spaces in the table prepared as below. .

|

Type of cell or battery.

Arrangement of cells.

BA-4. BA–10. B.A–2. BA–8.

Voits. . . . . . . . .

1 cell.......................

Amps.........

Volts

2 cells in series. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Amps.........

Wolts

4 cells in series..............

Amps.........

|Volts... . . . . . . .

15 cells in series............. -

|Amps---------

30 cells in series..... ---------Volts. . . . . . . . .

|Volts. . . . . . . . .

2 cells in parallel............

|Amps---------

4 cells in parallel........ -....Wolts.........
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. The equipment listed in Unit Operation No. 2 of the Students

Manual should be prepared in advance. All batteries and cells to

be used in class should be tested prior to such use, and verified as to

serviceability.

2. Divide the class into as many groups as there are sets of

equipment.

3. Explain to the class what is meant by a “series” connection.

Impress on the student's mind that in order to connect a cell, battery,

or any piece of apparatus in series in a circuit, the circuit must actu

ally be cut or broken and the apparatus then inserted. This will aid

the student in distinguishing between series and parallel connections.

4. Explain that in connecting a piece of apparatus in parallel it is

not necessary to cut or break the circuit.

5. Explain briefly the following and see that all students under

stand it thoroughly before proceeding further:

a. That in connecting cells or batteries in a circuit, that the great

est voltage (pressure) is obtained when the negative (–) pole of

one is connected to the positive (+) pole of another, etc., i. e., in

series, and that the voltage in a circuit can only be increased by

cutting or breaking the circuit and inserting another cell, or battery;

also, that the greatest amperage (current) of electricity is obtained

by connecting all the negative (–) poles together, and all the posi

tive (+) poles together, i. e., in parallel.

b. That the voltage of a number of cells connected in series is

equivalent to the voltage of one (1) cell multiplied by the number of

cells; and also, that the amperage (current) of a number of cells

- connected in series is equivalent to the amperage of one (1) cell.

c. That the voltage of a number of cells connected in parallel is

equivalent to the voltage of one (1) cell, and that the current of a

number of cells connected in parallel is equivalent to the amperage

of one (1) cell multiplied by the number of cells.

6. The instructor should now direct the students to begin experi

ments listed under Unit Operation No. 2 in the Students Manual

and render such assistance to the students as is necessary while

supervising all of their work.

7. After completing these experiments each student should be re

quired to answer as many as possible of the questions in this Unit

Operation, and in addition the instructor may also ask such ques

tions as follows:

a. Why will the BA–10 cell last longer in service than the BA–4

cell?

&
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b. Why does the BA–2 battery supply the same voltage as the

larger type BA–8 battery?

c. Why does it shorten the life of a cell to keep it connected to

an ammeter for a considerable time when it does not shorten the life

by connecting to a voltmeter for the same length of time?

8. Briefly explain what is meant by a “series-parallel” connection.

Show how two sets of three 4-volt batteries are connected in parallel,

while the three batteries of both sets are connected in series. Explain

how the total voltage is 12 volts, but that this arrangement will pro

vide twice the current (i. e., last twice as long) as a single set of

three batteries.

9. The important new words which occur in this Unit Operation

are:

Series. Amperes. Capacity (of a battery)

Parallel. Amperage or current. | Short-circuit current.

Ammeter. -

10. The instructor should review the experiments in this Unit

Operation and state specifically the reasons for them. He should

also state just what knowledge should have been obtained by the

student. The student should now know:

a. How to connect cells or batteries in series and in parallel.

b. Which of the above arrangements gives him the most current

or the most voltage.

c. How to find out whether or not a cell is serviceable by measur

ing both the voltage and the short-circuit current.

d. How to use an ammeter.

e. Information contained in the following table:

Arrangement Nº. Voltage equivalent to— kn equivalent to—"

Series--------------------------------- 10 10X1 cell-------------------- 1 cell.

Parallel------------------------------- 10 | 1 cell------------------------ | 10X1 cell.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST.

1. After Unit Operation No. 2 has been completed and all the

questions in the text have been answered by each student, the in

structor should give the following Instruction Test, or devise one

similar to it. For convenience, the Performance part of this test

may be given to part of the class while the Information part is given

to the rest of the class.

2. During the Performance part of this test it is necessary that

the instructor personally supervise the work and record names of
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those students who are unable to connect the batteries properly. Such

students should receive further instruction. The instructor should also

observe that the students make connections to the proper binding posts

on the voltammeter; otherwise this instrument may be damaged.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 2–A

(PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

4 batteries, type BA–2 or BA–8 (serviceable).

1 voltammeter, Weston, type 280.

6 feet of insulated wire (six lengths 6 inches long, two lengths

18 inches long).

Procedure.

1. Place available sets of the above equipment in suitable locations

for conducting the test and assign the students who are to be tested

to these positions.

2. Assemble the students and answer any questions they may

wish to ask. Read and explain to the class the paragraph entitled

“Caution” in the “Directions to the Student.”

3. Distribute the previously prepared “Directions to the Student”

and direct that the students go to their assigned places and face the

instructor.

4. Direct “About face. Begin.”

5. Note and record time to the nearest second that the command

“Begin” is given.

6. Check the series connections that each student makes before

allowing him to proceed with parallel connections and record names

of those students who are unable to make proper connections.

7. Note and record the time each individual student finishes Per

formance part of the test.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 2—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

4 batteries, type BA–2 (or BA–8).

1 voltammeter, Weston, type 280.

6 feet of insulated wire.

2. When the instructor says “Begin,” start your work promptly.

Perform the following operations carefully and quickly.

CAUTION.—In measuring unknown voltages or currents, connect

first to the binding post on the voltmeter or ammeter used for obtaining

maximum reading of the meter; otherwise the meter may be seriously

damaged.
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Problem No. 1.

1. Using the wire supplied for connections, measure the voltage

of four type BA–2 (or BA–8) batteries connected in series. Record

your reading on this line. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2. Measure the short circuit current of these batteries connected

in series. Record your reading on this line. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3. Notify the instructor when you have completed this by raising

your paper - -

Problem No. 2.

1. The instructor will then direct the class to connect the four

BA-2 (or BA–8) batteries in parallel.

2. When the instructor says “Begin,” connect the four batteries

in parallel and measure the voltage. Record your reading on this

line. -------------------- -

3. With the four batteries in parallel, now measure the current.

(See CAUTION above.) Record your reading on this line. -- - - - - - -

y

4. Notify the instructor when you have finished by raising your

paper.

5. The instructor will then record the time it has taken to do the

work, and will also make an inspection of the work.

Scoring.

1. The maximum score for this test is 16 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 12 points.

3. Directions for scoring.

PROBLEM NO. 1.

Points.

a. If batteries are correctly connected in series-------------------- 2

b. If battery terminals are correctly connected to the voltmeter----- 2

c. If voltmeter reading is correct-------------------------------- 1

d. If battery terminals are correctly connected to the ammeter- - - - - 2

e. If ammeter reading is correct-------------------------------- 1

- PROBLEM NO. 2.

a. If batteries are correctly connected in parallel------------------ 2

b. If battery terminals are correctly connected to the voltmeter----- 2

c. If voltmeter reading is correct-------------------------------- 1

d. If battery terminals are correctly connected to the ammeter----- 2

e. If ammeter reading is correct-------------------------------- 1

4. Where the student has failed to complete the test, or has failed

to answer questions correctly, the grade of zero will be given for

incomplete parts or incorrect answers.
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INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 2–B (INFORMATION).

Part I.

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of sentences.

The last word in each sentence is omitted. Write the proper word

on the dotted line.

1. When the positive terminal of one battery is connected to the

negative terminal of the next, etc., the batteries are said to be con

nected in --------------------.

2. When the negative terminals of all the batteries used are con

nected together and the positive terminals all connected together,

the batteries are said to be connected in - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --.

3. Batteries are connected in series in order to obtain a greater

4. Batteries are connected in parallel in order to obtain a greater

5. In measuring the voltage of four BA-2 (or BA–8) batteries

connected in series the positive battery terminal is connected to the

voltmeter binding post marked “Volts or Amps-H,” and the negative

battery terminal is connected to the voltmeter binding post marked

Part II.

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of questions and

unfinished sentences. Following each one are several words, num

bers, or statements. Select the one which best fits or which makes

the best sense. Write the number of the correct word or phrase on

the dotted line at the right of each question. Only one of the answers

given in each case is correct.

a. What voltage is obtained by connecting four 1%-volt

dry cells in series?

(1) 1% volts. (2) 3 volts.

(3) 4% volts. (4) 6 volts. -- - --

b. What voltage is obtained by connecting three 13%-volt

dry cells in parallel?

(1) 4% volts. (2) 9 volts.

(3) 1% volts. (4) 6 volts. -

c. If the short-circuit current produced by one dry cell is

20 amperes, what is the short-circuit current of a battery of

four dry cells connected in parallel?.

(1) 80 amps. (2) 1% amps.

(3) 40 amps. (4) 20 amps. --
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d. If the four cells in question c were connected in series,

what would the short-circuit current be?

(1) 80 amps. (2) 20 amps

(3) 40 amps. (4) 6 amps. -

e. A certain 1%-volt dry cell will light a 1%-volt flash

light lamp for 100 hours. How long would four cells, such

connected in parallel, light the lamp?

(1) 100 hours. (2) 200 hours.

(3) 400 hours. (4) A fraction of a second.

f. How long would the same cells mentioned in question e

light the same size lamp, if connected in series?

(1) 100 hours. (2) A fraction of a second.

(3) 400 hours. (4) 200 hours. -

g. Why are cells or batteries connected in series?

(1) To obtain a greater current.

(2) To reduce the voltage.

(3) To make them last longer.

(4) To obtain greater voltage. -- -- - -
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STORAGE BATTERIES.

Equipment.

1 storage battery, type BB-14 (fully charged).

1 storage battery, type BB-28 (fully charged).

1 storage battery, type BB-41 (fully charged).

1 storage battery, type BB-5 (fully charged).

1 voltammeter, Weston model 280 (with leads).

1 pair battery leads, with clip terminals.

1 ruler.

Information.

Storage batteries.—The secondary battery or storage battery is

somewhat similar to a primary battery. The storage battery, like the

OTC,
732&77ecror

H
-Tri

====Hºº

######|

Compleſe daffery Compºſe/eassembly

al-a-ana

Fig. 8-Various parts used in construction of type BB–14 storage battery.
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primary battery, generates electricity by chemical reaction. The

principal difference, however, is that before the storage battery can

generate electricity it must first be charged. In other words, a direct

current from an outside source of electricity, commonly a generator,

must be sent through the battery. Usually this current is applied for

a number of hours until the necessary chemical changes have taken

place inside the battery. The battery is then ready for use. When

current is taken from a storage battery, the battery is said to be dis

charging. After a battery has been used for a certain number of

hours, it becomes discharged and can not be used again until the

charging process is repeated.

Lead cell battery.—There are two types of storage batteries, one

the lead cell type, and the other the Edison battery in which the

&-2-4233

Figs. 9, A-B-C.—Three types of lead cell storage batteries used in signal

communication.

plates are made of nickel and iron. A storage cell of the lead type

consists of a hard rubber or composition jar in which are placed two

sets of lead plates. (See Fig. 8.) The plates of one set fastened

together to a common terminal form the negative pole of the battery,

while the plates of the other set also fastened together to a common

terminal, form the positive pole of the battery. The negative plates

are made with small rectangular indentations or pockets on both sides.

These pockets are filled with active chemical material. The positive

plates are made in the same manner, but are filled with a different

active chemical material. The group of negative plates are immeshed

with the group of positive plates in such a manner that beginning

from one side of the cell the first plate is negative in polarity, the

next plate positive, the next negative, and so on. In order to keep

the plates from touching one another, a wooden or a hard rubber
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Separator is placed between the plates. The cell jar is filled with a

dilute solution of sulphuric acid and water. - -

The majority of storage batteries used in the Signal Corps fo

radio purposes consist of two cells. In order to protect the cells

against damage, they are inclosed in a strong wooden box at the

top of which terminals for connections are provided. The battery

shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, A, is the type BB–14 storage battery.

The type BB–28 storage battery shown in Fig. 9, B, is similar in

construction to the type BB-14 battery. The type BB–41 is a port

able, two-cell, storage battery which is much smaller in size than

the other type of batteries. This battery is shown in Fig. 9, C.

As the short circuit amperage of a storage battery is very high it

is impractical to determine its serviceability by the short-circuit test.

Under no conditions should an ammeter be connected across the ter

minals of a storage battery, as this action will result in the burning

out of the meter.

Question.

(1) When dry cells are replaced by storage batteries what addi

tional equipment must be provided?

Directions.

1. Measure the height, length, and width of each of the three lead

type batteries. -

2. Open the cover of the BB-14 battery and note how the ter

minals on the cover are connected to the terminals of the cells. Also

note the connection between the two cells.

3. Using the leads without the clips, connect the voltmeter to the

outside cover terminals of the battery. A strip of red fiber marks

the positive terminal of the battery, and a strip of black fiber marks

the negative terminal. Measure the voltage of the battery.

4. Prepare a table similar to the one shown below and record the

readings taken in this experiment and those following.

Voltage of Voltage of Ampere-hourType of storage

one cell. battery. capacity.
attery. No. of cells.

5. Using the leads provided with the clip terminals, connect the

voltmeter to the inside battery terminals, being careful to get the

polarity right. Measure the voltage of the battery and record it

in the table.
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6. Measure the voltage of one cell by clipping the meter leads to

the cell terminals as shown in Fig. 10. Record the reading in the

table.

7. Connect the voltammeter to the outside terminals of the BB-28

battery. The positive and negative poles are clearly marked on the

cover. Read and record the voltage.

8. Open the cover of the BB–28 battery and connect the voltmeter

to either one of the cells using the leads with the clip terminals. (See

direction 5.) Measure and record the voltage.

9. Repeat directions 6, 7, and 8, using the BB-41 battery in place

of the BB-28 battery.

Information.

Voltage and amperage.—The voltage of a lead storage cell when

fully charged is about 2 volts. The capacity of a storage battery is

represented by its rating in “ampere-hours.” This rating theoreti

asſ 30 A770s
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Fig. 10.-Method of measuring the voltage of one cell of a storage battery.

cally represents any discharge rate in amperes multiplied by the

number of hours the battery may be discharged at that rate. For

instance, a 100 ampere-hour battery will deliver 100 amperes for 1

hour, 50 amperes for 2 hours, 25 amperes for 4 hours, 10 amperes for

10 hours, or 2 amperes for 50 hours. It is not practical, however, to

draw as many as 100 amperes for 1 hour from a storage battery

of the small portable type, such as is used with radio sets. This rate

of discharge is too great, and in a very short time would cause the

battery to become completely ruined. It is necessary therefore to

discharge the battery at a lower rate. A normal rate of discharge

is usually specified by the manufacturer of the storage battery. The

normal discharge rate is the rate at which experience has shown car

not be exceeded without more or less injury to the battery. For in

stance, if the normal discharge rate of a 100 ampere-hour battery is
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20 amperes, in no case should the battery be discharged at a higher

rate than at 20 amperes.

The ampere-hour capacity of a battery depends mainly upon the

size and number of plates in the cells. The greater the size and num

ber of plates there are in a cell the greater will be the ampere-hour

capacity of the battery.

The type BB-14 storage battery is a 100 ampere-hour battery con

sisting of two cells. Since the voltage of one cell is 2 volts and the

cells are in series, the battery is rated at 4 volts.

The type BB-28 storage battery is a 90 ampere-hour battery.

Since it contains two cells, the battery is rated at 4 volts.

The type BB-41 storage battery is a 2-cell, 4-volt, 16 ampere-hour

battery. The plates are smaller in size and therefore the capacity of

the battery is much less than the type BB-14 or BB-28 batteries.

Directions.

10. Fill in the ampere-hour capacity for all three batteries in the

table prepared under Direction 4.

Questions.

(2) Upon what does the voltage of a storage battery depend?

(3) Upon what does the ampere-hour capacity of a storage battery

depend?

(4) A certain lead-cell type of storage battery has three cells con

nected in series and is rated at 60 ampere-hours. What is the voltage

of the battery? For how many hours will it deliver 2 amperes of

current?

(5) Which would be the easiest to carry in the field, the BB–14,

BB–28, or BB–412

(6) (a) A radio set which uses the type BB–41 battery is to be

placed in service for continuous use with a combat unit in the

field. This set requires 4 amperes for operation. Batteries can be

delivered only once each night. How many batteries should be

supplied in order to operate the set?

(b) If a BB–28 is used, how many batteries should be supplied

for the same set.”

(c) If a BB–14 is used, how many batteries should be supplied

for the same set?
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(7) (a) IIow many men would be required to carry the batteries

in question (6) (a)?

(b) How many men would be required to carry the batteries in

question (6) (b) 2

(c) How many men would be required to carry the batteries in

question (6) (c) 2

(8) Which type of battery would a radio section chief decide to

carry for the set in question (6) if he were giren his choice? Why?

Fig. 11.-Edison storage battery, type BB-5.

Information.

Edison battery.—The Edison battery generates electricity in the

same manner as the lead cell type of battery: that is, by chemical

reaction. The Edison battery differs from the lead battery in con

struction, however, the positive plates of the Edison cells being com

posed of nickel while the negative plates are of pure iron. The

cell jars are made of nickel-plated sheet steel. The solution used in

the cells consists of caustic soda and water. The type BB-5 storage

battery is an Edison battery having 6 cells. (See Fig. 11.) For

situations requiring a portable battery, the Edison cells are con

tained in sheet-steel boxes, while for permanent installations a

wooden rack is provided as a container for the cells.
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Questions.

(9) What is the chief advantage of the storage cell?

(10) What is the chief disadvantage?

Directions.

11. Measure the voltage of the type BB–5 Edison battery. Meas

ure the voltage of any one cell. Record the measurements in the

table prepared under Direction 4.

The type BB-5 storage battery is a 6-cell, 8-volt, 100 ampere-hour

Edison battery. The voltage of each cell is about 1.25 volts. Since

there are 6 cells, the battery is rated at 7.5 volts.

Questions.

(11) What is the difference between a secondary battery and a

primary battery?

(12) How is a storage battery charged?

(13) How does the Edison storage battery differ from the lead

cell type of battery?

(14) What is the approa;imate voltage of a fully charged lead

type cell? Of an Edison cell?

CARIE OF STORAGE BATTERIES IN THE FIELD.

Information.

Spilling of acid.—Some of the lead storage batteries used by the

Army for field service are of the nonspill type. However, this will

not prevent the acid from leaking should the battery be overturned.

To avoid this always keep the storage battery in an upright position.

If any acid should spill or leak from the cell it must be carefully

wiped off at once as it causes corrosion of the cell terminals. Take

care never to get the acid on the hands or clothes as it may cause a

burn or eat holes in the clothing.

Keeping terminals clean.—The action of the acid on the terminals

of the cell is such as to cause a green insulating material to collect

upon them. Should this material collect to too great a degree it

will thoroughly insulate the terminal thus making it impossible to

secure a good contact. Care must be taken that both terminals of

the storage battery are kept clean as all times.

Testing.—Never short-circuit a storage battery to determine its

state of charge as this may buckle the plates and permanently ruin

the battery. The testing of a storage battery in the field should be

by means of a voltmeter. When the battery is fully charged the
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voltage should be from about 2.0 to 2.2 volts per cell. The voltage

drops as the battery is used until at discharge it is about 1.8 volts

per cell.

Using one cell.—Sometimes it may be necessary to use only two

volts instead of four volts. If only one cell of the battery is used

the cells should be used alternately so as to discharge the cells to

the same degree. This is to facilitate charging.

Dropping of batteries.—The case of each cell is made of hard

rubber which if subjected to severe usage will crack and allow the

acid to leak. Never throw the battery down on the ground or

drop it. -
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Prepare in advance the equipment as listed in the Students

Manual. Divide the class into as many sections as there are sets

of equipment. Sections should be small, and preferably contain not

more than two men.

2. Explain carefully to the students that the storage battery

does not actually store electricity nor is it charged with electricity

in the same manner as a condenser, but that it converts chemi

cal energy into electrical energy while discharging, and vice versa.

while charging. -

3. Make clear the distinction between a primary and secondary

battery. Explain that the primary cell is usually one that is dis

carded when discharged, while the storage battery is much more per

manent, being charged repeatedly and continuing to give service

until worn out.

4. Explain that the short circuit current of a dry cell can be meas

ured with an ammeter, because this current is within the range

of the average ammeter. Also explain that the storage battery

is capable of producing such a great amount of current when short

circuited, that the average ammeter will be burned out when con

nected across a storage battery. Stress the fact that one should

never attempt to measure the short-circuit current of a storage

battery with an ammeter.

5. Include an explanation to the effect that a storage battery

if turned upside down will leak electrolyte, and that this will not

only harm the battery, but will also burn the hands as well as the

clothes of the operator, since electrolyte is an acid. A full explana

tion of the term “electrolyte” should be included.

6. Point out that the case of each cell in a storage battery is

made of brittle hard rubber. If the battery is dropped to the

ground, the case will be broken, causing a leakage of the electrolyte

and rendering the battery useless.

7. Show the class the four types of storage batteries as indicated

below: -

a. BB–14.—Open the cover of the battery and explain how

the cell terminals are connected by flexible leads to the terminals

on the cover, pointing out the polarity markings on the cover.

Explain the markings of the terminals, i. e., red indicating the

positive terminal and black the negative terminal. Compare the

size of the BB–14 battery with other batteries.

b. BB–28 and BB–41.–Open the cover of the BB–28 and BB-41

batteries and explain that connections are made direct to the battery
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terminals on the cells. Show where the terminals are marked on the

cover both with the “--' and “ — ” signs and with red and black

colors.

c. BB-5.-Show the class the BB–5 battery and compare it in

size to a lead-cell storage battery of the same capacity. Explain

the polarity markings. Explain also that the two end terminals

are used to obtain 7% volts, while the terminals on the first and

sixth cell are used to obtain 6 volts.

8. Emphasize the fact that extreme care must be exercised when

connecting voltammeters to storage batteries. The voltammeter

will be burned out if the batteries are connected to the wrong termi

nals. Emphasize also that the storage battery must not be short

circuited, as this will injure the battery and may result in rendering

it entirely useless.

9. Explain the term “ampere-hour” capacity, and have the stu

dents observe the size of each battery in relation to the ampere

hour capacity of each.

(

NoTE.—Additional information may be obtained from Training Pamphlet

No. 8, “Storage Batteries.” -

10. Require each member of the class to perform all the steps of

the experiments contained in the Students Manual. Supervise the

work in person and see that each student answers verbally as many

as possible of the questions asked in the Unit Operation. In order to

bring out further details, the following additional questions may be

asked:

a. Which is the heavier, an Edison or lead-type battery of the

same capacity?

b. Which of the above types of batteries is less liable to breakage

in field work?

c. What is meant by “buckling” of the plates of a storage battery?

d. How would you test an Edison battery for condition?

e. Does the specific gravity of the electrolyte in an Edison battery

decrease with the discharge of the battery?

11. Important new words in this Unit Operation are:

Storage battery. Chemical. Normal (charge or

Secondary battery. Separator. discharge).

Charge. Dilute solution. Nickel.

Discharge. Electrolyte. Iron.

Edison battery. Sulphuric acid. Caustic soda.

Lead-cell battery. (Battery) Leads. Corrosion.

(Battery). Plates. Ampere hour. Buckle.

Hard rubber. Rate (charge or dis

Fiber. charge).
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12. The instructor should review the experiments in the Unit

Operation, stating specifically the reason for conducting the same

and the knowledge which each student should have obtained. To

cite, for instance, in this Unit Operation, the student should know all

the types of storage batteries used, by number, and also be able to

recognize any one of them by its size, shape, and general appearance.

He should know the important parts of both the Edison and lead-cell

batteries; the voltage of one cell of each of the above type; the

ampere-hour capacity of each of the four types of batteries; how to

test them as to condition of charge, how to care for and handle them

in the field.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST No. 3—A

(PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.—Prepare in advance the following equipment:

1 battery, type BB-14 (or BB–28), discharged.

3 batteries, type BB–14 (or BB–28), fully charged.

1 voltammeter, Weston, model 280, with leads.

Procedure.

1. Instruct the students to read the directions and to proceed as

soon as the command “Begin” is given.

2. Note and record the time that the command “Begin” is given

and note the time that each student finishes.

3. Inspect and test the results of the students' work.

INSTRUCTION TEST No. 3—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

1 battery, type BB–14 (or BB–28), discharged.

3 batteries, type BB-14 (or BB–28), fully charged.

1 voltammeter, Weston, model 280, with leads.

2. When the instructor directs “Begin,” start work promptly.

Perform the following operations carefully and quickly:

3. Measure the voltage of each battery and determine which one

is discharged. Record the number of this battery on the dotted

line. --------------------

4. Notify the instructor when you have finished by raising your

paper.

5. When the instructor again directs “Begin,” connect the three

fully charged batteries in series, and measure and record the voltage

on the dotted line. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

y
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6. Notify the instructor when finished by raising your paper.

7. The instructor will then record the time it has taken to do the

work and will also inspect it.

Scoring.

1. The maximum score for this test is 8 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 8 points.

3. Directions for scoring.
Points

a. Selecting the discharged battery---------------------------- 6

b. Measuring the correct voltage of the three storage batteries

connected in series------------------------------------- 2

4. Where the student has failed to complete the test, or has failed

to perform it correctly, a grade of zero will be given for incomplete

parts or incorrect answers.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 3—B (INFORMATION )

Part I.

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of questions.

Each question requires an answer of only one word or number.

Write this word or number on the dotted line at the end of the

question.

1. How many cells has the Edison type BB–5 battery? - - - - - -

2. How many hours (theoretically) will a 100 ampere

hour battery deliver a current of 5 amperes? - - - - - -

3. What color is the negative terminal of a storage battery

painted? - - - - - -

4. What color is the positive terminal of a storage battery

painted? - - - - - -

5. What is the ampere-hour capacity of the type BB-20

storage battery? - - - - - -

6. If a 4-volt dynamotor draws 6 amperes, which battery

will operate it the longer, the type BB–41 or the type BB–14? -- - - - -

Part II.

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of questions.

Each question has four answers, only one of which is correct. Write

the number of the correct answer on the dotted line at the end of each

question.

a. What voltage is supplied by the type BB–14 battery? - - - - - -

(1) 2 volts. (2) 4 volts. (3) 6 volts. (4) 7% volts. -- - - - -

b. What voltage is supplied by the type BB–28 battery?

(1) 7% volt. (2) 2 volts. (3) 4 volts. (4) 6 volts. ------
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c. What is the voltage of one cell of an Edison battery

fully charged?

(1) 34 volts. (2) 1% volts. (3) 1% volts. (4) 2

volts. - - - - - -

d. What is the voltage of one lead type cell?

(1) 1% volts. (2) 1% volts. (3) 2 volts. (4) 1 volt. - - - - - -

e. What is the ampere-hour capacity of the BB–28 battery?

(1) 60 A. H. (2) 90 A. H. (3) 100 A. H. (4) 16

A. H. - - - - - -

f. Upon what does the voltage of a storage cell depend?

(1) The size of the cell. -- - - - -

(2) The distance between plates. - - - - - -

(3) The ampere-hour capacity. - - - - - -

(4) The kind of plates and electrolyte used. - - -- --
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RESISTANCE.

Equipment.

1 4-volt storage battery.

1 WT-1 vacuum tube,

1 WT-1 vacuum tube socket, attached to small board; the fila

ment terminals on the socket should be wired to Fahnestock

terminals on the board.

1 voltammeter, Weston model No. 280.

2 5-foot lengths No. 18 B. & S. magnet wire.

21-foot lengths No. 18 B. & S. magnet wire.

15-foot length No. 32 B. & S. magnet wire.

1 10-foot length No. 32 B. & S. magnet wire.

2 battery clips.

1 resistor (approx. 0 to 20 ohms).

Information.

Electrical resistance and conductors.--It is well known that pipes

offer opposition or resistance to the flow of water through them, due

to the friction between the running water and the sides of the pipes.

In a somewhat similar way all bodies offer some opposition to the

passage of an electric current through them. Hence all conductors of

electricity, even the best, offer some opposition to the flow of an elec

tric current. This opposition is termed the electrical resistance of a

substance. Electrical resistance is measured in units called ohms. The

resistances of different conductors vary according to the substances

of which the conductors are composed. A pure silver conductor, for

instance, offers less resistance to a flow of current than any other

conductor of the same size. Due to its low resistance, silver makes

the best conductor of electricity. For this reason silver is used as a

standard with which to compare the resistances of other conductors.

Next in order to silver in its readiness to conduct electricity ranks

copper. While its resistance is higher than that of silver, yet it is

somewhat lower than the resistance of any other substance. Because

of this low resistance, together with its comparatively small cost,

copper wire is the most commonly used conductor of electricity in

general use. Other substances which may be used as conductors, but

which offer higher resistances than do silver and copper, are men

tioned here in the order in which their resistances compare with

that of silver beginning with the material having the least resistance.

These substances are: Aluminum, zinc, brass, platinum, iron, nickel,

tin, lead, German silver, and carbon. -
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Resistance of wire.—The resistance of a conductor depends not

only upon the nature of the substance of which it is made but also

upon the size and length of the conductor. Thus the resistance of a

copper wire depends upon its size (or cross sectional area) and its

length. If two pieces of copper wire have the same length, but the

diameter of the one is greater than the diameter of the other, then

the resistance of the larger wire will be less than will that of the

smaller wire. That is, the resistance of a wire conductor decreases

with any increase in the size (or cross sectional area) of the wire.

Also a piece of copper wire of a certain diameter and 10 feet long

&t-P-foss

Fig. 12.-Method of measuring the voltage at the filament terminals of a

vacuum tube or lamp.

will have a greater resistance than another piece of copper wire of the

same diameter but only 1 foot long. In other words the resistance

of a wire conductor increases with the length of the wire.

Directions.

1. The object of the following experiments is to show the effect of

resistance in an electrical circuit. Attach a battery clip to one end

of each of the two 5-foot lengths of No. 18 magnet wire. Open the

4-volt storage battery box and attach one of the clips to the positive

terminal of one cell and the other clip to the negative terminal of

the same cell. Connect the wires leading from the cell to the two

Fahnestock terminals leading to the vacuum tube socket. (See Fig.
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12.) Using the two short lengths of No. 18 magnet wire, connect the

3-volt terminals of the voltmeter across the two socket terminals.

2. Measure the voltage of the cell to be used by pressing the small

button on the meter. The meter should then read about “2 volts.”

3. Prepare a table similar to the one shown below and record the

results that are obtained in the experiments that follow.

Direction

No. in The experiment. The question. The answer.

the text.

2 Measurement of the voltage of

Ceil--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Voltage is?................................................

4 || Measurement of voltage with |Voltage at tubeterminals is? ..............................

tube in socket (leads, No. 18

wires)----.................... |Does tube light?..........................................

5 Measurement of voltage with - -

tube in socket (leads, 5 feet Voltage attubeterminalsis? ..............................

... 1 --- - -

§ºjºI.I.I.

6 || Measurement of voltage with

tube in socket (leads, 5 feet

No. 18 wire; 10 feet No. 32

wire).---......................

Voltage at tube terminalsis? ..............................

Does tube light?..........................................

4. Place the vacuum tube in the socket. To do this properly, turn

the tube until the pin on the side of the base clips into the slot in

the side of the socket. Press the tube down and turn to the right

until it is locked in place. Notice whether or not the filament of

the tube is lighted. (The filament when properly lighted glows a

dull red.) Press the button on the voltmeter and note the reading.

Record observations in the table that has been prepared.

5. Remove one of the 5-foot No. 18 wire leads from the circuit

and replace it with the 5-foot No. 32 wire. Note whether or not

the filament of the tube lights. Press the button on the meter and

note the reading. Record the observations in the table.

6. Remove the 5-foot length of No. 32 wire from the circuit and

replace it with the 10-foot length of No. 32 wire. Note whether or

not the filament of the tube lights. Again take a voltmeter reading.

Record the observations in the table.

7. The amount of current flowing through the vacuum tube fila

ment is indicated by its brilliancy. The more current the greater the

brilliancy. Any change in brightness clearly demonstrates that the

current in the circuit has changed. Thus the vacuum tube in these

experiments shows us at once relative amounts of current flowing

through it.
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Questions. -

(1) Look at the table which you have completed. Is there a dif

ference in the readings of the voltmeter in Directions 2 and 4%. If

there is a difference, to what is it due?

(2) Why did the filament light up in the ea periment under Direc

tion 4, but not light in the eaperiment under Direction 5* -

(3) What does the voltmeter show regarding two vieces of wire

which are of the same length, but of different sizes? -

(4) Which wire delivers the smallest amount of current to the

tube, the 5-foot Wo. 32 wire or the 10-foot No. 32 wire?

(5) What is the object in placing a resistance in a circuit?

Sfor cºge Boffery

Amps or Voffs a

(corrow)
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Fig. 13.-Method of connecting a resistor in series with a vacuum tube and

storage battery.

Information.

Resistors.-If a certain length of resistance wire, for example,

German silver wire, is inserted in a vacuum tube circuit in which a

current is flowing, the pressure at the terminals of the tube will be

reduced, and at the same time the flow of current through the tube.

will be reduced. If the length of the resistance wire is increased the

voltage and current will be still further reduced. Fig. 13 shows a

resistance inserted in series with a VT-1 vacuum tube and battery.

The resistance in this case is a device known as a resistor or rheostat.
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The resistor consists of a tube of insulating material upon which is

wound a number of turns of German silver or composition resistance

wire. The ends of the coil thus formed are fastened to connecting

terminals attached to the ends of the tube. A fastening device at

each end of the tube supports a slide rod placed above the coil. . A

slider makes connection between the slide rod and the resistance wire

by means of a contact spring attached to the slider. The number of

turns of resistance wire, in other words the length of the wire in use,

may be varied by moving the slider. The storage battery in Fig. 13,

is a 4-volt battery. The filament of the tube shown requires only

2.5 volts in order to burn at proper brilliancy.

Ae/he o Sfor

Alamp

AOffery & A. -A 4-O.22

Fig. 14.—Rheostat connected in series with a lamp and a storage battery.

Directions.

8. Replace the 10-foot No. 32 wire with the 5-foot No. 18 wire so

that the connections will be the same as originally made in Direction

4. Cut one of the 5-foot leads in the middle and remove the insula

tion from the ends of the wires. Connect these ends to the resistor

exactly as shown in Fig. 13, making sure the slider on the resistor is

placed at the terminal end of the rod. Press the button switch on

the meter and note the reading. Note whether or not the filament

of the tube is lighted. -

Question.

(6) What is the reading of the voltmeter?
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Directions.

9. Move the slider about one-fourth of an inch toward the oppo

site end of the rod and notice any change in the voltmeter reading

as well as any change in the lighting of the filament.

10. Move the slider gradually in the same direction until the fila

ment of the tube glows a bright red. Caution: Do not move the

slider beyond a point at which the voltmeter needle swings to the

end of the scale (3 volts), as there will then be danger of burning

out the filament of the tube.

Aofenfomefer

EO

7O

Apparafus

-O

a L - a-4. O.23 +.

Fig. 15.-Method of connecting a potentiometer.

Questions.

(7) What voltage was indicated by the voltmeter ºn Direction 10?

(8) Why does the filament burn brighter with less resistance in the

circuit?

(9) Why is it necessary to use a resistor in this circuit?

(10) Does the voltage reading of the meter increase or decrease

as the filament of the tube burns brighter?

Information.

Resistances, Rheostats, Potentiometers.— Resistances or rheostats

are also made in a circular form. Taps are taken off from a resist

ance winding and connected to switch points. The amount of resist

ance included in a circuit is varied by turning a rotary switch arm

which makes contact with the switch points. A rheostat of the cir
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cular type properly connected in series with a VT-1 vacuum tube and

battery is shown in Fig. 14.

Another method of connecting resistance in a circuit is shown in

Fig. 15. The resistor when used in this manner is called a poten

tiometer. With the connections shown, it is possible to obtain any

voltage desired from zero up to the full voltage of the battery. The

potentiometer is similar in construction to the rotary type of rheostat.

The resistance wire of the potentiometer is much greater than that of

the rheostat. This high resistance is necessary due to the fact that

the wire is connected directly across the terminals of the battery. As

shown in Fig. 15, the resistance winding of the potentiometer is con

nected directly across the 224-volt battery. The switch arm is con

nected to one terminal of the apparatus to be used while the other

terminal is connected to one side of the battery. By turning the

switch arm the voltage delivered to the terminal of the apparatus

is varied accordingly.

Questions.

(11) Why is the circular form of rheostaff more practical for use

in a radio set than the straight type resistor?

(12) Why could not a potentiometer, used as in Fig. 15, be con

structed with a low resistance similar to a rheostat?
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. The equipment listed should be prepared in advance. Divide

the class into as many groups as there are sets of equipment. En

deavor to keep these groups as small as possible.

2. a. Show the class one length of No. 18 magnet wire and one

length of No. 32 magnet wire, pointing out the difference in diameter

of the two wires. Explain that if these two wires were hollow

tubing, that more water could be passed through the larger one

than the smaller. Explain that similarly more electrical current

flows through the larger wire than the smaller one, i. e., when the

same voltage is applied to each.

b. Explain how these wires are commected to the battery clips.

Give a detailed explanation of the circuit with special reference

as to the manner in which the WT sockets are connected to the

two center socket terminals, explaining further that the filament is

connected across these.

3. The instructor should now direct the students to begin the

experiments listed under Unit Operation No. 4 and render such

assistance as is necessary, at the same time supervising their work.

4. After completing these experiments each student should be

required to answer as many as possible of the questions in this

Unit Operation, and in addition the instructor may also ask such

question as the following:

a. Why is copper universally used as a conductor?

b. Is it the current or the voltage that makes the filament light?

c. Why is the filament of any electric lamp inclosed in a so-called

vacuum tube?

d. Why is the voltmeter put directly across the filament of the

tube rather than across the battery terminals?

5. The important new words in this Unit Operation are:

Resistance. Vacuum tube. German silver.

Resistor. VT socket. Zinc.

Rheostat. Fahnestock terminals. Brass.

Potentiometer. Magnet wire. Platinum.

Ohm. Silver.

Filament. Aluminum.

6. The instructor should review the experiments in this Unit

Operation, stating specifically the reason for each experiment. He

should then explain just what knowledge should have been obtained

by the student, and before proceeding further assure himself that each
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student has a thorough understanding of what has gone before. The

student should have learned from this Unit Operation the following:

a. What resistance is and how it affects the flow of electric current.

b. Which metals are the best conductors of electricity.

c. How the resistence of a wire depends upon the kind of metal

the wire is made of as well as its length and diameter.

d. What resistors, rheostats, and potentiometers are and their

llSOS. -

e. Why a resistance is used in the filament circuit of a vacuum tube.

SUGGESTIONS FoR ConDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST.

1. After Unit Operation No. 4 has been completed and all the

questions in the text have been answered by each student, the

instructor should give the Instruction Test given below, or devise

one similar to it. For convenience the Performance part of the

test may be given to part of the class while the Information part

is given to the remainder.

2. The instructor should exercise close supervision over each

student's work, especially the connections, stressing the fact that

the voltammeter will be damaged through incorrect usage.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 4.—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the instructor. "

Equipment.

1 battery, BB-14 (BB-28), fully charged.

1 resistor (approximately 0 to 20 ohms).

1 vacuum tube, type VT-1.

Procedure.

1. Place available sets of equipment in suitable locations for con

ducting the test and assign the students who are to be tested to

positions at these locations.

2. Assemble the students for final instructions and answer any

questions they may ask.

3. Distribute the papers marked “Directions to the Student.”

Direct the students to go to their assigned positions and face the

instructor.

4. When ready, direct “About face. Begin.”

5. Note and record the exact time that the word “Begin” is given.

6. When the students have made the connections, they will raise

their right hands. Note and record the time that each student

finishes.
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7. Inspect the connections each student has made, recording

their correctness. Make connections where necessary before going

on with the next part of the test. -

8. When ready, direct “Ready. Begin,” and again record the

exact time when the word “Begin” is given.

9. As the students finish they will raise their papers. Note and

record the time each student finishes. This is conveniently done

by marking the time directly on the student's paper.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 4.—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

1 battery, type BB–14 (BB-28), fully charged.

1 resistor (approximately 0 to 20 ohms).

1 vacuum tube, type VT-1. -

2. When the instructor says “Begin,” start your work promptly.

3. Perform the following operations carefully and quickly.

Problem No. 1.

1. a. Connect the battery, resistor, vacuum tube, and one Weston

voltammeter (as an ammeter) in series.

b. Connect the other Weston voltammeter (as a voltmeter) across

the filament terminals of the vacuum tube.

2. When you have finished the connections, notify the instructor

by raising your right hand.

3. The instructor will supervise your work and record the time

it has taken to do it.

4. When the instructor again says “Begin,” perform the following

operation:

Problem No. 2.

1. Set the resistance at a point where the ammeter will read 0.5

ampere, and by varying the resistance “step up” the current 0.1

ampere at a time and take a voltage reading at each step. Continue .

until a reading of 1.2 is obtained. Record your reading in the table

below:

Current Voltage

(amperes). (volts).
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2. When you have finished; notify the instructor by raising your

paper.

3. The instructor will then inspect your work and record the time

it has taken to do it.

Scoring

1. The maximum score for this test is 12 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 10 points.

3. Directions for scoring.

PROBLEM NO. 1.

Toints.

a. If the equipment, excluding the voltmeter, is correctly connected

in series------------------------------------------------ 2

b. If the voltmeter is correctly connected across the filament------ 2

- PROBLEM NO. 2.

a. For each correct voltage reading------------------------------ 1

4. Where the student has failed to complete the test, or has failed

to correctly solve the problems, a grade of zero will be given for

incomplete parts or incorrect answers.

INSTRUCTION TEST No. 4–B (INFORMATION).

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of questions and

unfinished sentences. Following each one are several words, numbers,

or statements. Select the one which best fits or which makes the

best sense. Write the number of the correct word or phrase on the

dotted line at the right of each question. Only one of the answers

given in each case is correct.

a. The resistance of 5 feet of No. 18 copper wire is 1 ohm.

How many ohms resistance is there in 20 feet of the same size

and kind of wire?

(1) 2 ohms. (2) 4 ohms. (3) 1 ohm. (4) 3 ohms.

b. Name a good resistor.

(1) Copper. (2) Brass. (3) Carbon. (4) Silver.

c. What is the unit of resistance?

(1) Volt. (2) Ampere. (3) Watt. (4) Ohm. - - - - --

d. Which of the metals mentioned below is the best con

ductor of electricity?

(1) Carbon. (2) German silver.

(3) Silver. (4) Copper.

e. Which of the wires below has the smallest diameter?

(1) No. 18. (2) No. 20. (3) No. 32. (4) No. 24. ------
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j. What causes the filament to burn brighter?

(1) Increasing the resistance.

(2) Decreasing the resistance.

(3) Adjusting the potentiometer.

(4) Decreasing the voltage. - - - - - -

g. The diameter of four copper wires of the same length is

given below. Which one has the greatest resistance?

(1) *''. (2) %’’. (3) %’’. (4) %’’. - - - - --

h. Why could not a potentiometer be used in place of a

rheostat for a vacuum tube, type VT-1?

(1) Its resistance is too small.

(2) It is not designed to carry a heavy current.

(3) It is too large.

(4) It would burn out the filament of the tube. -- -- - -
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MAGNETS.

Equipment.

30 feet No. 24 copper magnet wire.

1 small bobbin or spool (with removable iron core).

1 type BA–10 reserve dry cell (charged).

1 small piece of iron (iron nail).

1 head set, type P-11.

1 test buzzer.

Information.

Two sorts of magnets will be discussed in this Unit Operation:

Permanent magnets and electromagnets.

Permanent Magnets.-Nearly every one is familiar with the per

manent type of magnet. Usually, it consists of a magnetized steel

Ak-P-4922

Fig. 16.-A straight bar magnet and a horseshoe magnet.

bar bent in the shape of a horseshoe. If this magnet is held near

other small pieces of iron or steel the latter will be attracted and

cling to it. This attraction is due to the magnetic lines of force

which extend about the ends of the magnet. The area surrounding

the magnet which includes these magnetic lines of force is known

as the magnetic field. Fig. 16 shows a horseshoe type of magnet

and also a bar magnet with the magnetic fields which surround

each. The ends of a magnet are called the poles. One end is known

as the north pole and the other end as the south pole.

If a piece of steel is placed across the poles of a permanent magnet

and then forcibly pulled away it will be found that the piece of

steel has itself also become slightly magnetized and that it will at

tract other pieces of iron or steel. In other words, if a piece of
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steel comes in contact with the poles of a magnet or is placed within

the fields of a magnet, it will still retain some of the magnetism

after it has been removed. In this respect steel differs from pure

iron. A piece of pure iron which has been placed across the poles

of a magnet will at once lose all traces of magnetism when it is

pulled away.

Electromagnets.--When a wire conductor is carrying a current,

a magnetic field is produced around the wire as shown in Fig. 17, A.

Fig. 17, B shows the magnetic field produced when an insulated wire

is wound in the form of a coil and connected to a battery. In addi

tion to the magnetic field immediately around the circumference of

the wire itself, a general magnetic field is produced about the coil

formed by the wire.

fl-P-4-o-re

Fig. 17, A.—Magnetic field produced around a straight wire conductor.

Fig. 17, B.-Magnetic field produced around a coil of wire carrying an electric

current.

Directions.

Construction of an Electromagnet.—1. Take the spool or bobbin

and wind it full with magnet wire. To do this start winding at one

end of the spool, leaving about 8 inches of the wire free at the begin

ning for a connection. Wind the turns close together and evenly

until one layer has been completed. Then wind the second layer back

over the first layer. Continue winding in this manner in layers until

all the wire has been wound on the spool but about 8 inches, which

is to be left for a connection or lead wire. Scrape off the insulation at

the ends of the two short lengths of wire which have been left extend

ing from the winding.

2. Hold the small piece of iron or the iron nail close to one end of

the iron core provided and note whether or not there is any magnetic

attraction between the two. -

3. Place the iron core inside of the spool of wire and repeat Direc

tion 2.
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Question.

(1) Was there any magnetic attraction between the iron core and

the piece of iron in the above eaperiment?

Direction.

4. Connect the leads from the coil to the terminals on the battery.

Repeat Direction 2.

Questions.

(2) Does the flow of current through the coil have any effect on

the iron core? Ea-plain.

(3) Why is the piece of iron not attracted by the iron core when

no current is flowing through the coil? (See Direction 3.)

Information.

Electromagnet.—If a bar of iron is placed inside a coil of wire which

is connected to a battery, the iron will be found to be magnetized and

will attract other pieces of iron or steel. Now if the current passing

through the coil is switched off, the field around the coil will dis

appear or collapse and the iron bar will be found to be no longer

magnetized. The iron bar will remain magnetized just so long as the

current is turned on, but as soon as the current is turned off the iron

loses its magnetism. A bar of iron surrounded by a coil of insulated

wire, as described above, is an example of an electromagnet. The

principle of the electromagnet is made use of every day in the con

struction and operation of electric bells, telephones, arc lamps, mo

tors, generators, etc.

Question.

(4) If an unmagnetized steel core were placed inside a coil and

a current sent through the coil, would the steel core retain any mag

netism after the current was turned off?

Information.

Telephone receivers.--Telephone receivers, which are necessary

with every type of radio receiving set used in the Signal Corps,

depend both upon the electromagnet and the permanent magnet for

their operation. One of the standard types of telephone receivers

for radio work is illustrated in Fig. 18.

Directions.

5. Remove one of the telephone receivers from the head band and

examine it closely. Notice the two wires leading into the receiver

through the holes in the case.

-
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6. Unscrew the hard rubber cap. Carefully remove the thin iron

disk (the diaphragm) by sliding it from the receiver case. Note

carefully that the two sides of the disk are not colored the same and

that the light colored side is toward the magnets.

Question. -

(5) Are the coils of the receiver wound with coarse or with fine

wire?

Directions.

7. Notice the permanent horseshoe magnet at the bottom of the

receiver case.

- NoTE.—The soft iron cores of the two coil magnets are attached by steel

supports to the poles of the permanent magnets located at the base of the

receiver. -

Aug. for Commer/Wars:

RL-F-4040)

Fig. 18.-Headset, type P-11, with caps and diaphragm of one receiver removed.

Question.

(6) If the cores of the two small electromagnets are made of soft

iron, why is it that they ea’ert a pull upon the diaphragm of the

Teceiver?

Directions.

8. Carefully replace the diaphragm making sure the light colored

side is toward the magnets. Screw the cap on the receiver case.

Information.

The Telephone Receiver.—The action of a telephone receiver is

as follows: Whether there is any current passing through the coils

or not the poles of the permanent magnet exert a steady pull upon
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the diaphragm. This causes the diaphragm to be curved slightly

inward toward the poles of the magnet, but without quite touching

them. If a small current is now passed through the coils, the

magnetic field produced by the coils will either help or hinder the

magnetic effect of the permanent magnet, depending upon the di

rection of current through the coils. If the permanent magnet

field is strengthened by the field of the coils, a stronger pull will be

exerted upon the diaphragm causing it to move closer to the magnet

poles. If the permanent magnet field is weakened by the field of

the coils the magnetic pull on the diaphragm will be reduced, thus

causing the diaphragm to move away from the poles of the magnet.

The rapid opening and closing of a switch placed in series with a

telephone receiver and battery will cause an intermittent or broken

up current to pass through the coils of the magnet. This intermit

tent current in turn will produce a series of back and forth motions

of the diaphragm. The motions of the diaphragm will set up

vibrations in the air and these vibrations will become noticeable to

the ear in the form of a series of clicks. By substituting in place

of the switch a make-and-break device which will interrupt the

current very rapidly, a note will be heard in the receiver, the pitch

of which will depend upon how rapidly the current is being inter

rupted. -

Since only very small currents are available, from a radio receiv

ing set, a great many turns of insulated wire must be wound on the

telephone receiver magnets in order to produce a magnetic field

strong enough to cause a movement of the diaphragm. A fine wire

is used in order that the necessary number of turns may be wound in

the small space provided. Since the wire is very fine the resistance

of the coils is high. For example, the resistance of the type of re

ceivers shown in Fig. 18, is approximately 1,100 ohms.

The receivers used in a head set are connected in series. In this

case the total resistance of the receivers is 2,200 ohms.

Directions. - - - - - -

9. Connect one of the phone cord terminals to one of the dry-cell

terminals. Place the receivers on the head. Touch the other termi

nal of the dry cell several times with the remaining cord terminal.

Question.

(7) What happens when this is done?

Information. - -

The Electric Buzzer—The buzzer is another electrical device which

utilizes the electromagnet. The buzzer shown in Fig. 19 is the
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type used in conjunction with radio sets. It consists of a composi

tion base, upon which is mounted a small two-coil electromagnet, the

core of which is made of soft iron. Directly in front of the poles

of the magnet is a strip of spring steel which is fastened to a part of

the magnet support. A set-screw terminal is provided on this part

of the support. A small piece of silver or alloy metal is fastened

to a spring structure attached to the strip of spring steel. This

small piece of low-resistance metal is known as a contact. The

spring-steel strip is called the vibrator or armature of the buzzer. A

second contact is provided on the end of a thumbscrew mounted di

rectly in front of the contact on the vibrator. The support of this

contact screw is provided with a small-screw terminal. A third

thumbscrew is used to adjust the tension of the spring vibrator.

º Swifth

at-º-º-o-º-º:

Fig. 19.-Test buzzer with cap removed to show parts and method of connecting

to dry cell.

The wire connections of the buzzer are as follows: One end of one

of the coils is connected to the screw terminal at the base of the

buzzer. The other end of this coil is connected to an end of the

second coil, thus placing the two coils in series. The other end of

the second coil is connected to the vibrator.

Directions.

Connecting and Operating a Buzzer.

10. Examine the buzzer thoroughly. Trace the connections from

the coils. Notice the various adjustment screws.

11. Adjust the thumbscrew controlling the tension of the vibrator

arm, so that about one thirty-second of an inch space exists between

the poles of the magnets and the vibrator. Adjust the contact

thumbscrew in front of the vibrator so that it just makes contact
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with the vibrator. Connect one terminal of the dry cell to one ter

minal of the buzzer as shown in Fig. 19. Connect one end of a lead

wire to the other terminal of the battery. Touch the vibrator ter

minal with the other end of the lead wire. "

Question.

(8) What happens when the vibrator terminal is touched with the

end of the lead wire?

Direction.

12. Connect the lead wire to the terminal of the contact screw lo

cated in front of the vibrator.

Question.

(9) What happens when the above connection is made?

Direction.

13. With the buzzer still running try adjusting the set screws on

the buzzer and notice the pitch of the note obtained with each adjust

ment.

Information.

The Action of a Buzzer—The action of a buzzer is as follows:

When the switch in Fig. 19 is closed, the current passes through the

positive lead to the contact screw, through the contact screw and

vibrator, then through the coils in series, and back through the nega

tive lead to the dry cell. When the current passes through the

magnet coils the iron cores of the magnet become magnetized and

attract the vibrator or armature. This attraction pulls the armature

away from the contact thumbscrew and thus causes the circuit to be

broken. As soon as the circuit is broken the electromagnets lose

their magnetism and no longer attract the armature. The tension

of the armature causes it to return to its original position, that is,

resting against the contact screw. This movement results in the

circuits again being completed and the armature again is attracted

to the magnets. This action is repeated over and over again, caus

ing the armature to emit a sound or note.

Question.

(10) Upon what does the speed at which the armature vibrates

depend?
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. The equipment listed in Unit Operation No. 5 of the Students

Manual should be prepared in advance. The class should be divided

into as many groups as there are sets of equipment. Small groups

are desirable, and if consistent should be limited to two or three men.

2. a. Give a brief discussion of “lines of force.”

b. Place a horseshoe magnet, or any type of permanent magnet,

on a table. Over it place a piece of smooth paper and sprinkle some

iron filings on the paper. Shake the paper slightly and allow each

student to see how the iron filings take the form of lines about the

magnet. This demonstration should make clear to the student what

is meant by. “lines of force.” Now remove the magnet and shake

the paper slightly, thus demonstrating that, in the absence of the

magnet, the filings do not assume any definite form.

3. a. Discuss briefly the importance of magnets and magnetism,

including a statement as to some of its important uses, i.e., in motors,

generators, electric bells and buzzers, telephones, etc.

b. Magnetize a piece of steel by rubbing it against the poles of the

horseshoe magnet. Show by demonstration that this piece of steel

then becomes a magnet in itself and consequently will attract

another piece of steel, for instance a needle.

c. Rub also a piece of soft iron on the magnet and demonstrate

its use as such. It will then be obvious that soft iron does not

retain its magnetism and acts as a magnet only when it is in contact

with a steel magnet.

4. The instructor should now direct the students to begin the

experiments listed in the Students Manual under Unit Operation

No. 5. He should exercise personal supervision over the work of the

students and assist them whenever necessary, but should not actually

conduct any of the experiments for any student.

5. After these experiments have been completed the instructor

should require each student to answer verbally as many of the ques

tions in the Students Manual as possible. In order to bring out

further details, he may also ask additional questions, such as the

following:

a. How would you make a permanent magnet out of a piece of

steel?

b. How would you make a magnet out of a piece of soft iron?

c. What are meant by “lines of force”?

d. What is meant by the poles of a magnet?

e. If the magnet were cut in two, would each half have two poles?
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f. Is the compass needle a permanent or an electromagnet?

g. Which pole of a compass needle points toward north? Why? .

h. Would a straight length of wire with current flowing through

it act as an electromagnet?

i. Why is soft iron usually used for making an electro magnet?

6. The important new words in this Unit Operation are:

Core (of an electromagnet). Magnetic poles.

Buzzer. Magnetize.

Permanent magnet. Magnetism.

Electromagnet. Collapse (of a magnetic field).

Magnetic lines of force. Diaphragm.

Magnetic field. Armature (buzzer).

Bar magnet. - Contact point.

Horseshoe magnet.

7. The instructor should review the experiments in this Unit

Operation, stating specifically the reason for conducting them and

the knowledge which should have been obtained. For instance, the

student should now understand fully what both permanent and

electromagnets are, and generally how they are made; he should also

know what is meant by “lines of force,” as well as in what direction

these lines radiate in relation to their source. His knowledge

should also include some information relative to the construction

and operation of telephone receivers and buzzers.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST.

1. After Unit Operation No. 5 is completed and all of the questions

in the Students Manual have been answered by each student, the

instructor should give the following Instruction Test or devise one

similar to it. The test is divided into two parts, namely, Performance

and Information. If desired, the Performance part of the test may be

given to a part of the class while the Information part is given to the

remainder. -

2. The instructor, in person, should supervise the students’ work

and require that all telephone receivers be reassembled properly.

Care should be exercised to avoid damage to buzzers.

INSTRUCTION ON TEST NO. 5–A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

5 head sets, 2 of which are good, 2 “open,”

magnetism.

1 battery, type BA–4.

1 buzzer, out of adjustment.

’ and 1 with no
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Procedure.

1. Number each head set with a tag, from Nos. 1 to 5. Place

available sets of equipment in suitable locations for conducting the

test and assign students to positions.

2. Assemble the students and answer any questions they may wish

to ask. Explain that if a connection in any part of the head phones

is broken that phone is known as “open,” i. e., there is an open circuit.

3. Distribute the papers marked “Directions to the student” and

direct the students to go to their assigned positions and face the

instructor. At this time distribute the “Information” test papers

to the remainder of the class, directing them to begin work at the

command “Begin,” which will be given to the entire class.

4. When ready, give the command “About face. Begin,” and

note the exact time that the command “Begin” is given.

5. Notify students that when they have completed the first part

of the Performance Test they will raise their right hands. Note

and record the exact time each student finishes.

6. Inspect all of the head sets before going on with the next part

of the test.

7. When ready for the second part of the test, give the command

“Ready. Begin,” and again record the exact time that the com

mand “Begin” is given.

8. Notify students that when they have finished each will raise

his right hand. Note and record the exact time each individual

student finishes. This may be conveniently done by recording it on

the student's paper. -

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 5–A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

5 head sets (numbered from 1 to 5), type P-11, 2 of which are

serviceable, 2 have a broken connection, and 1 has no

magnetism. -

1 battery, type BA–4.

1 buzzer, out of adjustment.

2. When the instructor says “Begin,” test each of the five head

sets and write the numbers of the phones that are serviceable, open,

or demagnetized in the spaces provided below:

Serviceable--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Open circuit---------------------------------------------------|----------|----------|----------|----------

No magnetism-------------------------------------------------|-----------------
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3. When you have finished this test and have recorded the numbers

as set forth above, notify the instructor that you have finished by

raising your right hand.

4. The instructor will then record the time taken to do the work

and will supervise your work in person.

5. When the instructor again says “Begin,” take the buzzer before

you, connect it to the battery correctly, and adjust it so that it

operates satisfactorily. -

6. When you have the buzzer properly adjusted, notify the

instructor that you have finished by raising your right hand.

. 7. The instructor will then inspect your work and record the time

taken to do the work. -

Scoring.

1. The maximum possible score for this test is 12 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 10 points.

3. Directions for scoring.

a. If the student records correctly: Points.

(1) The numbers of the two good head sets----------------- 4

(2) The numbers of the two open head sets----------------- 4

(3) The number of the set which has no magnetism----------- 2

b. If the student properly adjusts the buzzer so that it operates sat

isfactorily in a reasonable time---------------------------- 2

4. Where the student has failed to complete the test or has failed

to answer questions correctly, a grade of zero will be given for incom

plete parts or incorrect answers.

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of sentences.

Read each sentence carefully, and if what it says is true (correct)

place a plus (+) sign on the short dotted line in the right margin. If

what it says is not true (incorrect), place a minus (–) sign on the

dotted line. -

1. The diaphragm of a telephone receiver is made of hard

rubber. - ------

2. The armature of a buzzer is stationary when the buzzer

is operated. - - - - - -

3. The contact point on the buzzer is made of carbon. - - - - - -

4. The north “pole” of a compass needle points toward

the north. -- - - - -

5. An electromagnet usually uses a soft-iron core. ------

6. Steel loses its magnetism quickly. - - - - - -

7. Copper makes a good magnet. - - - - - -

8. It requires a current of at least 1 ampere to operate

telephone receivers. - - - - - -

9. Permanent magnets are usually made of steel. - - - - - -
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10. In replacing the telephone receiver diaphragm the

light-colored side should be placed toward the magnets.

11. An electromagnet is required for operating a buzzer.

12. An electromagnet is a permanent magnet.

13. The receivers of the type P-11 head set are connected

in parallel.

14. The diaphragm should be attracted by the magnets in

the telephone receiver, even when there is no current passing

through the coils in the receiver.

15. Strong lines of force are always present around an

electromagnet whether a current is passing through its coil

or not.

16. If a permanent magnet is cut in halves, each half will

have two poles, a north pole and a south pole

Page No. 5.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. The first five Unit Operations are related, inasmuch as they all

pertain to fundamental and basic principles and apparatus.

2. Before going on to Unit Operation No. 6, which starts work on

radio sets and auxiliary equipment, it is advisable to find out at this

point whether or not all of the students are sufficiently proficient to

progress to a new group of subjects. The instructor should therefore

give the Progress Test set forth below or devise one similar to it.

3. It is usually found more convenient to give the Performance

part of this test to one part of the class, while the Information part

is given to the remainder.

4. The instructor should maintain the same personal supervision

over the work of the Performance part as has been the custom in

previous Instruction Tests.

PROGREss TEST No. 1-A (PERFORMANCE.)

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment (for both problems).

4 type BA–2 batteries (serviceable).

2 voltammeters, Weston, No. 280.

1 type BB-14 storage battery (unserviceable).

1 type VT-1 tube.

1 tube socket (for VT-1) mounted on a board with filament

terminals brought out to Fahnestock connector.

1 resistor (approximately 0 to 20 ohms).

2 pair of head sets, W. E., type P-11 (1 pair serviceable, 1

pair with no magnetism).

Procedure.

Problem No. 1.

1. Prepare in advance the above-listed equipment for both prob

ems. Divide the class into as many sections as there are sets of

equipment. Assign the students to their positions.

2. Number the serviceable pair of phones No. 2 and the pair with

no magnetism No. 1 for each set of equipment. These numbers can

be written on tags which are conveniently attached to each pair of

head phones.

3. Assemble the entire class and caution all students again that in

measuring an unknown voltage or current to use first the terminals on

the voltammeter that read the maximum. After finding out what

the current or voltage is in this manner, if a lower scale can be used,

it should be employed in order to get a more accurate reading... ...
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4. It is not desirable, before starting a Progress Test, to answer

any questions pertaining to the work covered by the test.

5. Distribute the papers marked “Directions to the Student”

and the “Information Test Papers” and direct the students to go

to their assigned position and face the instructor.

6. When ready, direct “About face. Begin.” Note and record

the exact time the word “Begin” is given. -

7. When the students taking the Performance part of the test

have completed Problem No. 1, each will raise his right hand. Note

and record the exact time that each individual finishes. This is

conveniently done by noting the time on the student's paper.

8. When ready for Problem No. 2, direct “About face. Begin,”

and again note the time the word “Begin” is given.

9. When the students have completed the Performance Test, each

will raise his right hand . Note and record the exact time each

finishes. Inspect the work as soon as possible.

PROGRESS TEST NO. 1-A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

Problem No. 1.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your assigned position:

4 type BA–2 batteries.

1 voltammeter, Weston, No. 280.

Connecting wire.

2. When the instructor says “Begin,” start work promptly.

Perform the following operations carefully and quickly:

a. Connect the four type BA–2 batteries in series. Measure the

total voltage and record your reading on the dotted line to the

right. --------------------

b. Leaving the batteries connected in series, measure the total short

circuit current. Be careful to first make connections to the ammeter's

highest-reading binding posts when measuring an unknown current.

Short-circuit these batteries only long enough to take a reading. Rec

cord your reading on the dotted line to the right. ----------------

c. Connect the four batteries in parallel. Read the total voltage

and record your reading on the dotted line to the right. -- - - - - - - - - - -

d. With the batteries still in parallel, measure the total short

circuit current. (See CAUTION, question 2b.) Record your reading

on the dotted line to the right. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3. When finished with these operations, notify the instructor

immediately by raising your right hand.
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4. The instructor will then record the time you have taken to

accomplish the above work and inspect it.

5. Turn and face the instructor and wait until he directs you to

begin Problem No. 2.

Problem No. 2.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your assigned position:

1 storage battery, type BB–14.

2 voltammeters, Weston, No. 280.

1 WT-1 tube.

1 tube socket (mounted).

1 resistor (approximately 0 to 20 ohms).

2 pairs of head phones, W. E., type P-11 (1 pair serviceable

1 pair in poor condition). -

A supply of magnet wire (about No. 18 B. & S.) for making

connections.

2. When the instructor says “Begin,” start the following operations

promptly. Do your work carefully and quickly:

a. Connect one voltammeter (used as a voltmeter) across the storage

battery. Read and record voltage measured on dotted line to the

b. Connect in series the resistor and the filament terminals of the

tube and connect to battery. Connect in the circuit a voltammeter

(as an ammeter). Adjust the resistor until tube glows red (normal

brightness) and measure and record the number of amperes of current

being consumed, on the dotted line to the right. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

c. Now connect the other voltammeter as a voltmeter so that you

can measure the voltage across the filament terminals of the tube.

Record the number of volts measured on the dotted line to the right,

and then disconnect the battery.

Scoring.

1. The maximum possible score for this test is 38 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 30 points.

3. Directions for scoring.

PROBLEM NO. 1.

a. For correctly connecting the four type BA–2 batteries in serie.”

and reading the voltage----------------------------------- 4

b. For correctly measuring and recording the short-circuit current for

these batteries connected in series--------------------------- 6

c. For correctly connecting the four batteries in parallel and reading

the total voltage------------------------------------------ 4

d. For correctly measuring the short-circuit current of these batteries

connected in parallel-------------------------------------- 6
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PROBLEM NO. 2.

a. For correctly connecting the voltmeter and reading the voltage of

the BB-14 storage battery--------------------------------- 2

b. (1) For correctly connecting the resistor-filament terminals of the

tube and battery in series------------------------------ 2

(2) For correctly connecting the ammeter in series with the above

equipment-------------------------------------------- 4

(3) For correctly reading the ammeter------------------------- 2

c. (1) For correctly connecting the voltmeter in parallel with the

filament terminals------------------------------------- 4

(2) For choosing the headset which is serviceable---------------- 4

4. Where the student has failed to complete the test or has failed

to perform it correctly, a grade of zero will be given for incomplete

parts or incorrect answers.

PROGRESS TEST NO. 1-B (INFORMATION).

Part I.

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of sentences.

Read each sentence carefully, and if what it says is true (correct),

place a plus (+) sign on the short dotted line in the right margin. If

what it says is not true (incorrect), place a minus (-) sign on the

dotted line.

Example.—Camp Vail is a Naval station. - - -- --

1. Current generated by a cell or battery flows from the +

terminal around through the circuit to the – terminal. - - - - - -

2. Very poor conductors of electricity are called insulators. ------

3. When the negative terminals of a number of batteries

are connected and all the positive terminals are connected, the

batteries are said to be connected in series.

4. Fiber is a good conductor of electricity.

5. Platinum is a better conductor of electricity than silver.

6. Lead is a better conductor of electricity than copper.

7. The BA–4 is a 22-volt dry battery.

8. The center or carbon electrode of a dry cell is the negative

electrode.

9. The BA– 10 cell must be filled with water before being

used.

10. In order to measure the current with a Weston 280

voltammeter, the button switch must be pressed. - - - - - -

11. The normal voltage of one BA–10 cell is 1.5 volts.

12. The current obtained from two fully charged batteries

connected in series is twice that of one battery. - - - - - -
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13. The voltage of a lead storage battery of 2 cells is 4 volts. ------

14. The BB-14 is a 100 ampere-hour battery. - - - - - -

15. The voltage of an Edison cell is greater than that of a

lead cell. - - - - - -

16. Carbon is considered a very good conductor of electri

city, due to its high resistance. - - - - - -

17. A potentiometer is used to regulate current. - - - - - -

18. Copper makes a good magnet. - - - - - - -

19. Copper wire is used for making most rheostats. - - - - - -

20. Soft iron does not retain its magnetism after being

removed from a magnetic field. - - - - - -

21. In replacing the diaphragm in a telephone receiver

the light-colored side should be placed toward the magnet.

22. An electromagnet is a permanent magnet. - - - - - -

23. Steel is usually used for the core of an electromagnet. ------

24. A piece of steel rubbed against a permanent magnet

makes the piece of steel a permanent magnet. - - - - - -

25. The positive terminal of a storage battery is painted

black. º - - - - - -

26. The BB–5 battery is an Edison type battery. - - - - - -

27. Greater voltage is obtained from two cells connected

in parallel than from one cell. - - - - - -

28. When testing the voltage of two BA–2 batteries con

nected in series, the positive terminal of the batteries is con

nected to the post marked “Amps or Volts +” and the

negative battery terminal is connected to the post marked

“15 Volts.” - - - - - -

29. In measuring the current flowing through any instru

ment the ammeter is connected in parallel across the instru

ment. - - - - - -

30. A buzzer requires an electromagnet to make it operate. -- - - - -

Part II.

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of questions and

unfinished sentences. Following each one are several words,

numbers, or statements. Select the one which best fits or which

makes the best sense. Write the number of the correct word or

phrase on the dotted line at the right of each question. Only one

of the answers given in each case is correct.

a. What is the voltage of a type BA–8 battery?

(1) 1%. (2) 4. (3) 22. (4) 45. - - - - - -

b. What is the voltage of a BA—4 cell?

(1) }%. (2) 1%. (3) 4. (4) 22. - - - - - -
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c. What is the difference between the BA–8 and BA–2 type

of battery :

(1) The BA–8 is smaller than the BA–2.

(2) The BA-8 produces a higher voltage than the

BA–2.

(3) The BA–8 will last longer than the BA–2.

(4) The BA–8 is used to light the filaments of the

tubes, while the BA–2 is used for plate voltage.

d. What is necessary to be done in order to make a new

BA–10 cell serviceable?

(1) It must be filled with acid electrolyte.

(2) It must be filled with caustic soda.

(3) It must be filled with water.

(4) It must be charged for 24 hours.

e. How great a current can be measured by a Weston volt

ammeter, model 280?

(1) 3 amperes. (2) 15 amperes. (3) 30 amperes.

(4) 50 amperes.

f. How great a voltage can be measured by a Weston,

model 280, voltammeter? -

(1) 3 volts. (2) 15 volts. (3) 150 volts. (4) 500 volts.

g. In measuring an unknown current where would you first

make connections to the ammeter?

(1) “Amps or Volts” and binding post marked 150

volts.

(2) “Amps or Volts” and binding post marked 30

amps.

(3) “Amps or Volts” and binding post marked 3

amps.

(4) “Amps or Volts” and binding post marked 15

amps.

h. Theoretically, how long will a 90 ampere-hour battery

deliver electric current?

(1) For 15 hours, drawing 4 amperes.

(2) For 10 hours, drawing 9 amperes.

(3) For 20 hours, drawing 5 amperes.

(4) For 6 hours, drawing 12 amperes.

i. Upon what does the ampere hour capacity of a storage

battery depend?

(1) The voltage of the battery.

(2) The distance between plates.

(3) The thickness of the separators.

(4) The size and number of plates in the cells.

j. Which of the metals below are the best conductors of

electricity?

(1) Platinum. (2) Gold. (3) Silver. (4) Copper. ------
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THE SCR-61 WAVE METER.

Equipment.

2 wave meters, type SCR-61.

1 small screw driver.

1 head set, type P-11.

Information.

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES.

It is a well-known fact that when a stone is thrown into a pond

a series of ripples or waves is created. Similarly, if air is disturbed

by the vibrating of a bell or the blowing of a whistle, sound waves

are produced in the air. Light and heat are also transmitted by

waves. In fact, many of the most familiar phenomena of everyday

life are caused by wave motion.

The particular form of waves which have to do with radio com

munication are known as electromagnetic or radio waves. Electro

magnetic waves travel through a medium called the ether which,

though it is invisible, is supposed to exist everywhere throughout all

space. Electromagnetic waves may be produced in the ether by

electrical disturbances such as are caused by the electrical currents

of a radio transmitting set. These waves possess energy and are

capable of doing work. In other words, a radio transmitting set

sends out energy in the form of wave motion. A radio receiving set

placed at a considerable distance from the transmitting set inter

cepts the waves of the transmitter. The energy which has been trans

mitted over this distance by means of the wave motion operates the

radio receiver and causes it to produce a perceptible signal.

Every wave has a length and this length can be measured. For

instance, in the case of water waves, the wave length is usually de

termined as the distance between the tops of the crests of two succes

sive waves. The wave length of any other kind of wave can be de

termined in the same way. It is common practice to use the sym

bol A (the Greek letter lambda, pronounced lam-da) to represent

wave length. This length is generally expressed in meters instead

of feet. -

A radio transmitting set is usually designed to send out waves of

different lengths. For instance, a message may be sent on a wave

length of 250 meters. By properly adjusting the transmitter the

length of the wave may be changed to 300 meters, 500 meters, or

some other desired length. The series of wave lengths over which a
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set will transmit is known as the wave-length range of the transmit

ter. The wave-length range is also spoken of as the wave-length

band.

Questions.

(1) How are sound, light, and heat transmitted?

(2) What kind of wave is used in radio communication?

(3) How is this wave produced?

(4) How is it known that the waves from a radio transmitting set

possess energy?

(5) Between what two points is the length of a wave measured?

(6) In what units is the length of a wave usually ea pressed?

(7) Can a radio transmitting set be made to transmit on more than

one wave length?

(8) What is meant by the wave-length range of a radio transmit

ting set?

DETAILS OF THE WAVE METER.

Information.

General construction of the wave meter.—If, on an ordinary tele

phone party line, all of the subscribers attempted to carry on a con

versation at the same time, considerable confusion would arise due

to the fact that each party would be talking over the same circuit.

In the same way if all radio transmitting stations were allowed to

use any wave length they pleased at random, there would be con

siderable interference at the radio receiving stations due to the fact

that a number of transmitting stations would probably be transmit

ting on the same wave length and the received signals would con

sequently be so jumbled together that it would be impossible to read

them. To overcome this sort of interference in radio communication

certain wave lengths are assigned to the various classes of transmit

ting stations in operation.

For instance, amateur radio stations are limited to a wave-length

band of from 150 to 200 meters; Government stations are allotted

certain wave lengths, such as 300, 600, 900, 1,200, 5,000 meters, etc.

Radiophone broadcasting stations are confined to a wave-length band

of from 250 to 700 meters.

In order to keep within the limits of these wave-length allocations

and to facilitate efficient radio communications it is necessary to

measure the wave length of a radio transmitter. As electromagnetic
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waves are invisible and can not be measured with ordinary measuring

instruments an electrical instrument known as a wave meter is used.

The wave meter is an instrument by means of which it is possible

to measure the length of electromagnetic waves generated by some

outside agency, such as a transmitting set. The wave meter may also

be used to generate and to emit (send out) waves of a known length.

The radio operator uses the wave meter for both of these purposes

when he measures the wave length of transmitting sets (both local

and distant), and when he calibrates transmitting and receiving

SetS.
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Fig. 20.-The SCR-61 wave meter.

The most important parts of an SCR-61 wave meter are the rotary

condenser, inductance coil, buzzer, crystal detector, and the dry cell.

See Figs. 20, 21, and 22.

Directions.

1. Unbuckle the leather carrying strap. Release the two latches

on the front of the box and raise the cover. Study Figs. 20, 21, and

22 to learn the names of the important parts of the meter which can
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*

be seen when the cover is raised. Learn the names of these parts

so that they can be given promptly when required.

2. Take the three coils out of the right-hand compartment of the

box. Note on just which coils the letters A, B, and C appear. Look

in the cover of the box and locate the clamp by which the coils are

fastened in place. Using this clamp, fasten coil A in place. (See

Fig. 21.) Be careful that the coil is fastened firmly. Then remove

coil A and try the other two coils in position, making sure that they

fit. *
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Fig. 21.-Panel of set box BC–37 removed to show interior parts.

Questions.

(9) Why is it important to know the length of an electromagnetic

ſwave?

(10) What is the purpose of the wave meter?

(11) How is the wave meter inductance coil constructed?

(12) What is the approacimate size of each of the three coils?

(13) Which coil (A, B, or C) is the largest? Which is the

smallest?

(14) Why were the two holes in the coil support made different

Żm size?

(15) How is contact made with the wire on the coils? (See Figs.

20 and 22.)
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Information.

The Inductance Coils.-The two main parts of the wave meter are

the inductance coil and the rotary condenser. These two parts con

trol the length of the wave emitted by the wave meter and measure

the waves emitted by a radio transmitter. For example, suppose

one of the three inductance coils supplied with the wave meter is

correctly inserted and connected in its proper place. If now the

setting of the rotary condenser is changed to another setting the

length of the emitted wave will be changed. If the rotary condenser

is left at this latter setting and the inductance coil is removed and

one of the other two coils connected in its place, the wave length

emitted will again be changed. This leads to the conclusion that any

change in the setting of the rotary condenser or in the size of the

inductance will cause a change in the wave length.

AA’O/W7 V/A"Wºº

Apa-a-a855

Fig. 22.-Details of inductance coils used in SCR-61 wave meter.

As stated above three inductance coils are furnished with each

wave meter of the SCR-61 type. Each coil covers a certain band

of wave lengths. Any wave length within this band may be obtained

by adjusting the rotary condenser according to the scale on the meter.

If after using any one of the three inductance coils in the wave

meter, the desired wave length is not found within the wave-length

band of the coil, it will be necessary to substitute the one of the two

remaining coils which includes the desired wave length within its

band. Using the three inductance coils a wave-length band of from

150 to 2,600 meters may thus be covered.

Questions.

(16) What are the two main parts of the wave meter?

(17) What do these parts control?
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(18) What does each inductance coil limit?

(19) Why are three inductance coils supplied with the meter?

(20) What is the purpose of the rotary condenser?

Directions.

3. Remove the four screws from the corners of the panel and lift

the panel from the box by means of the binding posts marked “FIL”

and “METER.” It will be necessary to disconnect the canvas covered

wires leading up to the lid of the box. This is done by removing

the three screws holding the wires in position. Put all the screws

in the right hand compartment of the box in order that they will

not be lost.

Questions.

(21) Why was the panel lifted out by certain binding posts?

(22) How is the boa, lined?

(23) Do the screws holding the panel in place serve to make an

electrical connection between the liming of the boa, and the wiring

on the panel? Look under the panel where the screws go through

and see how many connections are made in this way.

Directions.

4. Hold the panel on edge and study the construction of the

rotary condenser. Rotate the knob on the front of the panel and

notice what turns behind the panel. Trace the connection between

the fixed and movable plates. (See Figs. 23 and 24.)

Information.

The Rotary Condenser.—A rotary condenser usually consists of a

number of stationary or fixed semicircular plates together with a

number of movable or rotary semicircular plates. The movable

plates rotate in such a way as to slip into the spaces between the

stationary plates. A pointer moving over a circular scale indicates

the position of the movable set of plates. (See Fig. 20.)

A condenser has the property of governing the flow of certain

forms of electricity which occur in a radio set. This property is

expressed interms of capacity. The unit for expressing the capacity

of a condenser is the farad. A subdivision of the farad is known

1.

1,000,000

As a close relationship exists between wave length and capacity,

any change in the capacity of the rotary condenser in the SCR-61

as a microfarad, which is of a farad.
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Wave meter will cause a change in the length of the wave emitted

by the wave meter. The capacity of the rotary condenser may be

changed by changing the position of the rotary plates with respect

to the position of the fixed plates.

The details of the mechanical construction of the rotary con

denser employed in the SCR-61 wave meter are rather complicated

and do not come within the scope of this course. An understanding

of the general principle involved will be sufficient.

From a careful study of the condenser in the wave meter itself

together with the illustrations in Figs. 23 and 24, it will be evident

that the condenser consists of two sets of fixed plates and two sets of

movable plates. In the illustrations the sets of fixed plates are

marked “A” and “B” while the movable plates are marked “A” and

“B’.” The two sets of fixed plates have been separated at one end to

show more clearly the details of the movable plates. Connections to

the wave meter circuit are made from the two sets of fixed plates.

The set of fixed plates marked A is connected to the set of movable

plates marked A’ through a contact device. In the same manner the

other set of fixed plates B are connected to the movable plates B’

through a similar contact device. When the movable plates A" are

entirely covered by the fixed plates A and the movable plates B’ are

entirely covered by the fixed plates B the capacity of the condenser

is at a minimum. (See Fig. 22.) When the movable plates are rotated

to the opposite position so that the plates A’ are entirely covered by

the fixed plates B and the plates B’ are entirely covered by the fixed

plates A, the capacity of the condenser is at a maximum.

Questions.

(24) How many sets of fived plates are there in the rotary con

denser of the SCR-61 wave meter? -

(25) How many fiased plates are there in each set?

(26) How many sets of movable plates are there in the condenser?

(27) How many movable plates are there is each set?

(28) Are the movable and fived plates connected together?

(29) How is the position of the movable plates varied?

(30) What is meant by the capacity of a condenser?

(31) What is the unit used for ea pressing capacity? What is a

microfarad?

(32) What is the purpose of the rotary condenser in the SCR-61

wave meter?
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WAVE METER AS A TRANSIMITTER.

Information.

In order that the wave meter may be used as a low power trans

mitter, a small buzzer is provided. The buzzer consists of two small

electromagnets, an adjustable armature or vibrator, and an adjust

able contact screw. The longer of the two thumbscrews on the

buzzer is used to adjust the armature, while the shorter thumbscrew

is used to adjust the contact with the armature.
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Fig. 25.-Schematic diagram of connections in the SCR-61 wave meter.

The buzzer is operated by a dry cell of the BA–4 type. It should

be noticed that the support for the BA–4 dry cell is so arranged that

the positive or center terminal of the cell makes contact with the

spring terminal located close to the rotary condenser. The negative

pole (the outside of the cell itself) makes contact with the brass lug

located at the edge of the panel. The dry cell should never be put

in the support backwards. In some types of wave meters if this is

done, the dry cell will become short-circuited and run down in a

short time.
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A push-pull buzzer switch is provided on the panel of the wave

meter to turn the current from the dry cell on or off. On some

wave meters the buzzer is operated by pulling out the switch button.

On others the button must be pushed in.

Sometimes an operator leaves the switch closed so that the current

flows through the buzzer circuit. The wave meter may then be

stored away without this fact being detected. Later some other

operator may try to use the wave meter, but will be unable to do so

for the reason that the cell will have become corroded and the

contacts destroyed. To prevent an occurrence of this kind, always

see that the buzzer switch is open or else remove the battery.

Directions.

5. Trace the wiring diagram of the wave meter with particular

reference to the buzzer, buzzer switch, battery, small resistance, leads

to the inductance coils, meter connections, and the variable con

denser. Omit the wiring to the detector, fixed condenser, and phones.

Remember that there must be a complete metallic circuit in order

that the buzzer may operate.

Questions,

(33) Will the circuit from the battery to the buzzer be complete

if there is no inductance coil in place in the top of the set? Eaplain

3/07/7" (1781067".

(34) Why are the leads going to the inductance coils made flea

Žble? Why are they inclosed in canvas?

(35) Will the buzzer operate if the two binding posts marked

“METER" are not connected by the brass strap?

(36) What must be the position of the buzzer switch in order that

current may pass through the buzzer?

(37) Could the battery be put in the meter backwards? If so,

what damage would result?

WAVE IMETER AS A RECEIVER,

Information.

When the wave meter is used to receive signals, the circuit must

include, in addition to the inductance coil and the variable con

denser, a fixed condenser, a detector, and a pair of telephone receivers.

The purpose of the telephone receivers is to convert interrupted

or vibrating electrical currents into sound waves, as explained in

Unit Operation No. 5. However, the electrical currents picked up by

the inductance coil of a wave meter from a transmitting set are

vibrating at an exceedingly high rate of speed. These vibrations
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are much too rapid for the diaphragm of the telephone receiver to

follow. Due to this fact it becomes necessary to use a device which

will alter the rapidly interrupted or high-frequency currents so that

they will cause the diaphragm of the telephone receiver to respond

and produce sound waves. The device used for this purpose is

known as a detector.

There are various types of detectors. The one used in the SCR-61

wave meter is called a crystal detector. The crystal detector con

sists of two essential parts—a piece of mineral or crystal and a con

tact wire or point. The mineral or crystal is mounted in soft metal

at the base of the detector, while the contact is fastened to an adjust

ing device just above the crystal. By the use of the adjustment

knob, the contact wire may be brought to bear upon any point on the

exposed surface of the crystal. This adjustment is provided for the

reason that some points on the crystal are more sensitive to the tiny

currents than are others.

Directions.

6. Trace the connection of the wave meter with respect to the

detector, telephone jack, variable condenser, fixed condenser, and the

inductance coils.

7. Turn the panel over and look at the top. Notice how the de

tector is constructed. Unscrew the nut at the top and take the de

tector apart. Remove the mineral and notice how it is mounted.

Do not touch the surface of the mineral, since grease, dust, or other

foreign matter on the surface of the crystal will impair its sensi

tivity.

Questions.

(38) Why should the student be careful not to touch the surface

of the mineral?

(39) Describe in detail the construction of the small fived con

denser, and name its principal parts.

(40) Are all the joints soldered firmly in place? Why?

(41) How are telephones connected to the wave meter?

(42) Why is the crystal detector used in this set?

(43) Why is the metallic contact or “cat whisker” mounted in a

ball-and-socket joint?

(44) Why is the detector inclosed in a glass case?

NoTE.—There are times when an operator using a wave meter or crystal

receiver experiences difficulty in locating a sensitive spot on the surface of the
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crystal, due to the fact that it has become covered with a film of dirt, grease,

or other foreign matter. If the Operator is unable to obtain a new crystal it

is possible to restore the original sensitivity of the old one by cleaning it with

gasoline or alcohol. The solution used in Pyrene fire extinguishers may also

be used for this purpose with good results. The crystal should first be im

mersed in the Solution for about One minute. It Should then be brushed thor

oughly with an old toothbrush and allowed to dry. Damp Weather also has

a tendency to impair the Sensitivity of a crystal. In this case the crystal

should be dried thoroughly and then covered with a thin film of oil, such as

paraffin oil or linseed oil. This film will keep out the moisture.

A CALIBRATION OF WAVE-METER SCALE.

Information. " .

The dial on the variable condenser has four different scales. The

outer scale is marked in degrees and the three inner scales are marked

in meters. Each of the three inner scales has a letter at the left-hand

end showing with which inductance coil it should be used. The hair

line in the center of the pointer indicates the reading corresponding

to any wave-meter setting.

It is difficult to obtain an accurate reading near the ends of the

scales on the variable condenser. For this reason, part of the maxi

mum readings on scale “A” are included in scale “B” and part of the

maximum readings on scale “B” are included in scale “C.” This is

called the “overlapping” of the wave-length ranges.

Directions. - -

8. Look at the dial on the variable condenser and carefully notice

the markings. -

Questions.

(45) In what kind of units are the three inner scales calibrated?

(46) Which scale would be used if coil “A” was fastened in the lid?

(47) What is the lowest wave length that can be read with coil

{{ O”?

(48) What is the highest wave length that can be read with coil

44B ”?

(49) For what is the small looking nut used?

Directions.

9. Replace the panel in the box. Fit the screws in their proper

holes and tighten them up. Connect the flexible leads as they were

before. -

10. Examine the buzzer and its adjustment. Put one of the coils

in the lid of the box and turn on the switch to start the buzzer. Be
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sure that there is a serviceable battery in the wave meter and that

it has been correctly inserted. Now adjust the buzzer until it vi

brates with a low pitched musical note. With the buzzer vibrating

the set becomes a transmitter of a very low power.

Questions.

(50) What is the wave length of the transmitted wave with the

“B” coil in and the pointer over the 300-meter mark on the “A.”

scale?

(51) Set the points of the wave meter on the 85 degree mark of the

degree scale. What wave length does this correspond to when the

“A * coil is used? When the “B” coil is used? When the “O'”

coil is used?

Directions.

11. Put the telephone plug in the jack, with the buzzer vibrating,

and move the contact wire about upon the surface of the mineral

in the detector until a clear distinct note is heard in the telephone

receivers. It may be necessary to search very carefully for the

sensitive spot. Stop the buzzer as soon as a good spot is found,

being careful not to jar the meter.

Questions.

(52) When the buzzer is cut off after a sensitive spot is found on

the crystal, will the set act as a radio receiving set?

(53) What is a band of wave lengths?

(54) What band of acave lengths can be received with the “A.”

coil in position?

ExPERIMENT No. 1.

COUPLING,

Directions.

12. Take two SCR-61 wave meters and using one as a transmitter

and the other as a receiver, perform the following experiments.

Call the transmitter meter No. 1, and the receiver meter No. 2.

13. Open the two wave meters and put a coil A in each one. Start

the buzzer on the receiver (No. 2) and carefully adjust the detector.

Now put the No. 2 meter close to the No. 1 meter with their lids

back to back. (See Figs. 26 and 27.) Test the detector again and

see if it is still in adjustment. The meters placed in this way are

said to be closely coupled and the effect of the No. 1 meter should be

felt very strongly on No. 2 meter. Now start the buzzer to vibrating
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on the No. 1 meter and set the pointer to 300 meters. Rotate the

variable condenser on the No. 2 meter until the signal given out by

the No. 1 meter is heard at maximum strength. Carefully check

the wave length readings on both meters.

Merers Cosey cowo/eo'

WZ-a-286/.

IFig. 26.-Method of obtaining close coupling between two SCR-61 wave meters.
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Fig. 27–Schematic view showing relative positions of inductance coils when

two SCR-61 wave meters are closely coupled as in Fig. 26.

14. Do not disturb the No. 2 meter in any way since this will

destroy the adjustment of the detector. Loosen the coupling between

the two meters by moving the No. 1 meter farther away from the

No. 2 meter or by turning it so that its coil is not parallel with the

coil of the No. 2 meter. In Figs. 28 and 29 the coil of the No. 1
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meter is at right angles to the coil of the No. 2 meter. When two

coils are closely coupled, the magnetic lines of force from one will

pass through the other in large numbers; when they are loosely

coupled very few of the lines of one coil will affect the other coil.

//e7e/-/V2 /

A’/-A-2362

Fig. 28.-Two SCR-61 wave meters, loosely coupled.
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Fig. 29.-Schematic view showing relative positions of inductance coils when

two SCR-61 wave meters are loosely coupled as in Fig. 28.

With the coils closely coupled the signal put out by the No. 1 meter

should be heard over a number of degrees on the scale, but with the

coils very loosely coupled the signal should be heard over only a

very few degrees.

15. Put the “B” coil in meter No. 1 and set its pointer at 450

meters. Now rotate the condenser of meter No. 2 until a maximum
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Sound is heard. Compare the readings on the two meters. Be sure

to read the scale corresponding with the coil used. When the maxi

mum sound is heard in the No. 2 wavemeter, its circuit is said to be

in tune with the circuit of the No. 1 meter.

Questions.

(55) How is the detector most likely to be put out of adjustment?

(56) If the No. 2 meter gives a strong audible signal from say

350 meters to 350 meters in the above test when the No. 1 meter is

putting out a 300-meter wave, what should be done to the coupling

in order to obtain a more accurate reading?

(57) Is the wave length of the signal transmitted by the No. 1

meter found in practically the same way that the length of the wave

emitted by any transmitting station is found?

(58) With the “A” coil in the No. 1 meter and the “B” coil in the

No. 3 meter is it possible to bring the two meters in tune by adjusting

them?

ExPERIMENT No. 2.

MEASURING THE LENTH OF A TRANSMITTED WAVE.

Directions.

16. Have some one insert any one of the coils in the No. 1 meter

and start the buzzer vibrating. Do not look to see which coil is put

in nor what wave length the pointer is over. Adjust the detector

of the No. 2 meter very carefully. Couple the meters closely. Put

the “A” coil in the No. 2 meter and search the scale to see if the length

of the wave that the No. 1 meter is emitting can be found. If it

is not found with the “A” coil, try the “B” coil, and, if still unsuc

cessful, try the “C” coil. Always follow this plan of using the “A”

coil first, then the “B” coil, and then the “C” coil. As soon as an

audible signal is heard, loosen the coupling between the meters and

take an accurate reading. Check this reading with the reading on

the No. 1 meter.

17. Get some one to change the wave length of the transmitting

meter and try the above experiment several times. Get at least six

readings of this kind and make a table similar to the one shown be

low, including the readings of both wave meters. In this way it

can be determined whether or not accurate values are being obtained.

Questions.

(59) Why is it better to make the coupling close to start with?

(60) Can the No. 1 meter emit a wave that the No. 2 meter can

not pick up?
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(61) If it is desired to measure the length of a wave put out by

a transmitting set which is transmitting on an unknown wave length,

RADIO OPERATOR.

how would it be done?

Adjustments of the wave meters.

Wave meter No. 1. Wave meter No. 2.

Wave length

settin
Coil used. g Coil used.

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- -

ExPERIMENT No. 3.

MEASURING THE WAVE LENGTH TO WIHICH A RECEIVER IS TUNED,

Directions.

18. Set the No. 2 meter, with the detector adjusted, to some un

known wave length. Do not look at the scale to see what it reads.

Adjust the No. 1 meter until it is putting out the wave for which

the No. 2 meter is adjusted. Remember to use close coupling and

then to loosen it for accurate results. Have some one else set the

No. 2 meter in order to disguise which coil is being used. Use the

“A,” “B,” and “C” coils, one after the other, and tune the No. 1

meter to put out the wave required. Try this on at least six set

tings of the No. 2 meter. A table of results should be made similar

to the one used in Experiment No. 2.

Questions.

(62) How can a transmitting station be tuned to a specifted wave

length within its range?

(63) When would a wave meter be required for use as a trans

mitter in field operations?

(64) How would the wave length of a transmitting station be

measured by an operator at a receiving station?

(65) When putting a wave meter in storage, what is the last thing

an operator inspects to see if it has been done? What will happen

if this is not done?
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. During the preliminary

assembly of the class discuss the subjects set forth below. If two

tuning forks are set some distance apart on a table, one can bemade to

vibrate by starting the other one vibrating, provided both tuning forks

are of the same size. Under this condition one fork may be said to be

“in tune” with the other. If one of these forks is replaced by a fork

of a different size, the fork substituted will not be affected by the

vibrations of the other fork. (If tuning forks are available, this

experiment may be carried out by the instructor to advantage.)

2. Show the relationship between the two tuning forks and two

radio stations, being careful to distinguish between them, as follows:

a. In the case of the tuning forks energy is transmitted by sound

waves, and the action of one fork in responding to vibrations of

another is purely mechanical. The tuning forks illustrate how one

station must be “in tune” with another in order to respond to it.

b. In radio it should be explained that the action is not mechanical,

but electrical. Briefly explain that energy is generated in the receiving

antenna by the electromagnetic waves sent on by means of the antenna

of the transmitting station. In brief every receiving antenna can be

thought of as a generator or tiny electric currents.

3. Explain briefly that if all sets were “tuned” alike that only two

could communicate at one time without interference. In other

words, it would be similar to the line telephone, and the “line would

be busy” when any two stations were communicating. This would

constitute a very serious obstacle to radio traffic. It therefore

necessitates the assignment of many different “wave lengths” in the

Army, so that a considerable number of messages can be handled at the

same time, within a certain area, without interference. In comparison

with line telephone a radio station might be said to have as many

“lines” coming into its “switchboard” as there are assigned wave

lengths to the station.

4. Explain that in order to accurately tune each station to its

assigned wave length or wave lengths a “wave meter” is used, and

that this instrument is, in reality, a miniature combination receiving

and transmitting radio station, not usually used for a range of more

than a few yards. It is accurately calibrated and can be used to

measure the wave length of a received or transmitted signal.

5. Since the writing of the Students Manual new radio sets which

are calibrated in terms of kilocycles instead of meters have been

developed. As a consequence it is necessary for the student to
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thoroughly understand the relationship between wave length and

frequency.

a. Explain that on some of the present existing Army radio sets

the dials and other controls are marked in terms of wave length.

If it is desired to send a message on a wave length of 300 meters, the

dials and controls are adjusted to this reading. On the new sets to

be issued the dials are marked in terms of “kilocycles” or the number

of waves emitted per second. Bring out the fact that a close relation

ship exists between the length of a wave and the number of waves per

second. For instance, when electromagnetic waves are emitted by a

radio set there are three things to be considered, as follows:

(1) The speed at which the waves travel through the ether

(velocity).

(2) The number of waves which pass through the ether per

second (frequency).

(3) The length of a single wave.

b. It has been determined that the speed or velocity at which the

electromagnetic waves travel through the ether is 300,000,000 meters

per second (roughly 186,000 miles per second). If the length of a

single wave is known, it is possible to determine the number of waves

emitted per second (or frequency) by dividing the speed at which

the waves travel (300,000,000 meters per second) by the length of a

single wave. For example, upon measuring the length of the wave

emitted by a certain radio transmitter it was found to be 300 meters.

Dividing 300,000,000 (meters per second) by 300 meters (length of a

single wave) the result will be a frequency of 1,000,000 waves per

second. This number of waves per second (1,000,000) may be

expressed in cycles (in this case 1,000,000 cycles) by dividing the

number of cycles by 1,000. The resultant answer will be in kilocycles

(in this case 1,000,000+ 1,000 = 1,000 kilocycles), a more convenient

form. -

c. In the same manner if the frequency or number of kilocycles per

second is known it is a simple matter to determine the length of a

wave. For example, a certain radio receiver is intercepting waves at a

frequency of 600 kilocycles per second. Change 600 kilocycles to

cycles by multiplying by 1,000 (600× 1,000 =600,000). Divide the

velocity (300,000,000 meters) per second by the number of cycles

per second (300,000,000+600,000 = 500 meters).

d. When the students understand the principle involved, give

them several problems involving the conversion of kilocycles into

meters and vice versa.

6. The instructor should now direct the students to begin the experi

ments listed in the Students Manual under Unit Operation No. 6. He

should personally supervise their work and assist whenever necessary,

but should not actually perform any experiment for them.
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7. After these experiments have been completed the instructor

should require each student to answer all of the questions of this

important Unit Operation, which covers basic radio theory. Each

student should fully understand this work before progressing to

following Unit Operations. In addition to the questions in the Stu

dents Manual the instructor may ask such questions as the following

in order to bring out further details.

a. Does the distance that a signal is transmitted depend in any

degree upon the wave length of the signal?

b. At what speed does the radio wave travel?

c. Why is it necessary to use an accurately calibrated wave meter

in the Army?

d. Can communication be carried on for a short distance, using

one wave meter as a transmitting station and another as a receiving

station and vice versa?

8. The important new words in this Unit Operation are:

Wave meter. Farad.

Electromagnetic wave. Microfarad.

Radio waves. Fixed and rotary plates (con

Ether. denser).

Wave length and wave-length Heat waves.

band. Interference (radio).

Meters. Radiophone.

Sound waves. Broadcasting stations.

Light waves. Tune.

Calibrate. Audible.

Rotary condenser Head set or phones.

Inductance coil. Mineral.

Crystal detector. “Cat whisker.”

Capacity (electrical). Ball and socket joint

9. This Unit Operation is most important, since it covers the im

portant basic principles of radio. The instructor should review these

experiments as often as necessary to insure a thorough knowledge by

each individual student before progressing to the next Unit Operation.

He should state specifically the reason for conducting these experi

ments and what knowledge the student should have acquired. Each

student should know the meaning and function of the following sub

jects taken up in this Unit Operation:

a. Electromagnetic waves or radio waves.

(1) Similarity to sound, heat, and light waves.

(2) Wave length and how measured.

b. Meters (also kilocycles).
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c. Wave meter.

(1) As a receiver.

(2) As a transmitter.

. Rotary and fixed condensers (capacity).

Inductance coils (inductance).

Crystal detector.

Calibration of wave-meter scale.

. Coupling.

Measurement of transmitted waves.

Measurement of received waves.

d

i
SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST.

1. After Unit Operation No. 6 is completed and each student

has answered all of the questions in the Students Manual the in

structor should give the Instruction Test set forth below or devise

one similar to it.

2. It will be found more convenient to give the Performance

part of the test to part of the class, while the other part is taking

the Information Test.

3. The instructor, in person, should supervise the Performance

Test, assisting whenever necessary but in no case actually perform

any experiment for the student.

INSTRUCTION TEST No. 6—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

2 wave meters (complete), 1 concealed.

1 head set.

2. When the instructor says “Begin,” start your work promptly.

Do it carefully and quickly.

3. a. Open the cover on the wave meter before you and prepare it

for receiving a signal. Plug in the telephone receivers in the proper

place.

b. Near you is a concealed wave meter which is transmitting a

signal at a certain definite wave length. Find this signal and record

your wave-length reading in meters on the dotted line to the

right. --------------------

c. When you have finished, notify the instructor by raising your

right hand. The instructor will record the time it has taken to do

the work and will inspect it.

4. Face about and wait until you are directed to begin the next

part of the test. The instructor will then disconnect your telephone

receivers from the wave meter you are using and connect them to
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the concealed wave meter. At the same time the instructor will

set the concealed wave meter at some definite setting.

5. When the instructor says “About face. Begin,” start your

work promptly.

6. a. Prepare the wave meter in front of you as a transmitter.

Put on the telephone receivers and adjust your transmitting wave

meter by trying different coils until the signal is heard in your head

set. This indicates that you have tuned the transmitting wave

meter to the same wave length that the receiving wave meter is

tuned to.

b. Read this wave length and record your reading on the dotted

line to the right. --------------------

c. When finished, notify the instructor by raising your right hand.

The instructor will then note the time it has taken to do the work

and will inspect it. When all of the students have finished, you

may ask the instructor to aid you on any part of the test which you

do not understand.

Scoring.

1. The maximum possible score for this test is 16 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 12 points.

3. Directions for scoring.
Points.

a. (1) For preparing and correctly adjusting the wave meter as a

receiver---------------------------------------------- 2

(2) For correctly tuning in the transmitted wave--------------- 4

(3) For reading the correct wave length----------------------- 2

b. (1) For correctly preparing the wave meter as a transmitter------ 2

(2) For tuning the transmitter to the desired wave------------- 4

(3) For reading the correct wave length----------------------- 2

4. Where the student has failed to complete the test or has failed

to correctly perform the test, a grade of zero will be given for in

complete parts or incorrect performance.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 6—B (INFORMATION).

Part I.

Directions to the student.

1. Below are a number of questions and unfinished sentences.

Following each one are several words, numbers, or statements.

Select the one which best fits or which makes the best sense. Write

the number of the correct word or phrase on the dotted line at the

right of each question. Only one of the answers given in each case

is correct.

2. When the instructor says “Begin,” start your work promptly.

Do it carefully and quickly.
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a. How many inductance coils are furnished for use with

the SCR-61 wave meter?

(1) Two. (2) Three. (3) Four. (4) One. - - - - -

b. What instrument renders possible the hearing of signals

in the telephone receivers, which otherwise would not be

heard? -

(1) Buzzer. (2) Detector. (3) Battery. (4) Buzzer

switch. - - - - --

c. How many scales are there on the wave-meter dial?

(1) Four. (2) Six. (3) One. (4) Three. --- -- --

d. For what purpose is a wave meter usually used?

(1) To send messages.

(2) To receive messages.

(3) To measure wave lengths.

(4) As an auxiliary radio set. - - - - --

Part II.

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of sentences.

Read each sentence carefully, and if what it says is true (correct)

place a plus (+) sign on the short dotted line in the right margin.

If what is says is not true (incorrect), place a minus (–) sign on the

dotted line. -

1. The SCR-61 wave meter can be used to transmit as well

as receive signals. ------

2. The two main parts of this wave meter are the rotary

condenser and the buzzer.

3. The wave-length range of the SCR-61 wave meter is

from 160 to 2,600 meters. - - - - - -

4. The BA–4 bell must be connected to the wave meter

with proper polarity. - - - - - -

5. The buzzer is used only for adjusting the detector. - - - - - -

6. When the coils of two wave meters are loosely coupled,

the signal from one wave meter will be heard over several

degrees of the scale on the other. - - - - - -

7. The three coils furnished with the wave meter are of the

same size. - - - - - -

8. The buzzer of the wave meter is operated by a type

BB–14 battery. - - - - - -

9. The adjustment of the crystal detector is easily dis

turbed by shocks or jars - - - - --

10. The distance which a radio message may be transmitted

depends upon the wave length. - - - - - -

11. A radio transmitting set can be made to transmit at

practically any desired wave length. - - - - - -

12. The unit of inductance is known as the “farad.” - - - - --
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THE SCR-74—A TRANSMITTING SET.

(SET BOX BC–18—A.)

Equipment.

1 set box, BC–18—A only.

1 wave meter, type SCR-61. º

1 head set, type P-11. º,

1 storage battery, 10 volts, type BB-3; or 3 batteries, type

BB–14.

Grow?a'azza'Amferºdy º

Co/7/zeczors' 2%

º/*A*28.78

Fig. 30.-Set box, BC–18—A, with lid open.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE SCR-74-A SET. .

-

Information.

The SCR-74—A is an induction coil transmitting set of low power.

(See Fig. 30.) The power supply is obtained from a 10-volt storage

battery, which is connected to the primary of the induction coil

through an ammeter and a key. -

The induction coil is composed of two separate coils which are

designated the primary and the secondary. These two coils are

wound around a soft iron core. The primary winding, or coil, is

formed of large wire wound directly on the core. The secondary

winding is built outside the primary, in such a way that it incloses

both the core and primary, and is constructed of small wire with
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many more turns than the primary. After the winding has been

completed the two coils and the core are dipped in wax, paraffin,

or some other good insulator. One end of the primary winding is

connected to one of the battery terminals through an interrupter,

similar to the one on an ordinary buzzer, and a telegraph key. The

other end of the primary winding is connected to the other side of

the battery. (See Fig. 30.) The ammeter connected in the primary

circuit is used to indicate when the coil is working properly. The

ends of the secondary winding are connected to the sparking sur

faces or electrodes of the spark gap.

The function of the induction coil is to change the fow voltage

direct current from the storage battery in the primary coil to a

high voltage alternating current in the secondary. It suffices to say

here that an alternating current is an electric current which flows

first in one direction and then reverses and flows in the opposite

direction. This reversal of the direction in which the current flows

occurs with great frequency—many times per second.

Briefly the change in current from direct to alternating is effected

as follows: The interrupter alternately breaks and makes the elec

trical circuit of the primary, thereby causing a pulsating current

to flow whenever the current is stopped and started with the open

ing and closing of the circuit. The magnetic fields created by this

pulsating current cut the secondary coil winding and induce in it

an alternating current. There are more turns of wire on the sec

ondary than on the primary. Consequently the induced voltage is

much higher than that supplied to the primary since the voltage

induced in the secondary depends upon how many more turns there

are in the secondary than in the primary. As an example, if there

are ten times as many turns on the secondary as there are on the

primary, the voltage of the secondary will be about ten times as

great as that supplied to the primary. Some idea can be had of the

secondary voltage of this coil from the fact that 20,000 volts will

cause a spark to jump a gap of 1 inch.

Questions.

(1) What does each of the following mean? Interrupter, spark

gap, electrode, function, magnetic field.

(2) What is the difference between a direct current and an alter

nating current?

Tirections.

1. Open the set box by undoing the latches and throw back the

lid. (See Fig. 30.) Unscrew the two thumbscrews and remove
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the two round bakelite nuts which hold the antenna and ground

insulators in the box. Observe how these insulated connectors make

contact with opposite sides of the spark gap. At the opposite end

of the box remove the screws connecting the battery leads to the

A@y

/mferºzorer

/4/77/776/e/

Cozzoerzsef

Growma'ama/A/ezza

Commecſors
&A asse

Fig. 31.-Set box, BC–18—A, disassembled to show various parts.
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IFig. 32.-Schematic wiring diagram of SCR-74-A transmitter.

box. Turn the box over, holding the parts in place so they will

not fall out, and remove the two screws in the bottom of the box.

The panel and attached parts should now come out easily. (See

Fig. 31.) Check the wiring with the diagram in the lid of the set

box or with the diagram shown in Fig. 32. Compare the size of,
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the wire coming out near the center of the coil with that on the

outside. Note which winding is connected in the primary circuit

and which is connected to the spark gap. Examine the interrupter

and note how it is constructed and how it operates. Note how the

key is connected, constructed, and adjusted, and how the condenser

is connected in the primary circuit.

Questions.

(3) What is the meaning of each of the following? Bakelite,

ground, insulators, antenna, ground lead.

(4) How is the key operated when the bow is closed?

(5) Is the ammeter in the primary or secondary circuit?

(6) For what purpose is the fired condenser used?

(7) What is the purpose of the interrupter?

(8) How is contact made between the spark gap and the antenna

and ground leads?

(9) How is the spark gap adjusted?

(10) How is the interrupter adjusted? Does the lock nut on the

interrupter contact screw up or down to lock the contact screw in

position?

(11) Can the spark gap be seen when the lid is closed?

(12) Why are there thumbscrews on the antenna and ground lead

Žn terminals.”

(13) For what is the little compartment on the right of the boa:

ºused?

(14) How is the distance between the contacts of the key adjusted?

(15) Does it make any difference which battery lead is connected

to the positive pole of the battery?

(16) Which coil is wound with the larger wire. the primary or

the secondary?

(17) Why are the windings of the induction coil dipped in waa, or

paraffin.”

(18) Which two screws hold the apparatus in the set bow?

(19). What is the voltage of the storage battery used with this set?

(20) What would be the effect of connecting a 20-volt battery in

the primary instead of the 10-volt battery?
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Directions.

2. Put the set back in the box, and replace all the screws, nuts, and

leads.

Information.

When the SCR-61 wave meter is used as a transmitter, the in

ductance coil acts as a radiator of the rapidly vibrating or high fre

quency currents. The distance over which the wave meter is effec

tive is limited to a matter of only a few inches. If a wire, sus

pended above the ground between two supports, were connected

at one end to one of the coil terminals on the wave meter, the

transmitting range would be increased considerably. A large

f A/77e/7/7c, J

A cº- Rº-3 Ararazzj9

Fig. 33.-Cording diagram of SCR-74—A transmitter.

radiator or antenna of this type is necessary when using the

SCR-74—A transmitter in order to reach the maximum distance

range of the set.

ExPERIMENT No. 1.

MEASURING THE WAVE LENGTH RADIATED.

Directions.

3. Take the set box, battery, and wave meter over to the lead-in

of the antenna indicated by the instructor. Connect the antenna

lead, and ground or counterpoise lead to the set box. Set the spark

gap to about one-eighth inch. Connect the battery leads to the bat

tery. (See Fig. 33.) Do not touch the spark gap or antenna, while
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there is current in the primary, as there is danger of receiving a

severe shock.

4. Never close the key until both the antenna and counterpoise

are connected to the set, and be sure that the length of the spark

gap is not over one-eighth inch. If the gap is greater than this

there is danger of breaking down the insulation in the secondary

winding of the spark coil.

5. Close the key and adjust the interrupter until it is giving a

clear steady pitched note and the ammeter registers about 5 to 7

amperes. Adjust the spark gap, being careful not to touch it while

the current is on, until it has a good blue-white spark playing

steadily between the sparking surfaces.

6. By means of the wave meter take a reading of the wave

length being transmitted by the set. Begin by trying to obtain

this reading close to the set and then move out toward the end

of the antenna until the reading is fairly sharp. Record the results.

ExPERIMENT No 2.

7. Repeat the work performed in Experiment No. 1 on another

antenna indicated by the instructor. Measure the wave length as

in Experiment No. 1 and compare this wave length with the wave

length measured on the antenna of Experiment No. 1.

Questions.

(21) Why is it dangerous to touch the antenna when the key is

down?

(22) On which antenna was the largest wave length reading ob

tained?

(23) Is the wave length on which this set transmits dependent

on the antenna used?

(24) Is the signal readily tuned out?

(25) Could many of these sets work close together without inter

ference?

(26) What is a high frequency current?
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. During the preliminary

assembly of the class describe the induction coil. Show the windings

by means of a diagram on the blackboard. Explain the operation

of the induction coil in simple terms.

2. Direct the students to proceed with the experiments in the

Students Manual.

3. The important new words in this Unit Operation are as follows:

Induction coil. Pulsating current. Spark.

Secondary coil. Generator current. Interrupter.

Battery circuit. Alternating current. | Clips.

Ground circuit. Spark gap. Polarity.

Direct current. Spark-gap electrodes. “Broad wave.”

4. When the students have completed this Unit Operation they

should know: -

a. How to completely connect the SCR-74—A to the batteries,

antenna, and ground;

b. How to properly adjust the spark gap; and

c. How to operate the set and make all necessary adjustments for

operating. -

5. When the class work has been completed, give the following .

Instruction Test (or one devised similar to it). The test should be

conducted in the same manner as in previous Unit Operations.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CoNDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST No. 7–A (PER

FORMANCE.

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

1 set box, BC–18—A only (SCR-74—A).

3 storage batteries, type BB–14.

1 ground connection.

1 antenna and lead-in.

Wire for connections.

Procedure.

1. Place the equipment listed above in a suitable location for con

ducting the test. Most any type of antenna already erected will be

suitable for this test. Provide a suitable “Ground” and label both

ground and antenna leads with tags properly marked “Antenna”

and “Ground.”

2. Direct the student to connect the set completely, including

antenna and ground connections, and to operate the set, making all

proper adjustments
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3. When the student has completed the test, he will notify the

instructor by raising the right hand, and the instructor will record

the time taken by each student. The instructor will inspect the

connections and the spark gap adjustment as soon as possible.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 7—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

1 set box, type BC–18—A (SCR-74–A).

3 storage batteries, type BB–14.

2 lead-in wires (from antenna and ground).

Wire for connections.

2. When the instructor says “Begin,’

Do it carefully and quickly.

3. a. Connect the equipment completely, including batteries, an

tenna, and ground.

b. Operate the set and make any adjustments necessary.

4. When this work is completed, face about and notify the in

structor by raising your right hand. The instructor will then note

the time it has taken to do the work and will inspect the connections

and operation of the set.

start your work promptly.

Scoring.

1. The maximum possible score for this test is 6 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 4 points.

3. Directions for scoring. Points.

a. For properly making all connections-------------------------- 4

b. For properly adjusting the spark gap – - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2

4. Where the student has failed to complete the test or has failed

to correctly solve the problem, a grade of zero will be given for

incomplete parts or incorrect answers.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 7–B (INFORMATION).

PART I.

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of questions and

unfinished sentences. Following each one are several words, numbers,

or statements. Select the one which best fits or which makes the

best sense. Write the number of the correct word or phrase on the

dotted line at the right of each question. Only one of the answers

given in each case is correct.

a. The ammeter of the BC–18—A set box is connected in the

(1) antenna circuit. (2) secondary coil.

(3) battery circuit. (4) ground circuit. - - -- --
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b. The current which flows in the secondary of the induc

tion coil is known as

{!) direct current. (2) pulsating current

(3) generator current. (4) alternating current. -- -- --

c. The correct distance between the spark-gap electrodes

should be about -

(1) V6 inch. (2) J3 inch. (3) +}o inch. (4) 34 inch. ------

d. The voltage required to operate the induction coil is

(1) 4 volts. (2) 8 volts. (3) 15 volts. (4) 10 volts. ------

e. The length of the wave transmitted by the SCR-74–A

set depends upon

(1) the size of the battery.

(2) the length of the spark gap.

(3) the size of the antenna. (4) the spark.

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of sentences.

Read each sentence carefully, and if what it says is true (correct)

place a plus (+) sign on the short dotted line in the right margin.

If what it says is not true (incorrect), place a minus (–) sign on

the dotted line.

1. It is dangerous to touch the antenna when the key is

down.

2. The key of the SCR-74—A set can not be operated

when the set box is closed.

3. The interrupter is used to adjust the wave length.

4. The antenna and ground leads are held in place by

clips.

5. The connections between the battery and the set box

may be made disregarding polarity.

6. Only two SCR-74—A sets may be worked close together

without interference.

7. The wave emitted by an SCR-74—A set is known as a

“broad” wave.
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THE SCR-74—A TRANSMITTER.

(COUPLED CIRCUIT.S.)

Equipment.

1 set box, type BC–18—A.

1 antenna equipment, type A-3–A.

2 helical inductances with clips (bare wire or a copper strip).

1 hot-wire ammeter, scale 0–0.5.

1 wave meter, type SCR-61.

1 transmitting condenser, fixed, capacity approximately 0.004

mfd. (microfarad).

1 storage battery, type BB-3; or 3 storage batteries, type BB-14.

Information.

The SCR-74—A is an untuned induction coil or spark coil trans

mitter. This means that no provisions are made in the set box itself

for tuning to any particular wave length. The only way in which

the wave length of this set can be changed is by altering the dimen

sions of the antenna provided with the set. However, the set box

of the SCR-74—A may be used with some additional apparatus to

form different types of transmitting circuits which may be operated

on more than one wave length.

The method of tuning certain circuits in conjunction with the

SCR-74—A is somewhat similar to that used in tuning the wave meter

to transmit any given wave length. In the wave meter three induc

tance coils are used which are not variable; that is, the number of

turns of wire in each coil can not be varied. The capacity of the

rotary condenser, however, can be varied, and thereby cause the wave

meter to be tuned to a given wave length. In tuning the SCR-74—A to

a given wave length one or two variable inductances and a condenser

which can not be varied are used. In construction the inductance

coils used with the SCR-74–A differ from the coils used in the

SCR-61 wave meter. The coils of the wave meter are wound with

small wire for the reason that the current carried is very small.

The large coils used with the SCR-74—A are wound with large wire

or brass strips in order to carry the large currents.

Directions.

1. Examine one of the large inductance coils.

No. 1.
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Questions.

(1) How does the manner in which the larger coil is wound differ

from the winding of the wave meter coils?

(2) What part of a clock or watch is wound similar to the large

co?!?

(3) Why is the coil constructed of such heavy wire or strip?

(4) What means are provided to make the inductance coil variable?

Information.

Coupling.—When a radio set contains more than one circuit there

must be a way provided to transfer the energy from one circuit to

the other. This transfer of energy from one circuit to another is

accomplished by what is known as coupling. Two circuits are said

to be coupled when it is possible for the energy of one circuit to be

transferred to the other circuit. Transfer of energy may be accom

plished in any one of the following methods of coupling:

Direct coupling.—Two circuits are directly coupled when a part

of one circuit is also a part of the other circuit.

Inductive coupling.—Two circuits are inductively coupled when

the energy of one circuit is transferred to the other by means of a

magnetic field. -

Capacitive coupling.—Two circuits are capacitively coupled when

the energy of one circuit is transferred to the other by means of

condensers.

NoTE.—This form of coupling is limited in use and will therefore not be dis

cussed further.

In some radio sets the coupling used between two circuits is a com

bination of all three of the above methods.

The degree of coupling between the two circuits is measured by

the amount of energy that is transferred from one circuit to the

other. When the greater part of the energy in one circuit is trans

ferred to the other circuit the coupling is referred to as close or tight

coupling. When only a small part of the energy is transferred the

coupling is referred to as loose coupling.

The SCR-74—A set contains only one high frequency circuit; con

sequently no coupling is involved. In the experiments which follow,

the set box, type BC–18—A, of the SCR-74–A, will be used with some

additional apparatus to illustrate the subject of coupling.
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Questions.

(5) How many high frequency circuits are there in the SCR-74–

A 2

(6) Can the wave length on which the SCR-74—A transmits be

changed?

(7) What is inductive coupling?

(8) What is direct coupling?

(9) What is capacitive coupling?

(10) How is inductive coupling varied?

(11) How is direct coupling varied?

(12) How many inductance coils are needed in a direct coupled

set?

(13) In what two ways may the coils of an inductively coupled

set be moved in order to change the coupling?

(14) When an SCR-61 wave meter is used, what kind of coupling

eacists between it and the circuit which is being measured?

ExPERIMENT No. 1.

TUNING.

Information.

As previously mentioned a circuit may be tuned by changing either

the capacity or the inductance. In high power spark transmitting

circuits it is impractical to construct the condensers so that they may

be continuously varied. It is therefore necessary to tune the trans

mitting circuit by changing the inductance of the circuit. In the

following experiment the set box, type BC–18—A is used to set up

radio currents in the circuit to which it is connected. This was done

similarly in Unit Operation No. 7 when the set box was connected to

the antenna system. The circuit used in this experiment can be con

sidered as equivalent to the antenna circuit, with the exception that

this circuit can be varied while the antenna circuit can not.

Directions.

2. Make the following connections as shown in Fig. 34.

a. Connect the antenna terminal on the set box, type BC–18—A, to

one side of the transmitting condenser.

b. Connect the remaining side of the transmitting condenser to one

of the clips which fit on the helix and place the clip on the fourth or

fifth turn (counting from the center) of the helix.
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c. Connect the center of the helix to the terminal marked“Ground”

on the set box.

d. Connect the three storage batteries, type BB-14, in series,

and connect the battery leads from the set box to the 12-volt bat

tery thus formed.

PRIMARY |
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Fig. 34.—Method of connecting inductance and condenser to SCR-74—A

transmitter.
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3. Set the spark gap on the set box to about 1/16 of an inch, close

the key, and adjust the interrupter until it is operating smoothly and

the ammeter shows a current of from 5 to 7 amperes.

4. Using the SCR-61 wave meter measure the wave length on

which the set is transmitting and tabulate the result in the follow

ing table:

Number of turns

Wave length. of inductance.

----------------------

----------------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

----------------------

5. Increase the number of turns of inductance in the circuit by

moving the helix clip out three or four turns and again measure

the wave length and record in the above table.

6. Tune the circuit to transmit on a wave length of 200 meters by

setting the wave meter to 200 meters and moving the helix clip until

maximum signal strength is obtained in the wave meter. Record

in the above table the number of turns required.
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Questions.

(15) As the number of turns of the inductance which are in the

circuit is increased, what happens to the wave length on which the

set is transmitting?

(16) Do the inductance and capacity in this circuit take the place

of the standard antenna with respect to the set transmitting on a

definite wave length?

(17) If a smaller condenser were used in this circuit would the

wave length be greater or less?

(18) Does one-half of a turn of the inductance make much differ

ence in the transmitted wave length?

(19) Will a small variation of the wave-meter knob tune out the

signal?
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Fig. 35.-The SCR-74—A transmitter inductively coupled to the antenna circuit.

ExPERIMENT No. 2.

INDUCTIVE COUPLING.

Information.

It was probably noted in Experiment No. 1 that the signals could

be heard over a considerable portion of the scale of the wave meter.

A transmitter which produces signals of this character is said to be

broadly tuned. If such signals were used in radio communication,

there would be a great deal of interference between different stations

transmitting at the same time. A receiving station would be un

able to tune out the undesired transmitters. This difficulty may be,

to a large extent, overcome by coupling the antenna or radiating cir

cuit to the circut in which the signals are generated, instead of
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having them generated directly in the radiating circuit. In the fol

lowing experiment inductive coupling is used to accomplish this

result.

Directions.

7. With the inductance coil, set box, and batteries connected the

same as in Experiment No. 1, place the second helical inductance coil

close to and with its plane parallel to the first coil. Connect the

antenna lead-in wire to the clip on the second coil and place the

clip on about the eighth or ninth turn from the center. Connect the

center end of the coil to one side of the hot-wire ammeter and the

other side of the ammeter to the ground. (See Fig. 35.)

8. Start the set and observe the ainmeter in the ground lead. Vary

the number of turns in the secondary or antenna inductance until

the highest possible reading is obtained on the ammeter. When the

ammeter reads a maximum, the antenna or secondary circuit is in

tune with the primary or closed circuit. Couple the SCR-61 wave

meter to the antenna circuit by wrapping a turn of the ground wire

around the lid of the wave-meter box and measure the wave length

on which signals are being transmitted. Note particularly over how

much of the wave-meter scale the signals can be heard. Vary the

amount of inductance in the primary circuit without changing the

antenna circuit, and note what happens to the signal strength.

9. With the planes of the two inductance coils still parallel, move

the antenna circuit coil until they are about 3 inches apart and again

adjust the number of turns in the antenna coil until the ammeter

reads a maximum. Measure the wave length and again note over

how much of the wave-meter scale the signals can be heard. Note

how the signal strength compares with that obtained when the two

coils were close together.

10. Adjust the set to transmit on a wave length of 250 meters with

the greatest possible current as indicated by the ammeter in the

ground lead. Have the coupling fairly loose.

Questions.

(20) Could the signals be heard over as much of the wave meter

scale in this ea periment as in Earperiment No.1%

(21) Were the signals heard in the wave meter in this ea periment

as loud as those obtained in Earperiment No. 1%

(22) When Directions 7, above, were followed, were the signals

heard over as much of the wave meter scale as when Directions 6 were

followed?
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(23) Bearing in mind the answer to the preceding question, state

whether close or loose coupling should be used in order to reduce -

interference. ||

(24) Would the signals sent out in Earperiment Wo. 2 cause more

or less interference than those sent out in Eaſperiment No. 12

ExPERIMIENT No. 3.

DHRECT COUPLING.

Information.

It will be noted that the direct-coupled set requires only one in

ductance coil. For this reason this method of coupling insures

lightness and portability of the set. However, there are cert in dis

AMT.

8-8-14.

RuP-2343

Fig. 36.-The SCR-74—A transmitter directly coupled to the antenna circuit.

advantages in direct coupling, which in most cases more than offset

the above advantages. In the following experiment an attempt will

be made to show some of the results obtained with direct coupling.

Directions.

11. With the inductance coil, set box, and batteries connected, the

same as in Experiment No. 1, make the following additional connec

tions:

a. Connect the ground lead to one side of the hot-wire ammeter.

b. Connect the remaining side of the hot-wire ammeter to the

center end of the inductance coil.

c. Connect the antenna lead to a helix clip and place the clip on

the eighth or ninth turn from the center of the coil. The completed

connections are shown in Fig. 36. In this figure the dotted lines

show how the antenna circuit leads are shifted in order to obtain

loose coupling. When the connections used are the same as those
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shown by the solid lines, all of the turns of the inductance of the

closed circuits are also included in the antenna circuit, while with the

dotted line connections only a part of the closed circuit inductance

is common to the antenna circuit.

12. With the connections given by the solid lines in Fig. 36, adjust

the antenna lead clip until the hot-wire ammeter shows a maximum

reading. Using the SCR-61 wave meter, measure the wave length

on which the set is transmitting, and carefully note over how much

of the wave meter scale the signals can be heard.

13. Place a helix clip on the lead from the hot-wire ammeter to the

center of the coil, and connect the lead to the third or fourth turn

from the center instead of to the center. Vary the position of the

antenna lead clip until the ammeter gives a maximum reading.

Using the wave meter, again measure the wave length and note over

how much of the scale the signal can be heard.

14. Disconnect the antenna and ground clips and vary the clip on

the lead from the antenna side of the spark gap until the wave meter

when coupled to the inductance coil shows a wave length of 250

meters. Connect the ground lead clip to the third or fourth turn from

the center and vary the position at which the antenna clip is con

nected until the ammeter shows a maximum reading. The set is now

transmitting on 250 meters with loose coupling. Couple the wave

meter to the ground lead of the set and measure the wave length, not

ing over how much of the wave meter scale the signal can be heard.

Questions.

(25) When measuring the wave length of a direct coupled trans

mitter, over approacimately what number of degrees on the wave

meter scale can the signals be heard when the coupling is loose?

When the coupling is close?

(26) Which signal was heard over a greater portion of the wave

meter scale when direct, loose coupling was used or when inductive,

loose coupling was used?

(27) Was more antenna current obtained with direct coupling

or with inductive coupling?

(28) What type of coupling should be used in order to produce

the minimum of interference?

(29) Is it as easy to change the degree of coupling with direct

coupling as it is with inductive coupling?

(30) How is a direct-coupled set tuned to transmit on a given

wave length?
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. During the preliminary

assembly of the class discuss “coupling” and distinguish between

“loose” coupling and “tight” or “close” coupling, using blackboard

diagram if possible.

2. Direct the students to proceed with the experiments in the

Students Manual.

3. The important words in this Unit Operation are as follows:

Coupling. Signal strength: Tuning (a set).

“Loose” coupling. Antenna. Tuning, sharp.

“Tight” or “close” Antenna circuit. Inductively.

coupling. Lead-in, antenna. Conductively.

Inductive coupling. Ground wire. Directly.

Conductive coupling. Condenser, fixed. Capacitively.

Wave length. Set box.

Wave meter. Set of inductances,

Induction. transmitting.

Capacity. Radiate.

4. When the students have completed this Unit Operation, they

should know the names and purposes of all of the important parts of

the SCR-74—A set and should be familiar with the working of these

parts. From the experiments performed the students should know:

a. How to couple the set inductively or conductively to the

antenna;

b. The reason for using coupling;

c. How to vary the transmitting wave length; and

d. How to make proper connections and adjust the set for trans

mitting on a given wave length.

SUGGESTIONs For CoNDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST No. 8–A

(PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

1 ammeter (hot wire or thermo-couple).

1 condenser, fixed (approximately 0.004 mfd.).

1 set box, SCR-74–A, type BC–18—A.

1 set of inductances, transmitting.

1 wave meter, type SCR-61.

1 antenna and lead-in.

Ground wire.
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Procedure.

1. Place the equipment listed above in a suitable location for con

ducting the test. Most types of antennae (that may already be

erected) will be suitable for this test. Provide a suitable ground,

and label both ground and antenna leads.

2. Direct the student to connect up the set, coupling it inductively

to the antenna circuit and to adjust the set for transmitting on a 200

meter wave length.

3. When the student has indicated that he has completed this

work, record the time taken by each student, and as soon as possible

inspect the connections made and check the wave length radiated

by each set. -

4. When ready for the second part, direct the student to couple

the set to the antenna, using conductive coupling, and adjust for

transmitting at a wave length of 250 meters.

5. When the student has completed the test, he will notify the

instructor in the usual manner, and the instructor will again record

the time and as soon as possible will inspect the connections and

check the transmitting wave length.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 8—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

1 ammeter (hot wire or thermocouple).

1 condenser, fixed (approximately 0.004 mfc.).

1 set box, SCR-74—A (type BC–18—A).

1 set of transmitting inductances.

1 wave meter (type SCR-61).

2 lead-in wires (from antenna and ground).

2. When the instructor says “Begin,” start your work promptly.

Do it carefully and quickly.

Problem 1.

1. a. Connect the equipment properly for transmitting, using

inductive coupling to the antenna.

b. Adjust for a transmitting wave length of 200 meters.

2. When this work is completed, face about and notify the instruc

tor by raising your right hand. The instructor will then note the

time it has taken to do the work. He will also inspect the connec

tions and check the transmitting wave length.
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Problem, 2.

1. When the instructor again says “Begin,” start work promptly

on the following operations:

2. a. Connect the equipment properly for transmitting, using

conductive coupling.

b. Adjust for a transmitting wave length of 250 meters.

3. When this work is completed, face about and notify the instruc

tor by raising your right hand. The instructor will again note the

time, inspect your work, and check the wave length.

4. When all students have completed their work, you may ask the

instructor to aid you on any part of the test which you do not fully

understand. -

Scoring.

1. The maximum score for this test is 16 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 12 points.

3. Directions for scoring.

PROBLEM NO. 1.

- Points.

a. (1) For making the proper connections and coupling inductively

to the antenna--------------------------------------- 4

(2) For properly tuning the set to 200 meters wave length-------- 4

PROBLEM NO. 2.

b. (1) For conductively coupling the set to the antenna------------ 4

(2) For properly tuning the set to 250 meters wave length------- 4

4. When the student has failed to complete the test or performs

the test incorrectly, the grade of zero will be given for incomplete

test or incorrect performance.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 8–B (INFORMATION).

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of questions and

unfinished sentences. Following each one are several words, num

bers, or statements. Select the one which best fits or which makes

the best sense. Write the number of the correct word or phrase on

the dotted line at the right of each question. Only one of the answers

given in each case is correct.

a. When two coils are used for coupling the transmitting

set to the antenna, and there is no metallic connection be

tween these twocoils, how is the set said to be coupled?

(1) Directly. (2) Capacitively.

(3) Inductively. (4) Conductively. -- -- --
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b. When the same coil (or coils) is used for tuning, the

open circuit and the closed circuit, how is the set said to be

coupled to the antenna circuit?

(1) Inductively. (2) Conductively.

(3) Capacitively. (4) Indirectly. --- - - - -

c. Why is coupling used?

(1) To increase signal strength.

(2) To change capacity.

(3) To change wave lengths.

(4) To sharply tune the transmitted wave. - - - - - -

d. How is the transmitting wave length of the SCR-74

set varied?

(1) By changing capacity. (2) By changing induct

8,IlC6.

(3) By changing coupling. (4) By using more current. ------

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of sentences.

Read each sentence carefully, and if what it says is true (correct)

place a plus (+) sign on the short dotted line in the right margin.

If what it says is not true (incorrect), place a minus (–) sign on

the dotted line.

1. It is necessary to vary the capacity of the condenser

when tuning the SCR-74—A to different wave lengths.

2. A transmitting set connected directly to the antenna

and ground does not tune as sharply as one that is coupled

to the antenna circuit. --- -- - -

3. The wave transmitted by a conductively coupled set is

sharper than that of a loose-coupled inductively coupled set.

4. In an inductively coupled set, if the coupling is not

changed, the antenna ammeter may be made to vary by

changing the amount of inductance in either coil.

5. The hot wire ammeter is usually connected in the

closed circuit. -----

6. When only one coil is used, as is usually the case in

conductive coupling, part of the coil is in the open circuit

and part is in the closed circuit.

7. It is just as easy to change the amount of coupling with

direct or conductive coupling as it is with inductive coupling.

8. An inductively coupled set works best when one coil is

set at right angles to the other. -

-- - - - -
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THE SCR-54—A RECEIVER,

Equipment.

1 SCR-61 wave meter.

1 SCR-54–A receiving set. (Set box BC–11—A only.)

1 antenna equipment, type A-2–A.

1 head set, type P-11.

ºIRCU
variac-e condenseR.

-oo-º-º-o-º-tax

SECONDARY

Circuit"

s

- º

az-e-/935-c

Fig. 37.-Set box, BC–14—A with lid open.

Information.

The SCR-54—A (see Fig. 37) is one of the simplest types of radio

receivers, designed for portable work in the field. It differs in con

struction from the SCR-61 wave meter, in that it has two tuning

circuits instead of one. One circuit, called the primary circuit, in

cludes the antenna, ground, and the primary tuning circuit; while

the other circuit, called the secondary circuit, includes the secondary
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tuning circuit, the detector, and telephones. Both the primary and

secondary tuning circuits consist of a tapped inductance coil and a

variable condenser. The primary coil is stationary while the second

ary coil is movable, the coupling between the two being changed by

rotating the secondary.

The method of tuning the SCR-54–A differs slightly from that

used in tuning the SCR-61 wave meter or the SCR-74—A transmitter.

To tune the SCR-74—A transmitter the inductance is varied. In

the SCR-54–A both the inductance and capacity of the primary and

Cozza'ezser /7aarcrazyce

A/ho/7e ſº A”rary

Secondary Comaeºser A”27 &bºrderºser

AP/-/*-2O3/-C

Fig. 38.-Rear of panel, set box, BC–14-A.

secondary circuits are varied when tuning the set to a certain wave

length.

The crystal detector used in this set is similar to the one provided

in the SCR-61 wave meter. -

Directions.

1. Release the latches and raise the lid of the set box. Take out

the four screws in the corners of the panel and remove the panel from

the box. (See Fig. 38.) Place the panel in some convenient position,

and trace the wiring of both the primary and secondary circuits.

Compare with schematic circuit diagram shown in Fig. 39.
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Questions.

(1) How is the battery in the set boa, connected to the buzzer on

the panel?

(2) How are the two head sets connected, when their plugs are in

serted in the jacks, in parallel or series?

(3) Is the buzzer circuit connected to the primary or the secondary

circuits?

(4) Why is the buzzer provided?

(5) Is there any metallic connection between the primary and the

secondary of the set?

(6) In which position (up or down) is the buzzer switch on?

(7) How is the coupling changed?

Rºzzº

Fig. 39.-Schematic diagram of connections in set box, BC-14-A.

(8) Why are leads brought out from the different points of the

winding on the primary and the secondary coils?

(9) Why are the leads to the secondary inductance made fleasible?

Gan the secondary be rotated or is it faced in position?

(10) Count the number of turns on the primary inductance. See

if the contact point numbers are the same as the number of turns

connected in the circuit up to that point. What difference do you.

ºnote?

(11) When the coupling scale on top of the panel indicates “MAx”

what is the position of the secondary with respect to the primary?

When ºf indicates “MIN ???
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(12) Is the primary inductance parallel with the back edge of

the boaº

(13) Eacamine the two variable condensers. How do they differ?

Why? Examine the fired condenser. How is the connection made

with the fired plates of the variable condenser?

(14) How is the connection made with the movable plates?

(15) Are the movable plates insulated from the stationary plates?

(16) What connection is changed when the “T-AP’’ switch is

moved from one contact to the other?

(17) How is the fixed condenser constructed?

(18) How many telephones can be used simultaneously in this

set?

Directions.

2. Put the panel in the box and replace the screws. See that the

buzzer operates.

Information.

The calibration of the set consists in determining the settings of

the various variable switches and condensers for different wave

lengths, so that the set can be readily adjusted to any desired wave

length each time it is operated, without the necessity of using a wave

meter. This is done by adjusting the variable members to the

settings found by calibration.

ExPERIMENT No. 1.

CALIBRATING THE SECONDARY,

Directions.

3. Put the wave meter with its coil as close to the back of the set

box as possible. (See Figs. 40 and 41.) Set the “T-AP’’ switch

to “T” (abbreviation for “tuned ”). Adjust the detector of the

set by means of the buzzer test. Turn the coupling knob until the

indicator points to the 90° or maximum mark, and set the secondary

inductance on tap 15. Adjust the wave meter to emit a 200-meter

wave. Rotate the secondary variable condenser until the signal is

heard. If the signal can not be picked up with the secondary in

ductance switch on tap 15, advance the switch to tap 30 or higher.

If the signal comes in too loudly over a large part of the condenser

scale, loosen the coupling between the wave meter and set box by

moving the wave meter away from the set box. It should be moved
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far enough away so that the signal can be heard over only a few

degrees on the condenser scale.

SCR-54-A

A'ece/ver

ÆZ-AP-2875

Fig. 40.-Method of coupling the SCR-61 wave meter to the secondary coil of

the SCR-54—A receiver.

—“s 63S Defector Connection

_2^

o-oº o

GRID-F-O O

SCR SCR

O. >

FIL:HeO 61 54P/A

E 2–3,
- ANT. Gºnd.

D-5T,
RL-P-2736

Fig. 41.-Schematic diagram showing relative positions of the SCR-61 wave

meter and the SCR-54—A receiver when coupled as in Fig. 40.

4. Move the “T-AP’’ switch to “AP” (abbreviation for “aperi

odic,” meaning “untuned"), and endeavor to tune out the signal

with the variable condenser. From the diagram of connections it

will be seen that in the “AP” position the condenser is out of the
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circuit. Therefore the secondary circuit can not be tuned to the pri

mary circuit. When a circuit can not be tuned it will respond to all

wave lengths. For the same reason that the SCR-74—A transmits

over a number of wave lengths when connected directly to the an

tenna and ground, the secondary circuit of the SCR-54—A will re

spond to a number of wave lengths when the variable condenser is

disconnected from the circuit. This is very useful when the set is

used to pick up a signal on an unknown wave length.

5. Make up a calibration table for the secondary of the SCR-54—A

similar to the No. 1 shown at the end of this Unit Operation. Part of

the table will be used in the next experiment. Start at 200 meters

and determine the settings of the inductance tap and condenser to

tune the secondary to this wave length. Next set the wave meter

at 225 meters and determine the settings for this wave length.

Similarly determine the settings for 250 meters, 275 meters, etc.,

until all the wave lengths listed have been covered. Record the

readings in the table prepared. Remember to change inductance

coils in the wave meter when receiving.

Questions. -

(19) Why was the wave meter put back of the set boa, instead of

to one side? (See answer to Question 13.)

(20) What is the wave length range of the secondary of this set?

(21) What is the wave length range of the set?

(22) With the switch thrown to “AP” why is it impossible to

tune out the signal of the wave meter?

(23) What is the difference in the position of the secondary coil

achen turned to “MAx,” with respect to the back edge of the boat?

ExPERIMENT No. 2.

CALIBRATING THE PRIMARY.

Directions.

6. As the wave meter is not to be used in this experiment it should

be placed several feet away from the BC–14—A set box. Connect

the antenna and ground leads to the proper terminals on the set

box. The “T-AP’’ switch should be turned to the “T” position.

Adjust the coupling control so that the indicator points to the 20°

mark. Adjust the secondary inductance switch and the secondary

condenser to the settings for 200 meters as recorded in Experiment

No. 1. Start the buzzer operating and adjust the crystal detector

until a sensitive spot is found. With the buzzer still in operation
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vary the primary inductance switch and the primary condenser until

the signal of the buzzer is heard in the headset with maximum in

tensity. Record the settings in Table No. 1. (See Direction 5.)

Questions.

(24) In what way does the method used in calibrating the primary

circuit differ from that used in calibrating the secondary circuit with

the wave meter? Eaplain.

(25) Was the tuning of the primary circuit found to be fairly

sharp?

(26) Why was the antenna ana, ground connected in calibrating the

primary circuit?

ExPERIMENT No. 3.

EFFECT OF CHANGE IN COUPLING.

Directions.

7. Wind a complete turn of the antenna lead around the cover of

the wave meter as shown in Fig. 42. This provides coupling between

the antenna circuit and the inductance coil of the wave meter as

shown in Fig. 43.

8. Adjust the coupling of the BC–14—A set box so that the in

dicator points to the 90° or maximum mark.

... 9. Adjust the primary and secondary controls to the settings

recorded for 300 meters.

10. Start the buzzer of the wave meter in operation and slowly

vary the control knob of the wave meter condenser until the signal

of the buzzer is heard with maximum intensity in the head set.

Note the wave length indicated on the wave meter scale.

11. Reduce the coupling in the BC–14—A set box by turning the

coupling knob until it points to the 40° mark. Again vary the wave

meter condenser until the buzzer signal is heard with maximum

intensity in the head set. Note the wave length indicated on the

wave meter scale.

Questions.

(27) Was the wave length indicated by the wave meter in the ea:

periment under Direction 11, the same as recorded in Table No. 1

for the control settings used?

(28) Were any of the following three changes noticed when the

coupling was reduced in the eaperiment under Direction 12?

a. Was the wave length changed?

b. Was the sharpness of tuning changed?

c. Was the intensity of the signal changed?
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(29). When tuning an SCR-54–4 receiver to a signal of known

wave length using predetermined calibrations, what effect has a

change in coupling upon the tuning of the primary and secondary

circuits?

(30) Judging from the results of this experiment would you say,

that the methods used in calibrating the primary and secondary

circuits in Earperiments 1 and 2 were accurate?

^ z. Arºfeº/7cy

O7e Zooa

Aroazama/

-Cove,”

SCR-54-A

Waverzzeyer Areceiver

AºA-A2-287.4

Fig. 42.-Method of coupling the SCR-61 wave meter to the primary circuit of

the SCR-54—A receiver.
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Fig. 43.−Schematic diagram of coupling arrangement as in Fig. 42.

Information.

The methods used in calibrating the primary and secondary of the

SCR-54—A receiver in Experiments 1 and 2 produced only approxi

mate results. In actually using any radio receiving set for the re

ception of messages or other information it is very important that

the operator be able to set his adjustments, so that he knows that the

set is accurately in tune on any given wave length. In order to
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accomplish this it is necessary to calibrate the set so that the calibra

tion covers all of the adjustments of the set which have any in

fluence on the wave length on which it receives.

ExPERIMENT No. 4.

CALIBRATING THE SCR-54—A SET FOR USE IN THE FIELD.

Directions.

12. Use the same set up of apparatus as used in Experiment No. 3.

(See Fig. 42.)

13. Start the buzzer of the wave meter and adjust the wave meter

to 200 meters. Set the coupling on the BC–14—A set box at 40°.

Tune in the signal emitted by the wave meter in the following

IIlaIllſleI'

a. Set the “T-AP’’ switch on “AP.”

b. Set the secondary inductance switch on tap 60.

c. Starting at the lowest tap, successively set the primary induc

tance switch on each tap and with each adjustment of the switch

slowly turn the primary condenser over its entire scale. On one of

the taps and at some setting of the primary condenser the signal sent

out by the wave meter will be heard. When the signal is heard,

carefully adjust the primary condenser until it is heard with maxi

mum intensity.

d. Without changing the adjustments of the primary circuit, place

the “T-AP’’ on “T.” Starting at the lowest tap, successively set

the secondary inductance switch on each tap, and with each adjust

ment of the switch slowly turn the secondary condenser over its entire

scale. On one of the taps and at some setting of the secondary con

denser the signal emitted by the wave meter will be heard. When

the signal is heard, slightly vary both the primary and secondary

condensers until the maximum possible intensity is obtained. The

set is now tuned accurately to receive on 200 meters, which is the

wave length on which the wave meter is transmitting. Note the set

tings of the primary and secondary inductance switches and the

primary and secondary condensers. Prepare a table similar to Table

No. 2 shown at the end of this Unit Operation and record in it the

settings obtained.

14. Repeat the above directions for each of the remaining wave

lengths in the table.

15. Due to slight changes which may occur each time the antenna.

system is erected or when a different antenna system is used the cali
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brations of the antenna circuit may vary somewhat. However, the

calibrations obtained in this experiment will be nearly right for the

standard antenna. Each time a different standard antenna is used

the calibrations of the primary circuit may be readjusted in the

following manner:

a. Using the settings recorded in Table No. 2, adjust the primary

and secondary controls to any desired wave length. Set the coupling

to the reading given in the table.

b. Start the buzzer on the set box and vary the primary condenser

until the signal from the buzzer is heard with greatest intensity in

the head set. If the values of the antenna system are the same as

those of the antenna used when the calibrations were made, the

buzzer signal should be heard with maximum intensity on the set

ting for the condenser given in the table for that wave length. If

the values of the antenna system are different, the settings of the

primary condenser (and possibly the primary inductance switch)

will be different from the settings given in the calibration table, but

will be correct for that wave length and the new antenna system.

Questions.

(31) What is the wave-length range of this set? -

(32) Why was the wave meter coupled to the ground lead?

(33) With the “T-AP” switch on “AP” did the primary con

denser tune very sharply?

(34) Why was the “T-AP” switch placed on “T” before at

tempting to tune the secondary circuit?

(35) Why was the coupling left in one position?

(36) What would be the effect on the sharpness of the tuning of

the set if the coupling were decreased?

(37) If the set is used with other than the standard antenna equip

ment, would the calibrations of the primary circuit be absolutely

accurate?
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TABLE NO. 1.

Settings for Experiment No. 1. Settings for Experiment No. 2.

Secondary Primary - Secondary

Wave length. ind ºnce . ind ºnce tº: ind ºnce .
ap. - ap. - ap. -

TABLE NO. 2.

Settings for Experiment No. 4.

Wavelength º, Primary. Coupling. §. Secondary
avelength. in º: condenser. (degrees). tap condenser.

200-----------------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

225------------------------------------- 40 --------------|--------------

250-----------------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

275-----------------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

300-----------------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

325-----------------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

350---------|--------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

375-----------------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

400-----------------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

425-----------------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

450-----------------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

475-----------------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

500-----------------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

525-----------------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

550-----------------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

575---------|--------------|-------------- 40 --------------|--------------

600---------|---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 40 --------------|--------------
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. During the preliminary

assembly of the class the following points should be discussed:

a. Show the students an SCR-54—A receiving set. Remove the

four screws on the panel and withdraw the panel from the box.

Point out and name the various parts, such as the antenna binding

post, the primary inductance coil, primary inductance switch primary

variable condenser, ground binding post, coupling knob, secondary in

ductance coil, secondary inductance switch, “T-AP’’ switch, secondary

variable condenser, buzzer, push-pull switch, dry-cell battery, telephone

jack, and detector.

b. Explain that the coupling may be varied by changing the posi

tion of the coils with respect to each other. Show the reason for the

flexible leads to the secondary coils. Show also the position of the

secondary when the coupling pointer indicates “MIN” when the

pointer indicates “MAX.”

c. Demonstrate to the class what action takes place in rear of the

panel when the various knobs on the front are rotated. Show how

the “T-AP’’ switch removes the secondary condenser from the cir

cuit when it is turned to “AP.”

d. Demonstrate the adjustment of the crystal detector when using

the buzzer. Show also how the battery is connected to the buzzer

circuit.

e. Explain the manner in which the telephone receivers are con

nected in the circuit.

2. Direct the students to proceed with the experiments in the

Students Manual.

3. The important words in this Unit Operation are as follows:

Primary. Detector. Telephone jack.

Secondary. “T-AP’’ switch. Flexible leads.

Maximum. Push-pull switch. Twisted lamp cord.

Minimum. - Inductance switch. Coupling knob.

Circuit. Condenser, variable. | Binding post.

4. When the students have completed this Unit Operation, they

should know the names and uses of all of the important parts of the

SCR-54—A set and should be familiar with the functioning of the

various parts. From the experiments performed the students should

know: -

a. How to correctly connect the set for reception.

b. The manner of adjusting the detector and coupling for maximum

signal strength.

c. How to properly tune the primary and secondary circuit.
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d. How to tune the set for reception—

(1) When wave length of incoming signals is known.

(2) When wave length of incoming signals is unknown.

5. When the instructor has assured himself that the students are

proficient in the operation of the SCR-54—A set, the following In

struction Test, or one similar to it, should be given. The test should

be conducted in the same manner as those in previous Unit Operations.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CoNDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST.

Directions to the instructor. T

Equipment.

1 antenna.

1 set box, BC–14—A.

2 batteries, type BA–4.

1 head set, type P-11.

1 wave meter, type SCR-61.

Procedure.

1. Place the equipment in a suitable location for conducting the

test. The antenna used in the test may consist of about 50 feet of

twisted lamp cord, one wire of which is connected to the antenna

binding post and the other wire to the ground binding post. The

remaining ends of the wires should be free and insulated from each

other. Sufficient coupling may be obtained by wrapping one or two

turns of the antenna around the wavemeter cover.

2. Direct the student to connect the SCR-54—A set for reception.

3. When the student has indicated that he has completed this work,

record the time taken by each student and make an immediate in

spection of the connections.

4. If any errors appear while checking the connections, allow the

student time to correct the errors before proceeding with the next

part of the test.

5. When ready for the second part, couple a wave meter to the

antenna of the SCR-54—A and adjust the wave meter to transmit

on 300 meters or some other wave length unknown to the student.

6. When the student has completed the test, he will notify the

instructor in the usual manner, and the instructor will again record

the time and as soon as possible will determine whether or not the

student has correctly tuned to the wave-meter signal.
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INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 9–A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

1 antenna (consisting of twisted lamp cord).

2 batteries, type BA–4.

1 head set, type P-11.

1 set box, type BC–14–A.

2. When the instructor directs “Begin,” start work promptly.

Perform the following operations carefully and quickly:

Problem No. 1.

1. Connect the SCR-54—A set completely ready for operation.

Consider the two leads from the twisted lamp cord as antenna and

ground, respectively.

2. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will record the time

taken to do the work and will then inspect it.

Problem No. 2.

1. When the instructor again directs “Begin,” start work promptly

on the following operations:

The antenna of your set is coupled to an SCR-61 wave meter.

The wave meter is transmitting a signal on an unknown wave length.

Adjust your receiver and tune it properly to the signal of the wave

meter.

2. When this work is completed, notify the instructor by facing

about and raising your right hand. The instructor will again record

the time taken to do the work and will also inspect the work.

Scoring.

1. The maximum score for this test is 8 points

2. The score required to pass this test is 6 points

3. Directions for scoring.

PROBLEM NO. 1.

- Points.

a. For the proper connecting of the SCR-54-A set---------------- 2

PROBLEM NO. 2.

b. For the proper adjustment and tuning of the set to the wave

meter signal--------------------------------------------- 6

c. Deduct one point for each of the following operations incorrectly

performed by the student:

(1) Detector adjusted for maximum signal strength.

(2) Coupling adjusted correctly for maximum signal strength.

(3) Primary properly tuned.

(4) Secondary properly tuned.
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4. Where the student has failed to complete the test, or has failed

to perform the experiments correctly, a grade of zero will be given for

incomplete parts or the incorrectly performed experiment.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 9–B (INFORMATION)

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of sentences.

Read each sentence carefully, and if what it says is true (correct)

place a plus (+) sign on the short dotted line in the right margin.

If what it says is not true (incorrect), place a minus (—) sign on the

dotted line.

1. No space is provided for spare equipment in the BC—

14—A set box. - - - - - -

2. The crystal used in the BC–14—A set box is made of

glass. - - - - - -

3. The BC–14—A set box is designed for use with only one

head set. - - - - - -

4. The crystal detector is used with the SCR-54—A to

change the radio frequency currents to audio frequency cur

rents so that the signals may be heard in the telephones. - - - - - -

5. Variable coupling is used in the SCR-54—A in order to

allow sharper tuning of the set. - - - - - -

6. The primary circuit of the SCR-54—A is tuned by turn

ing the T–AP switch of the set to “T.” - - - - - -

7. The SCR-54—A can be changed from broad to sharp

tuning by turning the T-AP switch from AP to T. - - - - - -

8. The battery in the buzzer circuit of the SCR-54–A -

makes the crystal more sensitive. - - - - - -

9. Reception could not be accomplished without the use

of the buzzer. - - - - - -

10. The SCR-54—A is the principal radio telephone set in

use by the Army at present. - - - - - -

11. The SCR-54—A may be used equally well with a crystal

or vacuum detector. - - - - - -

12. When the coupling scale at the top of the panel indi

cates “MAX” the secondary coil is perpendicular to the

primary coil. - - -- --
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THE SCR-95, SCR-125, AND SCR-125–A WAVE METERS. j

Equipment.

1 SCR-95 wave meter.

1 SCR-125 wave meter.

1 SCR-125—A wave meter.

1 SCR-61 wave meter.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE SCR-95 WAVE METER.

Information.

The SCR-95 is a small portable wave meter covering a range

from 500 to 1,100 meters. (See Fig. 44.) Unlike the SCR-61 in

which the condenser is continuously variable and the inductance

fixed, the SCR-95 wave meter has the inductance continuously vari

"Wave-Aezº sº

/70/2x º

Fig. 44.—Top panel of SCR-95 wave meter.

able and the condenser fixed. The variable inductance consists of

two windings connected in series, one within the other. (See Fig.

45.) The inner winding can be rotated through 180°, that is through

one-half of a complete turn. When the inner winding is in such a

position that the reading on the scale is 500 meters, the inductance
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is at lowest value. Similarly when the inner winding is rotated 180°

to the position at which the scale reading is 1,100 meters, the in

ductance is at its highest value. The inductance value varies with

different positions of the movable winding due to the magnetic effect

between the fields produced by the two windings. This magnetic

effect is increased or decreased according to the position of the inner

winding with respect to the position of the outer winding. It will

thus be seen that the inductance is continuously variable between

the highest and lowest value, depending upon the position of the

inner winding. A variable inductance of this form is called a

wariometer.

Wavemerg- Graduafed

^* - Il-2°y

---
-

E
---

H== i# sº

º

|H=iſ ºr

J/a/27a.Coſ/ . zy

//xed/ :

concenser ||

#

/721//e/eod's

&-p-º’

Fig. 45.-Panel of SCR-95 wave meter removed from box to show interior parts.

A buzzer is provided in the wave meter as an exciting device to

make the meter act as a low-power transmitter for use in adjusting

receiving circuits. A switch mounted on the panel of the wave

meter controls the starting and stopping of the buzzer. (See Fig.

44.) The three switch contacts are marked “A,” “B,” and “C.”

respectively. In the illustration the switch arm is shown resting

on contact A. In this position of the switch arm no current flows

through the buzzer circuit. To start the buzzer, the switch is placed

on contact B. -

The wave meter is also provided with a small low-voltage lamp

which is lighted by the same dry cell used to operate the buzzer.

To light the lamp the switch arm on the wave meter panel must be

placed on contact C. The amount of current flowing through the
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lamp is controlled by a special type of rheostat, which is in turn

controlled by an adjustment knob on the wave meter panel, marked

“lamp resistance.” -

A small specially-wound inductance, known as a “choke coil,” is

inserted in the lamp circuit to prevent the high frequency currents

from passing through the battery circuit.

To find the wave length of a transmitting set, the switch on the

panel is turned to contact C, and the resistance is adjusted so that

the filament of the lamp just begins to get red hot. The wave meter

is then coupled closely with the transmitting set. The indicating

Swº Grocławed' Cºo?/2% Az772

Z2/a/ ~~ J//e/7

ÆA-4 &zzer Cºokeco//

Fig. 46.-SCR-95 wave meter with side door open.

dial which varies the inductance is now turned slowly, and when

the lamp glows brightly it indicates that the wave meter is in tune

with the transmitting set. The wave length is read directly from the

edge of the variometer dial. The SCR-95 wave meter, due to the

nature of its indicating device, can be used to measure the wave

length of all transmitting sets of the more powerful type. Its use

in this connection will be taken up later.

Directions.

1. Examine the meter, noting all the markings on the panel.

Open the door at the side and notice how the battery is inserted and

the buzzer adjusted. (See Fig. 46.) Note the construction of the

choke coil, the carbon pile resistance, and the small fixed condenser.
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2. Remove the nine screws from the edge of the panel. Remove

the panel and attached parts from the box.

3. Note the construction of the variometer and how connections are

made to the moving coil.

4. Check the wiring with the wiring diagram shown in Fig. 47.

Questions.

(1) Describe the construction of the carbon pile resistance.

(2) How does this wave meter differ electrically from the

SCR-61?

(3) Describe the construction of the fired condenser.

Vario/77efer

Fixed Condense” @
| 1 -

| I
Lamp cell.--

COroO/7 Pr/e

Choke Coi/ Resis?once

|W

w

Buzzer 5 R L-P - 2872

Fig. 47.-Schematic diagram of connections in the SCR-95 wave meter.

(4) Can the battery be put in backwards, and would this dam

age it?

(5) Is there any current flowing from the battery when the small

switch is on A2 On B? On C2 Where in each case? (Trace the

circuit in detail.)

(6) Describe the construction of the variable inductance.

Directions.

5. Replace the panel and parts in the box. Put the screws in place.
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ExPERIMIENT No. 1.

CHECEING THE SCR-95 WAVE METER WITII THE SCR-61 WAVE METER.

Directions.

6. Set up the SCR-61 with the “B” coil in place. Set the switch

of the SCR-95 on B and adjust the buzzer. Set the dial at 500

meters. Couple the SCR-95 closely with the SCR-61. (See Fig.

48.) Adjust the SCR-61 until the signal comes in loud in the

head set and loosen the coupling until the tuning of the SCR-61 wave

meter is fairly sharp. The coupling should be as loose as possible

Al | C S C R-6/

j 7 *

º B

Coupled

Phones

RL-P-2976 --

Fig. 48.-Method of coupling the SCR-95 wave meter to an SCR-61 wave meter.

to secure accurate results. Prepare a table similar to the one shown

below. Take readings every 50 meters and record the results in the

table.

TABLE.

Reading SCR-95 Reading SCR-61

Wave meter. Wave meter.

500

550

Etc.

7. When the experiment is completed remove the battery from the

SCR-95 wave meter.
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Questions.

(7) How do the readings of the SCR-95 wave meter compare with

the readings of the SCR-61 wave meter?

(8) Can the SCR-95 wave meter be used to receive the buzzer

signals from the SCR-61 wave meter? Eaplain your answer.

THE SCR-125 WAVE METER.

Information.

The SCR-125 wave meter is very similar to the SCR-95 wave

meter both in appearance and construction. The main difference

1s in the wave-length ranges, the SCR-125 meter having three wave

length ranges which are as follows: 70 to 140 meters, 140 to 280

meters, and 280 to 560 meters. Thus the total range of the meter

is 70 to 560 meters.

Close to the dial on the panel of the SCR-125 wave meter is a 3

point switch, marked “Multiply X.” The three positions of the

switch are marked “2,” “1,” and “4,” respectively. When the switch

is adjusted to the middle position, marked “1,” the 140 to 280 meter

range is in use and the wave length is read directly on the dial. The

wave-length dial reads directly in meters and its divisions are marked

140, 180, 200, 220, 240, 260, and 280 meters, respectively. "

If the 70 to 140 meter wave-length range is desired, the switch

must be placed in the position marked “4” and the reading on the

wave-length dial multiplied by “4” (the same as dividing by 2). For

example, if the wave length to be measured lies within the 70 to 140

meter range, the switch is placed in the position marked “$" and

the dial is adjusted until the indicating lamp glows brightest. The

wave-length reading on the dial may be, say 220 meters. Dividing

this reading by 2, the correct wave-length reading is obtained—110

meters.

When the wave meter is being used to emit a wave within the 70–

140 meter range, the desired wave length must be multiplied by 2 and

the dial adjusted accordingly. For example, the desired wave length

is 130 meters, which, multiplied by 2, is 260 meters. The wave-length

dial is then adjusted so that the 260-meter mark is exactly opposite

the “A” mark on the panel.

If the wave length desired lies within the 280 to 560 meter range,

the switch is placed in the position marked “2 ” and the reading on

the wave-length dial must be multiplied by 2.

Directions.

8. Repeat directions 1, 2, 3, and 5, using the SCR-125 wave meter

in place of the SCR-95 wave meter.
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Questions.

(9) Describe the construction of the carbon pile resistance.

(10) How does the SCR-125 wave meter differ from the SCR-95

Awave meter?

(11) Locate the three small fixed condensers. Describe this con

struction and use.

(12) Can the battery be put in backwards and would this damage

&#%

(13) Is there any current flowing from the battery when the small

switch is placed on A2 On B? On 0% Where in each case?

(Trace the circuit in detail.)

(14) Describe the construction of the variable inductance.

Directions.

9. Replace the panel and parts in the box. Put the screws in

place.

THE SCR-125–A WAVE METER.

Information.

The SCR-125—A wave meter is similar to the SCR-95 and SCR

125 wave meters both in appearance and construction. This meter

has three wave-length ranges, 50 to 150 meters, 150 to 450 meters, and

450 to 1,350 meters, making the total wave-length range 50 to 1,350

meters. The three positions of the multiplier switch are marked

“4,” “1,” and “3,” respectively. If the wave length desired lies

within the 150 to 450 meter range the multiplier switch is placed in

the position marked “1” and the wave length is read directly on the

dial. The wave-length dial reads directly in meters and is marked

in divisions from 150 to 450 meters consecutively. When the 50

to 150 meter range is desired the multiplier switch is placed in the

position marked “A.” The wave length reading on the dial is then

multiplied by “$” (the same as dividing by 3). Similarly, if the

450 to 1,350 meter range is desired the multiplier switch is placed in

the position marked “3” and the wave length reading on the dial

must be multiplied by 3.

Directions.

10. Repeat directions 1, 2, 3, and 5, using the SCR-125—A wave

meter in place of the SCR-95 wave meter.
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Questions.

(15) Describe the construction of the carbon pile resistance.

(16) How does the SCR-125-A wave meter differ from the SCR

125 wave meter?

(17) Locate the three small fiaced condensers. Describe their con

struction and use.

(18) What type of switch is used to control the current to the

buzzer and indicator lamp?

(19) Is the battery entirely disconnected from the buzzer and lamp

circuits when the switch is in the middle position? (Trace the wiring

and see.)

(20) Describe the construction of the variable inductance.

Directions.

11. Replace the panel and parts in the box. Put the screws in

place.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. During the preliminary

meeting of the class discuss the difference between the SCR-61,

SCR-95, SCR-125, and SCR-125–A wave meters. Explain also the

use of the switch and the lamp rheostat.

2. Direct the students to proceed with the experiments in the

Students Manual.

3. The important words in this Unit Operation are as follows:

Microhenry. Fixed inductance. Three-point switch.

Inductance. Lamp rheostat. Variable.

4. When the students have completed this Unit Operation, they

should know the difference between the SCR-61, SCR-95, SCR-125,

and SCR-125—A wave meters, as well as the use of the switch and

lamp rheostat. From the experiments performed they should know

how to determine the wave length of an incoming signal by means

of the SCR-61 wave meter when coupled to the SCR-95, SCR-125,

and SCR-125–A wave meters, respectively.

5. When the class work has been completed, give the following

Instruction Test (or one devised similar to it), which should be

conducted in the same manner as in previous Unit Operations:

SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST.

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

3 SCR-61 wave meters.

I SCR-95 wave meter.

1 SCR-125 wave meter.

1 SCR-125—A wave meter.

3 head sets, type P-11.

6 type BA–4 dry cells.

Procedure.

1. Place each of the three SCR-61 wave meters in different loca

tions so that they are separated by at least 10 feet.

2. Couple the SCR-95 wave meter to SCR-61 wave meter No. 1

and tune the latter to receive on 600 meters. Close the lid of the

SCR-61 wave meter, leaving the phones connected.

3. Proceed in the same manner and tune the SCR-61 wave meter

No. 2 to 400 meters, using the SCR-125 wave meter as a transmitter.
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4. In the same manner tune SCR-61 wave meter No. 3 to 300

meters, using the SCR-125–A wave meter.

5. Direct the students to start first at position No. 1 and couple

and tune the SCR-95 wave meter to the SCR-61 wave meter.

6. As soon as the first student finishes at the first position he is to

proceed to position No. 2, and the next student will start at position

No. 1. . The test will be continued in this manner until each student

has completed the three parts of the test. -

7. Note and record the time taken by each student to complete

the test and make an inspection of the work done by each student.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 10—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. At the direction of the instructor take your place at position

No. 1.

2. When the instructor directs “Begin,” start work promptly on

the following problem:

Problem No. 1.

1. At position No. 1 an SCR-61 wave meter is tuned to receive

a signal of a certain wave length. Put on the head set and set the

SCR-95 wave meter in operation. Couple the SCR-95 wave meter

to the SCR-61 wave meter and locate the wave length to which the

SCR-61 wave meter is tuned. -

2. Write your result on the dotted line to the right.

CAUTION.— Use extreme care in performing this test so as not to

disturb the adjustments of the SCR-61 wave meter.

3. As soon as you have finished proceed to position No. 2 and

commence work promptly on the next problem.

Problem No. 2.

Directions to the student.

1. Using the SCR-125 wave meter, proceed in the same manner

at position No. 2 and determine the wave length to which the SCR-61

wave meter is tuned.

2. Write your result on the dotted line to the right.

3. As soon as you have finished proceed to position No. 3 and com

mence work promptly on the next problem.
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Problem No. 3.

Directions to the student.

1. Using the SCR-125–A wave meter, determine the wave length

to which the SCR-61 wave meter is tuned.

2. Write your result on the dotted line to the right.

3. When you have finished the test, face about and notify the

instructor by raising your right hand. The instructor will record the

time it has taken you to complete the test and will inspect your work.

Scoring.

1. The maximum score for this test is 10 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 6 points.

3. Directions for scoring.

PROBLEM NO. 1.

Points.

a. Determining the correct wave length------------------------ 2

PROBLEM NO. 2.

b. Determining the correct wave length------------------------ 4

PROBLEM NO. 3.

c. Determining the correct wave length-------------------------- 4

4. Where the student has failed to complete the test, or has failed

to perform it correctly, a grade of zero will be given for incomplete

parts or incorrect answers.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 10–B (INFORMATION).

I)irections to the student.—Below are a number of questions and

unfinished sentences. Following each one are several words, num

bers, or statements. Select the one which best fits or which makes

the best sense. Write the number of the correct word or phrase on the

dotted line at the right of each question. Only one of the answers

given in each case is correct.

a. The wave-length range of the SCR-95 wave meter is

from

(1) 100 to 256 meters. (2) 500 to 1,100 meters.

(3) 250 to 500 meters. (4) 400 to 1,000 meters.

b. The inductance of the SCR-95 wave meter is

(1) 1,000 microhenries. (2) fixed.

(3) a single coil. (4) continuously variable.
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c. The wave-length range of the SCR-125 wave meter is

from

(1) 70 to 560 meters. (2) 100 to 500 meters.

(3) 150 to 800 meters. (4) 500 to 1,600 meters. - - - - - -

d. When the three-point switch on the SCR-125 wave meter is

adjusted to the middle contact, the wave-length reading on the dial is

(1) 100 meters. (2) multiplied by 2.

(3) read directly from the dial. (4) 400 meters.

e. The number of wave-length ranges controlled by the

switch on the SCR-125 wave meter is

(1) two. (2) three. (3) five. (4) four.

f. The wave-length range of the SCR-125–A wave meter is

from

(1) 100 to 3,000 meters. (2) 50 to 700 meters.

(3) 130 to 500 meters. (4) 50 to 1,350 meters.

g. When the three-point switch on the SCR-125–A wave

meter is adjusted to the middle contact, the wave-length

range is from -

(1) 50 to 350 meters. (2) 100 to 200 meters.

(3) 150 to 450 meters. (4) 75 to 150 meters.
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THE SCR-105. SET.

Equipment.

1 SCR-105 (set box BC–53–A).

1 wave meter SCR-61.

1 antenna equipment, type A-10–A.

1 10–volt storage battery.

THE TRANSIMITTER.

Information.

The SCR-105 (see Fig. 49) is a compact transmitting and receiv

ing quenched spark radio set. It is designed to be used in communi

cation over a distance of 5 miles. The set is intended for intermit
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ź
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Fig. 49.-Set box, type BC–53–A.

tent duty only and should not be used for continuous sending." The

power necessary to run the set is supplied by a 10-volt storage bat

tery. t

The parts of the transmitter consist of a special buzzer trans-,

former, a quenched spark gap, an oscillation transformer, a thermo- .
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ammeter, a transmitting condenser, and a key. The purpose of the

buzzer transformer is to change the low voltage direct current, sup

plied by the storage battery, into a high-voltage alternating current.

- Secondary --
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Fig. 50.-Set box BC–53–A with back and top removed to show interior.
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Fig. 51.-Top view of interior, set box BC–53–A.

The primary circuit of the transmitter includes the secondary or

high-voltage spark gap, the transmitting condenser, and part of the

oscillation transformer. The secondary or antenna circuit consists

of the antenna, a series of inductance coils, a part of the oscillation

transformer, the antenna thermoammeter, and the ground. Direct
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coupling is employed between the primary and secondary circuits of

the transmitter. One of the inductance coils is permanently con

nected in the antenna circuit and is made continuously variable over

its entire range by means of an adjustment controlled from the panel

of the set. The primary and secondary are both tuned to the same

wave length at the same time, by one switch, known as a “wave

change ’’ switch. The primary circuit is accurately tuned to the

desired wave length by this switch, but the secondary circuit is only

roughly tuned to the same wave length. For this reason the calibra

tions of the wave-change switch refer to the wave length settings of

the primary circuit. The fine tuning of the antenna circuit is accom

plished by means of the variable antenna inductance. A handle lo

cated on the left side of the set box controls the coupling between

the primary and antenna circuits.

Directions.

1. Remove the eight screws from the back of the set box, also the

canvas cover from the front of the box. Unlatch the lid of the box

and remove the top, back, and bottom of the set box. This will

expose the parts to view as shown in Fig. 50 and in Fig. 51.

2. Move the various adjusting knobs on the front of the box and

note carefully what they control inside of the box.

3. Observe the various parts in Figs. 49, 50, 51, and the wiring

diagram in Fig. 52. Answer the following questions:

Questions.

(1) Locate the wave-change switch inside the set boa. What are

the calibrations marked on the indicator of this switch?

(2) What contacts move when the wave-change switch is adjusted?

(3) Locate the antenna tuning inductance. How is it made con

tinuously variable?

(4) Locate the control switch. What is its purpose?

(5) Locate the antenna ammeter. What is the range of its scale?

How is it connected in the circuit?

(6) How are the transmitting inductances constructed?

(7) Why are the coils of the oscillation transformer insulated so

heavily?

(8) How many turns has the antenna tuning inductance?

(9) How is the coupling of the transmitting circuit varied?
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(10) How many coils are there in the primary of the oscillation

transformer?

(11) How is the key connected in the circuit?

(12) Can the key be adjusted easily? How?

(13) How many sections form the primary winding of the buzzer

transformer?

(14) How many sections in the secondary winding?

(15) To what is the moving armature of the interrupter connected?

(16) How many stationary contacts has the interrupter?

(17) Of what material are the contacts made?

(18) Why are the adjustment screws of the stationary contacts

heavily insulated?

(19) What is the purpose of the safety gap?

(20). Where and how are the secondary condensers connected?

(21) How is the quench gap constructed?

(22) How are the spark disks insulated from each other?

(23) How is the quench gap connected in the circuit?

(24) How many contacts has the rotary switch? (Count them

on the instrument.)

(25) How are they insulated from the pin-passing through them?

THE RECEIVER,

Information.

The receiving side of the set contains two tuned circuits, one, the

antenna or primary circuit, and the other, the secondary circuit.

The antenna circuit consists of the inductance (which is varied by

the handle on the front of the set marked “primary tuning induc

tance"); either a small fixed condenser or another inductance known

as a loading coil, depending on the position of the “change over”

switch; and the antenna system. For the reception of short waves

the change over switch is placed on the receiving position marked

“100–200.” In this position the loading coil is not used and the

small fixed condenser is connected in series with the antenna. For

the reception of medium length waves the switch is placed on the
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receiving position, marked “150–300.” In this position the series

condenser is cut out and the antenna is connected directly to the

primary inductance coil. The third position on the receiving side,

marked “275–550,” is the long wave position, and when used the

loading coil is connected in series with the antenna.

The secondary circuit of the receiver consists of a secondary in

ductance and a variable condenser. Connected across the variable

condenser are the crystal detector, two small fixed condensers, and

the head set. The secondary inductance has two taps so that ap

proximately one-third, two-thirds, or all of the inductance may be

used. The amount of inductance used is controlled by the change

over switch. The switch positions correspond to the three positions

used to control the primary inductance. Inductive coupling is em

ployed between the primary and secondary circuits and is varied

by the handle on the front of the set box marked “Receiver cou

pling.” A head set is connected in the circuit by means of a plug

supplied with the set which fits in the double jack in the front of the

set box marked “Telephone or Amplifier.” The adjusting handle of

the crystal detector protrudes from the right side of the set box so

that the detector may be adjusted with the lid of the box closed.

Directions.

4. Note the various receiving controls and their markings.

Questions.

(26) Locate the control switch. What are the wave-length mark

ings?

(27) How many points has the receiver primary inductance switch?

(28) How is the receiver coupling control calibrated?

(29) How is the secondary condenser control calibrated?

(30) How is the crystal detector adjusted from the outside of the

set boaº

(31) How many headsets may be used with the receiver of the

ASOR-105 set? -

Directions.

5. Turn the various controls and note what moves in the rear of

the panel. Note the various stationary parts.

6. From observations made and a careful study of the diagram

shown in Fig. 52 answer the questions below.
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Questions.

(32) How is the crystal detector adjusted?

, (33) How is a new crystal put in?

(34) How is the long wave coil of the receiving circuit wound and

where is it located?

. (35) From the diagram of connections (Fig. 52) when is the long

awave coil in the circuit?

(36) Where is the short-wave condenser?

(37) When is the short-wave condenser in the circuit?

(38) Would the coils of the set be damaged if the battery was

plugged in the wrong place? -

(39) Is it possible to put the battery lead plug in the telephone

or amplifter jack?

(40) How would you connect other telephone receivers if it were

necessary?

. (41) How is connection made with the movable plates of the

secondary condenser? -

Directions.

7. Replace the back and bottom of the set. Replace the screws.

Leave the top open.

ExPERIMENT No. 1.

TRANSMITTING.

Information.

Successful transmission with the SCR-105 set depends to a very

great extent upon the ability of both the transmitting and receiv

ing operators. The transmitter must be properly adjusted and tuned

for steady, reliable operation. Also great care must be exercised

when tuning the transmitter in order to obtain a sharp wave of a

desired length and thus avoid interference.

Other than tuning adjustments, the only adjustment needed in

the transmitting side of the set is that of the buzzer transformer.

This instrument is adjusted by means of the two large insulated

thumbscrews on either side of the vibrating contact and by means

of the small screw near the upper pivot of the armature which con

trols the position of the armature. The buzzer transformer should

be so adjusted that it will operate smoothly and evenly with very
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little sparking. When the control switch is placed in the test or

transmit position the buzzer transformer should start operating and

should not require tapping on the armature.

The control switch in addition to changing from transmit to

receive, also has a position marked “Test.” When in this position

the receiving side of the set is in operation and the buzzer trans

former should be vibrating feebly. The reason for this is to allow

adjustment of the crystal detector. The switch should be left in this

position only when the detector is being adjusted. * *

Directions.

8. To place the transmitting side of the set in operation and to

tune it for transmission on a given wave length proceed as follows:a. Erect the standard antenna system of the set. t

b. Place the set box on the ground in one of the three following

positions: - º

(1) If it is desired to transmit in one direction only, the antenna,

wire should be erected pointing in that direction with the lead-in end

toward the station with which it is desired to communicate. The

lead-in wire should be stretched out ás a continuation of the antenna

wire in the direction of the desired station and the set box placed on

the ground at the end of the lead-in wire. .

(2) Where directional effects not quite so pronounced (as in direc

tion 1) are required, the set box should be placed on the ground near

the foot of the mast supporting the lead-in end of the antenna wire.

(3) Where transmission in all directions is desired the set box

should be placed on the ground underneath and as near the center of

the antenna wire as the length of the lead-in wire will permit.

c. Connect the antenna lead-in to the post on the left side of the

set box marked “Ant.” and ground lead to the post marked “Gnd.”

d. Connect the battery terminals of the battery cord to the 10-volt

storage battery and insert the plug in the jack just below and to the

right of the key on the right side of the box. Open up the key.

e. Set the wave-length change switch inside of the box to the de

sired wave length. - - -

f. Set the antenna coupling switch on the left side of the box to

the No. 1 position. -

g. Throw the control switch to the transmit position. The buzzer

transformer should now start operating, and when the key is pressed

sparks should be visible in the quenched spark gap. - -

h. Keeping the key closed, vary the antenna tuning inductance,

until the maximum possible reading is obtained on the thermoammeter.

(Remember that in order to cover the entire range of the antenna
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tuning inductance approximately eight complete turns of the control

ling handle are required.) The set should now be transmitting on

the desired wave length with the sharpest possible wave, that is, the

wave which will produce a minimum amount of interference. -

9. Closely couple the SCR-125—A wave meter to the ground lead

of the set and measure the wave length which is being transmitted.

(See Fig. 53.) Note carefully over how much of the wave-meter

scale the signal can be heard.

10. Change the coupling to No. 6, readjust the antenna tuning in

ductance until a maximum reading is obtained on the ammeter, and

again measure the wave length with the SCR-125—A wave meter

noting over how much of its scale the signal can be heard.

BB-23

SCAP-/25-A

O

AUMMY T-47.>
AWTENMA L-R Gnd) S C A - /O5.

O

ra.-a-2664-c.

Fig. 53.-Method of coupling the SCR-125—A wave meter to set box BC–53–A.

Questions.

(42) Does this set cause less or more interference than the signals

obtained with loose coupling in Earperiment No. 2 of Unit Operation

Mo. 3? -

(43) What is the advantage of using the spark gap of the

quenched type?

(44) In what position of the coupling control should this set be

operated? Why?

(45) Are the wave lengths, as marked on the wave length change

switch, accurate according to the wave meter?

(46) Was greater antenna current obtained with close coupling

or with loose coupling?
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ExPERIMENT No. 2.

CALIBRATING THE RECEIVER,

Directions.

10. With the antenna, ground, and battery connected to the set as

in Experiment No. 1, proceed with the following directions:

a. Insert the plug of a head set in the jack marked “Telephone

or Amplifier” and adjust the head set to fit the head comfortably.

b. Turn the control switch to the test position. The buzzer should

operate feebly.

c. Adjust the crystal detector until a sensitive spot is found on the

surface of the crystal. -

d. Turn the control switch to the 100–200 wave-length mark in the

receive position.

e. Couple an SCR-125—A wave meter to a few turns in the ground

lead of the set. Start the buzzer of the wave meter in operation.

Set the wave meter to transmit on 150 meters.

f. Set the receiver coupling control so that the arrow points to the

30° mark.

g. Turn the primary tuning inductance switch to about the No. 5

mark.

h. Slowly rotate the secondary tuning condenser control until the

wave-meter signal is heard with maximum intensity in the head

receivers.

i. Readjust the coupling, primary inductance, and secondary con

denser in the order mentioned until any small change in the adjust

ment of any one of the controls will cause the signal to disappear.

j. Prepare a table similar to the one shown below. Readjust the

wave meter to the next wave length indicated in the table and tune

the receiver to the signal using the method outlined in the above

directions. Proceed in this manner until adjustments have been

made for each of the wave lengths listed. Record the control set

tings in the table.

Wavelength -

Wave length - Primary tuning | Secondary tuning
(wave meter). itcontºlten. Receiver coupling. inductance. condenser.

150----------------------------------|--------------------|-------------------- | - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

180----------------------------------|--------------------|--------------------!--------------------

210--------------|--------------------|--------------------|--------------------!--------------------

240--------------|--------------------|--------------------|--------------------!--------------------

270----------------------------------|--------------------|-------------------- --------------------

300--------------|--------------------|--------------------|-------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Questions.

(47) Was there any change in the signal strength when the pri

"mary inductance switch was slightly readjusted?

(48) When final tuning adjustments were being made, was the

signal heard over a large or a small portion of the secondary con

denser scale?

(49) Does the test position of the control switch give an indica

tion as to the sensitivity of the detector?
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. During the preliminary

assembly of the class discuss the following:

a. Place an SCR-105 set on a table in front of the class. Remove

the “tight” screws from the back of the set box and the canvas cover

from the front. Unlatch the lid of the box and remove the top,

back, and bottom of the box. Be certain that the students see how

each step is performed.

b. Point out each part of the set and print the name of each part

on the blackboard. Move the various adjusting knobs on the front

of the box and instruct the students to notice what parts move

inside the set box.

2. Direct the students to proceed with the experiments in the

Students Manual. -

3. The important words in this Unit Operation are as follows:

Quenched spark. Change-over switch.

Buzzer transformer. Loading coil.

Oscillation transformer. Series condenser.

Thermoammeter. Directional effects.

Wave-change switch. Antenna coupling switch.

4. When the students have completed this Unit Operation, they

should know the names of all of the important parts of the SCR-105

set and should be familiar with the working of these parts. From

the experiments performed the students should know how to adjust

the transmitter so as to produce a minimum amount of interference,

also to calibrate the secondary circuit of the receiver.

5. When the instructor has assured himself that the students are

proficient in the operation of the SCR-105 set, the following Instruc

tion Test (or one devised similar to it) should be given. The test

should be conducted in the same manner as in previous Unit Opera

tions.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST.

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

1 set box, type BC–53–A, SCR-105.

3 storage batteries, type BB–28.

1 wave meter, type SCR-61.

1 antenna system.

2 head sets, type P-11.

Wire for connections.
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Procedure.

1. Place the equipment in a suitable location for conducting the

test. An antenna suitable for the purpose of this test may consist of

a short wire strung inside the building between insulators. The

antenna lead-in should be brought down near the equipment. A

good ground connection should also be established.

2. Direct the student to completely connect and adjust the

SCR-105 set for both transmission and reception.

3. When the student has indicated that he has completed this

work, record the time taken by each student and as soon as possible

inspect the connections and adjustments.

4. If any errors appear while inspecting the connections or the

adjustments, allow the student time to correct the errors before pro

ceeding with the next part of the test.

5. Direct the student to tune the transmitter of the SCR-105 set

to a wave length of 350 meters.

6. When the student has indicated that he has completed this

work, record the time taken by each student and as soon as possible

check the accuracy of the work.

7. Direct the student to tune the receiver of the SCR-105 set to a

wave length of 350 meters.

8. When the student has completed the test, he will notify the

instructor In the usual manner, and the instructor will again record

the time and as soon as possible check the accuracy of the student's

work.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 11—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

1 set box, type BC–53–A.

3 storage batteries, type BB–28.

1 wave meter, type SCR-61.

1 antenna lead.

1 ground lead.

2 head sets, type P-11.

Wire for connections.

2. When-the instructor directs “Begin,” start work promptly.

Perform the following operations carefully and quickly:

Problem No. 1.

a. Connect the SCR-105 set completely for both transmission and

reception.

b. Make the necessary adjustments on the transmitter for a clear

note. Adjust the receiver properly.
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3. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will record the time

taken to do the work and will then inspect connections and adjust

ments.

Problem No. 2.

4. When the instructor again directs “Begin,” start work promptly

on the following operations:

Using the SCR-61 wave meter, tune the transmitter to a wave

length of 350 meters.

2. Again notify the instructor when you have finished by facing

about and raising your right hand. The instructor will again record

the time and will check the accuracy of your work.

Problem No. 3.

1. When the instructor again directs “Begin,” start work promptly

on the following operations:

Tune the receiver of the SCR-105 set to a wave length of 350

meters.

2. When this work is completed, notify the instructor by facing

about and raising your right hand. The instructor will record the

time and will check the accuracy of your work.

Scoring.

1. The maximum score for this test is 12 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 8 points.

3. Directions for scoring.

PROBLEM NO. 1.

IPoints.

a. For the proper connecting of the SCR-105 set------------------ 2

b. For the proper adjustment of transmitter and receiver----------- 2

PROBLEM NO. 2. º

For the correct tuning of the transmitter to 350 meters------------ 4

PROBLEM NO. 3.

For the correct tuning of the receiver to 350 meters----------------- 4

4. Where the student has failed to complete the test, or has

failed to perform it correctly, a grade of zero will be given for in

complete parts or incorrect answers.
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INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 11–B (INFORMATION).

Directions to the student, Below are a number of sentences.

Read each sentence carefully, and if what it says is true (correct)

place a plus (+) sign on the short dotted line in the right margin.

If what it says is not true (incorrect), place a minus (–) sign on

the dotted line.

1. The receiver secondary coil of the SCR-105 set would be

burned out if the battery plug was inserted in the phone jack. ------

2. It is possible to put the battery plug in the phone jack of

the SCR-105.

3. The safety gap of the SCR-105 is provided to indicate

when the quenched spark gap is functioning properly. - - - - - -

4. The interrupter of the SCR-105 has three stationary

COntacts. - - - - - - -

5. The antenna tuning inductance of the SCR-105 is

varied by turning the antenna tuning inductance dial. - - - - - -

6. The SCR-105 can not receive without a crystal detector. -- - - - -

7. There are ten sets of coils in the primary of the oscilla

tion transformer of the SCR-105 set. . .

8. The SCR-105 causes less interference than does the

SCR-74. - - - - - - -

9. The SCR-105 should be operated with the coupling as

loose as possible. ------
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR,

1. Unit Operations Nos. 6 to 11, inclusive, pertain to types and

operation of radio sets and auxiliary equipment; consequently they

bear a relation to each other. It is therefore advisable to ascertain

at this time whether all students have attained a suitable proficiency

before allowing them to proceed to further Unit Operations. The

Progress Test set forth below, or a similar one, should now be given

by the instructor.

2. It is usually found more convenient to give the Performance

part of the test to a part of the class while the Information part is

given to the remainder.

3. The instructor should exercise the same personal supervision

over the work of the Performance part as in previous Instruction

Tests.

PROGRESS TEST NO. 2—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment (for all positions).

1 set box, BC–18—A, SCR-74—A.

1 set box, BC–14—A, SCR-54—A.

1 set box, BC–53–A, SCR-61.

2 wave meters, type SCR-61.

3 head sets, type P-11.

3 batteries (2 SCR-54—A, 1 wave meter 61), type BA–4.

3 storage batteries (SCR-105), type BB–28.

4 storage batteries, type BB–14.

1 antenna system.

1 ground lead-in.

Wire for connections.

Procedure.

1. The equipment set forth above should be prepared in advance.

Place the three set boxes in different locations so that they are

separated by at least 5 feet. Mark them as Positions 1, 2, and 3.

2. Divide the class into as many sections as there are sets of

equipment. Assign students to positions.

3. Assemble the class and explain the purpose of the test. Follow

ing this, answer any questions they may ask.

4. If desirable, a part of the class may be given the Performance

part, while the remainder is given the Information part.

5. Distribute the papers marked “Directions to the Student” and

the “Information Test” papers. Direct the students to go to their

assigned positions and face the instructor -
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6. When ready, direct “About face. Begin.” Note and record the

exact time the word “Begin” is given.

7. Direct the student to start at Position No. 1 and completely

connect and adjust the SCR-74—A set for transmitting on a wave

length of 385 meters. The student should then be required to verify

the wave length by means of the SCR-61 wave meter.

8. The student should then proceed to Position No. 2, where he

shall proceed in the same manner, completely connecting and tuning

the SCR-54—A set to 300 meters, using the SCR-61 wave meter as a

transmitter.

9. Upon completion of the work at Position No. 2 the student

should begin work on that part of the test at Position No. 3. Direct

the student to completely connect and adjust the SCR-105 set for

transmission on a wave length of 410 meters, verifying the results

through the use of the SCR-61 wave meter. Following this, the

student should be directed to tune the SCR-105 to 410 meters, using

the SCR-61 wave meter as a transmitter.

10. When the students taking the performance part have com

pleted the test at each of the three positions, each will raise his right

hand. Note and record the exact time that each individual finishes.

This is conveniently done by noting the time on the student's paper.

The instructor should make a personal inspection of each student's

work at each position immediately upon completion of the work at

that position.

PROGRESS TEST NO. 2—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

Problem No. 1.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your assigned position.

1 set box, BC–18—A, SCR-74—A.

3 storage batteries, type BB–14.

1 ground lead-in.

Wire for connections.

2. When the instructor says “Begin,” start work promptly. Per

form the following operations carefully and quickly:

a. Connect the SCR-74—A set completely, including batteries,

antenna, and ground. -

b. Operate the set and make any adjustments necessary.

3. When you have finished, notify the instructor by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will record the time

taken to do the work and will make an inspection of the connections

and adjustments.
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Problem No. 2.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your assigned position:

1 set box, BC–14—A, SCR-54—A.

1 wave meter, SCR-61.

2 batteries, type BA–4.

1 storage battery, type BB–14.

1 head set, type P-11.

1 antenna system.

1 ground lead in.

Wires for connections.

2. When the instructor says “Begin,” start work promptly. Per

form the following operations carefully and quickly: -

a. Connect and adjust the SCR-61 wave meter for transmitting

on a wave length of 300 meters.

b. Connect the SCR-54—A set for receiving on a wave length of

300 meters. Adjust the set so as to bring in a loud clear signal.

3. When you have finished notify the instructor by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will record the time

taken to do the work and will make an inspection of the connections

and adjustments.

Problem No. 3.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your assigned position:

1 set box, BC–53–A, SCR-105.

1 wave meter, type SCR-61.

2 head sets, type P-11.

1 battery, type BA–4.

3 storage batteries, type BB–28.

1 antenna system.

1 ground lead in.

Wire for connections.

2. When the instructor says “Begin,” start work promptly. Per

form the following operations carefully and quickly:

a. Connect the SCR-105 set for both transmission and reception.

b. Make the necessary adjustments on the transmitter for a clear

note and adjust the receiver properly.

c. Using the SCR-61 wave meter, tune the transmitter to a wave

length of 410 meters.

3. When you have finished notify the instructor by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will then record the

time taken to do the work and will inspect the connections and

adjustments.
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4. When the instructor again says “Begin,” start work promptly

on the following operations:

a. Using the SCR-61 wave meter as a transmitter, tune the re

ceiver of the SCR-105 set to a wave length of 410 meters.

b. Adjust for a loud clear signal.

5. Upon completion of this work notify the instructor by facing

about and raising your right hand. The instructor will record the

time taken to do the work and will inspect the accuracy of your work.

Scoring.

1. The maximum score for this test is 24 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 18 points.

3. Directions for scoring.

PROBLEM NO. 1.

Points.

a. For properly connecting the SCR-74—A set for transmission---- 4

b. For properly adjusting the spark gap-------------------------- 2

PROBLEM NO. 2.

a. For properly connecting the SCR-54—A set for reception-------- 2

b. For properly adjusting the SCR-54—A for reception on a 300

meter Wave length ---------------------------------------- 4

PROBLEM NO. 3.

a. For properly connecting the SCR-105 set ---------------------- 2

b. For proper adjustment of transmitter and receiver -- ------------ 2

c. For correctly tuning the transmitter to a wave length of 410 meters— 4

d. For correctly tuning the receiver to a wave length of 410 meters-- 4

4. Where the student has failed to complete the test, or had failed

to perform it correctly, a grade of zero will be given for incomplete

parts or incorrect answers.

PROGRESS TEST NO. 2–B (INFORMATION).

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of sentences.

Read each sentence carefully, and, if what it says is true (correct),

place a plus (+) sign on the short dotted line in the right margin.

If what it says is not true (incorrect), place a minus (–) sign on the

dotted line.

Example.—New York City is the capital of the United

States. - - - - - -

1. Electromagnetic waves travel through the ether at

300,000,000 meters per hour. - - - - - -

2. The number of kilocycles is equal to 300,000,000 divided

by 1,000 times the length of a single wave. - - - - - -
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3. When two tuning forks of different size are placed on a

table, one tuning fork will be affected by the vibration of the

other.

4. Wave length is equal to 300,000,000 divided by 1,000

times the number of kilocycles.

5. “Kilocylces” means the number of waves emitted per

second.

6. All induction coils have secondary coils.

7. The SCR-74—A set is calibrated in terms of kilocycles.

8. The SCR-74—A set is used both for transmission and

reception.

9. The induction coil is used to change the low-voltage

direct current from the storage battery in the primary coil to

a high-voltage alternating current in the secondary coil.

10. The SCR-74—A set will best reach its maximum dis

tance range when using a very short antenna.

11. Wave length is varied by changing the coupling.

12. The SCR-54–A set may be coupled inductively but

not conductively to the antenna.

13. Coupling is accomplished by interchanging the antenna

and ground leads.

14. The SCR-74—A set is an untuned spark-coil trans

mitter.

15. A circuit may be tuned by changing either the capacity

or the inductance.

16. The SCR-54—A set is calibrated in terms of wave

lengths.

17. The spark gap is necessary in the operation of the

SCR-54—A set.

18. The SCR-54—A set uses a crystal as a detector.

19. In the SCR-54—A set the switch “AP” cuts out the

secondary circuit. -

20. In the SCR-54—A set one variable condenser is in the

primary circuit and one is in the secondary circuit.

21. A wave meter is used to accurately tune a station to

its assigned wave lengths.

22. Wave meters are miniature transmitting and receiving

stations.

23. The SCR-105 set is a transmitting and receiving

quenched-spark radio set.

24. The SCR-105 set is used for communication over a

distance of 20 miles.

25. When receiving short waves on the SCR-105 set, the

“change-over” switch is placed on the receiving position

marked “100–200.”

Page No. 5.
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Directions to the student.—Below are a number of questions and

unfinished sentences. Following each one are several words, num

bers, or statements. Select the one which best fits or which makes

the best sense. Write the number of the correct word or phrase on

the dotted line at the right of each question. Only one of the answers

given in each case is correct.

a. Electromagnetic or radio waves are measured by an

electrical instrument known as a

(1) hydrometer. (2) ammeter.

(3) wave meter. (4) variometer. - - - - - -

b. In radio communication certain wave lengths are as

signed to the various classes of transmitting stations in order

to eliminate

(1) static. (2) interference.

(3) regeneration. (4) storage batteries. - - - - - -

c. To convert kilocycles into wave length, divide 300,000,

000 by -

(1) 1,000 times wave length. (2) velocity.

(3) frequency. (4) number of volts. - - - - - -

d. A variable condenser has the property of governing the

flow of certain forms of electricity which occur in a radio set.

This property is expressed in terms of

(1) capacity. (2) inductance.

(3) henries. (4) ohms. -- - - - -

e. Capacity is expressed by

(1) henries. (2) farads. - - - - - -

(3) ohms. (4) volts.

f. The SCR-74—A is an induction-coil transmitting set of

low power. The power supply is obtained from a

(1) 4-volt BB-14 storage battery.

(2) 10-volt BB-28 storage battery.

(3) 22%-volt BA–2 dry battery.

(4) 1%-volt BA–4 dry cell. - - - - - -

g. In the SCR-74—A set direct current is changed to alternating

current by the

(1) spark gap. (2) interrupter.

(3) electroder. (4) magnetic fields. - - - - - -

h. In the SCR-74—A set the distance between the spark

gap electroder should not be over 9% inch because

(1) it will break down the insulation in the secondary

winding of the spark coil.

(2) the set will not transmit a clear note.

(3) melt solder on terminals.
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(4) fuse the contact points on the transmitting key.

i. In the SCR-74—A set the ammeter is connected in the

primary circuit to indicate

(1) when the coil is working properly.

(2) when pulsating current is flowing in primary.

(3) when the “B” battery is low. (4) sharp tuning.

j. In the SCR-74—A set what is the antenna connected to ?

(1) Secondary of the coil. (2) Primary of the coil.

(3) Terminals of ammeter. (4) The interrupter.

k. When a radio circuit contains more than one circuit,

“coupling” is used to

(1) transfer energy from one circuit to another.

(2) vary the plate current.

(3) cause sharper tuning. (4) prevent interference.

l. When the greater part of the energy in one circuit is

transferred to another circuit, the “coupling” is referred to as

(1) inductive coupling. (2) close coupling.

(3) loose coupling. (4) direct coupling.

m. The battery in the buzzer circuit of the SCR-54—A set

(1) makes the crystal more sensitive.

(2) operates the buzzer. (3) causes sharper tuning.

(4) is connected to the antenna.

m. What is the wave-length range of the SCR-54—A re

ceiving set!

(1) 200 to 600 meters. (2) 340 to 440 meters.

(3) 150 to 400 meters. (4) 700 to 1,000 meters.

o. In tuning the SCR-54—A set the crystal is adjusted by

means of the

(1) buzzer. (2) “T-AP’’ switch. (3) coupling knob.

(4) emergency telephone connections.

p. When searching for a station whose wave length is un

known, the coupling of the SCR-54—A set should be

(1) inductive. (2) conductive.

(3) capacitive. (4) direct.

q. The SCR-61 wave meter is equipped with the following

number of coils:

(1) One. (2) Three. (3) Two. (4) Five.

r. The SCR-95 wave meter has a variable

(1) capacity. (2) Voltage.

(3) current. (4) inductance.

s. When using the SCR-125 wave meter, if the 70–140

meter wave-length range is desired, the switch must be

placed in the position marked

(1) }%. (2) }}. (3) }4. (4) };

Page No. 7.
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t. How many wave-length ranges has the SCR-125–A

wave meter?

(1) Two. (2) Three. (3) Five. (4) Four.

w. When using the SCR-125—A wave meter, if the 50–150

meter range is desired, set the multiplier switch at

(1) }}. (2) 3. (3) 1. (4) 4.

v. The SCR-105 set is designed to be used in communica

tion over a distance of

(1) 5 miles. (2) 10 miles. .

(3) 15 miles. (4) 17 miles.

w. In the transmitter of the SCR-105 set what kind of

coupling is used between the primary and secondary circuits?

(1) Inductive. (2) Direct.

(3) Conductive. (4) Capacitive.

a. How many tuned circuits does the receiver of the

SCR-105 set employ?

(1) Two. (2) One. (3) Four. (4) Three.

y. In the SCR-105 set when receiving medium-length

waves the switch is placed on

(1) “150–300.” (2) “100–200.”

(3) “275–550.” (4) “500–750”.
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THE WACUUM TUBE DETECTOR, DT-3–A.

Equipment.

1 vacuum tube WT-1.

1 detector, DT-3–A.

1 wave meter, SCR-61.

1 SCR-54—A (set box BC–14—A only).

1 4-volt storage battery (BB-14).

2 batteries, type BA–2 (or BA—8).

1 voltammeter, model 280.

1 rule.

Information.

When using the SCR-54 or SCR-54—A receiving sets for receiving

long distance signals, it may be found that the crystal detector of the

set is not sensitive enough to detect the faint signals received. A

Oºserwºoz

W/7dow

Are-woºg

Fig. 54.—The DT-3–A detector unit.

more sensitive device, known as a vacuum tube detector may then be

used to receive these very faint signals. This type of detector is

provided in the DT-3—A equipment. (See Fig. 54.)

After this detector is once connected and adjusted no further ad

justment is required and the operation of tuning in the receiving

set is not altered in any way.
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Fig. 55.--Type VT-1 vacuum tube.
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Fig. 55–A.—Details of VT-1 vacuum tube.
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The VT-1 vacuum tube (See Figs. 55 and 55–A) consists of three

elements, namely the filament, the grid, and the plate which are all

inclosed in a sealed glass tube from which the air has been pumped

out. Leads from the filament, grid, and plate are brought out

through one end of the tube and connected to four prongs. This

Øservaſion
Widow 5Aaffey

- ---

Waco/Zºe Søer º

Jockef SocłºfSøoaz’s Áº.

Fig. 56.-Panel of DT-3–A detector removed to show interior parts.

end is called the base of the tube. Two of the prongs are connected

to the filament, the third prong to the grid, and the fourth to the

plate.

Fig. 57.-Schematic diagram of connections in the DT-3-A detector.

5-MEGOHMs

TickLEr

+ +\/. I –

•--4 FIL.

BATTERY

RL-P-2655

Directions.

1. Remove the four screws from the corners of the panel of the

DT-3–A detector. Lift out the panel, being careful not to break the

flexible wires attached to it. (See Fig. 56.) Trace the wiring and

compare it with the diagram in the lid of the box and also with the

schematic diagram in Fig. 57.
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2. Examine the resistance in series with the filament battery.

Also examine the resistance across the grid condenser. Note how

these resistances differ.

Questions.

(1) What kind of clips are used to make the connection to the

input circuit and the battery circuits?

(2) How many telephones can be plugged into this detector unit?.

(3) How is the grid leak resistance constructed? What is its

Tesistance?

(4) How is the filament resistance constructed? What is its re

sistance?

(5) How is the vacuum tube socket fastened in the boar? Why?

(6) Which contacts on the vacuum tube socket make contact with

the filament leads? Which with the plate? Which with the grid?

(7) How is the fired condenser constructed?

(8) Which lead of the plate battery goes to the plate?

(9) Can the filament current be varied? How?

Information.

When properly connected, the vacuum tube, type WT-1, has the

property of conducting current in one direction only. The amount

of current which it will conduct depends upon the amount of plate

battery used and the filament current. These values vary with

different tubes.

Directions.

3. Examine the WT-1 vacuum tube and note exactly how it is con

structed. The filament is in the center and on each side of it are the

grids. Outside of the grids can be seen the two plates. Both grids

are connected together and the two plates are also connected to

gether. (See Fig. 55–A.)

Questions.

(10) Why is there a pin on the side of the base?

(11) Which two contacts on the bottom of the base go to the

filament leads? (Insert the tube in the socket if necessary to discover

this. Use the pin on the side as a reference point.)
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(12) Which contact goes to the grid? Which contact goes to the

plate? -

(13) How many cross bars are there in each side of the grid?

(14) Is there a grid on each side of the filament? Is there a plate

on each side?

Information. -

The results obtained in the following experiments will depend

upon the hearing ability of the student. Inasmuch as the sensitivity

of the ear varies with different individuals the results recorded will

only be approximate. However, they will be sufficiently accurate

to bring out the idea intended. -

ExPERIMENT No. 1.

COMPARISON OF SIGNAL STRENGTHS BETWEEN THE CRYSTAL DETECTOR

AND THE WACUUM TUBE DETECTOR.

Directions. -

4. Set up the SCR-61 wave meter as a transmitter and the SCR

54—A as a receiver, as shown in Fig. 40 of Unit Operation No. 9.

Plug in a pair of receivers in the jacks of the SCR-54—A set. Start

the buzzer of the SCR-54—A operating and locate a sensitive spot on

the crystal detector. Turn off the current to the buzzer. Adjust the

SCR-61 wave meter to a wave length of 250 meters and start its

buzzer in operation. Tune the secondary of the SCR-54—A set so

that the signal from the wave meter can be heard with maximum

volume. Without changing any other adjustments reduce the

coupling between the SCR-54—A set and the wave meter until the

wave meter signal is just faintly heard in the telephone receivers.

Try increasing the signal strength by readjusting the detector of

the SCR-54—A set and by retuning the secondary. If an increase in

signal strength is obtained, again reduce the coupling between the

receiver and the wave meter until the signal is just faintly heard.

This signal may be compared to the faint signal of a distant trans

mitting station which is received by an SCR-54—A receiver using

a crystal detector. Measure the distance between the wave meter

and the BD–14—A set box with the rule. -

5. Without disturbing the tuning adjustments or the location of

either the wave meter or the SCR-54—A set open the crystal de

tector circuit in the latter by removing the contact from the surface

of the crystal. Remove the head set plug from the SCR-54—A set

and insert it in the jack of the DT-3–A detector. Connect the input
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terminal of the DT-3—A to the extra detector terminals of the

SCR-54—A. (See Fig. 58.)

6. Connect a 4-volt battery in series with the low reading ammeter

(0-3 scale) and a small rheostat to the filament battery terminals

of the set. Be sure to get the positive lead connected to the plus

(+) binding post and the negative lead to the minus (—) binding

post. Set the rheostat so all the resistance is in the circuit.

7. See that a serviceable type BA–2 battery is properly connected

in the set box.

8. Open the side door of the DT-3—A and connect the proper leads

from the “B” or 224-volt battery to the binding posts.

9. Insert a VT-1 vacuum tube in the socket.

Ru-P-2 e 93

Fig. 58.-Method of connecting apparatus used in Experiment No. 1.

10. Increase the current in the filament of the VT-1 by cutting

out the resistance of the rheostat until the ammeter reads 1.1 amperes.

11. Retune the secondary of the SCR-54—A receiver until the sig

nal from the wave meter is heard with maximum strength in the

telephone receivers.

12. Decrease the coupling between the wave meter and the BC—

14—A set box until the signal from the wave meter is just faintly

heard in the telephone receivers. Again measure the distance be

tween the wave meter and the BC–14—A set box.

13. Leave the apparatus adjusted in this manner for the next

experiment.

Questions.

(15) What was the distance measured between the wave meter and

the set boa, under Direction 4 in the above eaperiment?

(16) What was the distance measured between the wave meter and

the set boa, under Direction 12 above?
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(17) From your observations in the above eaperiment, which is the

more sensitive to a weak signal, the vacuum tube detector or the

crystal detector?

(18) Which detector requires the more adjustment? Eaplain.

(19). Why was the coupling between the wave meter and the

SCR-54—A set loosened?

(20) Is the tuning of the set any sharper when using a vacuum

tube detector than when using a crystal detector?

ExPERIMENT No. 2.

SIGNAL STRENGTH WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF FILAMENT CURRENT.

Directions.

14. Increase the coupling between the wave meter and the set box

until the signal from the wave meter is fairly loud in the telephone

receivers.

15. Decrease the current in the filament of the VT-1 by increasing

the resistance of the rheostat until the ammeter reads about 0.1

ampere.

16. Start decreasing the resistance of the rheostat until the point is

reached where the wave meter signal is just faintly heard in the tele

phone receivers. Note the reading of the ammeter and the brightness

of the detector tube filament.

17. Again slowly decrease the resistance until all of the resistance

is cut out of the circuit. Note the reading of the ammeter at the

point where no increase in signal strength is perceptible. Also note

the brightness of the detector filament.

18. Turn off the filament current and be careful not to disturb any

of the other adjustments as the same set-up will be used in the next

experiment.

Questions.

(21) (a) What is the lowest value of filament current for which

the V7–1 will act as a defector?

(b) Did the filament burn with a bright red color or with a very

dull red color of thºs value?

(22) (a) What value of filament current gives a signal of greatest

strength?

(b) How bright did the filament burn at this value?
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(23) What is the value of the filament current with the rheostat

ºresistance cut out?

(24) What is the best value of filament current?

(25) Would it be safe to connect a 4–volt battery direct to the

filament battery contacts of the set? Does the small resistance in the

set bow, in series with the filament, protect it from being burned out?

ExPERIMENT No. 3.

SIGNAL STRENGTH WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF PLATE VOLTAGE.

Directions.

19. Adjust the rheostat until the ammeter shows the reading which

was found to be the best value of filament current in Experiment

No. 2.

20. Reduce the coupling between the wave meter and the SCR

54—A set until the signal from the wave meter is just faintly heard in

the telephone receivers.

21. Connect a serviceable type BA–2 battery in series with the

BA–2 battery in the set box. To do this remove the negative lead of

the BA–2 battery from the clip binding post on the side of the con

tainer. Connect this lead by means of a short piece of wire to the

positive lead of the second BA–2 battery. With another piece of

wire connect the remaining lead from the second battery to the nega

tive clip binding post.

22. Note any change in the strength of the signal from the wave

meter when the additional battery is used.

23. Turn off the filament current and disconnect the apparatus.

Questions.

(26) Was there an increase in signal strength when the plate

voltage was increased to 45 volts?

(27) From the observations made what would you say is the best

plate voltage to use in conjunction with a VT-1 vacuum tube as a

detector?
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. During the preliminary

meeting of the class discuss briefly the vacuum tube. Make a com

plete drawing of the vacuum tube on the blackboard, labeling the

various parts. Show the class a DT-3–A detector unit. Remove the

panel from the box and show the class the internal construction of

the unit. Draw a picture of each part on the blackboard and label

it properly. Draw a circuit diagram of the connections as shown in

Fig. 57 and explain the use of the symbols representing each part

in the unit.

2. Direct the students to proceed with the experiments in the

Students Manual.

3. The important words in this Unit Operation are as follows:

Vacuum-tube detec- |Locking pin. Jack.

tor. | Tube base. Plate battery.

Grid. Filament battery. Filament resistance.

Plate. Grid condenser.

Prongs. Input circuit.

4. When the students have completed this Unit Operation, they

should be familiar with the practical operation of a vacuum-tube

detector. They should understand the significance of the symbols

used in the circuit diagram to represent the various parts, such as the

vacuum tube, plate battery, filament resistance, etc.

5. When the class work has been completed, give the following

Instruction Test (or devise one similar to it). This test should be

conducted in the same manner as in previous Unit Operations.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST.

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

1 set box, type BC–14—A (SCR-54—A).

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

1 detector unit, type DT-3–A.

1 VT-1 vacuum tube (serviceable).

2 VT-1 vacuum tubes with filaments burned out.

1 4-volt storage battery, type BB–14.

2 batteries, type BA–2.

1 head set, type P-11.

Wire for connections.
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Procedure.

1. Select a suitable location for setting up the equipment.

2. Arrange the equipment on a table so that the student can start

work promptly.

3. Adjust the wave meter to transmit a signal on a wave length of

about 400 meters.

4. Couple the wave meter to the SCR-54—A set.

5. Direct the students to completely connect and tune the equip

ment so as to receive the signal of the wave meter.

6. As soon as the student finishes he will raise his right hand. Note

and record the time taken by each student to do the work. Inspect

the work of each student and determine whether or not the student

has tuned in the signal.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 12—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

1 set box, type BC–14—A (SCR-54–A).

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

1 detector unit, type DT-3–A.

3 WT-1 vacuum tubes.

1 4-volt storage battery, type BB–14.

2 batteries, type BA–2.

1 headset, type P-11.

Wire for connections.

2. When the instructor directs “Begin,” start work promptly.

Do it carefully and quickly.

3. a. At your position an SCR-125-A wave meter is coupled to

an SCR-54—A set. Connect the DT-3–A detector unit to the SCR

54—A set.

b. Connect the plate and filament batteries to the DT-3–A unit.

c. Two of the 3 VT-1 tubes are burned out. Select by trial the

one that will work.

d. Tune the SCR-54—A set to the signal of the wave meter.

4. When this work is completed, face about and notify the instruc

tor by raising your right hand. The instructor will note the time it

has taken to do the work. He will also inspect the connections and

will determine whether or not the set is tuned to the wave-meter

signal.

SCORING.

1. The maximum score for this test is 10 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 6 points.
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3. Directions for scoring.

Points.

a. For properly connecting the detector unit to the SCR-54—A set_ _ _ _ 2

b. For properly connecting the batteries to the detector unit--______ 4

c. For selecting the serviceable vacuum tube_ _ _ _ _________________ 2

d. For properly tuning the set to the signal of the wave meter------ 2

4. When a student fails to complete the test, or performs the test

incorrectly, a grade of zero will be given for incomplete parts or

incorrect performance.

TNSTRUCTION TEST NO. 12–B (INFORMATION).

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of statements.

Some are true and some are not true. Write on the dotted line to

the right a plus sign. (+) for those that are true, and a minus sign

(—) for those that are not true.

1. The grid leak resistance is connected in series with the

filament of the DT-1 and the 4-volt storage battery.

2. The positive lead of the plate battery in the DT-3—A is

connected to the plate of the VT-1.

3. The vacuum-tube socket in the DT-3—A is mounted on

strips of sponge rubber.

4. The two contacts nearest the lug or prong on the base of

the VT-1 are connected to the filament lead. - - - - - -

5. The grid leak of the DT-3–A has a resistance of 10

megohms.

6. Two pairs of phones may be plugged into the jack of

the DT-3–A.

7. The filament current of the DT-3–A can not be varied.

8. The grid of the VT-1 is outside the plates.

9. The filament of the VT-1 is inside the grid.

10. It is not safe to connect a 4-volt battery directly to

the filament battery terminals of the DT-3–A.

11. When the VT-1 vacuum tube is properly connected,

the current in the plate circuit can flow in only one direction.
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THE SCR-72 AMPLIFIER.

Equipment.

1 SCR-72 amplifier (set box BC–17 only).

1 SCR-61 wave meter.

1 SCR-54—A receiver (set box BC–14—A only).

1 SCR-55 detector (set box DT-3–A).

1 headset, type P-11.

1 4-volt battery, storage type BB-14.

1 plug with cord.

3 WT-1 vacuum tubes.

1 small rheostat.

5 224-volt “B” batteries.

1 ammeter (0–5 amps. Scale).

1 rule.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE AMPLIFIER,

Information.

Radio signals are often so weak, due to the distance they are trans

mitted or for other reasons, that, although the detector will respond

feebly, the converted currents from the detector are too weak to

actuate the diaphragm of the telephone receivers. In such cases, it

is necessary to use some device which will increase the strength of

the weak signals in the detector circuit in order that they may be

heard in the telephone receivers. The device used for this purpose

is known as an amplifier.

A vacuum tube when properly connected is an amplifier as well

as a detector; accordingly the strength of the signals from a vacuum

tube detector can be increased by the addition of one or more vacuum

tubes connected as amplifiers. An amplifier consisting of one vac

uum tube is known as a one-stage amplifier, while an amplifier con

sisting of two vacuum tubes is known as a two-stage amplifier.

When the currents in a radio circuit are vibrating slow enough to

produce a sound in a pair of telephone receivers connected in the

circuit, the currents are said to be vibrating at low or audio frequency.

For this reason an amplifier, used to increase the values of the slowly

vibrating currents in a detector circuit, is termed an “Audio Fre

quency Amplifier.”

The SCR-72 amplifier is a two-stage audio frequency amplifier

which will increase materially the strength of detected signals. (See

Fig. 59.) A telephone jack is connected in the circuit of each stage;

consequently the amount of amplification may be varied by plugging
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the telephone receivers in either jack. In addition, a third jack is

provided which is connected indirectly through binding posts on the

panel to the DT-3–A detector by means of a cord and plug. If

amplification is not desired, the phones may be connected to the

detector circuit by inserting the phone plug in this jack.

ru-P-3oss

Fig. 59.-Set box, BC–17 of the SCR-72 amplifier.

The filaments of the two WT-2 vacuum tubes in the SCR-72

amplifier are lighted by a 4-volt storage battery. The amount of

current supplied to each filament is limited by small fixed resistances

connected in series with the filaments. The plate or “B” batteries

are in a compartment inside the set box.

The SCR-72 amplifier may also be used in the circuits of ground

telegraphy by connecting to the proper terminals.
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Directions.

1. Examine the front of the set box. (See Fig. 59.) Notice the

type of terminals used for making connections. Open the lid of

the box and see how the “B” batteries are put in and how the

==

Aare Barrery/*/are Ac/ery

for /ºr Sragé for 22g Sragó

/º Sfoge 22g Szagé
77//be Soc/te/ 77/6e Sockey".

Me…-a-3/5.”

Fig. 60.-Set box BC–17 with lid open to show location of batteries and tube

sockets.

fºrsº Srage

Aarºo7ansformer

a'4-a- 5036Second Sraze

Aara/o 77ansfºrmer

Fig. 61.-Panel of set box BC–17 removed to show interior parts.

vacuum tubes are inserted in their sockets. (See Fig. 60.) Note

the three wires coming up to the “B” battery clip terminals. Re

move these wires from beneath the screws and leave them loose so

that the front panel may be removed. Take out the five screws
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from the edges of the bakelite panel. Carefully remove the panel

and attached parts from the box. (See Fig. 61.) Check the wiring

diagram shown in Fig. 62 with the wiring in the set itself.

Information.

It will be noticed in Fig. 61 that there are two iron covered parts

marked “First Stage Audio Transformer" and “Second Stage

Audio Transformer.” Inclosed in each of the iron cases is a special

type of transformer which consists of an iron core, a primary wind

ing, and a secondary winding. Both windings are wound directly

on the iron core. The purpose of the transformers is to provide

coupling between the amplifier tube circuits. The first stage audio

frequency transformer is used to couple the plate circuit of the

detector tube to the grid circuit of the first stage amplifier tube.

The second stage audio frequency transformer is used to couple the

Ground

à
KC Douau--

- Acrº

RAdio

Fig. 62.-Schematic diagram of connections in set box BC–17.

Double

-ack ##:

T.

4-v.

RL-P-2654 *

plate circuit of the first stage amplifier tube to the grid circuit of

the second stage amplifier tube.

Questions.

(1) What is an amplifier? An audio-frequency amplifier?

(2) What is the purpose of the SCR-72 amplifier?

(3) Is it possible to vary the amount of amplification in the

SCR-72 amplifier? Explain.

(4) How many telephone head sets can be connected to each stage

of amplification?

(5) Can several head sets be connected to more than one stage at

a time?

(6) What is the purpose of each of the small resistances located

at the left of the amplifying transformers in Fig. 61?
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(7) How many volts are used in the plate circuit of this amplifier?

(8) For what type vacuum tube is this amplifter constructed?

(9) How many stages of amplification are provided?

(10) Does the amplifier contain any device for varying the fila

ment current?

(11) How is the filament current kept low enough so as not to

damage the vacuum tubes?

(12) How are the tube sockets mounted? Why are they mounted

in this manner?

(13) What type of coupling is used in the amplifier circuits?

(14) What is the name of the device which provides this coupling?

(15) Why are two of these devices necessary in the SCR-72 am

plifier?

ExPERIMENT No. 1.

AMPLIFICATION WITH 22; VOLTS IN PLATE CIRCUIT

Directions.

2. Replace the panel of the set box, being sure to get the leads to

the “B” batteries back properly. If these leads are reversed the

amplifier will not operate.

3. Make the same set-up of apparatus as in Unit Operation No.

11, with the following exceptions: (Also see Fig. 63.)

a. Connect leads from the telephone jack of the DT-3–A detector

to the terminals marked “Radio’’ on the SCR-72 amplifier.

b. Connect a 4-volt storage battery direct to the DT-3–A detector.

Also connect the positive terminal of the same battery direct to the

positive terminal of the “4 Wolts” terminal on the SCR-72 panel.

Connect the negative terminal on the SCR-72 panel to one of the

rheostat terminals and the remaining rheostat terminal to the positive

terminal of the ammeter. Connect the negative terminal of the am

meter to the negative terminal of the 4-volt battery.

c. See that the plate or “B” batteries are connected in the set box

with due regard to polarity.

4. Start the wave meter transmitting on 250 meters. Plug a head

set in the first jack at the left on the SCR-72 amplifier. Adjust the

rheostat so that no current flows through the amplifier tube filaments.

5. Tune the SCR-54—A receiver until the signal from the wave

meter is heard with maximum intensity in the head set. Loosen the
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coupling between the wave meter and the SCR-54—A receiver until

the wave meter signal is just faintly heard in the head set. With

the rule provided, measure the distance between the wave meter and

the SCR-54—A receiver. Prepare a table similar to Table No. 1

shown at the end of this Unit Operation. Record the measurement

just made in the proper place in the prepared table.

6. Adjust the small rheostat so that the ammeter reads about 2.2

amperes. Disconnect the head set from the detector jack and plug it

in the first stage jack (the middle jack on the SCR-72). Again

loosen the coupling between the wave meter and the SCR-54— set

until the signal from the wave meter is just faintly heard in the head

*

C SCAE-6/

H+. i

Coup/ed

lo, awz,

Ov. Gºo

O- ſ º

O T-E O

SCAP-54-A -
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+ or BB-/4

are:-a-zegz-cº

Fig. 63.-Cording diagram of connections when operating the SCR-54-A, the

DT-3—A, and the SCR-72 sets together.

set. Measure the distance between the wave meter and the SCR

54—A set with the rule. Record this measurement in the table

prepared.

7. Disconnect the head set from the first stage jack and plug it in

the second stage jack (the jack at the right). Loosen the coupling

between the wave meter and the SCR-54—A set until the signal from

the wave meter is just faintly heard in the head set. Measure the

distance between the wave meter and the SCR-54—A set and record

this measurement in the table prepared.

8. Slowly decrease the filament current flowing through the am

plifier tubes by adjusting the rheostat until a point is reached where

the wave meter signal disappears. Note the reading of the ammeter

as well as the brightness of the filaments.
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Questions.

(16) Was the distance between the wave meter and the SCR-54—A

set greater in Direction 6 than in Direction 5?

(17) Does this distance increase as the number of amplifier tubes

is increased?

(18) What does the increase in this distance indicate regarding the

action of the SCR-72?

(19) What reading did the ammeter show when the filament cur

rent was reduced according to Direction 8?

(20) When receiving a weak signal, what effect is produced in the

SCR-72 amplifier if the filament current is slightly lowered?

ExPERIMENT No. 2.

EFFECT OF CHANGING WACUUM TUBES.

Directions.

9. Interchange the vacuum tubes in the detector and amplifier units

by placing the detector tube in the first stage socket, the first stage

tube in the second stage socket, and the second stage tube in the

detector socket. Repeat Directions 4, 5, 6, and 7 and record observa

tions in the table prepared.

Questions.

(21) Are the measurements recorded in this ea periment different

from those recorded on Earperiment No. 12

(22) If there is a difference, what does this indicate?

(23) Judging from the results obtained, what is a good plan to

follow when using radio equipment provided with several vacuum.

tubes?

ExPERIMENT No. 3.

AMPLIFICATION WITH 45 VOLTS IN PLATE CIRCUITS.

Directions.

10. Repeat Experiment No. 1, using 45 volts in the plate circuit

of each amplifier tube. The additional voltage may be obtained as

follows: Remove the two 224-volt batteries from the container in

the SCR-72 amplifier. Connect these two batteries in series, and

with short pieces of wire connect their two remaining wire terminals

to the clip terminal used for the first stage plate connections. Con

nect the two spare 224-volt batteries in series and connect the two
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remaining leads to the clip terminals used for the second stage plate

connections. Care should be taken that the connections are correct

in polarity. Prepare a table similar to Table No. 2, shown at the

end of this Unit Operation, and record all observations made in this

Experiment.

Questions.

(24) Do the results recorded in the table for this ea periment show

that there is an increase in amplification when the additional plate

voltage is used?

(25) Is the increase in amplification sufficient to warrant using the

45-volt plate battery, if the signals are weak when using the 224-volt

battery?

ExPERIMENT No. 4.

EFFECT OF WRONG CONNECTIONS ON AMPLIFIER,

Directions.

11. Increase the coupling between the wave meter and the SCR

54—A receiver until the signal from the wave meter is heard with fair

volume in the head set. Reverse the filament connections to the am

plifier and note any change in the signal strength in the head set.

12. Again reverse the filament connections to the amplifier, so that

they are correct in polarity. Reverse the plate battery connections

and note any effect on the signal strength.

13. Again reverse the plate battery connections, so that they are

correct in polarity. Remove the second stage amplifier tube from

its socket and note whether or not the wave meter signal can be

heard. Replace this tube in its socket and remove the first stage

tube from its socket. Note whether or not the signal can be heard.

Replace the first stage tube in its socket.

14. Insert the head set plug in the first stage jack. Remove the

first stage tube from its socket and note any effect on the signal

strength. Replace this tube and remove the second stage tube from

its socket. Note whether or not the signal can be heard.

Questions.

(26) What is the effect of reversing the filament connections to

the amplifier?

(27) What is the effect of reversing the amplifier plate battery

leads?

(28) Will the amplifier operate with the head set plugged in the

second stage jack if either tube is removed?
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(29) If the head set is plugged in the first stage jack, will the

amplifter operate when the second stage tube is removed?

(30) If when using the SCR-72 amplifter the second stage tube

suddenly burns out and a new tube is not available, what should the

operator do?

TABLE No. 1.

- Distance between
Observations

- Brightness of filaments. Wave meter and SCR-54—A.

(ammeter reading 2.2 amperes). receiver.

Experiment No. 1.-----|------------------------------|------------------------------
Detector.....#;§: ;- - - - - -------------------------------------------------------------

- Xperiment NO. 1-----|------------------------------|------------------------------
First stage--- # #:N;- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Xperiment No. 1.-----|------------------------------|------------------------------
Second stage.#. No. 2.-----|------------------------------|------------------------------

TABLE No. 2.

- Distance between
Observations -

- T}rightness of filaments. wave meter and SCR-54–A

(ammeter reading 2.2 amperes). receiver.

Detector
------Experiment No. 3-----

first stage....Experiment No. 3.................................................................

Second stage...Experiment No. 3.-----|------------------------------ - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ---------------
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SUGGESTIONS TO THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. During the preliminary

meeting of the class, explain the term “Amplifier” and its use in

connection with radio equipment. Exhibit an SCR-72 amplifier to

the class. Using blackboard illustrations, describe each part of the

amplifier. Make sure that each student is familiar with the names

of the parts and the diagram symbols representing these parts.

2. Direct the students to proceed with the experiments in the

Students Manual.

3. The important words in this Unit Operation are as follows:

Amplifier. Ground telegraphy. |Plate circuit.

One-stage amplifier. “B” batteries. Grid circuit.

Two-stage amplifier. Audio frequency

Audio frequency. transformers.

4. When the students have completed this Unit Operation, they

should know the names and purposes of all of the important parts

of the SCR-72 amplifier and should be familiar with the practical

working of these parts. From the experiments performed the student

should know—

a. How to completely connect the amplifier (including batteries).

b. The effect of changing tubes in the amplifier.

c. The difference in amplification with increased plate voltage.

d. The effect of wrong connections in the amplifier.

5. When the class work has been completed, give the following

Instruction Test (or devise one similar to it). This test should be

conducted in the same manner as in previous Unit Operations.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CoNDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST No. 13–A

(PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

1 set box, BC–14—A (SCR-54–A).

1 detector unit, DT-3–A.

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

1 set box, BC–17.

1 4-volt storage battery, type BB–14.

3 batteries, type BA–2.

1 plug with cord.

3 WT-1 vacuum tubes.

1 head set, type P-11.

Wire for connections.
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Procedure.

1. Place the equipment listed above in a suitable location for

conducting the test. Couple the SCR-125—A wave meter to the

SCR-54—A set. Adjust the wave meter to transmit on a wave length

of 400 meters. -

2. Direct the students to completely connect the SCR-54—A set,

the DT-3–A detector unit, the SCR-72 amplifier, and to tune the

SCR-54—A set to the signal of the wave meter.

3. When the student has indicated that he has completed this work,

record the time taken by each student, and as soon as possible

determine whether or not the apparatus is properly connected and

adjusted to receive the signal of the wave meter with maximum

intensity. -

INSTRUCTION TEST No. 13—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.—The following equipment is laid out at

your position:

1 set box, BC–14—A. -

1 detector unit, DT-3–A.

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

1 set box, BC–17.

1 4-volt storage battery, type BB–14.

3 batteries, type BA–2.

1 plug with cord.

3 WT-1 vacuum tubes.

1 head set, type P-11.

Wire for connections.

2. When the instructor directs “Begin,” start work promptly.

Do it carefully and quickly.

3. a. Completely connect the entire equipment ready for operation.

b. Tune the SCR-54—A set to the signal of the wave meter and

obtain the strongest signal possible. -

4. When the work is completed, face about and notify the instructor

by raising your right hand. The instructor will note the time taken

to do the work and will determine whether or not you have obtained

the maximum signal strength.

SCORING.

1. The maximum score for this test is 6 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 6 points.

3. Directions for scoring.
Points

If the student has connected the equipment properly and has tuned

the wavemeter signal to maximum strength--------------------- 6
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4. When the student fails to complete the test, or performs the

test incorrectly, a grade of zero will be given.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 13–B (INFORMATION).

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of questions and

unfinished sentences. Following each one are several words, num

bers, or statements. Select the one which best fits or which makes

the best sense. Write the number of the correct word or phrase on

the dotted line to the right of each question. Only one of the answers

given in each case is correct.

a. The number of vacuum tubes used in the SCR-72 am

plifier is -

(1) one. (2) three. (3) two. (4) four. - - - - --

b. The SCR-72 amplifier is used to

(1) decrease signal strength.

(2) change direction of current.

(3) increase signal strength. (4) amplify sound. - - - - --

c. How many terminals are mounted on the front of the

SCR-72 panel? -

(1) Five. (2) two. (3) four. (4) six.

d. How many head sets can be plugged in each stage of

the SCR-72 amplifier?

(1) Two. (2) four. (3) six. (4) eight. - - - - - -

e. Coupling between successive stages in the SCR-72

amplifier is obtained by means of

(1) condensers. (2) resistances.

(3) transformers. (4) choke coils.

f. Filament current in the SCR-72 amplifier is controlled

by

(1) fixed resistances. (2) variable resistances.

(3) rheostats. (4) transformers.

g. The plate voltages used in each stage of the SCR-72 am

plifier is

(1) 45 volts. (2) 90 volts. (3) 67 volts. (4) 22%

volts.

h. When 45-volt batteries are used in the plate circuits of

the SCR-72 amplifier the

(1) signal strength is decreased.

(2) signals can not be heard.

(3) signal strength is increased.

(4) plate current is reduced. ** -- **
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i. If the plate-battery connections in the SCR-72 ampli

fier are reversed

(1) the amplifier will still operate.

(2) the vacuum tubes will be burned out.

(3) the amplifier will not operate.

. (4) the filament resistance will heat up. - - - - - -

j. About how long should a fully charged BB–14 storage

battery continuously operate an SCR-72 amplifier if each

WT-1 tube draws 1.1 amperes?

(1) 30 hours. (2) 65 hours. (3) 100 hours. (4) 2

hours. - - - - - -

r
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THE SCR-121 AMPLIFTER.

Equipment.

1 SCR-121 amplifier (BC–44—A set box only).

1 SCR-61 wave meter. -

1 SCR-54—A receiver (BC–44—A set box only).

1 SCR-55 (DT-3–A) detector.

1 head set, type P-11.

1 plug with cord.

3 WT-1 vacuum tubes.

1 4-volt storage battery, type BB-14.

3 224-volt “B” batteries, type BA–2.

1 rule.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE AIMPLIFIER.

Information.

The SCR-121 is a two-stage audio frequency amplifier similar

to the SCR-72 amplifier. (See Fig. 64.) It has a filament rheo

A/-/*-2680

Fig. 64.—Set box, BC–44—A, of the SCR-121 amplifier.

stat for regulating the filament current and uses 45 volts on the plates

of the tubes. Means are provided for plugging in phones on the

second stage only.

Directions.

1. Examine the exterior of the set. Note the name plates, marking

each separate set of binding posts. Also note the rheostat arrange

ment.
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2. Unscrew the two thumbscrews at the top of the panel and pull

the panel outward. (See Fig. 65.) Note the position of the various

parts inside the set. Notice how the rheostat resistances are con

structed and fastened to the panel. Examine the small resistance

between the tube sockets and the panel.

3. Examine the wiring of the set and compare it with the wiring

diagram shown in Fig. 66. Note that the same “B” battery is used

for both plate circuits
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Second/Sºoge
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Zºë Joc/ſey"
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Co/7/7ec//o/76 AºA-A-5/53

Fig. 65.-Panel of set box BC–44–A pulled forward to show interior parts.

Questions.

(1) How are the leads to the rheostat insulated? Why?

(2) How are the rheostat resistances constructed?

(3) Why are the tube sockets mounted on sponge rubber cushions?

(4) How many transformers are used in this set?

(5) Is this set easier to repair than the SCR-72?

(6) How are the “B” batteries fastened in the case?
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(7) Canewtra “B” batteries be carried in the bow? How?

(8) Can eatra tubes be carried? How?

(9) For awhat is the compartment at the left end of the set boa:

used? -

10) How is it ascertained that both tubes are burning when the

panel is in its proper position?

(11) If one of the tubes was removed from its socket would the

other still burn? Eaplain.

(12) If BA–8 batteries were provided instead of BA–2 batteries

could the set be used? Where would connections be made?

r—w *- ºr -

H|H

)

− anºpen
-F rRAME 8. Q s' - -- RurP.2727

Fig. 66.-Schematic diagram of connections in the BC–44-A amplifier.

Directions. - -

4. Make a set-up of apparatus similar to the one used in Unit

Operation No. 12, using the SCR-121 amplifier in place of the SCR

72 amplifier. (See Fig. 67.) To do this connect the leads from the

jack of the DT-3–A detector to the binding posts marked “Ampli

fier” on the SCR-121. Connect the 4-volt terminals on the SCR

121 panel to the terminals of the storage battery with due regard

to polarity. Turn the filament current rheostat to the “OFF' posi

tion. See that the two 224 volt “B” batteries are properly con

nected in the set box. Insert a VT-1 tube in each socket (including
the socket of the DT-3—A detector). e
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5. Start the wave meter transmitting on a wave length of 200

meters. Remove the plug from the DT-3–A detector jack and in

sert the head set plug in the jack. Tune the SCR-54—A receiver

to the wave meter signal. Reduce the coupling between the wave

meter and the SCR-54—A receiver until the wave meter signal is

just faintly heard in the head set. Measure the distance between

the wave meter and the SCR-54—A with the rule provided.

6. Remove the head set plug and insert it in the SCR-121 ampli

fier jack. Insert the plug connected to the “Amplifier” terminals

in the detector Hack. Turn the rheostat control knob in the direc

C SCAP-6/ ſ º| Ahones

- SCAP-/2/

A

Coup/ed

Z ºf \
aw?" O

cavd. T

O

JCA’-5+-A

O-H-T

O77

3-A

Æ–I

/4L

*~ 5’--P-2858-c

Fig. 67.-Cording diagram of connections when operating the SCR-54-A, the

DT-3-A, and the SCR-121 sets together.

tion toward “Max,” until the amplifier tube filaments burn at a

bright red. Reduce the coupling between the wave meter and the

SCR-54—A set until the wave meter signal is just faintly heard in

the head set. Measure the distance between the wave meter and the

SCR-54—A with the rule.

7. Reduce the filament current in the amplifier tubes until the

faint signal from the wave meter just disappears. Note the bright

ness of the filament at this point; also the adjustment of the rheostat

control knob.

8. Increase the filament current in the amplifier tubes until the

signal is heard with maximum intensity. Note the brightness of the

filament and the position of the rheostat control knob.
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Questions.

(13) How does the SCR-121 amplifter compare with the SCR-72

amplifier? (Compare the measurements taken in the above ea peri

ment with those taken in the eaperiment using both stages in Unit

Operation No. 13.)

(14) How bright do the filaments of the amplifter tubes burn, when

the amplifier ceases to operate?

(15) How bright do the filaments burn when maa'imum, amplifica

tion is obtained?

(16) How many pairs of phones can be plugged in the SCR-121

amplifier?

(17) If a choice of amplifiers were left to the radio operator,

which type would he most likely use, the SCR-72 or the SCR-121?
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. During the preliminary

assembly of the class exhibit an SCR-121 amplifier. Remove the

front panel of the amplifier and show the class the interior parts.

Illustrate each part on the blackboard and label properly. Point out

the differences and similarities between the SCR-121 amplifier and the

SCR-72 amplifier.

2. Direct the student to proceed with the experiments in the

Students Manual.

3. When the students have completed this Unit Operation, they

should be familiar with the practical working of the SCR-121 amplifier

and should know how to completely connect up the SCR-121 amplifier

in conjunction with the DT-3–A detector unit and the SCR-54–A

receiver.

4. When the class work has been completed, give the following

Instruction Test (or devise one similar to it). This test should be

conducted in the same manner as in previous Unit Operations.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CoNDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST.

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

1 set box, BC–14—A.

1 detector unit, DT-3–A.

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

1 set box, BC–44–A.

1 4-volt storage battery, type BB–14.

3 batteries, type BA–2.

1 plug with cord.

3 WT-1 vacuum tubes.

1 head set, type P-11.

Wire for connections. -

Procedure.

1. Place the equipment listed above in a suitable location for con

ducting the test. Couple the SCR-125–A wave meter to the SCR

54—A set. Adjust the wave meter to transmit on a wave length of

400 meters.

2. Direct the students to completely connect the SCR-54—A set,

the DT-3–A detector unit, the SCR-121 amplifier, and to tune the

SCR-54—A set to the signal of the wave meter.

3. When the student has indicated that he has completed this work,

record the time taken by each student, and as soon as possible
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determine whetner or not the apparatus is properly connected and

adjusted to receive the signal of the wave meter with maximum

intensity.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 14—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

1 set box, BC–14—A.

1 detector unit, DT-3–A.

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

1 set box, BC–44–A.

1 4-volt storage battery, type BB–14.

3 batteries, type BA–2.

1 plug with cord.

3 VT-1 vacuum tubes.

1 head set, type P-11.

Wire for connections.

2. When the instructor directs “Begin,” start work promptly.

Do it carefully and quickly. -

3. a. Completely connect the entire equipment ready for operation.

b. Tune the SCR-54—A set to the signal of the wave meter and

obtain the strongest signal possible.

4. When the work is completed, face about and notify the in

structor by raising your right hand. The instructor will note the

time taken to do the work and will determine whether or not you

have obtained the maximum signal strength.

Scoring.

1. The maximum score for this test is 6 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 6 points.

3. Directions for scoring. Points.

If the student has connected up the equipment properly and has

tuned in the wave-meter signal with maximum strength---------- 6

4. When the student fails to complete the test, or performs the

test incorrectly, a grade of zero will be given.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 14–B (INFORMATION).

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of sentences.

Read each sentence carefully, and if what it says is true (correct)

place a plus (+) sign on the short dotted line in the right margin.

If what it says is not true (incorrect), place a minus (–) sign on the

dotted line.

1. The BC–44—A is easier to repair than the SCR-72. - - - - --

2. There is no means of determining whether or not the

tubes are burning while the panel is closed. - - - - - -
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3. The “B” batteries are held in place on the rear of the

panel of the BC–44–A in a metal frame.

4. BA–8 batteries may be used instead of BA–2 batteries

in the plate circuits of the BC–44–A.

5. One tube will not burn if the other tube is removed

from the socket.

6. The BC–44–A has a metal clamp in the rear of the box

for extra “B” batteries.

7. Four extra VT-1 tubes may be carried at the back of

the box of the BC–44–A in sockets furnished for that purpose.

8. The BC–44–A gave greatest amplification when the

filament current was at a minimum.

9. The filament voltage of the BC–44–A may be varied by

a rheostat on the panel.

10. The BC–44–A may be used as a vacuum-tube detector.

Page No. 3.
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THE SCR-79–A AND THE SCR-99 SETS.

Equipment.

1 SCR-79—A (set box BC–32—A only).

1 SCR-125—A wave meter.

34-volt storage batteries (BB-14).

3 WT-1 vacuum tubes.

2 VT-2 vacuum tubes.

2 224-volt batteries (BA–2).

1 antenna system, type A9A (complete).

1 dynamotor, type DM-1.

1 head set, type P-11.

2 cords, type CD 38 (battery connectors).

1 cord, type CD 48 (12-V lead).

1 cord, type CD 49 (key lead).

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE SCR-79–A.

Information.

The SCR-79—A and SCR-99 sets differ from each other only in

wave-length range, the SCR-99 set having a range of flom 900–1,900

meters. For this reason the SCR-79—A set only will be described.

Fig. 68.-Set box BC–32—A of the SCR-79—A set.
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In addition to using a vacuum tube as a detector and amplifier of

radio signals, one may also use it to generate currents of a high

frequency when it is connected to the proper apparatus. In this

capacity the vacuum tube, known as an oscillator, may be used in a

radio transmitter to generate the ligh-frequency current which is

radiated from the antenna system as electromagnetic waves. The

waves sent out by a spark transmitter, such as the SCR-74 and the

SCR-105, are called “damped” waves. The waves emitted by a

vacuum tube transmitter are called “undamped" or continuous

WàVeS.

ºcean

Fig. 69.-The type WT-2 vacuum tube.

The SCR-79–A is a vacuum tube set (see Fig. 68) designed for

transmitting undamped wave signals and for receiving either damped

or undamped signals. The wave length range of the set, for both

transmitting and receiving, is from 500 to 1,100 meters. Two WT-2

vacuum tubes (see Fig. 69) are used in the transmitter and three

VT-1 tubes are used in the receiver. Two sets of this type can

communicate over a distance of about 30 miles.

Directions.

1. Examine the front of the panel of the BC–32—A. Carefully

note the markings of all binding posts, knobs, dials, and meters.

Pull the small knob in the center of the top edge and open the

door. Note the construction of the tube socket mountings. (The

VT-2 sockets have the slot in the socket offset about 45° from the
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position of the slot in the WT-1 socket.) Note how the “B” batter

ies are connected and carried.

Questions.

(1) Which sockets are used for the transmitting tubes? Which

sockets are used for the receiving tubes?

(2) How are the “B” batteries carried in this set?

(3) How is the connection made between the “B” batteries and

the receiving set?

(4) Why are binding posts provided on the front of the set boa,

marked “–H 45V.” and “ — A5W.”?

vt-1

R4. R3. r
3.

vºr-1

#
4-> v

-T #
RL-P-24.99

Fig. 70.-Schematic diagram of connections in the receiver of the SCR-79—A set.

(5) To which binding post is the antenna connected? The

ground?

(6) Where is the storage battery connection made? Does this

supply the filaments of both transmitting and receiving tubes?

(7) Why does the storage battery have a voltage of 12 volts with

this set when the VT-1 requires only a 4-volt battery to light its fila

ment? -

(8) What controls are varied on the front of the panel to change

the primary receiving wave length?

(9) Which controls are varied to change the secondary receiving

wave length?
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(10) Which controls are varied to change the receiving set from a

damped wave receiver to an undamped wave receiver? What does

this switch do to the receiving set? (See Diagram, Fig. 70.)

(11) How is the strength of the received signal varied?

(12) What is the purpose of the two binding posts marked “REC’?

(13) How many pairs of telephones can be plugged into this set?

(14) Can the filament current of the receiving tubes be varied or

is it constant? Explain the answer.

(15) Why are rubber mountings used for the tube socket strip?

Andr

M

1-1 |-s

—

cºf

|-2

R.F. R.r |
CHOKE CHOKE

+_350M- *: +=en

O O- * -

RL-P-2616:

Fig. 71.-Schematic diagram of connections in the transmitter of the SCR-79–A

set.

(16) What is the purpose of the switch. “S,” on the front of the

panel?

(17) How is the transmitted wave length varied?

(18) Is the filament current of the transmitting tubes fived? Ea:

plain the answer.

(19) For what are the two binding posts marked “-1-300 W " and

“–300 V '' used?

(20) What connection is made to the two binding posts marked

“+Dyn ” and “–Dyn"?
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(21) To what binding posts is the key connected and what circuit

Žs ºf ºn 2

(22) What is the purpose of the “Wave length adjustment * con

denser? (See Fig. 71.)

Directions.

2. Look at the VT-2 vacuum tube (See Fig. 69) and note how it

is constructed. The filament, grid, and plate are somewhat similar

to the elements of the VT-1. Notice, however, that they are spaced

differently. The wide spacing of the plate in the VT-2 is necessary

on account of the high voltage used. Compare the base of the WT-2

with the base of the VT-1. (See Fig. 72.) -

NotE.-The amount of current consumed by the filament of the type VT-2

vacuum tube is approximately 1.3 amperes.

V7-7 V7-2

Zocking Pin Locking Pin

Grid
AN/afe AC/afe

confocº /º Corofocf. Confocº

Seaſºn? Bake/fe
Compound Disk

F/o/77g/77°

Confacfs RL-P-4025.

Fig. 72.-Relative positions of locking pins on type VT-1 and VT-2 vacuum

tube bases.

Questions.

(23) Is the position of the locking pin on the side of the V7–2

base different from the position of the locking pin on the VT-1

with respect to the four contact prongs?

(24) Will a VT-1 vacuum tube fit in a V7–2 socket? Eaplain

the answer.

(25) Why were the tubes and sockets designed as ea plained in

your answer to the preceding question?

Directions.

3. Open the door at the top of the panel and remove the two

screws holding the panel frame to the bracket. Remove the two

screws from the lower corners of the panel. Lift the panel out of

the box. Inspect the parts in the rear of the panel carefully. (See

Fig. 73.) Move the control knobs on the front of panel and note

what moves in the rear.
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Questions.

(26) Where is the primary inductance of the receiving circuit?

(27) How many taps are there on the primary receiving coil?

What switch varies the number of turns being used?

(28) Which is the secondary receiving coil? How many taps on

#2

(29) Which is the tickler coil? To which coil is it most closely

coupled? Why?

(30) What kind of coupling is used in this receiving set? How

is it varied.”

Wave/e77% A-777&z Seconºzy

727sm”7 Aoz'sſ”émº Áº, 7%er A&cei/77
c/a/c27cés (Cózezser ~Cozzezsé- Co/ Co/

> -

Kººs

A’ece/w/7

Aºc-Off. *–Cozza2//sea

£- -- - l -- - - i
wºrch 4 - º - - - - - - - § Ado/o

º - iº Zezzezzor

+2 Zazººmºs

3-&ffery

/ows/n7

ſº

727.757/777 ZAs º
Zºe Socº's She/f 7://we Socºfº AºA-a-4O28

I’ig. 73.-Rear, panel view of set box BC–32–A.

(31) Why are stops placed on the coupling controls on the front

of the panel?

(32) Where is the resistance and condenser unit in series with the

plate of the detector and the “B” battery?

(33) What is the purpose of the above resistance and condenser?

(34) Where are the resistances R,2 Why are they placed in the

circuit?

(35) Where is the ground lead condenser? Why is it used?

(36) Where are the primary and secondary variable condensers?
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(37) Where are the transformers of the first and second stages of

audio frequency?

(38) Which is the detector tube socket? Which are the amplifier

sockets? -

(39) How many tubes are used for receiving in this set?

(40) How many stages of amplification are used?

(41) What type of tubes should be used in the receiving circuit?

- 7~/75/77///ey.

- A/7/27/72 N

- O AN

* Co/ º
- V23

|

|

\

Fig. 74.—Details of the transmitting inductance of the SCR-79—A set.

(42) What type tube is used in the sockets of the transmitting

side?

(43) How many transmitting tubes are used?

(44) Which are the transmitting tube sockets?

Directions.

4. Remove the four screws nearest the center of the rear of the

transmitting inductance and lift out the end. (See Fig. 74.)

Questions.

(45) Which is the grid coil, the plate coil, and the antenna coi!?

(46) What does the “wave length switch" do?
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(47) What kind of coupling is used between the plate and grid

coils?

(48) Can the filament current of the receiving tubes be varied?

Eaplain the answer.

(49) Locate the resistance R, and the condenser C.

(50) Explain exactly what circuits the switch S, makes and

breaks in cach of its three positions.

ExPERIMENT No. 1.

TO CONNECT UP AND TUNE THE SCR-79—A SET.

Information.

In connecting up the SCR-79—A set ready for operation there are

two main divisions of the work, namely, the set connected as a

%a:
SCA:

/
-

ºS-A G

o PhoneS

Couped li S C P-79 -A o

o

o

O

O Joov’ Dyn. #2% $ºg

~--"

I-L-L- || | | | | | | | I.

BB-/4. BB-/4. AsE-74.

- *-*geo

Fig. 75.-SCR-125—A wave meter coupled to receiving circuit of SCR-79–A set.

receiver and the set connected as a transmitter. The set may be

connected up as a transmitter without fully connecting it up as a

receiver, and vice versa. (See Figs. 75 and 76.) In like manner

the tuning of the set as a receiver is separate and different from the

tuning as a transmitter. A definite method must be followed in

performing of these various operations.

Directions.

1. To connect up the set as a transmitter:

a. Place three BB-14 batteries in the form of a triangle on the

ground near the foot of the mast holding the point of the “V”

antenna. Connect the three batteries in series. To the negative
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terminal of the 12-volt battery thus formed connect the longer black

lead of the cord, type CD–48. I)o not connect the red lead.

b. Place the carrying chest of the set on top of the three storage

batteries so that it is firmly supported and open up the top and front

of the chest. (One of the storage batteries should be partly under

the operating shelf formed by the front cover of the chest when

open.)

c. Open up the top hinged portion of the panel by pulling on the

knob in its center and insert two WT-2 tubes in the two left-hand

sockets. Close the panel.

d. Place the “Trans-Rec.” switch on the “Off” position.

e. Connect the high voltage dynamotor leads (with the proper

polarity) to the binding posts marked “-- 300 V " and “– 300 W.”

tº

"UT==
ſ ) G

ITI I-I-I-I | | ||

BE-14. EE -/4. BE-14.

----------

Fig. 76.-SCR-125-A wave meter coupled to transmitting circuit of SCR-79–A

set.

f. Connect the low voltage dynamotor leads to the two binding

posts marked “-H Dyn.” and “— Dyn.” with the correct polarity.

g. Connect the antenna lead-in wire to the post marked “Ant.”

h. Connect the wire from the counterpoise or other ground system

used to the post marked “Gnd.”

i. Connect the short red lead of the cord, type CD–48, to the bind

ing post marked “-H 12W " and the short black lead of the same cord

to the post marked “ — 12 W.”

j. Insert the key in its holder on the operating shelf and using

the cord, type CD–48, connect it to the two binding posts marked

“Key.”

k. Check all connections to see that they are correct.
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l. See that the double-pole single-throw switch on the dynamotor

is closed.

m. Connect the long red lead of the cord, type CD–48, to the

positive terminal of the 12-volt battery. The set should now be

ready to transmit by throwing the “Trans.-Rec.” switch to the

“Trans.” position and by pressing the key.

Questions.

(1) Why is it necessary to follow certain steps in a definite and

particular order when connecting up this set?

(2) Why is the proper polarity important on any radio set?

(3) Why is the 12-volt battery circuit left incomplete until the

last step in connecting up the set?

(4) Why is the “Trans.-Rec.” switch placed on the “Off” position

while connecting up the set?

(5) Why is the carrying chest placed on top of the storage

batteries?

Information.

The transmitter of the SCR-79–A is of such a type that the wave

length on which it transmits is dependent upon the antenna sys

tem with which the set is used. It is therefore impossible to cali

brate the transmitter permanently, and it is consequently necessary

to use a wave meter to set it for any one of a number of wave lengths

each time the antenna system is moved or changed in any way.

Moreover, it is advisable to determine the settings of the transmitter

for the different wave lengths on which it may be required to work

before actually starting to handle traffic in a net.

Directions.

2. To tune the transmitter to a given wave length:

a. Set the filament rheostat at “ Max.”

b. Set the “Wave Length Switch' approximately at the wave

1ength desired. (Suppose that the wave length desired is 700 meters.

Seven hundred meters is a little less than halfway along the wave

length range of the set. Therefore, place the “Wave Length

Switch,” as a trial setting, a little less than halfway around toward

4. Max.”)

c. Set the control of the “Wave Length Adjustment” condenser

at the middle point of the scale.

d. Light the lamp in the SCR-125–A wave meter and adjust it to

a dull red glow.
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e. Close the key and throw the “Trans-Rec.” Switch to the

“Trans.” position.

f. Couple the wave meter to the transmitter by holding the side

marked “Plane of coil” against the knob of the “Wave Length

Switch" with the dial of the wave meter up.

g. Slowly turn the wave meter dial until the lamp glows most

brightly.

h. If the wave meter lamp glows brightly at a wave length greater

than that desired, decrease the antenna inductance by turning the

“Wave Length Switch" down two or three taps; and if it glows

brightly at a shorter wave length than the desired value, increase the

antenna inductance by turning the “Wave Length Switch" up two

or three taps.

i. Again turn the wave meter dial until the lamp glows most

brightly. Continue this process until two inductance taps are found,

one of which is above and the other below the desired wave length.

j. Set the “Wave Length Switch" on either of the two taps found

in Direction i above. Set the wave meter to the exact wave length

desired and vary the “Wave Length Adjustment” condenser until

the lamp on the wave meter glows brightly. The set is now trans.

mitting on the desired wave length.

Questions.

(6) Why is the “Wave Length Switch" first set on approacimately

the correct position?

(7) Why is the control of the “Wave Length. Adjustment’’ con

denser first set at the middle point of the scale?

(8) What condition easists when the wave meter lamp glows most

brightly?

(9) Why is the transmitter of this set not calibrated for use at all

times?

(10) Why must the key be closed when tuning the transmitter?

Tnformation.

Although the receiver of the SCR-79—A is built in the same box

as the transmitter and some of the parts are common to both, yet

it is possible to connect up the set for receiving only when it is so

desired. (See Fig. 75.) However, it is only for some special purpose

that the receiver alone is connected up. The following directions

explain how to connect up the receiver after the transmitter has

been connected. Connections of the complete set are a combination
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of the operations involved in connecting up the receiver and the

transmitter, and will be given later.

Directions. -

3. To connect up the set as a receiver: After having made all of

the connections given under the directions for connecting up the

set as a transmitter the following additional connections will be

needed in order to place the receiver in operation:

a. Open up the top hinged portion of the panel and insert three

VT-1 tubes in the three right-hand sockets. Place two BA–2 bat

teries in the compartment, which is on the right side of the opening,

and connect the leads from the batteries to the Fahnstock clips

on the side of the compartment, making sure that the connections

are correct in polarity. The two BA–2 batteries are thus connected

in series in the receiver circuit. Close the panel.

b. Plug in one or two head sets, type P-11, into the jacks provided

on the face of the panel. (If the cords of available head sets are

not provided with plugs, the cord tips may be connected to the two

binding posts marked “Aux. Tel.”)

c. Put on one of the head sets and adjust it to fit the head com

fortably. (The stirrups holding each receiver should slant “in”

and not “out.” If they slant “out,” remove the receiver from its

stirrup and turn the stirrup halfway around and replace the re

ceiver.)

d. If the receiver only of the set is to be used, omit the items given

under directions c, e, f, j, and l, describing the connections of the

set as a transmitter.

Questions.

(11) Why are the items given under Direction d, above, omitted

where the set is to be used as a receiver only?

(12) For what reason are the two binding posts on the edge of

the panel marked + and – 45 volts?

(13) Must the VT-2 tubes be placed in their sockets when the

set is used as a receiver only?

Directions.

4. To connect up the set both as a transmitter and as a receiver—

a. Place three BB-14 batteries on the ground in the form of a

triangle near the foot of the mast holding the point of the “V” an

tenna. Connect the three batteries in series; and to the negative

terminal of the 12-volt battery thus formed, connect the longer black

lead of the cord, type CD–48. Do not connect the red lead.
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b. Place the carrying chest of the set on top of the three storage

batteries so that it is firmly supported and open up the top and the

front of the chest. (One of the storage batteries should be partly

under the operating shelf formed by the front cover of the chest

when open.)

c. Open up the top hinged portion of the panel by pulling on the

knob in its center and insert two WT-2 tubes in the two left-hand

sockets. Insert three VT-1 tubes in the three right-hand sockets.

Place two BA–2 batteries in the compartment which is on the right

side of the opening and connect the leads of the batteries to the

Fahnstock clips on the side of the compartment, making sure that

the connections are correct in polarity.

d. Place the “Trans.-Rec.” switch on the “Off” position.

e. Connect the high voltage dynamotor leads (with the correct

polarity) to the binding posts marked -- and – 350.

f. Connect the low voltage dynamotor leads to the two binding

posts marked “–H Dyn.” and “– Dyn.” with the correct polarity.

g. Connect the antenna lead-in wire to the post marked “Ant.”

h. Connect the wire from the counterpoise or other ground system

used to the post marked “Gnd.”

7. Connect the short red lead of the cord, type CD–48, to the

binding post marked “– 12 volts” and the short black lead of the

same cord to the post marked “– 12 volts.”

j. Plug in one or two head sets, type P-11, into the jacks provided

on the face of the panel. (If the cords of available head sets are not

provided with plugs, the cord tips may be connected to the two bind

ing posts marked “Aux. Tel.”)

k. Put on one of the head sets and adjust it to fit the head com

fortably.

7. Check all connections to see that they are correct.

m. See that the double-pole single-throw switch on the dynamotor

is closed.

m. Connect the long red lead of the cord, type CD–48, to the posi

tive terminal of the 12-volt battery. The set is now completely con

nected and ready to operate both as a transmitter and as a receiver.

Information.

In tuning the receiver to pick up desired signals several different

cases will occur. They are as follows:

a. Tuning in a C. W. signal of known wave length.

b. Tuning in a damped wave signal of known wave length.

c. Tuning in a C. W. signal of unknown wave length.

d. Tuning in a damped wave signal of unknown wave length.
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Each of the above cases will be taken up separately and the neces

sary operations given under each case.

In the following tuning operations it will be noted that nothing

is said about either the “Coupling Control” or the “Amplification *

switch. The coupling control should be set on “Max.” in all cases

and only placed on “Min.” after the desired signal has been tuned

in and it is necessary to get rid of interference. When the coupling

is changed from “Max.” to “Min.” it will require some little read

justment of the primary and secondary condensers. The “Amplifi

cation ” switch should normally be left on “Max.” and only turned

toward “Min.” when signals come in with so much volume that

wearing the head set or reading the signals is uncomfortable.

Directions.

5. To tune the receiver of the set to a C. W. signal of known wave

length proceed as follows. After the receiving side has been con

nected up as directed above:

a. Throw the “Trans.-Rec.” switch to the “Rec.” side.

b. Place the “Spk.-Het.” switch on “Het.”

c. Set the “LW-SW’’ switch and the secondary condenser to the

desired wave length as given by the calibration of the set.

d. Vary the primary condenser until a distinct double click is

heard and set the primary condenser about 5° to either side of the

point where this double click is heard.

e. The receiving side of the set should now be in tune on the

desired wave length, but due to inaccuracies which may occur the

setting may not be exact enough to pick up the signal sought. It

is therefore advisable to swing the secondary condenser slowly over

an arc of about 10° (the middle point of which is the setting given

by the set's calibration) until the sought for signal is heard.

f. A small further adjustment of the primary condenser may now

be made in order to increase the loudness of the signal.

6. To tune the receiver to a damped wave signal of known wave

length proceed as follows:

a. Same as a above.

b. Same as b above.

c. Same as c above.

d. Same as d above.

e. Place the “Spk.-Het.” switch on “Spk.”

f. Same as e above.

g. Same as f above.
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7. To tune the receiver to a C. W. signal of unknown wave length

proceed as follows:

a. Same as a under Direction 5.

b. Same as b under Direction 5.

c. Set the “LW–SW " switch on “SW.” Set the secondary con

denser on about 5° and vary the primary condenser until the double

click indicating resonance is heard.

NOTE.-For every position of the secondary condenser there should be a cor

responding position of the primary condenser at which the primary or antenna

circuit is in tune with the secondary circuit. In searching for a signal of

unknown wave length the method should be to vary both condensers at the

Same time, attempting always to keep the primary condenser close to that point

where its circuit is in tune with the secondary.

d. Starting with the secondary condenser at about 5° and the

primary condenser at the point where it is in tune, slowly turn both

condensers as outlined above over their entire scale. Repeat this

several times until you are sure that the signal is not obtainable.

(The primary condenser should increase as the secondary is in

creased.)

e. Set the “LW–SW " switch on “LW’’ and repeat d.

f. When the desired signal is found under either d or e, adjust

very carefully the primary and secondary condensers for a loud,

clear signal of a readable pitch.

8. To tune the receiver to a damped wave signal of unknown wave

length proceed as follows:

a. Follow exactly the procedure outlined under Direction 3 until

the desired signal is found. When found the natural tone of the

damped wave will be badly distorted.

b. Throw the “Spk.-Het.” switch to “Spk.” and if necessary

retune slightly both the primary and secondary condensers. The

damped wave signal should not be heard with its natural tone but

much weaker than when heard under a.

NoTE.—Damped waves may be received with the “Spk.-Het.” switch on

“Het.”, if change in tone is not objectionable. The receiver will be far more

sensitive than with the switch on “Spk.”

Questions.

(14) Why is it necessary to use different methods in tuning

“known " and “unknown " wave lengths?

(15) If your receiver is not calibrated, what method would you

w8e to tune in a 0. W. signal of known wave length?

(16) After setting the secondary circuit of a receiver to any given

wave length, why is it necessary to vary the primary circuit until a

double click is heard in the head set?
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(17) In tuning in a signal of unknown wave length, why is it

necessary to vary both primary and secondary controls at the same

fºrme?

(18) In tuning in a damped wave signal, why is the “Spk.-Het.”

first turned to the “Het.” position?

ExPERIMENT No. 2.

CALIBRATION OF RECEIVER,

Directions.

9. Connect up the SCR-79–A set for receiving only as outlined

under Direction 3 d, of this Unit Operation. Throw the “Trans.

Rec.” switch to “Rec.”

METHOD “A.”

About 5 feet away from the set, couple the SCR-125–A wave meter

to the ground lead by wrapping one or two turns of the lead around

the wave meter. Set the wave meter on 500 meters and start the

buzzer going with a smooth even note. Return to the set and place

the coupling on maximum with the “Het–Spark” switch on “Het.”

Place the “SW–LW’’ switch on “SW “ for wave lengths up to 800

meters and on “LW’’ for the wave lengths above 800 meters unless

it is found impossible to tune in the primary circuit on the position

stated. Vary the secondary condenser until the note of the wave

meter is heard and then vary the primary condenser until a maxi

mum signal strength is obtained. After adjusting the primary con

denser it will be found that the secondary condenser will need a

slight readjustment. In a table similar to the one shown below fill

in the settings of the primary and secondary condenser and the

“LW–SW switch which have been found to give the greatest

signal strength with the wave meter.

Primary condenser Secondary condenser

setting. -

Setting of “SW-LW’’

setting. -

Wave length. switch

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------

------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Adjust to 500 meters. Repeat the above operations with the

wave meter adjusted successively to wave lengths 50 meters apart

until the entire wave length range of the set has been covered.

METHOD “B.”

Set the SCR-125–Awave meter on 500 meters and start the buzzer

going. With the various switches set as given in “Method A,” hold

the wave meter about 1 foot in front of the panel of the set. Vary

the secondary condenser until maximum signal strength is attained.

Shut off the wave meter buzzer and without moving the secondary

condenser vary the primary condenser until a sharp and definite

double click is heard. This click indicates that the primary circuit

is now in tune with the secondary. Prepare a table similar to the

one prepared under “Method A.” Repeat the above operations for

successive settings of the wave meter, 50 meters apart, and record in

the table. Proceed until the entire wave-length range of the set

has been covered.

Information.

In “Method A’ both the primary and secondary circuits are

tuned by reference to the wave meter, while in “Method B’’ the sec

ondary circuit only is tuned to the wave meter, and the primary cir

cuit is then tuned to the secondary. The normal way of tuning or

calibrating the receiving side of the set should be by “Method B.”

However, if it is found impossible to obtain the definite click indi

cating that the primary circuit is in tune then “Method A * should be

used. If, in “Method B,” trouble is experienced in finding the point

of maximum strength, due to interference from other radio sets,

the antenna may be disconnected while the secondary circuit is being

calibrated, but it must be connected again for calibration of the

primary circuit.

Questions.

(19) Can the primary circuit be set to a given wave length by

holding the wave meter ºn front of the panel of the set?

(20). Why is the receiver calibrated with the coupling control

on made?mum?

(21) Why is the receiver calibrated with the “Spk.—Het.” switch

placed on the “Het.” position?

-
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(22) Why is the wave meter coupled to the ground lead when

calibrating a set by “Method A’?

(23) Which, “Method A* or “Method B,” gives the more accurate

setting of the primary condenser?

ExPERIMENT No. 3.

TO TUNE THREE OR MORE SETS TO THE SAME WAVE LENGTH.

Information.

A number of SCR-79–A sets are operating in a net. They are all

operating on the same wave length. In other words, all the sets

are adjusted to transmit and to receive on exactly the same wave

length. Any set in the net may start transmitting. All of the re

maining sets in the net will receive the transmitted signals without

readjustments of the secondary condenser control.

A number of SCR-79–A sets are being operated in a net on slightly

different wave lengths. In other words all of the transmitters are

not adjusted to exactly the same wave length. As a result, every

time a different set starts transmitting, it is necessary for the re

maining sets to readjust the secondary condenser control when re

ceiving the transmission.

Questions.

(24) Which of the two conditions, as outlined above, is the better

for rapid and accurate eachange of messages in a net?

(25) If an operator is listening in under the second condition (as

outlined above) during a silent period, what does he have to do con

stantly in order to receive any communications which may be trans

anºtted?

Information.

In tuning the SCR-79—A receiver it was noticed that the slightest

movement of the secondary condenser caused the beat note to disap

pear. From this fact an idea may be obtained as to the amount of

accuracy necessary when tuning to the same wave length all SCR

79–A transmitters in a net. There is sometimes a variation of as

much as 25 or 30 meters between the readings of different SCR-125–A

wave meters when they are used to measure the same wave length.

For this reason it is not possible to tune all the transmitters in a net

to exactly the same wave length by using a different wave meter for
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each set. In the following experiment a method will be used by

which it is possible to adjust all sets in a net to exactly the same

wave length.

Directions.

10. Set up and place in operation three or more SCR-79—A sets

at a distance of at least 300 yards between each set.

11. One set is designated as the NCS (net control station) of the

net and all stations are advised regarding the wave length to be

used. Call signs are assigned to each station.

12. The NCS uses his SCR-125—A wave meter and tunes his

transmitter to the designated net wave length (explained under

“Tuning the transmitter” in Experiment No. 1). The NCS station

then transmits as follows: WE ZWL ZVL W NCS NCS II ZVL

ZVL ZVL (transmit signal ZVL for one minute) II AR.

13. Each of the other or “secondary” stations must tune in the

above transmission on the NCS in such a way that the best possible

signal will be received.

14. The operator at each secondary station, without disturbing

the adjustments of his receiver in any way, now tunes his transmitter

to the designated net wave length in the usual way, that is by the

use of a wave meter. The “Trans.-Rec.” switch is then thrown to

“Rec.” and the buzzer on one SCR-125—A wave meter started. The

wave meter is held in front of the panel and its dial slowly turned

until the maximum sound is heard in the head set. Without chang

ing the adjustment or position of the wave meter, throw the “Trans

Rec.” switch to the “Trans.” position. Since the transmitter is

already on about the correct wave length, it will only require a slight

readjustment to make it exact. The “Wave Length Adjustment”

condenser is therefore turned until the wave meter lamp glows most

brightly and is then locked in this position. The adjustment of the

transmitter and receiver should now be exactly on the wave length

on which the NCS station is transmitting. Since all of the secondary

stations are adjusted to the wave length of the NCS station, they

should all be on the same wave length.

15. The NCS station will call each secondary station in turn, and

when the secondary station replies, will note the position of the

secondary condenser on which the reply is received. All secondary

stations other than the transmitting station will also note the posi

tion of their secondary condenser dials where the transmission is

received.
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16. If all stations are received on the same setting of the secondary

condenser by the NCS station, the experiment will be considered com

plete; if not, it will be repeated until they are so received.

Questions.

(26) Why is it important that when a net is working on one wave

Jength all of the stations in the met transmit on eacactly the same wave

length?

(27) Are the calibrations on the SCR-95 wave meters at sec

ondary stations used in making the final accurate setting of their

transmitting wave length?

(28) Did your wave meter check with the calibrations of the wave

meter used by the NCS%

(29) Were you able to hear all of the stations in the met without

moving the secondary condenser?

(30) How much was it necessary to move the “Wave Length

Adjustment “ condenser from the position on which it was set with

the wave meter when it was changed to the wave length of the MOSAE
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SUGGESTIONS TO THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. During the preliminary

assembly of the class explain carefully the information given in the

Students Manual.

2. Remove the panel and attached parts from a BC–32—A set box.

Point out and name each control used in the adjustment of the

transmitter. Draw a circuit diagram on the blackboard similar to

the one shown in Fig. 71 in the Students Manual. As each control

or part is discussed, point out its location in the diagram. In the

same manner explain the operation of the receiver side of the set.

3. Direct the students to draw the necessary equipment and to

proceed with the experiments in the Students Manual.

4. The most important words in this Unit Operation are as follows:

Oscillator. Undamped waves. Dynamotor.

Damped waves. Continuous waves. | Tickler coil.

5. When the students have completed this Unit Operation, they

should know the names and purposes of all the important parts of

the SCR-79–A set. They should be able to prepare a complete list

of all the equipment necessary to establish a station using the SCR-79–

A or the SCR-99 sets. From the experiments performed the students

should know:

a. How to connect completely the transmitter and receiver of the

set.

b. How to tune the transmitter to any given wave length.

c. How to tune the receiver to a given wave length or to an

unknown wave length.

d. How to calibrate the receiver.

e. How to tune three or more sets to the same wave length.

6. When the class work has been completed, give the following

Instruction Test (or devise one similar to it). This test should be

conducted in the same manner as in previous Unit Operations.
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SUGGESTIONS For CoNDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST.

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

1 antenna, type A–9–A.

2 batteries, type BA–2.

3 batteries, type BB–14.

1 cord, type CD-15.

2 cords, type CD–38

1 cord, type CD–47.

1 cord, type CD–48.

1 cord, type CD–49.

1 dynamotor, type DM-1.

1 head set, type P-11.

1 key, type J–12.

1 set box, type BC–32—A.

3 vacuum tubes, type VT-1.

2 vacuum tubes, type VT-2.

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

Problem No. 1.

Procedure.

a. Place the equipment listed above in a suitable location for

conducting the test and assign the student who is to be tested to this

position.

b. Instruct the student to connect up the complete equipment,

including the antenna system, ready for operation.

c. When the student is prepared direct “Begin.” -

d. When the student indicates that he has completed the work,

record the time taken and check the connections. Point out any

errors and allow the student time to make corrections.

Problem No. 2.

a. Start the SCR-125–A wave meter, transmitting on a wave

length unknown to the student, and couple the wave meter to the

antenna lead-in.

b. Direct the student to pick up the signal of the wave meter.

c. When the student has indicated that he has tuned the receiver

to the signal, record the time taken and check the tuning.

Problem No. 3.

Direct the student to adjust the transmitting side of the set for

best transmission on a given wave length, such as 650 meters. When

the student has indicated that he has completed the test, record the

time taken and check the tuning. -
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INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 15–A (PERFORMANCE.)

Directions to the student.—The following equipment is laid out

at your position:

1 antenna, type A–9–A.

2 batteries, type BA–2.

3 batteries, type BB–14.

1 cord, type CD–15.

2 cords, type CD–38.

1 cord, type CD–47.

1 cord, type CD–48.

1 cord, type CD–49.

1 dynamotor, type DM-1.

1 head set, type P-11.

1 key, type J–12.

1 set box, type BC–32–A.

3 vacuum tubes, type VT-1.

2 vacuum tubes, type VT-2.

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

Problem No. 1.

1. a. When the instructor directs “Begin,” connect this equipment

correctly for both transmission and reception. Start work promptly.

Do it carefully and quickly.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by raising your

right hand.

c. The instructor will record the time taken to do the work and

will check your connections. Correct any errors the instructor may

point out.

Problem No. 2.

2. a. When the instructor directs “Begin,” tune the receiving

side of the set to the signal of the wave meter.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by raising your

right hand.

c. The instructor will again record the time taken and will check

the tuning of the receiver.

Problem No. 3.

3. a. When the instructor directs “Begin,” adjust the transmitting

side of the set for transmission on the wave length designated by

the instructor.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by raising your

right hand.

c. The instructor will again record the time taken and will check

the adjustments of the transmitter.
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SCORING.

1. The maximum score for this test is 20 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 15 points.

3. Directions for scoring.
Points.

a. If the equipment is properly connected.------------------------ 10

b. If the receiver is properly tuned------------------------------ 5

c. If the transmitter is properly tuned--------------------------- 5

4. When the student fails to complete the test, or performs the

test incorrectly, a grade of zero will be given for incomplete parts or

incorrect performance.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 15–B (INFORMATION).

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of questions and

unfinished sentences. Following each one are several words, num

bers, or statements. Select the one which best fits or which makes

the best sense. Write the number of the correct word or phrase on

the dotted line at the right of each question. Only one of the answers

given in each case is correct. -

a. The wave-length range of the SCR-79–A set is from

(1) 150 to 550 meters. (2) 700 to 900 meters.

(3) 1,000 to 3,000 meters. (4) 500 to 1,100 meters.

b. The total number of vacuum tubes used in the SCR

79—A set is

(1) four. (2) three. (3) five. (4) seven. -- - - - --

c. In the operation of the SCR-79–A the necessary fila

ment voltage is supplied by

(1) one 4-volt battery. (2) one 6-bolt battery.

(3) three 4-volt batteries. (4) two 4-volt batteries. -------

d. The plate voltage required to operate properly the

transmitting side of the SCR-79–A set is

(1) 150 to 160 volts. (2) 1,000 to 1,500 volts.

(3) 600 to 900 volts. (4) 300 to 350 volts.

e. The plate voltage of the transmitting side of the SCR

79–A set is supplied by

(1) a number of BA–8 batteries.

(2) a large storage battery.

(3) a dynamotor. (4) a 9%-horsepower motor.

f. The transmitting circuit of the SCR-79–A set is tuned by

(1) a variable condenser and a variometer.

(2) a wave-length switch, a variable condenser, and

a coupling switch.

(3) a variable resistance, a filament-current switch,

and a receiver-transmit switch.

(4) two variable condensers, a coupling switch, and

a fixed condenser.
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g. The receiving circuit of the SCR-79–A set is tuned by

(1) a variable condenser and a coupling switch.

(2) three variable condensers, a “Het spark” switch

and an amplification switch.

(3) two variable condensers, a coupling control, and

an “SW–LW’’ switch.

(4) an antenna ammeter, an amplification switch, a

variable condenser, and a coupling control.

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of sentences.

Read each sentence carefully, and if what it says is true (correct)

place a plus (+) sign on the short dotted line in the right margin.

If what it says is not true (incorrect), place a minus (–) sign on the

dotted line.

1. The SCR-79–.. set uses VT-1 tubes for receiving.

2. The SCR-79–A set uses five tubes for transmitting.

3. The large “WAve–LENGTH switch.” on the panel of the

SCR-79—A set is used to control the wave length of trans

mission. - - - - - - -

4. The filament current of the receiving tubes is not con

trolled by a rheostat. - - - - - - -

5. The primary receiving coil of the SCR-79–A set is tapped

in five places.

6. The telegraph key of the SCR-79–A set is in the re

ceiving circuit.

7. For the reception of continuous wave signals the “Re

ceiving” switch of the SCR-79–A set should be turned to

“Het.” - - - - - - -

8. The SCR-79–A set may be used for either telephone or

telegraph communication.

9. Conductive coupling is used between the plate and grid

coils and the antenna coil of the SCR-79–A set transmitting

circuit. -

10. Conductive coupling is used between the plate and

grid coils of the SCR-79–A set. - - - - - - -

11. The tickler coil of the SCR-79–A set is within the set

box and closely coupled to the secondary coil. - - - - - - -

12. Inductive coupling is used between the primary and

secondary receiving coils of the SCR-79–A set. - - - - - - -

13. The object of the “Wave-length adjustment con

denser” is to tune the primary receiving circuits of the SCR

79—A set. - - - - - - -
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THE SCR-67—A RADIO TELEPHONE SET.

Equipment.

1 SCR-67—A (set box BC–13—A only).

1 power board (BD–1—A).

1 SCR-125—A wave meter. " ;

1 SCR-61 wave meter. - -

3 storage batteries, 4-volt, type BB–14.

2 dry batteries, 224-volt, type BA–2.

2 WT-1 vacuum tubes.

2 WT-2 vacuum tubes.

1 transmitter, type T–3.

1 control button and cord (CD–25).

1 extension cord (CD–23).

1 headset, type P-11.

1 antenna system, type A–9–A.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE SCR-67—A.

Information.

The type SCR-67—A set is a two-way radio telephone set for use

on the ground in communication with a similar set or with airplane

Rº-P-593?

Fig. 77.-Front panel of set box BC–13—A of the SCR-67—A set.

radio telephone sets. Communication between two sets of this type

may be carried on over a distance of from 5 to 7 miles. When used

with a suitable antenna, the range of wave lengths of the set is from
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250 to 450 meters when transmitting, and from 200 to 700 or 800

meters when receiving.

The SCR-67—A consists of two units: the BC–13–A set box and the

BD–1—A power board. (See Figs. 77 and 78.) The BC–13 set box

contains a vacuum tube, radio telephone transmitter, and receiver.

The transmitting and receiving circuits are adjusted by the various

controls on the front panel.

In order to operate the transmitter vacuum tubes properly, it is

necessary to use 350 volts on the plates of the tubes. This voltage is

A and/

;:o/777&ſe

Poºr”erer

Confro/Swz/T- º

ºt-a-jº

Fig. 78.-Power board type BD–1-A.

supplied by a dynamotor mounted in the rear of the BD–1—A power

board unit. The 12-volt storage battery which is used to light the

filaments of the transmitting and receiving tubes, also provides the

current necessary to run the dynamotor.

Notice in the cording diagram that the two leads from the storage

battery do not run directly to the set box but are directly connected

to terminals on the power board. Thus a flexible extension cord

may be used for all connections from the power board to the set box.
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With this arrangement the apparatus can be easily set up in a short

time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ."

A voltmeter which reads from 0–50 volts is mounted on the power

board. When the switch directly underneath the meter is turned :

to the position marked “12 volts” the meter will indicate the voltage

of the storage battery. When the switch is turned to the position

marked “350 V "the meter will indicate the high voltage of the .

dynamotor. It will be necessary to multiply the latter reading by 10, .

as only one scale is provided on the meter. The meter is disconnected

from the circuits when the switch is in the “Off” position.

Directions. .

1. Look at the front of the panel of the BC–13–A. Carefully

observe the marking of all the binding posts, knobs, dials, and meters.

Questions.

(1) Where is the antenna connected? The ground? .

(2) Where are the filament lighting battery connections made?

(3) What circuit is controlled by the 13-point switch located at

the center of the panel? Eaplain. . . . . . . . - .

(4) Locate the ammeter marked “Fil, current.” Does it indicate

the filament current used by the transmitting tubes alone? Eaplain.

(5) What connections are made to the binding posts marked.

“–H 350° and “ —350"? . - - - -

(6) What connection is made to the post marked “Dº”:

(7) What position should the three-position switch be in for re

ception only? (This switch is located below the compartment on the

left of the panel.) - -

Information. -

In the SCR-67—A transmitter, the antenna circuit is coupled to

the vacuum tube circuit through a single inductance coil. (See Fig.

79.) A wave-length change switch controls the number of turns in

the inductance coil and thus controls the wave-length range of the

transmitter. A variable condenser, marked “Antenna Cond.,” con

nected directly between the antenna and ground terminals, provides

a means for fine adjustment of the wave length. - -

There are two WT-2 vacuum tubes used in the transmitting cir

cuit. The vacuum tube which is coupled to the antenna circuit is

called the oscillator tube. The term “oscillator” implies that the

tube is a generator of electrical impulses. As long as the filament of
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the oscillator tube remains lighted and the proper plate voltage is

applied with proper coupling between grid and plate circuit, a con

tinuous stream of electrical impulses will be generated and conveyed

to the antenna, from which they will be radiated in the form of con

tinuous waves. It will be noticed that there are four condensers in

the grid circuit of the oscillator tube which are controlled by four

single-pole switches. They are used to obtain the proper coupling

between the grid and plate circuits, so that the tube will generate the

electrical impulses.

The second vacuum tube in the transmitter is known as the modu

lator tube. The grid circuit of this tube is connected with a tele

phone transmitter through an induction coil or modulation trans

former as it is called. When the telephone transmitter is spoken

into, the voice vibrations are converted or changed into electrical

voice currents. The modulator tube amplifies these currents and then

combines them with the impulses generated by the oscillator tube.

This is done in such a way that the combined currents are radiated

from the antenna in the form of waves, the continuous waves formed

serving as a carrier for the voice current waves. This process of

impressing the voice currents upon the continuous or carrier wave

is called modulation.

It will be noticed in the schematic diagram that the microphone or

telephone transmitter is connected across the filament terminals and

resistances of the detector tube in the receiving circuit. This was

done to obtain the current required to operate the telephone trans

mitter. It is necessary, therefore, to have the filaments of the re

ceiver tubes lighted or the telephone transmitter can not be made to

operate. Notice also that there is a switch called the modulator

switch in the plate circuit of the modulator tube. The operation

of the modulator tube may be stopped by opening this switch.

Wave length readings of the transmitter are taken with this switch

open. It is also an aid in locating trouble if the transmitter is not

working properly.

Directions.

2. Observe the transmitting controls on the panel of the BC–13–A

set box. Pull the knob in the upper left-hand corner and open the

door to the wave length adjusting compartment.

Questions.

(8) How many points has the “Wave-length" switch? The

“Coupling ” switch?

(9) What is the purpose of the four small horizontal knife

switches in the compartment?
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` (10) What connections are made in the transmitting circuit when

the small vertical knife switch is closed? •

(11) Locate the “Con-Trans.” condenser. What is its purpose?

(12) What is the use of the meter marked “Ant. Ammeter”?

Why is the red line drawn on its scale?

Information. . . . . . . . .

The receiving circuit of the SCR-67—A is of the inductively

coupled type. (See Fig. 80.) The primary circuit comprises the

antenna, a variable condenser, an inductance coil variable in four

steps, and the ground. The secondary circuit consists of an in

ductance coil (inductively coupled to the primary), variable in

two steps, and a variable condenser. A three-position switch is

provided so that for short waves one-half of the secondary coil is

used, while for the longer waves the entire coil is used.

When the switch is in the “AP’’ (aperiodic or untuned) position,

the secondary circuit is entirely disconnected and the primary cir

cuit is directly connected to the detector. This position of the switch

is used when searching for signals of unknown wave length.

A vacuum tube detector is used in the receiver. In addition, two

stages of audio frequency amplification are provided. The 40-volt

“B” battery (made up of two type BA–2 batteries in series), neces

sary to operate the receiver tubes, is contained in a holder inside

the set box. In the amplifier circuit, choke coils are made use of

instead of amplifying transformers. While the choke coils have

only one winding and are connected differently in the circuit, the

effect produced is similar to that when using transformers.

An “amplifier” switch is provided in the circuit between the

two amplifier tubes. When this switch is closed, a high grid lead

resistance is shunted by a comparatively low resistance, thereby

decreasing amplification of the Second stage.

Directions.

3. Observe the receiver controls on the panel of the BC–13—A set

box.

questions.

(13) Locate the primary and secondary condenser dials. How

many degrees are marked on each?

... (14). How many switch points has the primary inductance switch?

(15) How many positions has the short and long wave switch?
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(16) What happens in the circuit when the switch is in the “AP*

position?

(17) Locate the coupling control. Why is it provided?

(18) How many positions has the amplifier switch?

(19) How many pairs of phones can be plugged into this setà

Information.

To carry on two-way communication between two sets of the

SCR-67—A type, it is necessary to provide some means by which as

change from transmit to receive can be made rapidly. This is ac

complished by the use of the control push button, which is plugged

Zoerector Aº-sº Aº-sº Secono' Jºecond 7~asmºſer Aſodaro- -

Amºerºna 77/be Sfaze Sºzze Sº Jºya consfazzº 7://e 72/75////e
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Fig. 81.-Interior of set box BC–13–A, showing parts mounted on back of panel.I

into the jacks marked “Control.” When the button is pressed, as

relay switch is operated inside the set box which connects the

“+ 350 V '' to the plates of the transmitter tubes, connects the tele

phone transmitter in the circuit, and makes connection between the

transmitting circuit and the antenna.

When the control button is released, the relay switch arm returns

to its original position. This automatically connects the antennas

to the receiving circuit.

Directions.

4. Unfasten the hooks on the side of the set box and pull the panel:

forward. (See Fig. 81.) Inspect the parts in the rear of the paneſ.

carefully. Move the control knobs on front of the panel and note)

what moves in the rear.
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Questions.

(20) Locate the relay switch. What connections are made to the

contacts on the movable arm?

(21) Which is the primary. receiving coil? How many tape on it?

(22) Which is the secondary receiving coil? How many taps

on it?

(23) Locate the primary and secondary variable receiving con

densers. What is the purpose of each condenser?

(24) Locate the receiving grid condenser and grid leak. How

are they connected in the circuit?

(25) What type of tubes are used in the receiving circuit?

(26) Locate the receiver-tube sockets. Which is the detector-tube

socket? Which are the amplifier sockets?

(27) Why is a 12-volt battery connected in the receiving filament

circuit, when a VT-1 vacuum tube requires only a 4-volt battery to

operate the filament?

(28) What kind of coupling is used between the different stages

of amplification? Locate these choke coils.

(29) Locate the resistance and condenser in the plate circuit of the

detector tube. What is the value of the resistance?

(30) Locate the resistance and condenser in the plate circuit of

the first amplifier tube. What is the value of the resistance?

(31) Locate the transmitter inductance coil.

(32) Which socket is the oscillator-tube socket? The modulator

tube socket?

(33) Locate the oscillator-tube grid condenser. Why are there a

number of small condensers provided? How are they connected with

respect to each other?

(34) Locate the modulation transformer and the resistance con

nected across its secondary winding. What is the value of this re

sistance?
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ExPERIMENT No. 1.

RECEIVING WAVE LENGTH RANGE.

Directions.

5. Insert three WT-1 vacuum tubes in the receiving sockets. In

sert and connect properly two BA–2 batteries. Close up the front

panel of the set and fasten the hooks at the sides. Connect a 12-volt

storage battery to the +12 and –12 binding posts. (See Fig. 82.)

Throw the three-position switch to “Receive only.”

6. Start the buzzer on the SCR-125—A wave meter vibrating as

evenly as possible. Couple the SCR-125–A to the secondary receiv

SCA’

S C R – 6 7–A /25-A

| J V Cozzo/ea'

| | TTI | | ||

- + - - - * IC PhoneS

EPE –/4- E EP - 14- B E – ſº

R L-P-2890

Fig. 82.-Method of coupling the SCR-125–A wave meter to the receiving

circuit of the SCR-67—A set.

ing coil of the SCR-67—A. Set the secondary switch on “SW " and

the secondary receiving condenser at 0. Plug in a pair of phones in

the SCR-67—A and take a wave length reading.

a. Change the setting of the secondary variable condenser to

“100 * and take a wave length reading.

b. Change the setting of the secondary inductance switch to “LW’’

and the secondary variable condenser to 0. Take a wave length

reading.

c. Change the setting of the secondary condenser to “100” and

take a wave length reading.

d. Change the setting of the secondary inductance switch to “AP”

and vary the secondary variable condenser, noting the point at which

it is in tune.
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Questions.

(35) From the above four wave length readings, what would you

say was the receiving wave length range of the SCR-67–A2

(36) Does varying the secondary variable condenser change the

received wave length of this set when the switch is on “AP”?

Earplain.

(37) Why is the “AP” circuit used in this set?

Directions.

7. Disconnect the 12-volt storage battery from the set box BC—

13–A.

An?

S C R-67-A

/2 D /2 550

RL-P-289)

Fig. 83.-Method of coupling the SCR-125—A wave meter to the transmitting

circuit of the SCR-67—A set.

ExPERIMENT No. 2.

TRANSMITTER CALIBRATION.

Directions.

8. Connect the 12-volt storage battery to the proper binding posts

on the BD–1—A power board. (See Fig. 83.) Using the connection

cord CD–23, connect the proper terminals on the BD–1—A power

board to the corresponding terminals on the set box, BC–13–A. Plug

in the telephone transmitter and the control button in the proper

jacks. Open up the front of the set and insert two WT-2 tubes in

the transmitting sockets. Close the front and fasten the hooks.
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Connect the antenna and ground leaks to the proper binding posts

on the set box. Throw the three-position switch to “Power on.”

9. Throw the switch on the power board to the 12 volts position

and check the storage battery voltage. This should be at least 12

volts and may be 14 volts without damage to the set. After checking

the voltage, throw the switch to “Off.” Turn the filament current

switch on the set box panel all the way to the left, to the position

“Minimum.” Open the modulator switch in the compartment.

10. Turn the three-position switch on the set box panel to “Trans.

Rec.” This should light the filaments of all the vacuum tubes and

start the dynamotor. Adjust the filament current so that the fila

ment current ammeter reads 2.6 to 2.7.

11. Set the coupling switch at maximum. Set the wave length

switch to “Minimum ” and the “Trans. Cond.” to 0. Adjust the

grid condenser knife switches for 750 m făs. of capacity. Press the

control button and, using an SCR-125—A wave meter, take a wave

length reading. Observe the radiation reading on the “Ant. am

meter.” Prepare a table similar to the one shown below and record

the reading and adjustments in the proper columns.

12. Change the setting of the wave-length switch to maximum and

set the “Trans. Cond.” to 100. Take the wave length reading, re

membering that the control button must be kept depressed. Note

the radiation on the ammeter.

13. Adjust the wave meter to the different wave lengths listed in

the table below. Adjust in rotation and in the order mentioned, the

“Wave length" switch, “Cond. Trans.” condenser, and the “Cou

pling” switch until maximum readings are indicated by the antenna

ammeter. Record in the table the settings and readings for each

wave length under the proper heading.

14. It will be necessary to readjust several times the “Coupling”

switch, grid coupling knife switches, and antenna transmitting con

denser to secure adjustments which will give a maximum reading on

the antenna ammeter at the desired wave length. The radiation

should be from 0.3 to 0.6 amp.

TABLE.

Antenna Coupling Antenna Grid Antenna

tº: switch ..º. transmit- coupling annineter

- point. point. ting. condenser. reading.

250---------|----------------------------------------------------------------------

300-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

350---------|------------------------------------------|----------------------------

400---------------------------------------------------|----------------------------

450---------|----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Questions.

(38) From the above operation, what is the transmitting wave

Wength range of the SCR-67–A2

(39). On what wave length, tap, condenser settings, and grid ca

coacity was the highest radiation obtained? What was this radia

sºon?

ExPERIMIENT No. 3.

MODULATION.

Oirections.

15. Adjust the transmitter to the wave length which gave the

greatest radiation in Experiment No. 2. Close the modulator

switch in the wave length adjustment compartment. Press the con

trol button. With lips close to the telephone transmitter, whistle

into it and note the movement if any of the radiation ammeter

ſneedle. Speak into the transmitter in an even tone of voice, not

Yoo high or loud, and note the action of the ammeter needle. Adjust

ſche set to other wave lengths and note in each case the modulation

Indicated by the ammeter. Whistle and talk into the transmitter,

ilistening carefully in the phones for clear and sustained speech

modulation.

Questions.

(40) Does the needle of the ammeter rise or fall as the trans

wn?fter is whistled into 2

(41) Compare the movement of the needle when speaking into the

transmitter with the movement made when whistling.

(42) Does the needle fluctuate more or less violently as the sound

of the voice becomes clear and even in the phones?

(43) Is the set modulating well or poorly when the needle

Wuctuates a great deal and the sound in the phones is clear and even?

CAUTION.—Do not touch the modulator and grid condenser

ºwitches with bare hands when the power is on. A severe shock:

will result unless the operator is careful in this respect.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. Show the class, during

the preliminary assembly, an SCR-67—A set with the front panel and

attached parts removed from the set box. Point out the important

parts of the transmitting side of the set and name each part clearly

and distinctly. Draw on the blackboard a circuit diagram similar to

the one shown in Fig. 79 of the Students Manual. As each part

on the set is discussed point out its location in the circuit.

2. In the same manner proceed with the receiving side of the set,

using a diagram similar to Fig. 80 of the Students Manual.

3. Exhibit a B.D–1—A power board to the class. Explain the use of

the control switch, the marking of the binding posts, etc.

4. Review carefully with the class the information given in the

Students Manual regarding the oscillator and modulator circuits.

5. The important new words in this Unit Operation are as follows:

Radio telephone. Modulation trans- Microphone.

Modulator. former. Voice currents.

6. When the students have completed this Unit Operation, they

should know the names and symbols of the important parts of the

SCR-67—A set. They should be able to prepare a list of the complete

equipment necessary to install and operate an SCR-67—A set. From

the experiments performed in this Unit Operation the students should

know:

a. How to connect up the SCR-67—A set completely, ready for

operation. -

b. How to tune the transmitter and receiver to designated wave

lengths.

c. How to calibrate the transmitter.

d. How to calibrate the receiver. -

SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST.

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

1 antenna, type A–9–A.

1 set box, type BC–13–A.

1 power board, type BD–1—A.

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

1 wave meter, type SCR-61.

3 vacuum tubes, type VT-1.

2 vacuum tubes, type VT-2.

1 transmitter, type T-3.

3 storage batteries, type BB–14.

2 plate batteries, type BA–2.

1 control button and cord, type CD–25.

1 extension cord, type CD–23.

1 head set, type P-11.
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Procedure.

Problem No. 1.

a. Place the equipment listed above in a suitable location for con

ducting the test and direct the student to connect this equipment so

that it will transmit and receive signals. As each student finishes,

record the time taken to do the work and check the connections.

b. Point out any errors made by the student and allow time for

him to make corrections.

Problem No. 2.

Direct the student to tune the transmitter for maximum radiation

on a given wave length. As each student finishes, record the time

and check the tuning of the transmitter.

Problem No. 3.

Start the SCR-61 wave meter, transmitting on some wave length

unknown to the student. Direct the student to tune the receiver of

the set to the signal of the wave meter. As each student finishes,

record the time taken to do the work and check the tuning of the

receiver.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 16—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

1 antenna, type A-9–A.

1 set box, type BC–13–A.

1 power board, type BD–1—A.

1 wave meter, type SCR-61.

3 vacuum tubes, type VT-1.

2 vacuum tubes, type WT-2.

1 transmitter, type T–3.

3 storage batteries, type BB–14.

2 plate batteries, type BA–2.

1 control button and cord, type CD–25.

1 extension cord, type CD–23.

1 head set, type P-11.

2. When the instructor directs “Begin,” start work promptly.

Perform the following operations carefully and quickly:

Problem No. 1.

a. Connect up the SCR-67—A equipment completely, ready for

transmission and reception.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will record the time

taken to do the work and will check the connections.
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Problem No. 2.

a. When the instructor again directs “Begin,” proceed to tune the

transmitter of the set to a wave length designated by the instructor.

Tune the transmitter so as to obtain maximum radiation on this wave

length.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will again record the

time taken and will check the tuning.

Problem No. 3.

a. When the instructor again directs “Begin,” tune the receiver

of the set to the signal of the wave meter, being careful to obtain

maximum signal strength in the receivers.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will again record the

time taken and will check the tuning.

SCORING.

1. The maximum score for this test is 16 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 16 points.

3. Directions for scoring.

PROBLEM NO. 1.

If the SCR-67—A equipment is properly connected.---------------*;

PROBLEM NO. 2.

If the transmitter is properly tuned to the wave length designated.---- 4

PROBLEM NO. 3.

If the receiver is properly tuned to the signal of the wave meter------ 4

4. Where the student has failed to complete this test, or has failed

to perform the experiments correctly, a grade of zero will be given for

incomplete parts or parts incorrectly performed.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 16–B (INFORMATION).

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of questions and

unfinished sentences. Following each one are several words, num

bers, or statements. Select the one which best fits or which makes

the best sense. Write the number of the correct word or phrase on

the dotted line at the right of each question. Only one of the answers

given in each case is correct.

a. How many variable condensers are provided in the re

ceiving circuit of the SCR-67—A set?

(1) One. (2) Four. (3) Two. (4) Three. - - - - - -

b. How many telephone jacks are provided on the SCR-67—A set?

(1) Four. (2) Three. (3) One. (4) Two.
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c. The positive terminal on the motor side of the dynamo

connected to the binding post on the set-box panel is marked

(1) + 12. (2) +350. (3) GND. (4) + D.

d. The instrument used to convert the sound waves into

electrical vibrations is called the

(1) transformer. (2) magaphone.

(3) microphone. (4) amplifier.

e. The transmitting wave-length range of the SCR-67–A

set is from

(1) 500 to 900 meters. (2) 800 to 1,000 meters.

(3) 250 to 450 meters. (4) 300 to 600 meters. - - - - - -

f. The receiving wave-length range of the SCR-67—A set

is from

(1) 250 to 450 meters. (2) 200 to 700 or 800 meters.

(3) 1,000 to 3,000 meters. (4) 600 to 900 meters. - - - - - -

g. The total number of vacuum tubes used in the SCR-67–

A set is

(1) three. (2) five. (3) seven. (4) four.

h. The transmitter side of the SCR-67—A set uses

(1) a VT-1 vacuum tube and a VT-2 vacuum tube.

(2) two WT-1 vacuum tubes.

(3) one oscillator tube and one modulator tube.

(4) two amplifier tubes.

i. The filament voltage of the transformer side of the

SCR-67—A set is supplied by

(1) three 4-volt storage batteries.

(2) a dynamotor. (3) four BA–8 batteries.

(4) two 4-volt storage batteries.

j. The plate voltage in the receiving circuit of the SCR

67—A set is supplied by -

(1) two 4-volt storage batteries.

(2) three type BA–8 batteries.

(3) two type BA–2 batteries. (4) one 22%-volt bat

tery. - - - - - -

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of sentences.

Read each sentence carefully, and if what it says is true (correct)

place a (+) sign on the short dotted line in the right margin. If what

it says is not true (incorrect), place a minus (-) sign on the dotted

line.

º 1. The WT-2 tube will operate satisfactorily in a VT-1

socket. - - - - --

2. When the transmit-receive control button is depressed,

the receiving circuit is closed.

- - - - --

- - - - --
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3. When the transmit-receive control button is depressed,

the ground circuit of the transmitter is opened.

4. When the transmit-receive control button is depressed,

the plate circuit of the transmitting side of the SCR-67—A

set is closed.

5. When the transmit-receive control button is depressed,

the transmitting antenna circuit of the SCR-67—A set is

closed.

6. It is possible to receive signals with the SCR-67—A set

when the transmit-receive control button is depressed and the

dynamotor is running.

7. The tuning of the receiver of the SCR-67—A set is made

sharper by turning the secondary wave-length control switch

to “AP.” -

8. The wave length and coupling of the transmitting side of

the SCR-67—A set are controlled by the switches in the small

compartment near the upper left-hand corner of the panel.

9. The amplification of the received signals may be varied

by turning the amplifier switch on the panel of the SCR-67–A

set.

10. The SCR-67—A set operates most efficiently with an

antenna current equal to 0.2 ampere.

-w

Page No. 5.
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THE SCR-130 SET.

Equipment.

1 SCR-130 (set box BC–7 only).

4 legs for set box, type BC–7.

3 vacuum tubes, type VT-1.

4 vacuum tubes, type WT-2. -

3 storage batteries, type DB-14 or BB-28.

1 set box, type BC–102 with BA–8 batteries.

1 dynamotor, type PE—6.

1 head set, type P-11.

1 cord, type CD–88.

1 cord, type CD–90.

1 cord, type CD–91.

1 cord, type CD–92.

1 antenna system, type A–1—A.

1 wave meter, type SCR-95 or SCR-125–A.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE SCR-130 SET.

Information. -

The SCR-130 set is designed to transmit continuous wave radio

telegraph signals and to receive continuous wave radio telegraph and

telephone signals. The wave-length range for both transmitting

and receiving is from 550 to 1,100 meters. The SCR-130 is intended

for use with such organizations as require a set of this power and

have ample motor or animal-drawn transportation to carry it

The transmitting and receiving circuits are connected to the

antenna, as desired, by a triple-pole, double-throw switch, mounted

on the front of the set box panel. (See Fig. 84.)

I)irections.

1. Place the set box, type BC–7, on some convenient support. Un

fasten the canvas cover and the three latches and lower the front

door. (See Fig. 84.) Study the various controls on the panel and

their markings. Notice the four large tuning knobs on the lower

edge of the panel and determine the use of the smaller knobs located

under the large knobs.

Questions.

(1) What current does the ammeter on the panel indicate?

(2) What are the maa'imum and minimum amounts this meter

will read?
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(3) Locate the “ antenna tuning ” and the “transmit’” wave

length control knobs. What is the purpose of the small knob located

beneath the “ antenna-tuning ” knob?

(4) Locate the antenna and ground binding posts?

(5) What are the binding posts on the right-hand side of the

panel used for? Those on the left?

Information.

Four VT-2 vacuum tubes are used in the transmitter of the SCR

130. One of the tubes is used as an oscillator or generator of elec

- /erco//5//rch/20/c/a/7ce 5/w/c/) —A - - Lºcº t -

-|--

- E- - + :

/||||Wº

uMorenza 7/777/a/vozere: Æece/v/.79 5/ory/Moyzon \ l Zocº/” 4ever

AzazyCozdenser //7obs

J/ow//offo/7/ſnob Æece/v/.7 Secondary Comoeaxe.”

A'L-p-zo.25

Fig. 84.—Set box BC–7 with front cover lowered to show panel.

trical impulses. The other three tubes, connected in parallel, are

used to amplify the impulses generated by the oscillator tube. By

using the tubes in this manner the antenna system does not affect in

any way the wave length on which the set transmits. This is quite

important for two reasons: 1. The set may be permanently calibrated

for transmitting wave lengths. 2. The tone of the received signal

will not vary when the transmitting antenna is swinging violently in

the wind.

The amplifying vacuum tubes of the transmitter are inductively

coupled to the antenna circuit. (See Fig. 85.)

The wave length of the transmitter is controlled by a variometer

which is located in the right side of the set box. The antenna cir

cuit is tuned by a variometer, located in the left side of the set box.
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When the “Antenna tuning” variometer is adjusted so that the an

tenna circuit is tuned to the same wave length to which the “Trans

mit wave length" variometer is adjusted, the “Antenna current”

meter will give the highest reading, and the set will be transmitting

VT-2 VT-2 VT2

^ - ;R. T
M wº wº --- Lº

T
HH Lz

... 3-T *—& O

GNO. 350V +12V

Fig. 85.-Schematic diagram of transmitter connections in SCR-130 set.
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Fig. 86.-Rear view of panel and attached parts of set box BC–7.

efficiently on the wave length indicated on the “Transmit wave

length " dial.

Directions. -

2. Remove the four screws holding the two brackets to the operat

ing table formed by the front of the set box and allow the front to
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drop. Remove the leads from the binding posts marked “Key” at

the lower right-hand side of the panel. Release the latches at the

top and pull the panel out, then with an outward and upward motion

remove the panel and the attached parts from the box. This leaves

all of the parts exposed as in Fig. 86. From the diagram (Fig. 87)

and the set box itself answer the following questions:

Questions.

(6) Where is the antenna tuning variometer? How is it con

structed? Is it in the circuit when receiving?

(7) Where is the wave-length change variometer? What is its use?

(8) Where is the transformer which couples the antenna circuit

with the power amplifier? Does it use faced or variable coupling?

Is it inductively or directly coupled?

(9) Which is the oscillator tube socket?

(10) What is the purpose of the switch in parallel with the re

sistance R, 2 (See Fig. 87.)

(11) How many of the transmitting tubes are used as amplifters?

(12) Which of the transmitting tubes have their plates in parallel?

(13) In what circuit is the key?

(14) In what circuit is the ammeter?

(15) Is the frame of the set grounded?

(16) Is there a grid leak in the transmitting tube circuit?

(17) How is the change from transmit to receive made?

Information.

The power supplied for transmission is obtained from storage

batteries. Three 4-volt batteries, type BB-14 or BB-28, are con

nected in series thus forming a 12-volt battery. This 12-volt battery

is used for two purposes: (1) To light the filaments of the transmit

ting tubes and (2) to run the dynamotor, which supplies 350 volts

to the plates of the transmitting tubes. The circuit is so arranged

that when the “Transmit-Receive” switch is placed in the transmit

position the dynamotor will start running and the filaments of

the WT-2 tube will light. Since the WT-2 tube requires approxi

mately 8 volts across its filament and the storage battery supplies

12 volts, it is necessary to place in series with the filament a resistance

of such value that when the normal filament current is flowing the
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voltage will be reduced to about 8 volts. The resistance, Rs. (Fig. 87)

serves this purpose. The switch Sa; which is so arranged as to throw

out the resistance, must be open. The switch is closed only when 8

volts is supplied to the filament circuit, as is done when the set box

is used in the SCR-127 set. -

Questions.

(18) To which binding posts are the motor terminals of the dyna

amotor connected?

(19) To which binding posts are the generator terminals of the

dynamotor connected?

(20) To what is the 12-volt storage battery connected?

(21) If the storage battery had a capacity of 100 ampere-hours and

the dynamotor drew 8 amperes, how long would the battery allow the

operator to transmit with the set?

Fig. 88.-Wiring diagram of receiver connections in the SCR-130 set.

THE RECEIVER OF THE SCR-130.

Information.

The receiver of the SCR-130 is of the inductively coupled type. In

addition to the primary and secondary receiving coils a third coil

is provided in the plate circuit of the detector for the reception of

continuous wave signals. This third coil is the tickler coil. When

it is desired to receive spark signals the tickler coil is cut out of the

circuit by means of a switch marked “Spk-Het.” located on the

panel of the set box. The abbreviation “Het.” stands for “Hetero

dyne,” meaning that the circuit is adjusted for continuous wave re

ception. (See Fig. 88.)
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The primary circuit is tuned by adjusting the variable condenser,

which is in series with the primary coil, and by adjusting the amount

of inductance in the primary coil. The primary coil has one tap,

which is connected to a switch on the panel of the set box. (See S,

Fig. 88.) When the switch is thrown to “SW '' (short wave) only

part of the coil is in use, and when thrown to “LW’’ (long wave)

the entire coil is in use. The secondary circuit is tuned by adjusting

the variable condenser, connected across the secondary coil. In a

later model of this set box the secondary coil also has one tap, which

is connected to the same switch provided for the primary coil. (See

S., Fig. 88.) This is so arranged that when the switch is in the posi

tion “S. W’’ only parts of each of the primary and secoudary coils

are in use. When it is in the “LW’’ position the entire circuits of

the primary and secondary coils are in use.

Questions.

(22) Locate the primary and secondary condenser controls. How

are the scales marked?

(23) What is the purpose of the small knob located beneath the

large condenser control knob?

(24) To which side must the large three-pole switch be thrown

when using the set as a receiver?

(25) Locate the “SW-LW’’ switch. What is the purpose of this

Switch?

(26) Locate the “SP-HET’” switch. What is the purpose of this

switch?

(27) For what are the binding posts located at the left of the panel

used?

Information.

Two stages of audio frequency amplification are provided in the

receiver, the coupling between stages being provided by audio fre

quency transformers. The filaments of the three receiving tubes

are connected in series. In the SCR-130 set, VT-1 tubes are used

for receiving. Since the filament voltage required by the VT-1

tube is 4 volts, the three tubes in series will require 12 volts which

is just the amount furnished by the storage batteries which supply

power for transmitting. It is therefore possible to use the 12 volts

from the storage battery directly on the receiving tube filaments.

The plate voltage is supplied by two batteries, type BD–8, connected

in series, thus giving 45 volts for the plate. In field operations the
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BA–8 batteries are carried in a battery box, type BC–102. (See

Fig. 89.) Connections are made from the battery box terminals to

the terminals on the BC–7 set box by means of a cord and receptacle.

The filament circuit of the receiving tubes is completed through

the “Transmit-Receive” switch so that the tubes are only lit when

the switch is on the receive position. Since the BC–7 set box

is used both in the 127 and 130 sets, and when used in the 127

set receiving filament current is supplied from a separate source, it

becomes necessary to have a switch which will connect or disconnect

the receive tube filament from the source which supplies the transmit

ting tube filament. This is accomplished by the switch Sc. (See Fig.

Corºoorººzen? 2 Soare 2 B4-5 Borrerºes E4-8
- -8-49ozºr- 7.

door 34-8 &offer/es_, connecyeºn serves 3.3% &ºmes

7/5a -->→ºrº
Confo/ners = E

SSE

6 Ceſ/5

Connected ºn

Series-Aaro/a/

7e/ºphone wroſo

/*eceivers' %

39/ºry

C/a/7753

Soore Ce/s

/24-6-2O28

Fig. 89.-Battery and spare parts box, type BC–102 of the SCR-130 set.

87.) This switch must be closed when the set box is used in the

SCR-130 set.

Directions.

3. Observe the various receiver parts mounted back of the set box

panel. As far as possible trace the wiring of the receiver, using the

wiring diagram shown in Fig. 88.

Questions.

(28) Locate the receiving tube sockets. Which is the detector

tube socket? Which are the amplifier tube sockets?

(29) Where are the fired resistances that are in series with the

receiving tube filaments?

(30) Where is the primary receiving inductance? How many

taps are taken from it? To what do they go on the panels?
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(31) Where is the secondary receiving inductance? Is it coupled

inductively or conductively with the primary? Is the coupling

variable or fired?

(32) Where is the tickler coil? Where are its terminals? Is it

fiased in position with respect to the secondary?

(33) How many headsets can be connected to this set?

(34) What is the plate potential of the receiving tubes? Of the

transmitting tubes?

(35) How are the filaments of the receiving tubes connected?

Of the transmitting tubes?

(36) Where are the audio frequency transformers?

ExPERIMENT No. 1.

TO CONNECT UP AND TUNE THE SCR-130 SET.

Information.

In connecting up, ready for operation the SCR-130 set, there are

two main divisions of the work; namely, (1) the set connected as

a receiver, and (2) the set connected as a transmitter. In either

case this may be done without fully connecting it up as a receiver

or as a transmitter. In a like manner the tuning of the set as a

transmitter differs from the tuning of the set as a receiver. A

definite method should be followed in doing all of these things.

Directions.

4. To connect up the set as a transmitter.—Erect the set box on

its legs. The set box should be so placed that the antenna and

ground leads will easily reach the proper binding posts on the panel.

(See Fig. 90.) Place the dynamotor and storage batteries under the

Set.

a. Open up the front cover of the set box, pull down on the catches

which hold the panel closed, and open the panel.

b. Insert four VT-2 tubes in the four transmitting tube sockets in

the set. Open switch “S,” (Fig. 87).

c. Close the panel, being sure that the catches are properly locked,

and open the “Trans.-Rec.” switch so that it does not make con

tact on either side.

d. Connect the high voltage dynamotor leads (with the proper

polarity) to the binding posts marked “–H 350° and “ — 350.”
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e. Connect the low voltage dynamotor leads to the two binding

posts marked “--Dyn’’ and “— Dyn” with the correct polarity.

f. Connect the antenna lead-in wire to the post marked “Ant.”

g. Connect the wire from the counterpoise or other ground system

used to the post marked “Gnd.”

h. Connect the receptacle of the cord, type CD–90, to the two

plugs on the side of the set box marked “-1-12 W.” “–12 W.” (It

will only go on with the correct polarity.)

3. Connect the three 4-volt storage batteries in series.

j. Check all connections to see that they are correct.

-

+

BB-/4.

-

+

BB-14

-

+

BB-14

RL-P-2877

Fig. 90.-Cording diagram of transmitter connections in the SCR-130 set.

k. Connect the red terminal of the cord, type CD–90, to the posi

tive terminal of the 12-volt battery formed by the three 4-volt bat

teries in series and the black terminal of the cord to the negative

terminal of the 12-volt battery.

l. See that the double-pole, single-throw switch on the dynamotor

panel is closed.

Questions.

(37) Why is it necessary to follow certain steps in their proper

order when connecting up the SCR-130 set?

(38) Why is it important to have the connecting leads connected

awith proper polarity?
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Directions.

5. To tune the transmitter.—The next step after having made all

of the connections as previously given is to tune the transmitting

side to the desired or specified wave length. In order to do this

properly the following steps are gone through:

a. Turn the “Transmit Wave Length '' pointer to ea actly the de

sired wave length and lock it in that position by means of the small

lever under the knob.

b. Throw the “Trans.-Rec.” Switch to the “Trans.” side. The

dynamotor should now start running and the filaments of the WT-2

tubes should glow a dull red.

c. Close the key.

d. Turn the “Antenna tuning” knob slowly and watch the antenna

ammeter. As the knob is turned the ammeter will start indicating

and will gradually increase in reading up to a certain point. As

the knob is turned still further the reading of the ammeter will de

crease. That position of the “Antenna tuning” knob which gives

the greatest reading on the antenna ammeter is the correct adjust

ment. The final adjustment to obtain the greatest reading should

be made with the small knob just under the “Antenna tuning”

knob. This small knob is a vernier or fine adjustment of the larger

knob.

e. Open the key.

f. Open the “Trans.-Rec.” switch. The set is now adjusted for

transmitting on the wave length to which the pointer of the “Trans

mit wave length * adjustment is set.

Questions.

(39) Why is the “Transmit Wave Length” pointer locked after

it is set to the desired wave length?

(40) If, when the “Trans-Rec.” switch is thrown to “Trans.” the

vacuum tubes light but the dynamotor fails to start, what is the

probable trouble?

(41) Why is it necessary to adjust the “Antenna tuning ” knob

so that a maazimum reading occurs on the ammeter?

Directions. -

6. To connect up the receiver side of the set.—After having made

all of the connections given under connecting up the transmitter side

of the set, the following additional connections will be needed in

order that the receiving side of the set be ready for operation. (See

Fig. 91.)
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a. Open the panel to the set and insert 3 VT-1 tubes in the re

ceiving tube sockets. (Be sure that the “Trans-Rec.” switch is

open.)

b. Close the switch Se (Fig. 87) and close the panel, being sure

that it locks into place.

c. Connect two batteries, type BA–8, in series and connect the

positive terminal of the 45-volt battery thus formed to the binding

post on the edge of the panel marked “–H40.” Connect the negative

terminal to the post marked “–40.”

NotE.—If the battery box, type BC–102, is used, then the BA–8 batteries will

be placed in that box and connections made from batteries by means of the

cord, type CD–88, to the two plugs on the side of the panel marked “-H40 volts”

and “–40 VoltS.”

BB-14

BA

or

º,O vº

o-e.

-

-

f

~

EA2 L^

º
ºv

oG:N :

•.sºo

-

ls-E -)

|

_j BB-14.

Phones

&L-P-2& 92

Fig. 91.-Cording diagram of receiver connections in the SCR-130 set.

d. Plug one or two head sets, type P-11, into the jacks provided

on the left side of the panel. (If available head sets are not pro

vided with cord plugs, the cord tips may be connected to the two

binding posts marked “Aux. Tel.”).

e. Put on one of the head sets and adjust it to fit the head com

fortably.

f. If the receiving side only of the set is to be used, omit the items

given under b., c., d., and e. in direction 1.

7. To connect up both as a transmitter and as a receiver.—After

the set has been properly erected:

a. Open up the front cover of the set box, pull down on the catches

holding the panel closed, and open the panel.

b. Insert four VT-2 tubes in the transmitting sockets and three

VT-1 tubes in the receiving sockets. Open switch S, and close

switch S. (Fig. 87.)
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c. Close panel, being sure that the catches are properly locked, and

open the “Trans.-Rec.” Switch so that it does not make contact on

either side.

d. Connect the high voltage dynamotor leads (with the proper

polarity) to the binding posts marked “-- 350” and “– 350.” (See

Fig. 92.)

e. Connect the low voltage dynamotor leads to the two binding

posts marked “-i-Dyn’’ and “— Dyn’ with the correct polarity.

f. Connect the antenna lead-in wire to the post marked “Ant.”

g. Connect the wire from the counterpoise or other ground system

used to the post marked “Gnd.”

AB-/4 AAE-Z4 Æ/3-/4

A2Z-a-529O.

Fig. 92.-Cording diagram of complete transmitter and receiver connections in

the SCR-130 set.

h. Connect the receptacle of the cord, type CD-90, to the two

plugs on the side of the set box marked “-H 12” and “– 12” volts.

(It will only go on with the correct polarity.)

à. Connect two batteries, type BA–2 or type BA–8, in series and

connect the positive terminal of the 45-volt battery thus formed to

the binding post on the edge of the panel marked “–H 40.” Connect

the negative terminal to the post marked “— 40.”

NoTE.—If the battery box, type BC–102, is used, then the BA–8 batteries will

be placed in that box and connection made from them to the two plugs on

the side of the panel marked “-H 40” and “– 40” volts by means of the cord,

type CD–88.

j. Plug one or two head sets, type P-11, into the jacks provided

on the left side of the panel. (If head sets are to be used that do

not have plugs on the ends of their cords, they may be connected to

the two binding posts marked “Aux. Tel.”)
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k. Connect the three 4-volt storage batteries in series.

l. Check all connections to see that they are correct.

m. Connect the red terminal of the cord, type CD–90, to the posi

tive terminal of the 12-volt battery formed by the three 4-volt bat

teries in series and the black terminal of the cord to the negative

terminal of the 12-volt battery.

n. See that the double-pole, single-throw switch on the dynamotor

panel is closed.

o. Put on one of the head sets and adjust it to fit the head com

fortably.

Question.

(42) Why is it necessary to have the “Trans-Rec.” switch open

as in Direction 3, af

Information.

To tune the receiver.—In tuning the receiver several different cases

will occur. They are as follows:

a. Tuning in a C. W. signal of known wave length.

b. Tuning in a damped wave signal of known wave length.

c. Tuning in a C. W. signal of unknown wave length.

d. Tuning in a damped wave signal of unknown wave length.

8. To tune the receiver of the set to a C. W. signal of known wave

length proceed as follows. After the receiving side has been con

nected up as directed above:

a. Throw the “Trans.-Rec.” switch to the “Rec.” side.

b. Place the “Spk.-Het.” switch on “Het.”

c. Set the “LW–SW " switch and the secondary condenser to the

desired wave length as given by the calibration of the set.

d. Vary the primary condenser until a distinct double click is

heard, and set the primary condenser about 5° to either side of the

point where this double click is heard.

e. The receiving side of the set should now be in tune on the de

sired wave length, but due to inaccuracies which may occur the set

ting may not be exact enough to pick up the signal sought. It is

therefore advisable to swing slowly the secondary condenser over

an arc of about 10° (the middle point of which is the setting given

by the set's calibration, until the sought-for signal is heard.

f. Upon hearing the desired signal, stop turning the secondary

condenser by its knob and make the final accurate adjustment by

means of the small vernier knob located just under the secondary

condenser knob.
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g. A small further adjustment of the primary condenser may now

be made in order to increase the loudness of the signal.

9. To tune the receiver to a damped wave signal of known wave

length proceed as follows:

a. Same as a above.

b. Same as b above.

c. Same as c above.

d. Same as d above.

e. Place the “Spk-Het.” switch on “Spk.”

f. Same as e above.

g. Same as f above.

h. Same as g above.

10. To tune the receiver to a C. W. signal of unknown wave length

proceed as follows:

a. Same as a under Direction 4.

b. Same as b under Direction 4.

c. Set the “LW-SW’’ switch on “SW.” Set the secondary con

denser at about 5° and vary the primary condenser until the double

click is heard, indicating the primary circuit is in tune with the

secondary circuit.

NoTE.—For every position of the Secondary condenser there should be a cor

responding position of the primary condenser at which the primary or antenna

circuit is in tune with the secondary circuit. In Searching for a signal of

unknown wave length the method should be to vary both condensers at the

Same time, attempting at all times to keep the primary condenser close to

that point where its circuit is in tune with the secondary.

d. Starting with the secondary condenser at about 5° and the

primary condenser at the point where it is in tune, slowly turn both

condensers as outlined above, over their entire scale. Repeat this

several times until you are sure that the signal is not obtainable.

(The primary condenser should increase as the secondary is

increased.)

e. Set the “LW–SW’’ switch on “LW’’ and repeat d.

f. When the desired signal is found under either d or e, engage

the vernier knobs of the primary and secondary condensers and make

the final adjustments for a loud, clear signal for a readable pitch

with these knobs. -

11. To tune the receiver to a damped wave signal of unknown

wave length for Direction 4, proceed as follows:

a. Follow exactly the procedure outlined under Direction 3 until

the desired signal is found. When found, the natural tone of the

damped wave will be badly distorted.
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b. Throw the “Spk-Het.” switch to “Spk.” and if necessary re

tune slightly both the primary and secondary condensers. The

damped wave signal should now be heard with its natural tone but

much weaker than when heard under d.

NoTE.—Damped waves may be received with the “Spk.-Het.” switch on “Het.”

if the change in tone is not objectionable. The receiver will be far more

sensitive than with the Switch on “Spk.”

ExPERIMENT No. 2.

CALIBRATION OF THE RECEIVER SECONDARY.

Directions.

12. Erect two complete antenna systems, separated by about 300

yards, for the SCR-130 set. On the first antenna (set A) connect

up, ready for transmission, one SCR-130 set, and on the other

antenna another SCR-130 set (set B) which is to have its receiver

secondary calibrated.

13. Start transmitting with set A on 500 meters. Tune set B

to receive the signal. Set B is now tuned to receive 500 meters.

Read, in degrees, the setting of the secondary receiving condenser

and put it down in a table similar to the one shown below.

Wave length. Secondary condenser setting. Settings of SW-LW switch.

-----------------------------------

-----------------------------------

-----------------------------------

---------------------------- - - - - - - -

-----------------------------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-----------------------------------

-----------------------------------

-----------------------------------

---------------------------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - ---- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

--------------------- - - - - - - -- -

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - ----- - - - - - - - -- - - - -

------------------------------

--------------------- - - - - - - -- -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

------------- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

------------------------------

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Transmit with set “A” on 525 meters and again tune in with set

“B” and record the reading in the table. Continue this process in

steps of 25 meters until the entire wave length range has been covered.

Information.

The SCR-130 set must primarily receive from another SCR-130

set; therefore it is desirable that its receiving side be calibrated with

an SCR-130 transmitter. It would be easier to calibrate it by the use
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of a wave meter, but in that case the wave meter calibrations and

those of other SCR-130 transmitters might not be identical. As a

variation of about 1° on the secondary condenser is sufficient to tune

out the desired signal it may be seen that accuracy is very important.

ExPERIMENT No. 3.

CHECKING THE CALIBRATIONS OF THE TRANSMITTER OF SEVERAL SETS.

Information.

When three or more sets are to operate in a net it is very im

portant that the transmitting wave length calibrations of all of the

sets be identical; that is, any one set should receive all other sets

operating on the same wave length, on the same setting of the

Secondary receiving condenser. In order to accomplish this it is

sometimes necessary to check or recalibrate all of the sets involved.

Although the oscillator of the SCR-130 set is originally quite accu

rately calibrated, sometimes due to rough handling, or to other

causes, the calibrations may be thrown off.

Directions.

14. Set up two antenna systems. Pick out one set to be known

as the “master set" and connect it up ready for transmitting to

one antenna. To the other antenna connect another set ready for

receiving. With the master set transmit successively on wave lengths

from 500 to 1,100 meters in steps of 25 meters.

15. Receive each of these transmissions on the other sets and fill

out accurately a table similar to the one shown below, showing all

receiving adjustments on which each of the transmissions is received.

Setting of SW-LW
Wave length. Primary condenser. Secondary condenser. switch.

------------------------

------------------------ - -- - - - - - - ----------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------

------------------------

------------------------

------------------------

------------------------

------------------------

------------------------

------------------------

------------------------

- - - - - -- - --- - -- - -- - - - -- - -

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

------------------------

------------------------

------------------------
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Disconnect the master set and place it aside. Connect to the

antenna of the master set one of the sets whose calibrations have

been checked and start it transmitting on 500 meters according to

its new calibration. Tune in the transmitted signal with the re

maining receiving set. If it is received on the same adjustments

used for the master set when it was transmitting on 500 meters,

then the 500-meter calibration of the set under test is correct. If

it is received on a different adjustment the calibration is inaccurate

and must be corrected.

16. To do this, adjust the receiving sets to the settings on which

the master set was received on 500 meters. Gradually vary the

transmitted wave length of the set under test until it is heard by the

adjusted receiving sets. It will then be transmitting on 500 meters

by the calibrations of the master set. A piece of paper should be

pasted over the scale of the master oscillator and a mark made on

the paper exactly opposite the end of the pointer, this mark being

labeled “500 °. The above process is repeated in steps of 25 meters

until the entire wave length range of the set has been covered. The

next set to be checked is then put through the same process.

ExPERIMENT No. 4.

TUNING A SET HAVING A BURNT OUT ANTENNA AMIMETER.

Directions.

17. Connect up the set properly for transmitting, and if the burnt

out antenna ammeter has not been short-circuited, do so with a piece

of fairly heavy copper wire. Throw the “Trans-Rec.” switch to the

“Trans.” and hold down the key.

METHOD “A.”

Slowly turn the antenna variometer (with the wave length vario

meter set at the desired wave length) until on listening to the dyna

motor a very perceptible slowing up is noticed. As the antenna

variometer is still further turned the dynamotor will again increase

its speed. At the position of the antenna variometer half way be

tween the points where the slowing up is first noticed and where

the dynamotor again speeds up, the antenna circuit is approximately

in tune with the master oscillator circuit. The set is then trans

mitting fairly well on the desired wave length.

METHOD “B.”

Light and adjust the lamp on an SCR-95 wave meter and couple

the wave meter to the master oscillator circuit of the set by holding
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the side of the wave meter marked “Plane of coil” against the knob

of the wave length variometer. Start the set transmitting and close

the key. Set the wave meter to the desired wave length and vary

the wave length variometer until the wave meter lamp burns bright

est. Then, without disturbing the adjustments of either the wave

meter or the wave length variometer, move the wave meter over and

couple it to the antenna circuit by wrapping one or two turns of

the lead-in wire around it. Slowly turn the “Antenna tuning” va

riometer until the wave meter lamp again indicates that the circuits

are in tune. The set is then transmitting on the desired wave length

with all circuits in tune.

Information.

With the SCR 127 and 130 sets, tuning the set to transmit on

a given wave length is entirely dependent on readings of the an

tenna ammeter. Accordingly some method becomes necessary to

tune the set when this meter is out of service. Of the two methods

given, the first may be employed with no additional apparatus and

will give fairly good results. The second method is dependent on

the availability of an SCR-125—A wave meter, but when properly

used will give excellent results. Sometimes, in using the second

method, trouble is experienced in getting an indication that the cir

cuits are in tune with the wave meter coupled to the wave length

variometer. This is due to weak oscillations in the oscillator tube

of the set and may be overcome by tuning the set by the first method

and then coupling the wave meter to the antenna circuit for the

final adjustment. It is to be remembered that the calibrations on

the SCR-125—A wave meter and the master oscillator variometer may

not be the same, due to inaccuracies in manufacture, and therefore

a set transmitting on, say, 800 meters by the wave meter may not

be on exactly the same wave length as one which was set by the

calibrations on the set. It will be noticed that in both of the above

methods the calibrations on the set are used in determining the

wave length. In general, the calibrations on the set are more accu

rate than those on the SCR-125—A wave meter.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. Show the class, during

the preliminary assembly, a type BC–7 set box with the front panel

lowered. Point out the important parts of the transmitting side of

the set and name each part clearly and distinctly. Draw on the black

board a circuit diagram similar to the one shown in Fig. 85 in the

Students Manual. As each part of the set is discussed point out its

location in the circuit.

2. In the same manner proceed with the receiving side of the set,

using a diagram similar to Fig. 88 in the Students Manual.

3. Exhibit a type PE–6 dynamotor to the class. Point out the

terminals used for connections to the set box.

4. Show the class a type BC–102 battery box and explain its use

with the set box BC–7.

5. The important new words in this Unit Operation are as fol

lows:

Antenna tuning variometer.

Wave-length change variometer.

Power amplifier.

6. When the students have completed this Unit Operation, they

should know the names and symbols of the important parts of the

SCR-130 set. They should be able to prepare a list of the complete

equipment necessary to install and operate an SCR-130 set.

7. From the experiments performed in this Unit Operation the

students should know: -

a. How to connect up the SCR-130 set completely ready for oper

ation.

b. How to tune the transmitter and receiver to designated wave.

lengths.

c. How to tune the receiver to unknown wave lengths.

d. How to calibrate the secondary circuit of the receiver.

e. How to check the calibration of the transmitter of several nets.

f. How to tune a set having a burnt out antenna ammeter
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SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST No. 17—A (PER

FORMANCE).

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

1 antenna, type A-1–A.

1 set box, type BC–7.

4 legs for set box, BC–7.

3 vacuum tubes, type VT-1.

4 vacuum tubes, type VT-2.

3 storage batteries, type BB–14 or BB–28

1 set box, type BC–102, with BA–8 batteries.

1 dynamotor, type PE–6.

1 head set, type P-11.

1 cord, type CD–88.

1 cord, type CD–90.

1 cord, type CD–91.

1 cord, type CD–92.

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

Procedure.

Problem No. 1.

a. Place the equipment listed above in a suitable location for

conducting the test and direct the student to connect this equipment

so that it will transmit and receive signals. As each student finishes

record the time taken to do the work and check the connections.

b. Point out any errors made by the student and allow time for

him to make corrections.

Problem No. 2.

a. Direct the student to tune the transmitter for maximum

radiation on a given wave length. As each student finishes record

the time and check the tuning of the transmitter.

Problem No. 3.

a. Start the SCR-125–A wave meter transmitting on some wave

length unknown to the student. Direct the student to tune the

receiver of the set to the signal of the wave meter. As each student

finishes record the time taken to do the work and check the tuning

of the receiver.
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INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 17—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

1 antenna, type A-1–A.

1 set box, type BC–7.

4 legs for set box, BC–7.

3 vacuum tubes, type VT-1.

4 vacuum tubes, type VT-2.

3 storage batteries, type BB–14 or BB–28.

1 set box, type BC–102, with BA–8 batteries.

1 dynamotor, type PE–6.

1 head set, type P-11.

1 cord, type CD–88.

1 cord, type CD–90.

1 cord, type CD–91.

1 cord, type CD–92.

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

2. When the instructor directs “Begin,” start work promptly.

Perform the following operations carefully and quickly:

Problem No. 1.

a. Connect up the SCR-130 equipment completely, ready for

transmission and reception.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will record the time

taken to do the work and will check the connections.

Problem No. 2.

a. When the instructor again directs “Begin,” proceed to tune

the transmitter of the set to a wave length designated by the in

structor. Tune the transmitter so as to obtain maximum radiation

on this wave length.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will again record the

time taken and will check the tuning.

Problem No. 3.

a. When the instructor again directs “Begin,” tune the receiver

of the set to the signal of the wave meter, being careful to obtain

maximum signal strength in the receivers.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will again record the

time taken and will check the tuning.
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Scoring.

1. The maximum score for this test is 16 points

2. The score required to pass this test is 12 points.

3. Directions for scoring.

PROBLEM NO. 1.

If the SCR-130 equipment is properly connected.-----------------*:

PROBLEM NO. 2.

If the transmitter is properly tuned to the wave length designated-- 4

PROBLEM NO. 3.

If the receiver is properly tuned to the signal of the wave meter---- 4

4. Where the student has failed to complete this test, or has

failed to perform the experiments correctly, a grade of zero will be

given for incomplete parts or parts incorrectly performed.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 17–B (INFORMATION).

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of questions and

unfinished sentences. Following each one are several words, num

bers, or statements. Select the one which best fits or which makes

the best sense. Write the number of the correct word or phrase on

the dotted line at the right of each question. Only one of the answers

given in each case is correct.

1. The transmitting wave-length range of the SCR-130 set

is from

(1) 600 to 1,200 meters. (2) 550 to 1,100 meters.

(3) 900 to 2,000 meters. (4) 50 to 250 meters. - - - - --

2. The SCR-130 set is known as

(1) a damped wave set. (2) a continuous set.

(3) a radio telephone set. (4) a 1,000-watt set. - - - - -

3. The transmitting range of the SCR-130 set is approxi

mately

(1) 100 to 150 miles. (2) 10 to 12 miles.

(3) 30 to 60 miles. (4) 250 miles. - - - - --

4. The transmitting circuit of the SCR-130 set includes

(1) two oscillator tubes and three amplifier tubes.

(2) three VT-1 tubes and two WT-2 tubes.

(3) one oscillator tube and three amplifier tubes.

(4) three oscillator tubes and one amplifier tube.

5. The oscillator circuit of the SCR-130 transmitter is

tuned by

(1) a variable condenser. (2) a variable resistance.

(3) a variometer. (4) a rheostat.
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6. The plate current for the transmitting tubes of the

SCR-130 set is supplied by

(1) “B” batteries. (2) a motor generator.

(3) a dynamotor. (4) a hand generator. - - - - - -

7. The receiving wave-length range of the SCR-130 set is

from

(1) 300 to 600 meters. (2) 100 to 1,500 meters.

(3) 600 to 1,000 meters. (4) 550 to 1,100 meters. - - - - - -

8. The plate current for the receiving tubes of the SCR-130

set is supplied by

(1) two type BA–8 batteries. (2) 22%-volt batteries.

(3) a dynamotor. (4) thirty type BA–10 cells. - - - - - -

9. The receiving circuit of the SCR-130 set includes

(1) two type VT-1 tubes. (2) three type VT-5 tubes.

(3) three type VT-1 tubes. (4) four type VT-2 tubes. ------

10. The primary circuit of the SCR-130 receiver

(1) can not be tuned. (2) is aperiodic.

(3) is tuned by a condenser.

(4) is tuned by a condenser and switch.

Directions to the student.—Below are a number of sentences. Read

each sentence carefully, and if what it says is true (correct), place

a (+) plus sign on the short dotted line in the right margin. If what

it says is not true (incorrect), place a minus (–) sign on the dotted

line.

11. The antenna system used with the SCR-130 set is

known as type A-1–A.

12. The tuning of the oscillator circuit of the SCR-130

transmitter is independent of the antenna circuit.

13. The antenna circuit of the SCR-130 transmitter is

tuned by a variable condenser.

14. The filaments of the transmitter tubes in the SCR-130

set are connected in series.

15. Type VT-5 vacuum tubes are not used in the receiver

of the SCR-130 set.

16. The secondary of the SCR-130 receiver is tuned by a

variometer. - -

17. Provisions are made for connecting three head sets to

the SCR-130 receiver.

18. All binding posts for connecting up the receiver of the

SCR-130 set are located on the left side of the set-box panel. -- - - - -

19. When type VT-1 tubes are used in the BC–7 receiver,

the filament switch inside the set box must be closed. ------

20. The current to the filaments of the receiving tubes in

the SCR-130 set is controlled by a rheostat. - - - - - -

- - - - - -

- - - - - -

- - - - - -
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- THE SCR-127 SET.

Equipment.

1 set, type SCR-127 less the following equipment:

3 cincha bands, type ST-7.

1 equipment, type LE–1.

3 frames, type M-1.

6 straps, with Snap hooks at each end.

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

1 head set, type P-11.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE SCIR-127 SET.

Information.

The SCR-127 set is designed to transmit and to receive continu

ous wave radio telegraph signals. It is intended for communication

between cavalry organizations and is built to be packed and trans

ported on mules. The wave length range for both transmitting and

receiving is from 550 to 1,100 meters.

The transmitting and receiving circuits are connected to the an

tenna, as desired, by a triple-pole, double-throw switch, mounted on

the front of the set box panel. (See Fig. 84.)

Directions.

1. Place the set box type BC–7 on some convenient support. Un

fasten the three latches and lower the front door. (See Fig. 84.)

Study the various controls on the panel and their markings. Notice

the four large tuning knobs on the lower edge of the panel.

Questions.

(1) Which current does the ammeter on the panel read?

(2) Locate the “antenna tuning ” and the “transmit’” wave length

control knobs. What is the purpose of the small knob located be

aneath the “ antenna tuning ” knob?

(3) What is the purpose of the lever located beneath the transmit

wave length knob?

(4) Locate the antenna and ground binding posts.

(5) For what are the binding posts on the right-hand side of the

panel used?

Information.

Four WT-2 vacuum tubes are used in the transmitter of the SCR

127. One of the tubes is used as an oscillator or generator of elec

trical impulses. The other three tubes, connected in parallel, are
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used to amplify the impulses generated by the oscillator tube. In

this way the power supplied to the antenna is more than that

generated by one tube. In addition, the antenna in no way affects the

frequency of the impulses generated by the oscillator tube so that

the wave length on which the set transmits is entirely independent

of the antenna used.

The vacuum tube circuit of the transmitter is inductively coupled

to the antenna circuit. (See Fig. 85.)

The wave length of the transmitter is controlled by a variometer

which is located in the right of the set box. The antenna circuit

is tuned by a variometer located at the left of the set box. When

the “Transmit Wave length "variometer is adjusted to a certain wave

length, it is necessary to tune the antenna circuit to this wave length.

When the two circuits are in tune the “Antenna Current " meter will

give the highest reading.

Directions.

2. Remove the four screws holding the two brackets to the operat

ing table formed by the front of the set box and allow the front

to drop. Remove the leads from the binding posts marked “Key "

at the lower right-hand side of the panel. Release the latches at

the top and pull the panel out; then with an outward and upward

motion remove the panel and the attached parts from the box. This

leaves all the parts exposed as in Fig. 86. From the diagram

(Fig. 87) and the set box itself answer the following questions.

Questions.

(6) Where is the antenna tuning variometer? How is it con

structed? Is it in the circuit when receiving?

(7) Where is the wave-length change variometer? What is its

w8e?

(8) Where is the transformer which couples the antenna circuit

with the power amplifier? Does it use faced or variable coupling?

Is it inductively or directly coupled?

(9) Which is the oscillator tube socket?

(10) What is the purpose of the switch in parallel with the re

sistance R.2 (See Fig. 87.)

(11) How many of the transmitting tubes are used as amplifiers?

(12) Which of the transmitting tubes have their plates in

parallel?

(13) In avhat circuit is the key?
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(14) In what circuit is the ammeter?

(15) Is the frame of the set grounded?

(16) Is there any grid leak in the transmitting tube circuit?

(17) How is the change from transmit to receive made?

Information.

Power is supplied to the transmitter of the set by the hand

driven generator, type GN-29. (See Fig. 93.) This unit consists of

Aſemovalºe

Fig. 93.-Hand-driven generator, type GN-29.

a double current generator supplying direct current at 8 volts and

at 350 volts pressure. The 8-volt side of the generator is used to

light the filaments of the transmitting tubes, while the 350-volt side

supplies the plate current for the same tubes. When the set box,

type BC–7, is used in the SCR-130 set, 12 volts are supplied to the

transmitting tube filaments; while as stated above, only 8 volts are

supplied when used in the SCR-127 set. To make up for this differ

ence in voltage the switch Sa (Fig. 87) must be closed when the set

box is used with the hand generator and opened when used in the
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SCR-130 set. The generator is driven through a train of gears at high

speed. The gear train is turned by two cranks which are slipped on

the squared shaft protruding from the sides at the top of the gear

box. The cranks should be placed on this shaft so that they are

opposite each other as shown in Fig. 93. Two men standing be

side the generator, but facing in opposite directions, operate the

cranks, one man at each crank. Marked on the top of the gear box

of the generator is an arrow which shows the direction in which the

cranks are to be turned. For the proper operation of the generator

the cranks should be turned at a steady speed of not less than 35

revolutions per minute. Mounted on the side of the generator is a

voltage regulator. The purpose of this regulator is to hold the

voltage of the generator constant over a wide range of speed. It

will do very well at crank speeds from 35 to 60 revolutions per

minute, but at speeds under 35 revolutions per minute the voltage

of the generator is too low and can not be brought up by the regula

tor. The high and low voltage sides of the hand generator are con

nected to the set box by two cords having plugs which are not inter

changeable and can be inserted only with the correct polarity. It is

therefore impossible to make wrong connections. The jacks in which

these plugs fit are mounted in the frame of the generator and properly

marked. The remaining plugs on the two cords contain two holes

which fit the connecting pins on the edge of the set box. In operating

the set the generator should be brought up to proper speed before

any load is placed on it.

Directions.

3. Set up the hand generator on its stand and using the proper

cords connect it to the set box. Open the panel of the set box and

insert four tubes, type VT-2, in the transmitting tube sockets. Con

nect a voltmeter, type I-10, to the two binding posts corresponding

to the two pins on the edge of the panel on which the plug of the

low voltage lead of the generator fits. Be sure that the connections

are correct in polarity.

4. Open the “Trans-Rec.” switch on the panel and have two men

turn the hand generator cranks at 25 revolutions per minute. Read

the voltage as indicated by the type I-10 voltmeter. Close the

“Trans.-Rec.” Switch to the “Trans.” side of the switch. Press the

key and again read the voltage.

5. Repeat the above for each of the following crank speeds, put

ting down your results in a rough table: 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50.
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Questions. -- - - - -

(18) Was the voltage high enough to light the tube filaments

properly at a crank speed of 25 revolutions per minute?

(19) What change took place in the voltage reading when the

“Trans-Rec.” switch and the key were closed?

(20) With the “Trans-Rec.” switch and the key closed when the

crank speed was changed from 35 to 50 revolutions oer minute, was

there much change in the voltage? - *

(21) Did the generator turn much harder when the “Trans.

Rec.” switch and key were closed than when they were open? Why?

(22) Should the “Trans.-Rec.” switch be closed before or after

the generator has reached full speed? Why?

(23) How many revolutions does the generator make for a com

plete revolution of the crank?

THE RECEIVER, OF THE SCR-127.

Information.

The receiver of the SCR-127 is of the inductively coupled type.

In a later model, however, conductive coupling as well as the second

ary receiving coil, is provided in the plate circuit of the detector

tube for the reception of continuous wave signals. When it is

desired to receive spark signals the tickler coil is cut out of the

circuit by means of a switch marked “Spk—Het” located on the

panel of the set box. The abbreviation “Het.” stands for “Hetero

dyne,” meaning that the circuit is adjusted for continuous wave

reception. (See Fig. 88.) . -

. The primary circuit is tuned by adjusting the variable condenser

which is in series with the primary coil and by adjusting the amount

of inductance in the primary coil. The primary coil has one tap

which is connected to a switch on the panel of the set box. When

the switch is thrown to “SW '' (short wave) only part of the

coil is in use, and when thrown to “LW’’ (long wave) the entire

coil is in use. The secondary circuit is tuned by adjusting the

variable condenser, connected across the secondary coil. In a later

model of the SCR-127 set the secondary coil also has one tap which

is connected to the same switch provided for the primary coil. This

is so arranged that when the switch is in the position “SW’’ only

parts of each of the primary and secondary coils are in use. When

it is in the “LW’’ position the entire circuits of the primary and

secondary coils are in use. -
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Directions.

6. Note carefully all of the receiver controls on the panel of

the set box.

Questions.

(24) Locate the primary and secondary condenser controls. How

are the scales marked?

(25) What is the purpose of the small knobs located beneath

the large condenser control knobs?

(26) To which side must the large three-pole switch be thrown

when using the set as a receiver?

(27). Locate the “SW-LW’’ switch. What is the purpose of

this switch?

(28) Locate the “SP-Het’ switch. What is the purpose of this

switch?

(29) For what are the binding posts located at the left of the

panel used?

Information.

Two stages of audio frequency amplification are provided in the

receiver, the coupling between stages being provided by audio fre

quency transformers. The receiving tube sockets are for the stand

ard base receiving tubes, but adapters are provided and VT-5 tubes

are used. (See Fig. 94.)

The VT-5 tube is used on account of the fact that its filament may

be lighted for a long time on one battery, type BA–10, and there

fore do away with storage batteries for lighting the receiving tube

filaments. In this set the three receiving tubes used have their fila

ments in series so that three batteries, type BA–10, connected in

series, are required to light the filaments of the receiving tubes.

Set box, BC–7, is used both in the SCR-127 and 130 set. In the

latter set the voltage supplied to the receiving tubes is 12 volts,

while in the former it is only 4.5 volts. Accordingly, some means

must be provided to keep the filament circuit of the receiving tubes

separate from any higher voltage circuit when the set box is used in

the SCR-127 set. This is accomplished by opening the switch Sg.

(Fig. 87.)

Directions.

7. Observe the various receiver parts mounted back of the set

box panel. As far as possible, trace the wiring of the receiver

using the wiring diagram shown in Fig. 88.
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Questions.

(30). Locate the receiving tube sockets. Which is the detector

tube socket? Which are the amplifier tube sockets?

(31) Where are the fired resistances that are in series with the

receiving tube filaments?

(32) Where is the primary receiving inductance? How many

taps are taken from it? To what do they go on the panel?

(33) Where is the secondary receiving inductance? Is it coupled

inductively or conductively with the primary? Is the coupling

variable or fiased?

|W

|
|

tº iſſ

Z | |
||| | |

jillº
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Fig. 94.—The type VT-5 vacuum tube.

(34) Where is the tick/er coi/? Where are its terminals? Is it

fived in position with respect to the secondary?

(35) How many head sets can be connected to this set?

(36) What is the plate potential of the receiving tubes? Of the

transmitting tubes?

(37). How are the filaments of the receiving tubes connected?

Of the transmitting tubes?

(38) Where are the audio frequency transformers?
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Information. --

“... Power for the receiver is supplied entirely by dry cells so that

no storage batteries are needed. This is made possible by the fact

that the normal filament current of the WT-5 tube is 0.2 of an

ampere, and that this amount of current can be supplied by the dry

cell for some length of time. The battery box, type BC–102 (see

Fig. 89) is designed to carry 12 batteries, type BA–10. Three

of these batteries are connected in series and used to supply the

filament current to the VT-5 tubes. The remaining nine batteries

are spares and are used as needed. The plate current for the re

ceiving tubes is supplied by two batteries, type BA–8 in series.

Space is provided in the battery box for carrying type BA–8 bat

teries, the two in use and two spares. The negative side of the

45-volt plate battery is connected to the negative side of the filament

battery so that only one lead is needed to connect this point to the

set box. The cord provided for connecting the battery box to the

set box consists of three braid-covered wires, one for the common

lead mentioned above, one for the positive 45-volt connection, and

one for the positive filament connection. This cord has a plug on

one end which fits on three pins extending out from the edge of

the set box. Terminals are provided on the other end of the cord

for connecting to terminals in the battery box. A small groove is

provided in the end of the battery box through which this cord may

be laid when the lid of the battery box is closed. The compart

ments of the battery box not used for batteries are to be used for

carrying tubes, head sets, etc.

Directions.

8. Place the battery box type BC–102 on some convenient support.

Release the catches on the sides of the box and drop down the front

cover. Notice the positions of the batteries and parts (including

spare parts).

Questions. . . .

... (39). Where are the terminals to which the BA–10 batteries are

connected? -

(40). Where are the terminals to which the BA–8 batteries are

connected? -

(41) How are the BA–10 cells held in place?

... (42) Where are spare vacuum tubes kept?

(43) Is it possible to close the cover of the battery bow when the

battery cord is connected from the bow to the receiver? Eaplain

3your answer. . .
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ExPERIMENT No. 1.

TO CONNECT UP AND TUNE THE SCR-127 SET.

Information.

In connecting up the SCR-127 set, ready for operation, there are

two main divisions of the work; namely, connecting the set as a

receiver and connecting the set as a transmitter. The set may be

connected up as a transmitter without fully connecting it up as a

receiver and vice versa. In like manner the tuning of the set as a

transmitter differs from the tuning of the set as a receiver. A defi

nite method should be followed in doing all these things.

Directions.

9. To connect up the set as a transmitter—Erect the set box on its

legs. The set box should be so placed that the antenna and ground

leads will easily reach the proper binding posts on the panel. Place

the hand generator on the right side of the set box and the battery

box on the left.

a. Open up the front cover of the set box, pull down on the catches

which hold the panel closed, and open the panel.

b. Insert four WT-2 tubes in the four transmitting tube sockets in

the set. Close switch “S,.” (Fig. 87.)

c. Close the panel, being sure that the catches are properly locked,

and open the “Trans.-Rec.” switch so that it does not make contact

on either side.

d. Connect the high voltage generator lead to the two pins marked

“+350° and “–350.”

e. Connect the low voltage generator lead to the two pins marked

“–H12” and “–12” volts.

f. Connect the antenna lead-in wire to the post marked “Ant.”

g. Connect the wire from the counterpoise or other ground system

used to the post marked “Gnd.”

Questions.

(44) Why is it necessary to follow certain steps in their proper

order when connecting up the SCR-137 set?

(45) Why is it important to have the connecting leads connected

with proper polarity? Can this be done incorrectly? If so, how?

Directions.

(10) To tune the transmitter—The next step, after having made

all of the connections as previously given, is to tune the transmitting
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side to the desired or specified wave length. In order to do this prop

erly the following steps are gone through:

a. Turn the “Transmit Wave Length” pointer to exactly the desired

wave length and lock it in that position by means of the small lever

under the knob.

b. Have the generator cranks turned at 35 to 40 revolutions per

minute.

c. Throw the “Trans.-Rec.” switch to the “Trans.” side. The fila

ments of the VT-2 tubes should glow a dull red.

d. Close the key.

e. Turn the “Antenna Tuning” knob slowly and watch the antenna

ammeter. As the knob is turned the ammeter will start indicating

and will gradually increase in reading up to a certain point. As the

knob is turned still further the reading of the ammeter will decrease.

That position of the “Antenna Tuning” knob which gives the greatest

reading on the antenna ammeter is the correct adjustment. The final

adjustment to obtain the greatest reading should be made with the

small knob just under the “Antenna Tuning” knob. This small knob

is a vernier or fine adjustment of the larger knob.

f. Open the key.

g. Open the “Trans-Rec.” switch and have the generator stopped.

The set is now adjusted for transmitting on the wave length to which

the pointer of the “Transmit Wave Length” adjustment is set.

Questions.

(46) Why is the “Transmit Wave Length” pointer locked after

it is set to the desired ware length?

(47). How long did it take the men turning the generator to bring

it up to the required speed?

(48) Why is it necessary to adjust the “Antenna Tuning * knob

so that a maximum reading occurs on the ammeter?

Directions.

11. To connect up the set as a receiver.—After having made all of

the connections given under the paragraphs entitled “To Connect

Up the Set as a Transmitter,” the following additional connections

will be needed in order that the receiving side of the set may be ready

for operation:

a. Open the panel to the set and insert three VT-5 tubes and

adapters in the receiving tube sockets. (Be sure that the “Trans

Rec.” switch is open.)

b. Open the switch S. (Fig. 87) and close the panel, being sure

that it locks into place.
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c. Open the battery box, type BC–102, and then remove the lid

of the “B” battery compartment, placing the box so that it appears

as in Fig. 89. Insert a battery, type BA–8, in the lower of the

“B” battery compartments. The battery should be inserted with its

top up and with the negative lead toward the back of the box. Guide

the negative lead through the hole in the bottom of the right side of

the compartment and pull the battery up against that side. Insert

another battery, type BA–8, in the upper “B,” battery compartment

with its top down and with the positive lead toward the back of the

box. Guide the positive lead through the hole in the bottom of the

right side of the compartment and pull the battery up against that

side of the compartment. Connect the positive and negative leads

coming through the holes to the binding post marked “Black —”

“Red --.” Connect the remaining red lead to the post marked

“+ 40 V Red’ and the remaining black lead to the post marked

“–40 V Black.” When spare batteries, type BA–8, are carried, they

are placed alongside the two just connected in the “B” battery com

partment. Replace the cover to the “B” battery compartment.

d. After having prepared six cells, type BA–10, for service, place

them in the upper long narrow compartment in the battery box.

Numbering the six cells from left to right, connect them in series

parallel as follows, using pieces of insulated wire cut to the necessary

lengths:

(1) Carbon of No. 1 to carbon of No. 4.

(2) Zinc of No. 1 to carbon of No. 2.

(3) Zinc of No. 2 to carbon of No. 3.

(4) Zinc of No. 3 to zinc of No. 6.

(5) Carbon of No. 4 to wing nut back of binding post

marked “Carbon —H.”

(6) Zinc of No. 4 to carbon of No. 5.

(7) Zinc of No. 5 to carbon of No. 6.

(8) Zinc of No. 6 wing nut back of binding post marked

- “Zinc —.”

NoTE.—If only three cells are used, connect them in series and make con

nections to the wing nut terminals with proper polarity. The remaining cells

should be left disconnected as spares.

When the six cells, type BA–10, have been connected as described

above clamp them in place by means of the wooden rod which fits

over their tops. If spare batteries, type BA–10, are to be carried,

they should be placed in the lower compartment and clamped in

place with the wooden rod provided.
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ºe. The cord, type CD–88, has a connecting block on one end and

three leads of different colors on the other end. Connect the red and

white lead to the binding post marked “–H 40 V Red,” the white

lead to the post marked “Carbon —H,” and the black lead to the post

marked “Zinc —.” Lay the cord in the groove in the upper edge

of the right side of the battery box and close the lid of the box,

clamping it shut.

f. Plug the connecting block of the cord, type CD–88, on the

three pins marked “-H40 W,” “–HFil.,” and “ —Fil.” into the recep

tacle on the left edge of the panel of the set box.

g. Plug one or two head sets, type P-11, into the jacks provided

on the left side of the panel. (If available head sets are not pro

vided with cord plugs, the cord clips may be connected to the two

binding posts marked “Aux. Tel.”) -

h. Put on one of the head sets and adjust it to fit the head com

fortably.

i. If the receiving side only of the set is to be used, omit the items

given under b, c, d, and e, in Direction 9.

12. To connect up the set both as a transmitter and as a receiver.—

After the set has been properly erected:

a. Open up the front cover of the set box, pull down on the catches

holding the panel closed, and open the panel.

b. Insert four WT-2 tubes in the transmitting tube sockets and

three VT-5 tubes and adapters in the receiving tube sockets. Close

switch S, and open switch Sg. (Fig. 87.) -

c. Close the panel, being sure that the catches are properly locked,

and open the “Trans.-Rec.” switch so that it does not make contact

on either side. -

d. Connect the high voltage generator lead to the pins marked

“–H350° and “–350.” - -

e. Connect the low voltage generator lead to the two pins marked

“-H 12” and “– 12” volts.

f. Connect the antenna lead-in wire to the post marked “Ant.”

g. Connect the wire from the counterpoise, or other ground system

used, to the post marked “Gnd.” - - -

h. Open the battery box, type BC–102, and then remove the lid of

the “B” battery compartment, placing the box so that it appears as

in Fig. 89. Insert a battery, type BA–8, in the lower of the “B” bat

tery compartments. The battery should be inserted with its top up

and with the negative lead toward the back of the box. Guide the

negative lead through the hole in the bottom of the right side of the
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compartment and pull the battery up against that side. Insert an

other battery, type BA–8, in the upper “B” battery compartment

with its top down and with the positive lead toward the back of the

box. Guide the positive lead through the hole in the bottom of the

right side of the compartment and pull the battery up against that

side of the compartment. Connect the positive and negative leads

coming through the holes to the binding post marked “Black—”

“Red --”. Connect the remaining red lead to the post marked

“+40 V Red" and the remaining black lead to the post marked

“–40 V Black.” When spare batteries, type BA–8, are carried, they

are placed alongside the two just connected in the “B” battery com

partment. Replace the cover to the “B” battery compartment.

i. After having prepared six cells, type BA–10, for service, place

them in the upper long narrow compartment in the battery box.

Numbering the six cells from left to right connect them in series

parallel as follows, using pieces of insulated wire cut to the necessary

lengths:

(1) Carbon of No. 1 to carbon of No. 4.

(2) Zinc of No. 1 to carbon of No. 2.

(3) Zinc of No. 2 to carbon of No. 3.

(4) Zinc of No. 3 to zinc of No. 6.

(5) Carbon of No. 4 to wing nut back of binding post marked

“Carbon —H.”

(6) Zinc of No. 4 to carbon of No. 5.

(7) Zinc of No. 5 to carbon of No. 6.

(8) Zinc of No. 6 wing nut back of binding post marked

“Zinc —.”

NoTE.—If only three cells are used, connect them in series and make connec

tions to the wing-nut terminals with proper polarity. The remaining cells

should be left disconnected as spares.

When the six cells, type BA–10, have been connected as described

above, clamp them in place by means of the wooden rod which fits

over their tops. If spare batteries, type BA–10, are to be carried,

they are placed in the lower compartment and clamped in place with

the wooden rod provided. -

j. The cord, type CD-88, has a connecting block on one end and

three leads of different colors on the other end. Connect the red

and white lead to the binding post marked “4-40 V Red.”, the

white lead to the post marked “Carbon +,” and the black lead to

the post marked “Zinc —.” Lay the cord in the groove in the upper

edge of the right side of the battery box and close the lid of the box,

clamping it shut. - -
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k. Plug the connecting block of the cord, type CD–88, on the three

pins marked “-H40 W’”, “H-Fil,” and “–Fill.” into the receptacle

on the left edge of the panel of the set box.

l. Plug one or two head sets, type P-11, into the jacks provided

on the left side of the panel. (If head sets are to be used not having

plugs on the end of their cords they may be connected to the two

binding posts marked “Aux. Tel.”)

m. Check all connections to see that they are correct.

n. Put on one of the head sets and adjust it to fit the head com

fortably.

Question.

(49) Why is it necessary to have the “Trans-Rec.” switch open

as in Direction 11, a2

Information.

To tune the receiver.—In tuning the receiver several different

cases will occur. They are as follows:

a. Tuning in a C. W. signal of known wave length.

b. Tuning in a damped wave signal of known wave length.

c. Tuning in a C. W. signal of unknown wave length.

d. Tuning in a damped wave signal of unknown wave length.

Directions.

13. To tune the receiver of the set to a C. W. signal of known

wave length proceed as follows. After the receiving side has been

connected up as directed above:

a. Throw the “Trans.-Rec.” switch to the “Rec.” side.

b. Place the “Spk.-Het.” switch on “Het.”

c. Set the “LW-SW "switch and the secondary condenser to the

desired wave length as given by the calibration of the set.

d. Vary the primary condenser until a distinct double click is

heard, and set the primary condenser about 5° to either side of the

point where this click is heard.

e. The receiving side of the set should now be in tune on the de

sired wave length, but due to inaccuracies which may occur, the set

ting may not be exact enough to pick up the signal sought. It

is therefore advisable to swing the secondary condenser slowly over

an arc of about 10° (the middle point of which is the setting given

by the calibration of the set) until the sought-for signal is heard.

f. Upon hearing the desired signal, stop turning the secondary

condenser by its knob and make the final accurate adjustment by

means of the small vernier knob located just under the secondarv

condenser knob.
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g. A small further adjustment of the primary condenser may now

be made in order to increase the loudness of the signal.

14. To tune the receiver to a damped wave signal of known wave

length proceed as follows:

. Same as a above.

. Same as b above.

Same as c above.

. Same as d above.

Place the “Spk.-Het.” switch on “Spk.”

Same as e above.

. Same as f above.

. Same as g above.

15. To tune the receiver to a C. W. signal of unknown wave length

proceed as follows:

a. Same as a under Direction 12.

b. Same as b under Direction 12.

c. Set the “LW–SW’’ switch on “SW.” Set the secondary con

denser on about 5° and vary the primary condenser until the double

click is heard, indicating that the circuits are in tune.

NoTE.—For every position of the secondary condenser there should be a corre

Sponding position of the primary condenser at which the primary or antenna.

circuit is in tune with the secondary circuit. In searching for a signal of

unknown wave length, the method should be to vary both condensers at the

same time, attempting at all times to keep the primary condenser close to that

point where its circuit is in tune with the secondary.

d. Starting with the secondary condenser at about 5° and the

primary condenser at the point where it is in tune, slowly turn both

condensers, as outlined above, over their entire scale. Repeat this

several times until you are sure that the signal is not obtainable.

(The primary condenser should increase as the secondary is in

creased.)

e. Set the “LW–SW’’ switch on “LW’’ and repeat d.

f. When the desired signal is found under either d or e, en

gage the vernier knobs of the primary and secondary condensers

and make the final adjustments for a loud, clear signal of a read

able pitch with these knobs.

16. To tune the receiver to a damped wave signal of unknown

wave length, proceed as follows:

a. Follow exactly the procedure outlined under Direction 11 until

the desired signal is found. When found, the natural tone of the

damped wave will be badly distorted.

b. Throw the “Spk.-Het.” switch to “Spk.”, and, if necessary, re

tune slightly both the primary and secondary condensers. The
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damped wave signal should now be heard with its natural tone, but

much weaker than when heard under a.

NoTE.—Damped waves may be received with the “Spk.-Het.” switch on

“Het.”, if the change in tone is not objectionable. The receiver will be far

more Sensitive than with the Switch on “Spk.”

ExPERIMENT No. 2.

CALIBRATION OF THE RECEIVER SECONDARY,

Directions. -

17. Erect two complete antenna systems, separated by about 300

yards, for the SCR-127 set. On the first antenna (set A) connect

up, ready for transmission, one SCR-127 set, and on the other

antenna another SCR-127 set (set B) which is to have its receiver

secondary calibrated. -

18. Start transmitting with set A on 500 meters. Tune set B to

receive the signal. Set B is now tuned to receive 500 meters. Read

in degrees the setting of the secondary receiving condenser and put

it down in a table similar to the one shown below.

Wave length. Secondary condenser setting. Setting of SW-LW switch.

------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

-- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------

------------------------------

--------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- -

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------

Transmit with set “A” on 525 meters and again tune in with set

“B.” Record the reading in the table. Continue this process in

steps of 25 meters until the entire wave length range has been

covered.

Information.

The SCR-127 set must primarily receive from another SCR-127

set; therefore it is desirable that its receiving side be calibrated with

an SCR-127 transmitter. It would be easier to calibrate it by the
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use of a wave meter, but in that case the wave meter calibrations

and those of other SCR-127 transmitters might not be identical.

As a variation of about 1° on the secondary condenser is sufficient

to tune out the desired signal it will be seen that accuracy is very

important.

ExPERIMENT No. 3.

CHECKING THE CALIBRATION OF THE TRANSMITTERS OF SEVERAL SETS.

Information.

When three or more sets are to operate in a net it is very impor

tant that the transmitting wave-length calibrations of all of the sets

shall be identical; that is, any one set should receive all other sets

operating on the same wave length, on the same setting of the Sec

ondary receiving condenser. In order to accomplish this it is some

times necessary to check or recalibrate all of the sets involved.

Although the oscillator of the SCR-127 set is originally quite accu

rately calibrated, sometimes, due to rough handling, or to other

causes, the calibrations may be thrown off.

Directions.

19. Set up two antenna systems. Pick out one set, to be known

as the “master set,” and connect it up to one antenna ready for trans

mitting. To the other antenna connect another set ready for

receiving. With the master set transmit successively on wave

lengths from 500 to 1,100 meters in steps of 25 meters.

20. Receive each of these transmissions on the other sets and fill

out accurately a table similar to the one given below, showing all

receiving adjustments on which each of the transmissions is received.

Wave length. Primary condenser. Secondary condenser. setting ºw-iw

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - -

---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -
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Disconnect the master set and place it aside. Connect to the

antenna of the master set one of the sets whose calibrations have

been checked and start it to transmitting on 500 meters according

to its new calibration. Tune in the transmitted signal with the

remaining receiving set. If it is received on the same adjustments

used for the master set when it was transmitting on 500 meters,

then the 500-meter calibration of the set under test is correct. If it

is received on a different adjustment, the calibration is inaccurate

and must be corrected.

21. To do this, adjust the receiving sets to the settings on which

the master set was received on 500 meters. Gradually vary the

transmitted wave length of the set under test until it is heard by

the adjusted receiving sets. It will then be transmitting on 500

meters by the calibrations of the master set. A piece of paper

should be pasted over the scale of the master oscillator and a mark

made on the paper exactly opposite the end of the pointer, this

mark being labeled “500 °. The above process is repeated in steps

of 25 meters until the entire wave length range of the set has been

covered. The next set to be checked is then put through the same

process.

ExPERIMENT No. 4.

TUNING A SET HAVING A BURNED OUT ANTENNA AMIMETER.

Directions.

22. Connect up the set properly for transmitting, and if the burned

out antenna ammeter has not been short-circuited, do so with a piece

of fairly heavy copper wire. Throw the “Trans-Rec.” switch to

“Trans.”, have the generator turned, and hold down the key.

METHOD “A”.

Slowly turn the antenna variometer (with the wave length vario

meter set at the desired wave length) until the men turning the gen

erator notice a very perceptible increase in the load. As the antenna

variometer is still further turned the generator load will again become

lighter. At the position of the antenna variometer half way between

the points where the increased load is first noticed and where the load

again becomes lighter, the antenna circuit is approximately in tune

with the master oscillator circuit. The set is then transmitting fairly

well on the desired wave length.

METHOD “B”.

Light and adjust the lamp on an SCR-125–A wave meter and

couple the wave meter to the master oscillator circuit of the set by
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holding the side of the wave meter marked “Plane of Coil” against

the knob of the wave length variometer. Start the set to transmit

ting and close the key. Set the wave meter to the desired wave

length and vary the wave length variometer until the wave meter

lamp indicates that the circuits are in tune. Then, without disturb

ing the adjustments of either the wave meter or the wave length

variometer, move the wave meter over and couple it to the antenna

circuit by wrapping one or two turns of the lead-in wire around it.

Slowly turn the “Antenna Tuning * variometer until the wave meter

lamp again indicates that the circuits are in tune. The set is then

transmitting on the desired wave length with all circuits in tune.

Information.

With the SCR-127 and 130 sets, tuning the set to transmit on a

given wave length is entirely dependent on readings of the antenna

ammeter. Accordingly, some method becomes necessary to tune the set

when this meter is out of service. Of the two methods given, the first

may be employed with no additional apparatus and will give fairly

good results. The second method is dependent on the availability of

an SCR-125–A wave meter, but when properly used will give excel

lent results. Sometimes, in using the second method, trouble is ex

perienced in getting an indication that the circuits are in tune, with

the wave meter coupled to the wave length variometer. This is due

to weak oscillations in the oscillator tube of the set and may be over

come by tuning the set by the first method and then coupling the

wave meter to the antenna circuit for the final adjustment. It is to be

remembered that the calibrations on the SCR-125—A wave meter and

the master oscillator variometer may not be the same, due to inac

curacies in manufacture, and therefore a set transmitting on, say, 860

meters by the wave meter, may not be on exactly the same wave

length as one which was set by the calibrations on the set. It will

be noticed that in both of the above methods the calibrations on the

set are used in determining the wave length. In general, the calibra

tions on the set are more accurate than those on the SCR-125–A.

wave meter.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. During the preliminary

assembly show the class the SCR-127 set, including hand generator,

set-box (type BC–102), and the various connecting cords. Open

the set box BC–7 and point out the important parts of the trans

mitting circuit, showing how the movable parts are actuated by

the dials on the panel. Draw on the blackboard a circuit diagram

similar to the one shown in Fig. 85 of the Students Manual. As

each part on the set is discussed point out its location in the diagram.

2. In the same manner proceed with the receiving side of the

set, using a diagram similar to Fig. 88 of the Students Manual.

Show the class the type VT-5 vacuum tube and explain how it differs

from the other types of tubes used. Explain the use of the switches

Ss and Sº shown in the diagram in Fig. 87 of the Students Manual.

3. Exhibit the BC–102 set box and explain its use in connection

with the SCR-130 set.

4. Exhibit the hand generator, type GN-29, and explain its

functioning. (If the BC–7 has been modified, substitute the new

hand generator, type GN-29–A, described in Information Topic

No. 5 of the Students Manual.) -

5. Show how each of the cords, type CD–86, 87 (type CD–97 if

GN-29–A is used), and 88 are used in making connections between

the various parts of the equipment.

6. Review with the class the information given in the Students

Manual regarding the functioning of the transmitting and receiving

circuits.

7. When the students have completed this Unit Operation, they

should know the names and symbols of the important parts of the

SCR-127 set. They should be able to prepare a list of the complete

equipment necessary to install and operate an SCR-127 set. From

the experiments performed in this Unit Operation the students

should know:

a. How to connect up the SCR-127 set completely, ready for

operation.

b. How to tune the transmitter and receiver to designated wave

lengths.

c. How to calibrate the secondary circuit of the receiver.

d. How to tune a set having a burned-out antenna ammeter.

e. How to check the transmitter calibration of several sets.

8. When the class work has been completed, give the following

Instruction Test (or devise one similar to it). This test should

be conducted in the same manner as in previous Unit Operations.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST No. 18—A

(PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

1 SCR-127 (set box BC–7 only).

4 legs for set box, type BC–7.

3 vacuum tubes, type VT-5.

4 vacuum tubes, type WT-2.

1 set box, type BC–102, complete, with batteries.

1 hand generator, type GN-29 (or GN-29–A).

1 head set, type P-11.

1 cord, type CD–86.

1 cord, type CD–87 (CD–97 if GN-29–A is used).

1 cord, type CD–88.

1 antenna system A–1-A or substitute.

1 wave meter, type SCR-95 or SCR-125–A.

Procedure.

Problem No. 1.

a. Place the equipment listed above in a suitable location for

conducting the test and direct the students to connect this cquipment

so that it will transmit and receive signals. As each student finishcs

record the time taken to do the work and check the connections.

b. Point out any errors made by the student and allow him time

to make corrections.

Problem No. 2.

a. Assign two assistants to operate the hand generator for this

part of the test.

b. Direct the student to tune the transmitter for maximum radi

ation on a given wave length. As each student finishes record the

time and check the tuning of the transmitter.

Problem No. 3.

1. Start the wave meter, transmitting on some wave length un

known to the student. Direct the student to tune the receiver of

the set to the signal of the wave meter. As each student finishes

record the time taken to do the work and check the tuning of the

receiver.
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INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 18—A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

1 SCR-127 (set box BC–7 only).

4 legs for set box, type BC–7.

3 vacuum tubes, type VT-5.

4 vacuum tubes, type VT-2.

1 set box, type BC–102, complete, with batteries.

1 hand generator, type GN–29 (or GN-29–A).

1 head set, type P-11.

1 cord, type CD–86.

1 cord, type CD–87 (CD–97 if GN-29–A is used).

1 cord, type CD–88.

1 antenna system A–1-A or substitute.

1 wave meter, type SCR-95 or SCR-125–A.

2. When the instructor directs “Begin,” start work promptly;

perform the following operations carefully and quickly:

Problem No. 1.

a. Connect up the SCR-127 equipment completely, ready for

transmission and reception.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will record the time

taken to do the work and will check the connections.

Problem No. 2.

a. When the instructor again directs “Begin,” proceed to tune the

transmitter of the set to a wave length designated by the instructor.

Tune the transmitter so as to obtain maximum radiation on this

wave length. -

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will again record the

time taken and will check the tuning.

Problem No. 3.

a. When the instructor again directs “Begin,” tune the receiver

of the set to the signal of the wave meter, being careful to obtain

maximum signal strength in the receivers.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will again record the

time taken and will check the tuning.
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Scoring. -

1. The maximum score for this test is 16 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 16 points.

3. Directions for scoring.

PROBLEM NO. 1.

If the SCR-127 equipment is properly connected------------------*;

PROBLEM NO. 2.

If the transmitter is properly tuned to the wave length designated.---- 4

PROBLEM NO. 3.

If the receiver is properly tuned to the signal of the wave meter------ 4

4. When the student has failed to complete the test, or has failed

to perform the experiments correctly, a grade of zero will be given for

incomplete parts or parts incorrectly performed.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 18–B (INFORMATION).

Directions to the Student.—There are listed below a number of

questions and unfinished statements. After each question or state

ment are several words or phrases, preceded by a number. Only one

of these is correct. Write the number of the correct word or phrase

on the dotted line at the right of each question. Take plenty of time.

Do not rush. -

1. The SCR-127 set is a

(1) spark set. (2) transmitting set only.

(3) transmitting and receiving set combined.

- (4) stationary set. -- -- - -

2. The SCR-127 set is designed for the

(1) Infantry. (2) Cavalry.

(3) Field Artillery. (4) Aviation. -- -- - -

3. In transit the SCR-127 set is carried by

(1) hand. (2) motor vehicles.

(3) airplanes. (4) mules. - - - - - -

4. The power supply for the SCR-127 transmitter is secured

from

(1) a gasoline motor geared to a generator.

(2) a hand driven generator.

(3) a motor generator operated from an electric

power line.

(4) a motor generator operated by storage batteries. ------

5. The transmitter of the SCR-127 requires

(1) two VT-2 tubes. (2) four VT-2 tubes.

(3) four VT-1 tubes. (4) two WT-5 tubes. - - - - - -
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6. The signal sent out by the transmitter of the SCR-127 set

(1) can be received only with a crystal detector set.

(2) can be received only with careful and close tuning.

(3) interferes with signals from nearly all other trans

mitters.

(4) Is heard by most every receiving set.

7. The wave-length range of the SCR-127 transmitter is

from - -

(1) 150 to 550 meters. (2) 1,000 to 3,000 meters.

(3) 550 to 1,100 meters. (4) 250 to 2,600 meters.

8. The total number of tubes used in the SCR-127 set is

(1) four. (2) three. (3) seven. (4) five.

9. The receiving set of the SCR-127 uses

(1) WT-1 tubes. (2) WT-2 tubes.

(3) VT-4 tubes. (4) WT-5 tubes.

10. The total filament voltage for all the tubes used on the

receiving set of the SCR-127 is

(1) 12 volts. (2) 8% volts.

(3) 4% volts. (4) 10 volts.

11. The filaments of the receiving tubes in the SCR-127

set are

(1) Connected in parallel. (2) Connected in series.

(3) Connected in series-parallel.

(4) Not connected together. -

12. The current required to light the filaments of the

SCR-127 receiving tubes is supplied by

(1) dry cells. (2) one storage battery.

(3) a generator. (4) two storage batteries.

13. The normal filament current of each of the tubes used

in the SCR-127 receiver.is

(1) 0.06 ampere. (2) 0.2 ampere.

(3) 1.1 amperes. (4) 1.35 amperes.

14. The normal plate voltage used on the SCR-127

receiver is

(1) 20 to 22% volts. (2) 40 to 45 volts.

(3) 60 to 67% volts. (4) 90 volts.

15. If the power supply for the SCR-127 transmitter was

destroyed, the receiving set

(1) Would still work.

(2) Would be put out of commission.

. (3) Would not work as well.

(4) Would be without plate voltage.

Page No. 5.
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Directions to the student.—Below are several sentences and Just

after each one is a short dotted line (- - - - - -). Read each sentence

carefully, and if what it says is true write a plus sign (+) on the line.

If what it says is not true, write a minus sign (–) on the line.

16. Speech is received on the SCR-127 when the tickler

coil switch is set on tap marked “H E T.” - - - - - -

17. Slow-motion or Wernier knobs are provided on all

receiver and transmitter controls on the SCR-127 set. - - - - - -

18. A double-pole, double-throw switch is used to change

from “Receive” to “Transmit.” - - - - - -

19. Speech and C. W. signals can both be transmitted by

the SCR-127 set. - - - - - -

20. An inductance switch is provided for shifting from

short to long waves, or vice versa, in the SCR-127 receiver. -- - - --

21. Two types BA–8 batteries are connected to the binding

posts marked “40V’’ and “–40W.” - - - - - -

22. If the antenna ammeter on the SCR-127 burns out -

while a message is being sent, the receiving operator will not

hear the rest of the message. - - - - - -

23. The high voltage for the transmitting tubes is con

nected to binding posts at the left of the SCR-127 set. - - - - - -

24. The transmitting key is connected to binding posts

at the left of the SCR-127 set. - - - - - -

25. The speed of the generator used in the SCR-127 trans

mitting set should not exceed 25 revolutions per minute. - - - - - -

26. The “Wave-length change” variometer of the SCR-127

set is used to vary the plate current of the transmitting tubes. -- - - - -

27. The transmitter of the SCR-127 set uses one oscilla

tor tube, one modulator tube, and two amplifier tubes. - - - - - -

28. The telegraph key of the SCR-127 set is in the high

voltage circuit. - - - - - -

29. A condenser is used in the key circuit of the SCR-127

set to keep the tubes burning at a constant temperature. - - - - - -

30. The circuit employed in the SCR-127 set is known as

the “master oscillator” circuit, because there is only one

oscillator whose output is amplified by the other tubes used

in the transmitter. - - - - - -

31. In the SCR-127 set there is no filament rheostat for

the transmitting tubes. - - - - - -

32. In the SCR-127 set there is no filament rheostat for

the receiving tubes. - - - - - - -

33. A head set without a plug on the end of the cord can be

connected to the 127 receiver. - - - - - - -
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34. In order to make sure that the tubes of an SCR-127 set

are lighted, it is necessary for the operator to move the panel

forward and look inside.

35. The wave-length control knob of the SCR-127 set can

be locked in position.

36. If the SCR-127 transmitting variometer in the antenna

circuit is changed, the length of the transmitted wave will be

changed.

Page No. 7.
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THE SCR-77—A LOOP SET.

Equipment.

1 set box, type BC–9.

1 equipment box, type BE–48.

1 loop, type LP.

1 battery case, type CS-17.

1 head set, type P-11.

6 tubes, type WT-1 (two good oscillators).

9 batteries, type BA–2.

1 battery, type BB-41.

Information.

The SCR-77—A set (see Fig. 95) provides undamped or continuous

wave, two way, telegraph communication over the distances ordina

rily separating regiments and battalions. The wave length range

of the set, both transmitting and receiving, is from 74 to 76 meters.

Within this range of two meters it is possible to work on nine differ

ent wave lengths without interference.

Fig. 95.-The SCR-77—A loop set.
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The type of antenna used with the SCR-77—A set is called a loop

antenna. This consists of a single turn of metallic tubing the ends

of which are provided with suitable connection lugs for mounting

the loop on the set box and making contact to the circuits in the

box. The loop is assembled in three sections which are joined to

gether by bolts and wing nuts. Each section is hinged so that it may

be folded for packing.

I)irections.

1. Look at the front, top, and rear of the set box. Note carefully

how the various controls are marked, how the ammeter is marked,

how the key is constructed, and how the sockets for the loop antenna

in the rear are constructed.

Questions.

(1) Into how many positions is the tuner scale divided?

(2) How is the filament lighting current connection made?

(3) How many pair of telephones can be connected to this set?

(4) Why are the luminous paint lines placed on the ammeter scale?

(5) Why are these lines placed at the scale markings 4, 5, and 63

(6) Where is the loop connection made to the inside of the set bow?

I)irections.

2. Look at the loop antenna of this set. Note the construction and

the method of attachment to the set box.

Questions.

(7) Of how many distinct parts does the loop consist?

(8) Why is this type of construction preferred in this case?

(9) How is the loop fastened on to the set boa, proper?

(10) Why are wing nuts used on this antenna instead of ordinary

heavagonal nuts?

(11) Where is the antenna carried during transportation of the

set?

(12) Why is the antenna given a black finish?

Information.

In the SCR-77—A the same circuit is used for both transmitting

and receiving. (See Fig. 96.) In other words, the oscillator tube

which furnishes power for transmitting serves as a detector when
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receiving signals. These two functions may operate at the same

time. The receiving circuit is provided with two additional tubes

which are used as audio-frequency amplifiers. These tubes, com

bined with audio-frequency transformers amplify the signals from

the detector-oscillator. When the set is operating, a special filter cir

cuit prevents high frequency currents from entering the amplifier

tubes or the potentiometer circuit, but allows the direct and audio

frequency currents to flow.

The oscillator tube circuit consists of an inductance (the loop),

several fixed condensers, and two variable condensers. The plate and

grid circuits of the oscillator tube are coupled by the two fixed con

+ 120Y.4%t

Hill ºf

-ātlā4- APGº-4034

4-V

Fig. 96.-Schematic diagram of connections in the SCR-77—A set.

densers connected in series across the loop antenna terminals. A

single moveable-plate variable condenser is connected across one of

the fixed coupling condensers and enables the oscillator tube circuit

to be tuned over a narrow band of wave lengths. A specially con

structed two-plate variable condenser is connected directly across the

loop terminals. This condenser, called the “screw driver” condenser,

is mounted on the inside of the back of the set box with a large slotted

head machine screw projecting through the back of the box, so that

the condenser may be adjusted or varied without opening the panel

of the set. The object of the “screw driver” condenser is to make

the calibration of several sets agree at one point on their respective

tuner scales.

. A 4-volt storage battery supplies the necessary current for lighting

the filaments of the 3 VT-1 tubes used in the SCR-77—A set. The
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necessary plate potential for the detector-oscillator tube is supplied .

by the 120-volt battery (6 BA–2 batteries in series) carried in the

equipment box, type CS-17. The plate potential for the amplifier

tubes is supplied by a 40-volt battery (2 BA-2 batteries in series),

which is also contained in the equipment box. (See Fig. 97.) In

order to operate the set it is also necessary to supply the grid of the

detector-oscillator tube with a potential. This voltage is obtained

|

|

AºA:º-2O/3

Fig. 97.-Battery compartment of equipment case, type CS-17.

from 1 BA–2 battery which is mounted in a special container on

the rear of the panel of the set. As this voltage must be closely regu

lated or controlled, a variable resistance called a “Potentiometer.”

or “Controller” is connected across the grid battery. By careful

adjustment of this controller the proper potential is supplied to the -

grid. A switch, used for turning the filament current on and off,

also provides a means for opening the controller circuit, so that the

grid battery will not have current drawn from it when the set is not

*

*
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in use. The battery box also contains compartments for 3 spare WT-1

vacuum tubes and a head set. (See Fig. 98.)

In the circuit diagram of the SCR-77—A set (see Fig. 96) it will be

noticed that the phones are in series with the secondary winding of

a special transformer the primary of which is in the plate circuit of

Fig. 98.-Head set and spare vacuum tube compartment of equipment case,

type CS-17.

the last amplifier tube. The phones and the secondary of this trans

former are across the lower contact and a special middle contact of

the telegraph key. The middle contact is also connected to the nega

tive filament terminal. The contact in the key arm is connected to

the negative side of the 120-volt and 40-volt “B” batteries. The

purpose of this arrangement is to eliminate the loud noise that other
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wise would be produced in the phones whenever the telegraph key is

operated.

"…º. *||ala-2 oz.

Fig. 99.-Set box, type BC–9 with front cover removed.
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Fig. 100,—Front panel of set box, BC–9, lowered to show interior parts.

Directions.

3. Turn the two catches on the upper edge of the panel and swing

the panel forward. (See Figs. 99 and 100.) Reach inside the set box

and on the bottom will be found three thumb nuts. Remove these
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thumb nuts and lift off the wires connected to the bolts. The panel

may now be lifted up and forward and removed from the box. Note

the construction of the various parts mounted on the panel and those

mounted on the inside of the back of the set box.

Questions.

(13) How is the loop antenna connected into the circuit?

(14) How is the key connected to the circuits which it controls?

(15) In which circuits is the key?

(16) In what circuit is the milliam meter?

(17) What current does the milliam meter read?

(18) Locate the “screw driver” condenser. What is its use in

this set?

(19) What kind of coupling is used between the grid and plate of

the oscillator tube?

(20) Locate the coupling condensers of the oscillator circuit.

(21) How is the transmitting wave length of the set varied?

(22) How is the receiving wave length of the set varied?

(23) Where are the plate voltage supply batteries carried in this

set?

(24) Where is the grid voltage supply battery carried in this set?

(25) How are the plate voltage supply batteries connected to the

circuits of the set?

(26) How many volts are used on the plate of the detector-oscil

lator fube ºn this set?

(27) What batteries supply this voltage?

(28) How many volts are used on the plate of each amplifter tube?

(29) If one tube is removed from its socket, will the others still

burn? Eaplain.

(30). Locate the potentiometer and the fixed resistances in series

with Žt.

*

(31) Why are the fired resistances used?

(32) What kind of coupling is used between the different stages

of the amplifier?
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(33) Locate the audio frequency transformers?

(34) Which is the oscillator tube socket?

(35) Which are the amplifter tube sockets?

(36) Are the amplifter tubes being used when the set is trans

mitting? Eaplain.

(37) In general, what circuit is mounted on the inside of the back

of the set bow?

(38) How should the contacts of the key be adjusted?

(39) Should the joints of the loop be kept tight? Why?

(40) Where are the “B” batteries carried in this set?

(41) How are the “B” batteries connected to the circuits of the

setà

(42) Which binding posts are positive and which are negative,

as the student looks from the front of the set?

(43) How many volts are used on the plate of the oscillator tube

in this set?

(44) Which “B” batteries in the set supply this?

(45) How many volts are used on the plate of each amplifier tube?

Which batteries supply this?

(46) If one amplifier tube is removed from its socket will the set

still function? Eaplain. -

(47) Locate the grid resistances and the potentiometer. Why are

they provided in this set?

(48) Why is the piece of varnished cambric placed between the

bottom, choke coil and the aluminum of the battery container?

(49) How is the receiving wave length of this set varied?

Information.

A brief description of the operation of the SCR-77—A set follows:

When an SCR-77—A set, which is called “A,” for example, is set up

and properly connected and the key is closed, the set will transmit

and receive at the same time. In other words, the oscillator tube is

generating impulses which leave the the loop antenna in the form of

continuous waves, while at the same time, the tube is acting as a de

tector of incoming waves. If another SCR-77—A set, “B,” is erected
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and put in operation at a suitable distance from set A and its key

closed, it will send out continuous waves and detect incoming signals

at the same time.

If set B is now tuned to almost the same wave length as set A, a.

musical or whistling note, called a “beat” note, will be heard in the

telephone receivers of both sets. The action taking place in set B is

as follows: The impulses generated by the oscillator tube of set B are

combined with the impulses received from set A. This combination

of impulses is detected by the oscillator tube of set B and causes a

musical beat note to be heard in the telephone receivers of the set.

The action in set A takes place in the same way. The impulses gen

erated by the oscillator tube of set A are combined with the impulses

received from set B and a beat note is heard in the receivers of set A.

due to the detector action of the oscillator tube in this set. When the

two sets are operating as described above a beat note will be heard in

the telephone receivers of both sets at the same time. If the key of

either set is opened the beat note in the telephone receivers of both

sets will cease.

If communication is to be established between the two sets, the

levers on the sides of the keys of both sets are first closed. The tuner

knob of one set is adjusted to any given setting on the dial and is left

in that position. The tuner knob of the other set is adjusted until a

strong beat note is heard. This beat note should be heard in the tele

phone receivers of both sets except under certain conditions which

will be described later. If the operator of set A desires to send a

message, he opens his key lever and proceeds to transmit. When he

has finished, he closes the key lever and is ready for receiving. The

operator at set B opens his key lever as soon as the operator at set A.

has finished and proceeds to answer. In this way it may be seen that

in order to transmit the key lever must be open and to receive, it must

be closed.

This method of operation of the SCR-77—A set makes possible

the “break-in” system. Either operator, when two sets are in com

munication, may interrupt or “break-in” on the sending of the

other. For instance, if the operator of set A is sending a message

and the operator of set B misses a word, the operator of set B im

mediately opens his key lever and after waiting a few seconds ad

vises the operator at set A of that fact. As the operator of set

A can not hear his own transmitted signals when the key switch

of set B is opened, he will thus know that the operator of set B

is breaking in, and will accordingly close the key switch of set A.

and stand by for signals from set B. In the same way the oper

ator of set A can break-in when set B is transmitting.
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In order to obtain maximum efficiency in the operation of the

SCR-77—A set it is necessary to use a VT-1 tube in the oscillator

socket which has been especially selected for this purpose. Since

this tube must fulfill two functions, i. e., as an oscillator and as

a detector, two sets of conditions will be given for selecting the

tube. These two sets of conditions are opposed to each other so

that the best that can be done is to compromise between the two

in the final selection.

The best oscillator tube, that is, the one which will transmit the

best, is the tube which, when placed in the oscillator socket and

with the set in operation can be made (by adjusting the controller)

to draw the greatest plate current and at the same time to show the

greatest drop in plate current when the loop is touched with the

bare hand. If one tube can be made to draw 8 milliamperes and

drops to 6 milliamperes when the loop is touched, it is a better

oscillator than a second tube which will draw 6 milliamperes and

drops to 4 milliamperes when the loop is touched. However, if

the second tube drew 6 milliamperes and dropped to 3 milliamperes

when the loop was touched it would probably be a better trans

mitter tube than the first tube.

The best detector tube, that is, the one which will receive the

best, is the tube which, when placed in the oscillator tube socket

and with all connections properly arranged, can be made (by ad

justing the controller) to draw the least plate current and still

show a slight drop when the loop is touched. Thus a certain tube

may draw only one milliampere. The meter needle indicates a

slight decrease in reading when the loop is touched and returns to

the one milliampere reading when the hand is removed from the

loop. Another tube can not be made to draw less than 2 milli

amperes. The meter needle indicates a slight decrease in reading

when the loop is touched and returns to the 2 milliampere reading

when the hand is removed from the loop. The first tube is the

better detector of the two and since it is a poorer oscillator than

the second tube it will cause less interference on any tuner setting

when listening in on the transmission of another station.

The tube, therefore, finally selected for the oscillator should be

one which will best fulfill both the oscillator and detector conditions

with different settings of the controller.

Due to the fact that the plate current is supplied by BA-2 bat

teries and that these batteries will not supply over 6 milliamperes

without greatly shortening their life, it is best to use in transmitting

not more than the above value of plate current. Occasionally,
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when a distant station can not be reached with signals loud enough

to read, the plate current can be increased for that transmission

only, to 8 or 9 milliamperes, provided that the tube used is a better

oscillator at that value of plate current.

To place the set in operation, insert and connect the necessary

batteries in the equipment box. (See Fig. 95.) Place the set box

on top of the equipment box and clamp the two together; and

connect, with the proper polarity, a 4-volt storage battery to the

battery leads from the set. Open the panel and insert a selected

oscillator tube in the oscillator tube socket, insert two amplifier

tubes in the amplifier tube sockets. Close the panel. Insert the

plug of the plate-battery connecting cord in the jack provided in

the equipment box and plug in a headset. With the key lever closed,

turn the filament switch to the “On º' position and adjust the con

troller until the tube is oscillating strongly as shown by touching

the loop and noting the meter deflection. Turn the tuner over its

scale slowly, and if there is another SCR-77A set transmitting

within range, a beat note will be heard in the headset.

ExPERIMENT No. 1.

THE SELECTION OF OSCILLATOR TUBES FOR THE SCR-77—A.

Information.

Oscillator tubes for the SCR-77—A must be selected before the set

is sent into the field for operation. At the most, only one out of

every ten or fifteen tubes tested will prove satisfactory for use in

the oscillator tube socket of this set. Every SCR-77—A set going into

the field should have with it at least two and, if possible, three or

four selected oscillator tubes.

The selection of the oscillator tubes should be based on the infor

mation given on this subject earlier in this Unit Operation, and

should be carried out in the following manner:

Directions.

4. To connect up the set ready for operation proceed as follows:

a. Open up the rear compartment of the equipment box, type

BE—48, and insert a battery case, type CS-17, which shows a reading

of at least 110 volts when tested with a voltmeter. Connect the

positive and negative leads to the two binding posts marked “H-120”

and “–120” volts, with the proper polarity. Place two BA–2 bat

teries in the small compartment and connect their leads with the

correct polarity to the four binding posts marked “40 volts.” Close

the compartment.
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b. Place the set box on top of the equipment box in the correct

position and clamp the two together. -

c. Remove the loop from its carrying bag, straighten out the three

pieces to their correct shape, and clamp their hinged joints tightly.

Place the two sides of the loop in their respective sockets on the back

of the set box and put the top bar in place, at the same time tighten

ing up the wing nuts which hold it. Go over the entire loop and

see that all joints are tight.

d. Open up the front cover of the set box sufficiently to pull out

the plate battery connecting cord and plug and lay it to the right

of the set. Open up the front compartment of the equipment box,

remove the tubes and head sets which are to be used in operating

the set, and plug in the plate battery connecting plug into the jack

provided. Lay the cord in the little notch on the right side of the

compartment and close the compartment.

e. Let down the front cover of the set box all the way and open

the panel. (See Fig. 100.) Place a BA–2 battery in the compart

ment attached to the panel and connect the leads from this battery

to the two binding posts on the side of the compartment with the

polarity as marked. Place two WT-1 tubes in the two amplifier tube

sockets.

f. Connect the red terminal of the storage battery cord which ex

tends from the panel to the positive terminal of a 4-volt storage .

battery and the black terminal of the cord to the negative terminal

of the battery.

g. See that the filament current switch is in the “On” position.

h. The set is now ready to operate with the exception of placing

a selected oscillator tube in the oscillator tube socket, closing the

panel, and plugging in a head set.

5. The student will be supplied with 20 VT-1 tubes out of which

the tubes suitable for use in the SCR-77—A set must be selected.

Each tube has a number written on a small piece of paper pasted

on the glass of the tube. Refer to the tubes by their number in

stating the qualifications of each tube in this experiment.

6. Insert one of the tubes in the oscillator tube socket of the set,

close the panel and see that the key lever is closed. Vary the con

troller and determine if the tube will oscillate at any value of plate

current within the range of the set. If it does oscillate (as shown by

the decrease in plate current when the loop is touched) determine

the points at which it is the best oscillator and the best detecor. Re
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peat the above for each of the 20 tubes given you and fill out a table

similar to the one shown below.

For best oscillations. For best detection.

Tube No.

Plate current. Deflection. Plate current. Deflection.

--------------------

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -

--------------------

--------------------

--------------------

--------------------

- ---- -- - - - --- -- --- - -

NoTE.—If a tube can not be made to oscillate with any adjustment, write down its number and put

anxin each of the columns opposite that number.

Questions.

Study carefully the table which has been filled out and answer the

following questions:

(50) State by number, in the order of your choice, the three tubes

which are the best oscillators.

(51) State by number, in the order of your choice, the four tubes

which are the best detectors.

(52) State by number, in the order of your choice, the three tubes

which best fulfill both qualifications as a detector and an oscillator.

(53) State your reasons for choosing the tubes selected in response

to question 52.

(54) If all of the stations which are to be communicated with are

very close to each other, which tube would you use? State the num

ber of the tube.

(55) Which tube would you use in order to cover the eatreme

range of an SCR-77—A set? State the number of the tube.

(56) Suppose that the plate current milliammeter shows no read

ing, but that otherwise the set is working, could you tell by listening

in the headset whether or not a tube was oscillating? If so, how?

(57) Out of the 100 VT-1 tubes, how many would you ea pect to be

suitable for use in the SCR-77—A set as oscillators?
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ExPERIMENT No. 2.

cHoosing A “MasTER” set AND CALIBRATING ALL sets.

Information.

With the SCR-77—A set the different wave lengths are referred to

as “tuner settings.” Due to the fact that these tuner settings are

very close together and that the set always works on a tuner setting

which is not assigned to any other set within range, it is of extreme

importance that the tuner settings of all sets within range check to

gether. Whenever intercommunicating radio sets are working on

different wave lengths it becomes very important that the different

wave length settings on all of the sets be exactly alike, so that when

one of the sets tunes to the wave length of another it is really on the

wave length desired.

As mentioned before, the SCR-77—A set covers a wave length range

of 2 meters, but due to slight and unavoidable differences which arise

in manufacture, some sets will cover a slightly greater and some a

smaller wave length range. Therefore it is necessary when select

ing a set as the “master set,” with which all other sets are to be oscil

lated, to choose the one which covers the smallest or shortest wave

length range. This is necessary, for the reason that, if some of the

sets to be checked cover a smaller range than the master set, it

would be impossible to check them on all of the calibrations of the

scale of the master set. After the master set has once been chosen

the same set should be kept as the master set as long as it operates

or does not become damaged in any way which affects its cali

bration.

Directions.

7. To choose the “master set.”—1. Set up any one set as a tempo

rary master set and place it in operation. Turn the adjustment screw

of the screw driver condenser in a clockwise direction as far as it will

go and then give the screw exactly four complete turns in a counter

clockwise direction. With the screw in this position the screw driver

condenser is adjusted at one-half its total capacity, which is the

correct adjustment for the master set.

8. Set up one of the sets to be tested about 200 yards from the

master set and place it in operation. Turn the tuner knob of the

master set to tuner setting No. 5. Slowly turn the tuner knob of the

set being calibrated until the beat note is heard. If the beat note is
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heard on a setting below the No. 5 setting, the adjustment screw of

the screw driver condenser of the set under test must be turned in a

counterclockwise direction. If the beat note occurs above the No.

5 setting, the adjustment screw of the screw driver condenser must

be turned in a clockwise direction. The adjustment screw of the

screw driver condenser must be turned in the directions stated until

a “ zero * beat note is obtained with the tuner knob set on exactly

the No. 5 setting. The explanation of the term “ zero beat note” is as

follows:

9. When one set is being tuned to another the beat note is at first

heard in the form of a very high pitched whistle as the tuner dial

is slowly turned. If the operator continues turning the dial in

the same direction, the whistle will become lower and lower in pitch

until a point is reached where no sound is heard at all in the receivers.

When the beat note disappears at this point, it is at zero value and

is known, therefore, as the “Zero beat note.” If the dial is turned

beyond this point, the whistle or beat note will again be heard, first

as a very low whistle, and then gradually going higher in pitch until

it is inaudible.

10. When the set under test has been adjusted to a zero beat note on

tuner setting No. 5, turn the tuner knob of the master set to the

No. 1 setting and vary the tuner knob of the set under test until a

zero beat note is again obtained. Note whether the zero beat note is

obtained above or below the No. 1 setting on the scale of the set under

test.

11. Repeat Direction 10 with the tuner of the master set on setting

No. 9.

Questio

(58) If in Direction 10 and 11 the zero beat note settings were

below setting No. 1 and above setting No. 9, has the set under test a

smaller wave-length range than the set selected for the temporary

master set or greater?

(59) If the 2ero beat note settings were above setting No. 1 and

below setting Wo. 9, has the set under test a smaller or greater wave

length than the temporary master set 2

(60) If both zero beat note settings of the set under test were either

above or below Vos. 1 and 9, has the set under test a smaller or greater

wave-length range than the temporary master set?
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Directions.

12. If settings are obtained as outlined under either Question 59

or Question 60 above, place the set tested to one side. Proceed to

test another set, following the instructions as given in Directions 7, 8,

and 9.

13. If settings are obtained as outlined under Question 58 above,

take the set tested and substitute it in place of the temporary master

set. Adjust the new temporary master set as explained in Direction

7, and continue the testing of sets.

14. If, while testing the remaining sets, another set is found which

has a shorter wave-length range than the sets which have already

been tested, substitute this set as before in place of the temporary

master set. This process should be repeated until a set is found which

has the shortest wave-length range of all the sets tested. The set

having the shortest wave-length range should be chosen as the perma

nent master Set.

15. To calibrate all sets.-Set up the master set and place it in op

eration. Adjust the screw-driver condenser of the master set as ex

plained in Direction 1 above.

16. About 200 yards away set up and place in operation one of

the sets to be calibrated. No sets other than the two already men

tioned should be in operation.

17. Adjust the tuner knobs of both the master set and the set to

be calibrated to setting No. 5 and vary the screw-driver condenser of

the set to be calibrated until a zero beat note is obtained.

18. Adjust the tuner knob of the master set to setting No. 1 and

turn the tuner knob of the set under calibration until a zero beat

note is obtained. When adjusting the tuner knob of the set under

calibration, the zero beat note may not occur exactly on the No. 1

setting. If this happens, mark the exact position of the tuner pointer

where the beat note does occur by drawing a single pencil mark on

the scale of the tuner extending from the black line in the center of

the scale to the inner edge of the scale. Opposite the outer end of

this mark place the figure “1.”

19. Repeat Direction 18 above, with the tuner of the master set

adjusted successively set on tuner settings Nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

The result should show that the set being calibrated checks with the

master set setting on No. 5 and either checks or has a pencil calibra

tion which does check with all other settings on the master set.

NoTE.—SCR-77—A sets are never calibrated on settings Nos. 0 and 10, due to

the fact that at these positions of the tuner the amount of change obtained

by turning the tuner is very little and quite erratic.
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20. Repeat directions 15 to 19 above for all sets which have to be

calibrated, taking one set at a time and completing its calibration be

fore going to the next.

Questions.

(61) Why is it necessary to select a set as the master set?

(62) What should be the qualifications of the set to be used as

the master set?

(63) If the movable plate of the master set tuner condenser should

become bent, would a new master set have to be selected?

(64) Does the position of the controller affect the tuner settings of

a set 2

(65) In selecting a master set, why are the sets first made to agree

on the No. 5 setting?

(66) As the screw-driver condenser adjustment is turned clockwise

does the capacity of the condenser increase or decrease?

(67) In checking calibrations by means of the screw-driver con

denser, why is it necessary to furn the screw-driver condenser ad

justment in a clockwise direction, if the position of the tuner pointer

of the set being calibrated is too high?

(68) Why can only one set be calibrated at a time?

(69) If only a few of the tuner settings were to be used, would it

be necessary to calibrate all of them?

(70) Why are the sets separated by several hundred yards while

calibration is going on? -
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THE SCR-77–B SET.

Equipment.

1 set box, type BC-9–A.

1 equipment box, type BE-48.

1 loop type LP-2.

1 battery case, type CS-17.

1 head set, type P-11.

3 tubes, type VT-1.

9 batteries, type BA–2.

1 battery, type BB-41.

Information.

Purpose of Set.—The SCR-77–B set is a modification of the SCR

77—A set. It was designed to furnish radio telegraph communica

tion between units whose headquarters are usually from three to

five miles apart. Reliable communication may be maintained up to

three miles. Under favorable conditions, such as open terrain, etc.,

this distance is increased to approximately five miles. The average

working wave length of this set is about 65 meters (about 4,600

kilocycles) and the set is so arranged that there are nine different

wave-length settings available. It will be noted that the working

wave length has been changed, and that the modified sets will there

fore not work with the original SCR-77—A set which use the 74 to 76

meter band.

Reasons for Modification.—The original SCR-77—A set has been

modified in order to remedy certain faults. As the sets were trans

mitting at full power at the time they were receiving, only nine

sets (corresponding to nine available tuner settings) could be oper

ated at one time within the distance range of the set, without setting

up excessive interference. Due to the constants of the circuits the

sets were very critical in operation and only a small percentage of

tubes would operate satisfactorily as oscillators. Also trouble was

experienced with the mechanical adjustment of the key. The modi

fied sets have been developed overcoming these difficulties and are

now being issued for service trial.

Special Features of the Set.—Similar to the SCR-77—A set the

SCR-77-B set is very portable and is quickly set up. A moving unit

furnished with the SCR-77-B set can keep in constant communi

cation within its transmitting range, with every unit furnished with

a like set. The break-in system of the SCR-77–B set is more efficient

and reliable than the SCR-77—A set, especially at maximum dis

tances. This greatly facilitates communication. There is no change

in adjustment needed to reverse the direction of communication. The
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set is oscillating weakly with the key up and strongly when the key

is pressed. This reduces interference while receiving. Consequently

it is possible to operate all stations in a net on a common tuner

setting. As an entire net requires only one tuner setting it is possi

ble to operate a number of sets simultaneously.

Questions. -

(1) What is the purpose of the SCR-77-B set?

(2) For what reasons was the SCR-77—A set modified?

(3) State the two most important features of the SCR-77–B set.

Information.

Principles of operation.—Similar to the SCR-77—A set the SCR

77–B set uses three type VT-1 vacuum tubes. One of these is con

nected as an oscillator, using capacity coupling between the plate and

grid. The other two tubes are used as audio frequency amplifiers.

The oscillating circuit is so designed that when receiving it is oscillat

ing weakly, consequently the oscillator tube will act as a detector.

It is evident from this that the SCR-77–B set does not emit strong

continuous waves at all times but only when the key is pressed.

Connected across the loop is the grid condenser and the plate con

denser, which supply the coupling between the plate and grid. A

condenser of large capacity is connected in the lead from the plate

to the oscillating circuit. This condenser prevents the 120-volt

direct current potential from passing through the loop to the grid.

A small, single leaf or screw-driver condenser is connected across the

loop to permit an adjustment for calibration. A variable condenser

is also connected across the plate coupling condenser. This con

denser, controlled by the tuner knob on the front of the panel, is

used to vary the wave-length adjustment of the set.

The plate voltage of the oscillator tube is supplied by a 120-volt

battery which is also connected to the filament. When the trans

mitting key is up for receiving the plate current passes through a

100,000 ohm resistance. This greatly reduces the voltage on the

plate so that very weak oscillations will be obtained. The small

plate current thus obtained passes through the transformer primary

and the milliammeter. Across the resistance is connected a fixed

condenser which acts as a by-pass for the audio frequency current.

When the transmitting key is pressed the circuit, including the

100,000 ohm resistance, the primary and the milliammeter becomes

short-circuited. The full plate voltage is then impressed on the

plate. The short-circuiting of the transformer primary avoids pass

ing the large current through the winding which might cause the
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winding to become open-circuited in time. It is necessary to short

circuit the milliammeter when transmitting because of the low range

of the meter.

A potentiometer or controller on the panel of the set box con

trols the grid potential of the oscillator tube. A change in this

grid potential will produce a change in the plate current of the

oscillator tube. This adjustment is needed so that the plate current

in the oscillator tube, when receiving, will be as weak as possible.

When transmitting the potentiometer has very little effect on the

power.

A single-pole knife switch is mounted on the face of the panel.

When closed the switch short-circuits the 0.5 ohm resistance in series

with the oscillator tube. This has very slight effect on the receiving

adjustment but greatly influences the transmitted signal. This is

particularly helpful when the storage battery is nearly discharged

as the switch may be closed in order to make use of the additional

current. However, with the filament resistance short-circuited when

using a fully-charged battery, the filament current is high and as a

consequence the life of the tube filament will be considerably short

ened. The switch should therefore only be closed when it is neces

sary, as in working with a distant station.

The SCR-77—B set is operated in much the same manner as the

SCR-77—A set, the beat note method of reception being used. It is

not necessary, however, to close the lever on the side of the key for

reception. To establish communication it is only necessary to set

the wave-length control to the allocated tuner setting and to begin

sending. If for any reason it is desired to interrupt or “Break”

the sending operator, simply send a series of dots with the key.

The sending operator will hear the dots during the intervals when

his key is up. He then immediately stops sending to receive the

message from the interrupting station.

SETTING UP THE SCR-77–B SET.

Directions.

1. Preparing the Equipment Boa.—a. Place the battery case (type

CS-17) containing the 120-volt unit in its compartment in the equip

ment box. Connect the terminals of the binding post marked “–120

volts+,” being sure to observe the correct polarity and make firm

connections. -

b. Place two BA-2 batteries in the smaller compartment on the

same side of the equipment box. Connect the terminals of one bat

tery to the left-hand pair of binding posts marked “–20 volts+,”

and the terminals of the other battery to the right-hand pair of con
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nectors. Close and fasten the cover of this side of the equipment

box.

c. Open the other side of the equipment box, remove the telephone

headset and also the vacuum tube (if same are not already in the

operating chest). Plug in the plate battery cord (the one attached

to the lower right side of the operating chest). Having run the

cord through the slot provided in the cover of the equipment box,

close and fasten it. Place the box on a level spot of ground with

its fasteners up.

2. Preparing the Operating Chest.—a. Place the operating chest

on the top of the equipment box and fasten it in place by means of

the catches provided. If the operating chest is not absolutely firm

it will rock when the key is operated, causing an unsteady beat note.

Open the cover of the operating chest, allowing it to rest on the

end of the equipment box. Turn the “Off-On" switch to the “Off”

position. Turn the handles of the two fasteners at the top of the

box to a horizontal position and pull the panel forward. Place a

BA-2 battery in its holder alongside of the vacuum tube. Connect

its terminal to the binding posts located alongside the holder. Ob

serve the correct polarity and make tight connections. Secure the

battery in place by means of the clamp. Place a VT-1 vacuum tube

in each of the three sockets. Close the front panel and lock it in

place by turning the handles of the fasteners downward. Pull the

top of the telegraph key downward to its operating position. Plug

in the telephone headset.

b. Place the storage battery carrying case near the operating chest

and connect to one of the storage batteries the terminals of the cord

which extend from the left-hand side of the operating chest. Ob

serve the correct polarity as marked. The cover of the operating

chest should then be closed.

c. Remove the loop from its case and unfold it. Jam the ends of

the loop firmly into the sockets in the end of the operating chest.

Tighten up all wing nuts on the loop. The set is now ready for

operation. -

3. Adjustment For Reception.—Turn the filament circuit switch

to the “On" position. Slowly turn the potentiometer adjustment in

a clockwise direction from the “Off” position until the circuit starts

oscillating. When the circuit is oscillating a click is heard in the

head set when the loop is touched with the bare finger and an equally

loud click is heard when the finger is removed. If the circuit is os

cillating strongly a slight decrease in reading of the plate current

milliammeter is obtained when the loop is touched. If the circuit

is oscillating weakly the decrease of plate current obtained when the
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loop is touched is too small to be perceptible. Even this weak os

cillation will be radiated and will cause interference over a consider

able distance and it is therefore desirable that the oscillation be made

as weak as possible. If necessary, while receiving signals, the poten

tioneter can be turned back until the signal just begins to weaken.

This precaution is necessary only when one station is located near

another station in the same net and consequently uses the same tuner

setting. The set should now be in proper adjustment for receiving.

Turning the tuner adjustment slowly will bring in the signals trans

mitted from other modified SCR-77—A sets within the distance range

of the sets. Slight readjustment of the potentiometer is necessary

from time to time as the storage battery is discharged.

4. Adjustment for Transmission.—The only operating adjustment

of the set is that required for receiving, described in Direction 3.

In order to transmit after this adjustment has been obtained it is

simply necessary to press the key.

Questions. -

(4) Why is it necessary to have the oscillator tube oscillating very

weakly when receiving?

(5) Has the adjustment of the controller, any effect on the trans

mitted signal? - -

Information.

Operation of a Single Met.—When only one net is to be operated

no special tuner calibration is required. All stations in a net work

on the same tuner setting. The Net Control Station operator should

adjust his tuner to the number 5 setting and should then send

a series of long dashes. All other station operators should

adjust their tuners until the signal from the NCS is picked up

and a beat note of readable pitch obtained. This adjustment can

be marked on the white celluloid dial by means of a lead pencil.

Each station then reports in regular order to the NCS and the

net is ready for traffic, which is carried on in accordance with

specified net regulations. Any station can then work with the NCS

without readjustment of the tuner. When working a station other

than the NCS it may be desirable to slightly readjust the tuner in

order to obtain a beat note of readable pitch. Only one message at

a time is handled in the net.

Operation of a number of nets.--When a number of nets are

required to operate at the same time each net is assigned an indi

vidual tuner setting. All stations in each net are then to be tuned to

the same tuner setting. All sets to be used as Net Control Stations
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should be brought together for calibrations. One set should be

placed in operation, oscillating weakly with the key up. The tuner|

pointer should be adjusted to the number 5 position. The other sets

should be operated, one at a time, not less than 20 feet from the

master set and with the loop at right angles to the loop of the master ||

set. Each of these sets, as they are operated, should also be adjusted

to oscillate weakly with the key up. The tuner of each set should be

adjusted carefully until a very low beat note or zero beat adjustment

is obtained. The single plate condenser should then be adjusted by

means of the screw provided in the back of the set, until beat adjust

ment is obtained as near as possible to the number 5 mark on the

scale. The exact point located should be marked by a pencil on the

white celluloid dial. The tuner of the master set can then be placed

on points 1 to 4 and 6 to 9 in turn and corresponding points marked

in pencil on the tuner dial of the set being calibrated. It will be

noted that a total of nine nets can be operated at once, all operating :

on different tuner settings. Use of a greater number of nets than

nine makes necessary the use of more than one net having a certain

tuner setting. Care must then be taken that two nets using the

same tuner setting are not located sufficiently close to each other to

cause mutual interference. It may be found by experience that some

other set is more satisfactory for use as a master set than the one

first selected. This would be true if most of the sets tune in with

the master set when their tuners are either above or below the number

5 mark. All sets in each net can be calibrated by the NCS to operate

at the tuner setting assigned the net as described previously. If it

is required that any set in a net other than the NCS be able to com

municate with a set in a different net, the additional calibration re

quired can be obtained by comparison with the NCS.

Trial Operation.—After all sets that may be required to work have

been calibrated it is well to try out intercommunication between the

different sets while the sets are all in the same vicinity. Any faulty

calibration can then be checked up and corrected without the confu

sion that would result if the sets were taken into the field before

the faulty calibration were discovered.

Permanency and Limits of Calibration.—The calibration of the

set, as described above, is quite permanent and reliable. However,

any heavy jar or shaking up of the set is liable to disarrange the ad

justment. If the set is operated at a station where the surroundings

or earth conditions are different from those under which the set was

calibrated the wave length adjustment of the set will probably be

slightly altered. This is most apt to occur when the loop of the set

is near some object. The position of the set should be changed if
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practicable. In some cases it will be necessary to recalibrate the set

in the location at which it is to be used. This should be done under

the direction of the officer in charge of the net. In extended opera

tions the calibration of the sets should be checked up at least every

day by comparison with the master set. This may be done by the

operator transmitting for a definite length of time with his tuner

upon each position. The other stations should then, one at a time,

make any corrections to the markings on their scale that may be

necessary.

Questions.

(6) How many SCR-77–B sets can be operated, each with a dif

ferent tuner setting?

(7) Is it possible to operate more than one set in the same net on

the same tuner setting? Eaplain.

(8) Is it possible to have more nets in operation than there are

tuner settings on the tuner dial? Eaplain.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. Show the class during

the preliminary assembly an SCR-77—A loop set, complete, with loop,

storage battery, and plate-battery case. Open the front cover and

point out the controls on the panel, naming each one. Lower the

front panel so as to expose the interior of the set box. Using a

blackboard diagram similar to the one shown in Fig. 96 of the Students

Manual, point out and name each interior part as it appears in the

set box.

2. Explain how the same circuit functions both as a transmitter

and a receiver. Also explain that the loop replaces the wire type

of antenna in this set.

3. Review carefully with the class the information given in the

Students Manual regarding the operation of the set.

4. The important new words in this Unit Operation are as follows:

Loop antenna. Break-in. Zero beat note.

Milliampere. Controller.

5. In the event that a type 77—B set is available proceed with

instructions on this set in the same manner as outlined in the above

suggestions.

If the 77—B set is not available, review carefully with the class the

information given on this set in the Students Manual.

6. When the students have completed this Unit Operation, they

should know the names and symbols of the important parts of the

SCR-77—A and 77—B sets. They should know how the two sets

differ in construction and operation. They should be able to prepare

a list of equipment necessary to install and operate either set. From

the experiments performed in this Unit Operation the students should

be able to: -

a. Connect up both the SCR-77—A and 77—B sets.

b. Select an efficient detector-oscillator tube for the SCR-77—A set.

c. Select a master set. -

d. Calibrate all sets.

7. When the students have finished the study of this Unit Opera

tion, the following Instruction Test should be given. In the event

that the SCR-77–B set is available, the instructor should devise a

similar Performance Test covering this set.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST No. 19–A

(PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

2 set boxes, type BC–9.

2 equipment boxes, type BE–48.

2 loops, type LP.

2 battery cases, type CS-17.

2 head sets, type P-11.

6 tubes, type WT-1 (2 good oscillators).

12 batteries, type BA–2.

2 batteries, type BB–41.

Procedure.

Problem No. 1.

a. The equipment listed above provides for two complete set-ups.

Place one set of equipment in a suitable location for conducting the

test and direct the student to connect this equipment completely,

ready for transmission and reception. As each student finishes

record the time taken to do the work and check the connections.

b. Point out any errors made by the student and allow time for

him to make corrections.

- Problem. No. 2.

a. Set up the other SCR-77—A set in a room adjoining the one

in which the test is being conducted. Direct an assistant to operate

this set on a given tuner setting. The assistant should keep the key

switch closed until he hears the signal from the set operated by the

student. He should then operate the key until the instructor breaks

in and indicates by a prearranged signal that the next student is to

be tested. Direct the student to start the test set and tune it to

the signal of the other set. When the student indicates that he has

located the signal of the other set, record the time taken and check

the tuning. Break-in and signal the assistant instructor that the

next student is to be tested.

INSTRUCTION TEST No. 19–A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

1 set box, type BC–9.

1 equipment box, type BE–48.

1 loop, type L. P.

1 battery case, type CS-17.

1 head set, type P-11.

3 tubes, type VT-1.

8 batteries, type BA–2.

1 battery, type BB–41.
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2. When the instructor directs “Begin,” start the work promptly.

Perform the following operations carefully and quickly:

Problem No. 1.

a. Set up and connect the equipment laid out at your position

completely, ready for transmission and reception.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will record the time

taken to do the work and will check the connections.

- Problem No. 2.

a. When the instructor again directs “Begin,” proceed to tune the

set to the signal of another set which is operating within range of

your set.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will again record the

time taken and will check the tuning.

Scoring.

1. The maximum score for this test is 8 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 8 points.

3. Directions for scoring.

PROBLEM NO. 1.

Points

If the SCR-77–A equipment is properly connected.---------------- 4

PROBLEM NO. 2.

If the set is properly tuned to the signal of the second set---------- 4

4. Where the student has failed to complete the test, or has failed

to perform the experiments correctly, a grade of zero will be given

for incomplete parts or parts incorrectly performed.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 19-B (INFORMATION)

Directions to the student.—There are listed below a number of

questions and unfinished statements. After each question or state

ment are several words or phrases preceded by a number. Only one

of these is correct. Write the number of the correct word or phrase

on the dotted line at the right of each question.

1. The SCR-77—A set provides communication by means of

(1) damped-wave telegraphy.

(2) continuous-wave telegraphy.

(3) buzzer modulated telegraphy.

(4) radio telephony. - - - - - -

2. Its wave-length range is from

(1) 200 to 500 meters. (2) 56 to 58 meters.

(3) 74 to 76 meters. (4) 90 to 120 meters. - - - - - -
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3. Its approximate range is about

(1) 20 miles. (2) 60 miles.

(3) one-quarter mile. (4) 3 miles.

4. The tuner scale is divided into the following number of

positions:

(1) Ten. (2) Six. (3) Twelve. (4) Twenty.

5. The loop consists of the following number of sections:

(1) Two. (2) One. (3) Four. (4) Three.

6. The set employs the following number of tubes:

(1) One. (2) Three. (3) Two. (4) Four.

7. The “screw-driver” condenser is used

(1) to make one point on the tuner scales of several

sets agree.

(2) as a vernier adjustment in tuning the set.

(3) as a lightning arrestor.

(4) as a safety gap to protect the tube.

8. The current necessary for lighting the filaments is

obtained from

(1) a 12-volt storage battery. (2) a dynamotor.

(3) dry cells. (4) a 4-volt storage battery.

9. The plate potential for the detector-oscillator is sup

plied by

(1) a dynamotor. (2) dry cells.

(3) hand generator. (4) storage battery.

10. The amplifier has the following type of coupling:

(1) Transformer. (2) Choke coil.

(3) Resistance. (4) Capacity.

11. The following type of tube is used throughout in the

SCR-77–A:

(1) VT-2. (2) VT-5. (3) VT-1. (4) WT-4.

12. If while the operator is sending a message he suddenly

fails to hear his own signals in his phones, he should first

(1) Check all connections.

(2) See if his tubes are lighted.

(3) Close his key. (4) Adjust his controls.

13. In adjusting the “screw-driver” condenser for a

“master set” the screw on this condenser is turned clock

wise as far as it will go, and then turned counterclockwise

(1) one turn. (2) two turns.

(3) three turns. (4) four turns.
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Directions to the student.—Below are several sentences, and just

after each one is a short dotted line (------). Read each sentence

carefully, and if what it says is true write a plus sign (+) on the line.

If what it says is not true write a minus sign (–) on the line.

14. Luminous paint lines are placed on the ammeter scale

of the BC–9 set box so that it can be read at night. - - - - - -

15. Luminous paint lines are placed on all the scale mark

ings. - - - - - -

16. The loop antenna makes connection with the set box,

on top of the box. - - - - - -

17. The loop antenna requires a wrench for tightening at

the joints. - - - - - -

18. The loop antenna is given a black finish so that it is

not easily seen by the enemy. - - - - - -

19. The same circuit is used for both receiving and trans

mitting. - - - - - -

20. Only one pair of head phones can be connected to this

set. - - - - - -

21. The loop is made in sections so that it can be made to

assume different shapes.

22. One tube is used for an oscillator and also a detector.

23. One tube is used as a modulator.

24. The audio frequency amplifiers are used to increase the

transmitting range.

25. All the tubes have their filaments connected in

parallel.

26. The amplifier tubes use a plate voltage of 120.

27. One BA–2 battery is used for the proper grid poten

tial. -

28. The “plate current control” is a potentiometer in the

grid circuit of the oscillator.

29. When two SCR-77—A sets are in operation, no signal is

heard at either set, unless the keys on both sets are closed.

30. If the receiving operator misses a word, he can “break

in” on the transmitting operator by opening his key.

31. The milliammeter reads from 0 to 8 milliamperes.

32. The grid and plate of the oscillator tube are inductively

coupled.

33. If one tube is removed from its socket, the remaining

tubes will not burn. - - - - - -

34. The oscillator tube socket is located at the left, looking

at the set from the front.
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35. The SCR-77—A set actually transmits and receives at

the same time. - - - - - -

36. Tube A draws 8 milliamperes and falls to 6 milliam

peres when the loop is touched, while tube B draws 7 milliam

peres and drops to 4 milliamperes when the loop is touched.

Tube A is the best tube to use for transmitting.

37. Tube C draws 8 milliamperes and falls to 6 milliam

peres when the loop is touched. Tube D draws 6 milliam

peres and falls to 4 milliamperes when the loop is touched.

Tube C would be better for a transmitting tube than tube D.

38. A tube that can be made to draw the least plate current

by adjusting the controller and still show a slight drop when

the loop is touched is a poor detector.

39. Several SCR-77—A sets can be calibrated from a master

set at the same time.
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THE SCR-109—A AND SCR-159—A SETS.

Equipment.

1 transmitter, type BC–86—A.

1 receiver, type BC–98–A.

1 antenna equipment type A–9–A.

1 dynamotor, type DM-13.

3 batteries, type BB-14.

4 batteries, type BA–2.

1 headset, type P-11.

3 tubes, type WT-1.

1 tube, type WT-2.

2 tubes, type WT-4.

1 microphone transmitter, type T–3.

1 key, type J–12 or J–2.

1 cord, type CD–48.

2 cords, type CD–38.

3 cords, type CD–49.

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

1 wave meter type SCR-61.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE SCR-109—A AND SCR-159 SETS.

Information.

The SCR-109—A and SCR-159 are ground radio sending and re

ceiving vacuum tube sets providing three means of communication;

undamped or continuous wave radio telegraphy, buzzer modulated

radio telegraphy and radio telephony. The two sets are identically .

the same, differing only in the antenna equipment. Their transmit

ting wave-length range is from 300 to 500 meters and the receiving

wave-length range is frome 300 to 1,100 meters. The SCR-109—A set

will furnish reliable communication with a similar set over a dis

tance of 60 miles by undamped wave telegraphy; over a distance of

30 miles by buzzer modulated telegraphy; and over a distance of 20

miles by telephony.

NoTE.—As the SCR-109—A set and the SCR-159 set differ only in antenna

equipment only one of the sets, the SCR-109—A will be referred to in this

Unit Operation. -

TRANSMITTER SET BOX, TYPE BC–86—A.

Three 4-volt storage batteries, connected in series, are required

to furnish the necessary power to operate the BC–86—A transmitter.

In practice two groups of batteries are connected in parallel, there
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being three batteries in series in each group. This grouping of

batteries is necessary if the sets are to be operated any length of

time, as a considerable amount of current is consumed by the vacuum

tubes and dynamotor in the set. A dynamotor is provided for

changing the 12-volt direct current furnished by the storage bat

teries to a 750–800-volt direct current. The motor takes about 27

amperes at 12 volts, while the output of the generator is approxi

mately 0.2 of an ampere at 750 volts.

Žiž3

Fig. 101.-Front panel of transmitter set box, type BC–86A.

The BD–86—A set box (see Fig. 101) contains the necessary ap

paratus for the three methods of transmission. At the upper left

hand corner of the front panel is a milliammeter which indicates

the plate current of the vacuum tubes used in the transmitter. To

the right of this meter is a thermoammeter, which indicates the

antenna current. In the upper right-hand corner is a 28-point dial

switch controlling the number of turns of inductance included in

the antenna circuit and hence controlling the transmitted wave

length. Below this dial switch is a large four-pole, double-switch
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marked “Transmit-Receive.” When thrown to “Transmit,” the

upper blade connects the antenna to the transmitting apparatus;

the second blade closes the 800-volt plate circuit; the third blade

closes the circuit of the 12-volt supply to the dynamotor, thus caus

ing it to start up; and the bottom blade closes the filament circuit

of the transmitting tubes. When thrown to “Receive,” the upper

RL-P-2//2.

Fig. 102.--Type VT-4 vacuum tube.

blade connects the antenna to the receiving apparatus (in the

BD–98—A set box), and the lower blade closes the filament circuit of

the receiver vacuum tubes.

Beneath the two ammeters is a small three-pole double-throw

switch which must be considered as having three positions—closed

to the left, closed to the right, and open. This switch controls the

three methods of transmission which are properly marked on the
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switch positions. The buzzer used in buzzer modulated telegraphy

is mounted just below the three-pole switch. The necessary binding

posts for connections are mounted along the edges of the panel and

are plainly marked.

Directions.

1. Examine the panel of the BC–86—A (see Fig. 101), and note the

marking of the various switches, knobs, and controls. Also observe

carefully the positions and markings of the various binding posts.

Questions.

(1) What is the range of the meter marked “Plate Current"?

Of the meter marked “Antenna Current"?

(2) What connections are made to the four binding posts on

the right-hand side of the panel?

(3) Where is the key connected to the set?

(4) For what purpose are the two binding posts marked “-- and

Dynamotor?”

(5) Where are the filament current connections made for the

transmitting tubes?

Information. -

Three vacuum tubes are used in the BC–86—A transmitter—two

type WT-4 tubes and one type WT-2 tube. The WT-4 vacuum tube

is a high-power tube. (See Fig. 102.)

Its output is rated at 50 watts. One of the WT-4 tubes is used

as an oscillator while the other is used as a modulator. The purpose

of the VT-2 tube in this circuit is to amplify the voice or buzzer

currents which are impressed upon the grid of the oscillator tube.

The proper grid potential for the modulator and VT-2 amplifier

tubes in the transmitter is obtained from a 40-volt battery (two

type BA–2 batteries in series), which is placed in a container inside

the set box.

Capacity coupling is used between the grid and plate circuits of

the oscillator tube. The antenna circuit acts as part of the capacity

coupling, and therefore is a factor in determining the wave length

of the transmitter. The plate circuit of the oscillator tube is directly

coupled to the antenna circuit through the antenna inductance.

The coupling is varied by means of an 8-point switch. This switch

is located at the rear of the antenna inductance inside the set box.

The coupling between the oscillator, modulator, and amplifier tubes

is obtained by the use of audio frequency transformers.
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When the large three-position switch on the front of the panel

is thrown to “Open,” the proper connections are made for trans

mitting undamped wave signals. (See Fig. 103.) In this case

the WT-4 modulator tube and the WT-2 amplifier tube are not con

nected in the transmitting circuit. The impulses delivered to the

antenna circuit by the oscillator tube are controlled by the telegraph

key. For instance, when the key is depressed the impulses are

being generated by the WT-4 and radiated from the antenna in the

form of continuous waves. When the key is released the generating

VT-4 oscil. N/ºr

—Gº

RF CHOKE

G5O

2MF.

§iºn 800-M al-P-27ss-e

Fig. 103.-Schematic diagram of connections when the BC–86—A transmitter is

being used for the transmission of undamped-wave signals.

action ceases. In this way signals are sent by the usual manipu

lation of the key.

When the three-position switch is thrown to the “Telephone Modu

lated” position, all three transmitting tubes are connected in the cir

cuit. (See Fig. No. 104.) A microphone is connected to the proper

terminals, and when spoken into it conducts the voice currents to the

coupling transformer which is connected to the grid circuit of the

VT-2 amplifier tube. Here the voice currents are amplified and

then impressed upon the grid of the modulator tube through the sec

ond coupling transformer. The modulator tube in turn amplifies the

voice currents again and impresses them upon the impulses generated

by the oscillator tube through the third amplifying transformer.
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The result is that the continuous waves radiated from the antenna are

modulated to conform to the voice currents of the microphone.

With the three-position switch thrown to the “Buzzer Modulated”

position, the proper connections are made for transmitting buzzer

modulated radio telegraph signals. (See Fig. 105.) The three tubes

of the transmitter are again in use, the same as for radio telephony.

The small buzzer is connected across a small resistance and, therefore,

obtains enough current to operate steadily. The interrupted currents

from the buzzer are amplified in the same manner as the voice cur

rents from the microphone and are impressed upon the impulses gen

erated by the oscillator tube. The oscillator tube, however, is con

nected the same as it is when transmitting undamped wave telegraph

ºfcrºor: -on

HH TTTEºſ.--

-an 2:#

2-ºr

|-s-H -a-wº

Fig. 104.—Schematic diagram of connections when the BC–86-A is being used

as a radio telephone transmitter.

signals. In other words the oscillator tube generates impulses only

when the key is depressed. When the key is held down the impulses

generated by the oscillator tube are modulated by the buzzer currents.

When the transmitter is used as a radio telephone, the oscillator tube

is generating impulses continuously, and these impulses are modu

lated only when the microphone is spoken into. When buzzer

modulated signals are transmitted, the reverse of this is true, as the

modulator is operating continuously and the oscillator generates only

when the key is depressed. The buzzer modulated wave radiated by

the antenna may be received by any receiving set which uses a crystal

detector or a simple vacuum tube detector circuit. The note heard in

the telephone receivers will be exactly the same as the original note

of the buzzer in the transmitter.
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Directions.

2. Remove the four screws in the corners of panel and the screws

in the center of the horizontal edges of the panel. This allows the
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Fig. 105.-Schematic diagram of connections when the BC–86—A is being used

as a transmitter of buzzer modulated signals.

panel to be removed from the wooden box frame. Using Fig. 106,

locate the various parts of the apparatus on the rear of the panel.
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Fig. 106.-Rear view of BC–86—A transmitter panel.

Questions.

(6) Locate the antenna inductance. How is it varied?

(7) Does this variation affººt the wave length of the transmitter?
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(8) How is the coupling between the antenna current and the

oscillator circuit varied? What kind of coupling is used?

(9) Locate the oscillator, modulator, and VT-2 tube sockets.

What difference is there in the sockets?

(10) Where is the container for the grid battery located?

ºnwar condens

º

-

º Ec nº

ºl.

Fig. 107.-Front panel of BC–98—A receiver set box.

(11) Locate the transformer used for coupling the oscillator and

modulator tubes.

(12) What is the use of the buzzer in this set?

(13) Does the buzzer operate continuously when buzzer modula

ted telegraph signals are being transmitted?

Information.

The receiving apparatus of the SCR-109—A is contained in the

BC–98—A set box. (See Fig. 107.) It is similar in size to the trans
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mitter set box. The necessary controls for operating the receiver

are mounted on the front panel. The receiver is equipped with a

vacuum tube detector and two stages of audio frequency amplifica

tion. Along the left-hand edge of the panel are four binding posts

marked “Antenna,” “-H 12 Wolts,” “– Wolts,” and “Ground,” re

spectively.

These binding posts, when the set is used in the field, are con

nected to the corresponding binding posts on the right-hand edge of

the transmitter panel. As the three WT-1 tubes are connected in

series, the voltage required for the filaments is the same as that

supplied to the filaments of the transmitting tubes. The two bind

ing posts on the upper right edge of the receiver panel marked

“+40 Volts Aux. Plate Battery” are provided in case it is necessary

to use an external 40-volt plate battery instead of the one that fits

the compartment provided in the inside of the set box.

=
• Cº- •49-ye ----e-o-º:

Fig. 108.-Schematic diagram of connections in set box BC–98-A.

The antenna circuit of the receiver (see Fig. 108) consists of a

primary inductance having three taps and a primary variable con

denser. The primary inductance is inductively coupled to the sec

ondary which consists of a secondary inductance having two taps

and a secondary variable condenser. The coupling between the pri

mary and secondary inductances is varied by turning the larger of

the two knobs mounted together on the upper left-hand corner of

the panel.

The plate circuit of the detector tube (see Fig. 108) contains a

tickler coil which is coupled to the secondary inductance coil. This

coupling is varied by means of the knob marked “Tickler” which

is mounted, together with the secondary coupler knob, on the upper

left-hand corner of the panel.

The adjustment of the tickler is especially important in the

BC–98—A receiver. The tickler in this set provides a means for ad
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justing the receiving circuit so that C. W. signals as well as damped

wave signals may be received. The proper adjustment of the tickler

also makes possible an increase in signal strength and greater se

lectivity when receiving damped wave signals.

Directions.

3. Release the two latches at the top of the BC–98—A set box and

remove the back. This leaves the back of the panel and attached

part exposed to view. (See Fig. 109.) Turn the various controls

and the parts on the rear of the panel that move. Check wiring

diagram as far as possible.
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Fig. 109.-Rear of BC–98—A receiver panel.

Questions.

(14) Note how the primary, secondary, and tickler inductance

coils are mounted. Which is the secondary? Which the tickler?

(15) What is the purpose of the switch marked “Amplification

Oomºro! ???

(16) How is the wave length of the primary circuit varied?

Of the secondary circuit? -
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(17) Locate the “B” battery container. How many terminals

are provided on it?

(18) How many pairs of phones can be plugged into this set?

(19) What connections are made to the binding posts marked

“Aeria!” and, “Ground. **

ExPERIMENT No. 1.

TO CONNECT UP AND TUNE THE SCR-109–A.

Information.

The SCR-109—A set differs from other sets such as the SCR-79–A,

the SCR-130, and the SCR-77—A sets in that the transmitting and

NZ
Amf Aft| | Sof

/25-A

B c-86-A *X|| Couped

Gnoſ

O

Dyn Gnd /2V 800V

—-9 7 &2 72° 2 ºf
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+

BB- /4 A3AE - /* As B-/4.

A’za-4050

Fig. 110.-Cording diagram of transmitter connections of SCR-109–A set and

method of coupling the SCR-125—A wave meter to transmitter circuit.

receiving apparatus are contained in separate boxes. Either set

box may be connected up and operated independently of the other.

Also the receiver set box may be connected up in conjunction with

the transmitter set box so that the receiver may be placed in oper

ation when desired by manipulating the proper switches on the

transmitter panel. The transmitter and receiver are tuned separately.

Directions.

4. To connect up the transmitter. (See Fig. No. 110.)

a. Place the BC–86—A set box on the surface on which it is to be

operated. Remove the cover of the set box.
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b. Insert two WT-4 tubes in the two large sockets on the tube

shelf and insert a VT-2 tube in the small socket.

c. Place two BA-2 batteries in the compartment back of the tube

shelf and connect the leads from the batteries to the four binding

posts provided in the correct order indicated. Make sure that the

connections are correct in polarity.

d. Open the “Trans.-Rec.” switch.

e. Connect three 4-volt storage batteries in series and using the

cord, type CD–48, connect the 12-volt battery thus formed to the two

binding posts on the lower edge of the panel marked “–12 volts +.”

Do not complete the circuit, but leave the negative lead disconnected

at the battery.

f. Connect the antenna lead-in to the binding post in the center of

the top of the panel marked “Ant.”

g. Connect the wire from the counterpoise or other ground system

used to the binding post on the lower edge of the panel marked

44 Gnd.”

h. With the proper cord connect the motor (or low voltage side

of the dynamotor) to the two binding posts on the panel marked

“—Dynamotor +,” with the correct polarity.

i. With the proper cord connect the generator (or high voltage

side of the dynamotor) to the two posts on the panel marked “–800

volts +” with the correct polarity.

j. Connect the key to the proper binding posts on the panel and

plug the microphone in the jack provided.

k. Check all connections to see that they are correct.

l. Connect the negative lead of the cord, type CD–48, to the nega

tive terminal of the 12-volt battery. The transmitter should now be

ready for operation.

Information.

The transmitter of the SCR-109–A besides having an adjustment

for wave length, also has one for coupling. This coupling adjust

ment is made by the 8-point switch located on the rear of the an

tenna inductance. Its position has some influence on the transmit

ting wave length, so that, it is necessary to note its position if it is

desired to return to any given wave length.

The wave length on which the BC–86—A set box transmits is de

pendent on the type of antenna used and it is, therefore, impos

sible to calibrate it for use with any antenna. It is necessary to make

a table of settings corresponding to the wave lengths on which the set

will be required to transmit for each antenna system used. The set

tings for each of these wave lengths should be obtained in the man

ner explained below.
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Directions.

5. To tune the transmitter to a given wave length.

a. Set the antenna inductance switch approximately at the wave

length desired. (Suppose that the wave length desired is 400 meters.

Four hundred meters is halfway along the wave-length range of the

set. Therefore, as a trial setting, place the antenna inductance switch

halfway around “Max.”)

b. Throw the small double-pole switch on the panel to the “C. W.”

position and the “Trans-Rec.” switch to the “Trans.” position.

The dynamotor should now start running and the filament of the

oscillator tube should light with a dull red glow.

c. Close the key and vary the coupling switch (on the back of the

antenna inductance) until the plate milliammeter on the panel reads

about 125 milliamperes.

d. Light the lamp of the SCR-125–A wave meter and adjust it to a

dull red glow.

e. Couple the SCR-125—A wave meter to the antenna inductance

and vary the wave meter dial until the lamp glows brightly. If this

occurs at a wave length greater than that desired, reduce the antenna

inductance. If it occurs at a wave length less than the wave length

desired, increase the antenna inductance.

f. After adjusting the antenna inductance, measure the wave

length again and continue this process until the inductance tap is

found which gives the wave length nearest that desired.

g. If the plate milliammeter does not indicate a reading of about

125 milliamperes, readjust the coupling until this value is obtained.

If the coupling switch is adjusted in order to get the correct plate

current, the antenna inductance switch may require readjustment in

order to maintain the correct wave length.

h. After the above adjustments have been made the transmitter

should be sending continuous waves on the desired wave length. If

it is desired to send buzzer or telephone modulated waves, the small

double-pole switch on the panel is thrown to the proper position for

the type of modulation desired and the wave length again checked

and adjusted if necessary.

Questions.

(20) Why is the “Trans.-Rec.” switch left open until all connec

tions have been made?

(21) Would the set transmit any kind of signal without the key

being connected?

(22) What is the range of the antenna current ammeter?

(23) Why can not the transmitter be permanently calibrated?
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(24) What is the wave length range of the SCR-125—A wave

meter?

(25) What is the purpose of the coupling switch?

(26) What plate current does the oscillator tube normally draw?

(27) Does the plate milliammeter read only the plate current of

the oscillator tube?

(28) How much difference in wave length does one tap of the

antenna inductance make?

(29) When the coupling switch, is varied, does it vary the trans

mitting wave length? -

(30). When transmitting continuous waves, do the filaments of all

three tubes light?

(31) What value of antenna current did you obtain in tuning the

transmitter?

Information.

The receiver of the SCR-109—A is contained in a separate box

known as set box, type BC–98—A. It may be used either separately or

with its transmitter. When connected up with the transmitter it

forms a complete unit for transmission and reception. The trans

mitter is provided with the necessary binding post for connecting the

receiver. In the following directions it is assumed that the trans

mitter has already been connected up and that it is desired to com

plete the set by connecting up the receiver.

Directions.

6. To connect up the receiver. (See Fig. 111.)

a. Place the set box, type BC–98—A on the right side of the trans

mitter and with their panels in line. Open up the cover to the re

ceiver.

b. Place two BA-2 batteries in the compartment back of the panel

and connect the leads of the batteries to the binding posts provided

in the correct order and with the proper polarity. Insert three WT-2

tubes in the three sockets and close the cover of the receiver.

c. On the left edge of the panel of the receiver are four binding

posts marked “Antenna,” “-H 12 volts”, “– 12 volts,” and “Ground.”

On the right edge of the transmitter panel are four binding posts cor

responding to the first four. After making sure that the “Trans.—

Rec.” switch is open, connect the corresponding binding posts to
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gether, that is, the “Antenna" post on the receiver to the “Antenna"

post on the transmitter and so on.

d. Insert the plugs of one or two head sets, type P-11, in the jacks

provided on the receiver panel and adjust one of the head sets to fit

the head comfortably. (If the head sets available have no plugs, they

may be connected to the two binding posts on the receiver panel

marked “Aux. Tel.”) The receiver is now completely connected and

ready for operation.

e. If it is desired to connect up the receiver only, and not the trans

mitter, the four binding posts on the left edge of the receiver panel are

sca | 13,
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Fig. 111.-Cording diagram of receiver connections of SCR-109-A set and

method of coupling the SCR-125—A wave meter to the receiver circuit.

connected directly to the “Antenna”, “Ground,” and “-H and —

12-volt” leads from the storage battery and not to the corresponding

posts on the transmitter panel.

Questions.

(32) Why do the antenna, ground, and filament battery connec

tions for the receiver go through the transmitter when both units are

connected up?

(33) For what reason are the two binding posts on the receiver

panel marked “ -- and — 40 volts Awa. plate battery”?

(34) When the receiver alone is used, how can you turn off the fila

ment current?
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(35) What kind of connectors did you use between the correspond

àng binding posts on the receiver and transmitter panels?

(36) What is the advantage of having the transmitter in a separate

boaº

(37) What is the disadvantage of having the receiver in a separate

boat2

Directions.

7. To connect up the complete set.

a. Connect up the transmitter as previously given.

b. When the transmitter has been completely connected up, connect

up the receiver as given above and the complete set will be ready for

operation.

Information.

In tuning the receiver, several different cases will occur. They are

as follows:

a. Tuning in a C.W. signal of known wave length.

b. Tuning in a damped wave signal of known wave length.

c. Tuning in a C.W. signal of unknown wave length.

d. Tuning in a damped wave signal of unknown wave length.

Directions.

8. To tune the receiver to a C.W. signal of known wave length.

a. Throw the “Trans.-Rec.” switch to the “Rec.” position (if the

transmitter is connected up).

b. Set the secondary coupling on the 20° mark.

c. Set the secondary “LW-SW ‘’ switch and the secondary con

denser to the desired wave length as given by the calibration of

the set.

d. Beginning at “0” on the scale, increase the tickler coupling

until a distinct double click is heard in the head set, and then set

the coupling adjustment two scale divisions beyond the point where

the click is heard.

e. Vary the primary inductance switch and the primary conden

ser at the same time until a distinct double click is heard. With

out moving the secondary condenser, set the primary condenser about

5° to either side of the point where this click was heard.

f. The receiver should now be in tune on the desired wave length,

but due to inaccuracies which may occur, the tuning may not be ex

act enough to pick up the signal desired. If the signal is not heard,

the secondary condenser control should be slowly rotated, covering
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an arc of 10°, about 5° either side of the setting given by the cali

bration of the set.

g. A small further adjustment of the primary condenser, the sec

ondary coupling, and the tickler coupling should now be made in

order to increase the loudness of the signal.

9. To tune the receiver to a damped wave signal of known wave

length:

a. Same as a above.

b. Same as b above.

c. Same as c above.

d. Same as d above.

e. Same as e above.

f. Decrease the tickler coupling to a point just below where the

double click is heard.

g. Same as f above.

h. Same as g above.

10. To tune the receiver to a C.W. signal of unknown wave length:

a. Same as a under Direction 8.

b. Same as b under Direction 8.

c. Set the primary inductance switch on “SW.”

d. Set the secondary inductance switch on “SW.”

e. Set the secondary condenser on about 5° and increase the tickler

coupling until a click is heard.

f. Vary the primary inductance switch and the primary condenser

until the double click indicating resonance is heard.

NoTE.—For every adjustment of the secondary circuit there should be a

corresponding adjustment of the primary circuit at which the two are in tune.

In searching for a signal of unknown wave length, both condensers should be

varied at the same time, attempting always to keep the primary condenser

close to that point where its circuit is in tune with the secondary.

ſy. Starting with the secondary condenser at about 5° and the

primary condenser at the point where it is in tune, slowly turn both

condensers as outlined in the note above, over their entire scale.

It may be necessary to increase the primary inductance as the

secondary condenser reaches the higher part of its scale in order that

the primary circuit may remain in tune with the secondary.

h. If the desired signal is not heard as under Direction g above,

set the secondary inductance switch on “LW’’ and repeat Direction

g, being sure that at all times the primary circuit is in tune.

i. When the desired signal is found, adjust very carefully the

primary and secondary condensers, and the secondary and tickler

couplings for a loud clear signal of good readable pitch.

107.444°–25? 351:37
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11. To tune the receiver to a damped wave signal of unknown wave

length:

a. Follow exactly the procedure outlined under Direction 10 above

until the desired signal is found. When found the natural tone of

the damped wave will be very badly distorted.

b. Decrease the tickler coupling until the natural tone of the

damped wave appears and if necessary readjust the primary and

secondary condensers and the secondary coupling.

NOTE.-Damped waves may be received with the tickler coupling adjusted

so that the receiver is oscillating, if the change in tone is not objectionable.

In receiving telephone signals the tickler coupling must be reduced until the

distortion of signals is eliminated.

Questions.

(38) Why is a different method of tuning followed when looking

for a signal of unknown wave length than when looking for one of

known wave length?

(39) If your receiver were not calibrated how would you tune in

a signal of known wave length?

(40) Which condenser has the greatest effect on the tuning?

(41) When you tune in a telephone signal with the tickler cou

pling to near maazimum, what happens?

(42) Is the adjustment of the secondary condenser as critical

when tuning in a telephone signal as when tuning in a C. W. signal?

ExPERIMENT No. 2.

OPERATION OF TRANSMITTER.

Directions. -

12. Place the BC–86—A transmitter in operation as given in Ex

periment No. 1. (See Fig. No. 110.)

a. Pull open the small 3-pole switch. Throw the large switch

to the “Transmit’’ position. The dynamotor should start and the

oscillator tube should light up. Turn the “Antenna Inductance”

switch to stud No. 1 (Min.). Close the key of the transmitter and

adjust the 8-point coupling switch until the “Plate Current "amme

ter shows a reading of 125 milliamperes or as near this value as can

be obtained. With this adjustment the “Antenna Current " meter

should show a reading of over one ampere. -

b. Throw the small switch to the “Buzzer Modulated * position

and note any changes in the reading of the two meters on the panel

when the telegraph key is alternately opened and closed.
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c. Throw the small switch to the “Telephone Modulated" posi

tion and note any further changes in the reading of the two amme

ters. Speak and whistle into the microphone and note variation of

the plate current reading, if any.

Questions.

(43) Is there any difference between the readings of the two meters

when using the modulated methods of transmission and when using

the continuous wave method?

(44) Do the readings of the meters change when the key is opened

and closed while using “Buzzer Modulation”?

(45) Does any change take place in the reading of the “Plate Cur

rent” ammeter when using telephone modulation?

(46) Which method of transmission would cover the greatest dis

tance?

ExPERIMENT No. 3.

DETERMINING THE WAVE LENGTH RANGE OF THE TRANSMITTER.

Information.

The transmitter of the SCR-109—A, like that of the SCR-79–A, is

dependent on its antenna system for the wave length on which it

transmits. It is accordingly impossible to calibrate permanently the

transmitter, and it is therefore necessary to calibrate it each time the

antenna is erected and the set put in operation. This calibration

will hold only so long as no change is made in the antenna or ground

systems. In actual operation in the field it will not be necessary to

calibrate the set for all possible wave lengths but only for those upon

which it may be necessary to communicate. It is to be noted with

this set that it is impossible to set the transmitting wave length

exactly on any given wave length within its range unless the given

wave length happens to fall on one of the taps of the antenna in

ductance.

Directions.

13. Throw “Transmit-Receive” switch to “Transmit” and open

the small three-pole switch. Adjust the coupling switch so that the

plate current meter shows a reading of about 125 milliamperes. Turn

the “Antenna Inductance” switch to the No. 1 stud.

14. With the telegraph key closed take a reading of the wave

length using the SCR-125—A wave meter.

15. Take wave length readings for the remaining adjustments of

the “Antenna Inductance” switch and record in the table below.
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Also record the readings of the two meters and the plate coupling

tap used for each wave length setting. Remember that the plate

coupling may have to be readjusted when changing the wave length

adjustment in order to keep the reading of the “plate current”

meter around 125 milliamperes.

16. Throw the small three-pole switch to the “Buzzer Modulated ”

position. Using the SCR-61 wave meter, check a few of the wave

length readings taken in the above experiment. Also check the

wave length readings with the small switch thrown to the “Tele

phone Modulated Position.”

Wavelength. indººr. rºtºns Plate current. | Antenna current.

Questions.

(47) From Eaperiment No. 3, what is the wave length range of

the Set?

(48) Was there any difference in the wave length readings for

the same setting of the antenna inductance when the continuous wave

system was used, and when the buzzer and telephone modulated sys

tems were used?

(49) If an SCR-125—A wave meter were not on hand, would it

be possible to adjust the transmitter to a certain wave length for all

three systems by using an SCR-61 wave meter? Eaplain.
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ExPERIMENT No. 4.

CALIBRATION OF THE RECEIVER,

Information.

Where possible the receiver of any radio set should be permanently

calibrated over its entire wave length range. With the receiver of

the SCR-109–A this is possible only for the secondary circuit and

for fixed adjustments of the secondary and tickler couplings.

Directions.

17. Connect up the receiver ready for operation as given in Ex

periment No. 1.

a. Set the secondary coupling on 20°. -

b. Set the secondary inductance switch on “SW.”

c. With an SCR-125—A wave meter measure the wave length of the

secondary circuit for each 10° of the secondary condenser. For

each setting of the secondary condenser set the tickler coupling 5°

beyond the point where a double click is heard. -

d. Record the settings obtained in table similar to the one shown

below.

Secondary inductance switch on “SW.”

Secondary condenser. Wave length.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

e. Set the secondary inductance switch on “LW.”

f. Repeat c. above.

g. Record the settings obtained in a table similar to the one shown

below.

Secondary inductance switch on “LW.”

Secondary condenser. Wave length.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Questions.

(50) From the above eaperiment what is the wave length range of

the receiver of the SOR-109—4%

(51) At what wave length was the change made from “SW " to

“LW’’ on the secondary inductance?

(52) Did the tickler coupling vary with the wave length?

ExPERIMENT No. 5.

RECEIVING.

Directions.

18. Set up and connect for operation the transmitter of an

SCR-109—A, using the standard antenna. Three or four hundred

yards away set up and connect for operation the receiver of an

SCR-109—A, using either the standard antenna supplied with the set

or a 150-foot “V” type antenna.

19. The operator of the transmitter will send buzzer modulated

signals on a given wave length. Tune the receiver to the transmitted

signals.

Questions.

(53) After tuning the primary and secondary circuits, did the

signal strength increase with increase of the tickler coupling?

(54) With the tickler coupling below the point where a click

is obtained, do the received sgnals sound ea actly like the buzzer on

the transmitter?

(55) As the tickler coupling was changed, did the secondary

condenser need any readjustment?

(56) Was the sound of the signal greatly changed as the tickler

coupling was increased beyond the point where the click was ob

tained?

Directions.

20. The operator of the transmitter will send continuous wave

signals. Tune the receiver to these signals.

Questions.

(57) Where was the tickler coupling when the continuous wave

signals were first heard?

(58) Can these signals be heard with the tickler coupling below

the point where the click is obtained?
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(59) When these signals are properly tuned in, what is the effect

of slight changes in the tickler coupling?

(60) If the tickler control is adjusted anywhere between the

point where the click is heard and its maa'imum position, can the

signals still be heard?

Directions.

21. The operator of the transmitter will change over to telephone

modulated signals. Tune the receiver to these signals.

Questions.

(61) What is the best position of the tickler for the reception

of these signals?

(62) Can you recognize the voice of the transmitting operator?

(63) Can you understand all of his words?

(64) With the tickler coupling beyond the point where the click

is heard, what do you hear?

(65) Tune the set as though you were looking for a continuous

wave signal. What do you hear?

(66) With the tuning as in Question (65) decrease the tickler

coupling below the point where the click is obtained. What do you

hear?

(67) Based on your answers to Questions (65) and (66), what

would be a good method of tuning the set when trying to pick up a

weak telephone signal?
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Proceed as in former Unit Operations. Show the class during

the preliminary assembly the type BC–86—A set box with the front

panel removed. Point out the various controls and meters on the

panel. Explain the use of the small three-position switch; also the

antenna inductance switch. Show the rear of the panel. Point

out and name the important parts. Explain the use of the plate

coupling switch. Draw on the blackboard step by step the diagrams

shown in Figs. 103, 104, and 105 of the Students Manual. Point

out and name each part as it is drawn in the diagram and show its

location in the set box.

2. Show the class the type DM-13 dynamotor and the type T–3

microphone transmitter. Show how they differ from those used on

previous sets.

3. Review with the class the information on the transmitting

circuit given in the Students Manual.

4. Show the class the type BC–98—A set box. In the same manner

as outlined above for the transmitter explain the use of the various

controls and parts on the front and rear of the panel, using as an aid

a blackboard diagram similar to Fig. 108 of the Students Manual.

5. Review with the class the information on the receiving circuit

given in the Students Manual.

6. The important new word in this Unit Operation is as follows:

Buzzer modulated.

7. When the students have completed this Unit Operation, they

should know the names and symbols of the important parts of the

SCR-109—A set. They should be able to prepare a list of the com

plete equipment necessary to install and operate the SCR-109–A

and SCR-159—A sets.

8. From the experiments performed in this Unit Operation the

students should know:

a. How to connect, install, and connect up the SCR-109—A set

completely, ready for operation.

b. How to tune the transmitter and receiver to designated wave

lengths.

c. How to tune the receiver to unknown wave lengths.

d. How to calibrate the receiver.

e. How to determine the wave-length range of the transmitter.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION TEST No. 20-A (PER

FORMANCE)

Directions to the instructor.

Equipment.

1 set box, type BC–86—A.

1 receiver, type BC–98–A.

1 antenna equipment, type A–9–A.

1 dynamotor, type DM-13.

3 batteries, type BB-14.

4 batteries, type BA–2.

1 head set, type P-11.

3 tubes, type VT-1.

1 tube, type VT-2.

2 tubes, type VT-4.

1 microphone transmitter, type T–3.

1 key, type J-12 or J–2.

1 cord, type CD–48.

2 cords, type CD–38.

3 cords, type CD–49.

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

Procedure.

Problem No. 1.

a. Place the equipment listed above in a suitable location for con

ducting the test and direct the student to conduct this equipment so

that it will transmit and receive signals. As each student finishes

record the time taken to do the work and check the connections.

b. Point out any errors made by the student and allow time for

him to make corrections.

Problem No. 2.

Direct the student to tune the transmitter for maximum radiation

on a given wave length. As each student finishes record the time

and check the tuning of the transmitter.

Problem No. 3.

Start the SCR-125—A wave meter, transmitting on some wave

length unknown to the student Direct the student to tune the

receiver of the set to the signal of the wave meter. As each student

finishes record the time taken to do the work and check the tuning of

the receiver.
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INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 20–A (PERFORMANCE).

Directions to the student.

1. The following equipment is laid out at your position:

1 set box, type BC–86–A.

1 receiver, type BC–98—A.

1 antenna equipment, type A–9–A.

1 dynamotor, type DM-13.

3 batteries, type BB–14.

4 batteries, type BA–2.

1 head set, type P-11.

3 tubes, type VT-1.

1 tube, type WT-2.

2 tubes, type VT-4.

1 microphone transmitter, type T–3.

1 key, type J–12 or J–2.

1 cord, type CD–48.

2 cords, type CD–38.

3 cords, type CD–49.

1 wave meter, type SCR-125–A.

2. When the instructor directs “Begin,” start work promptly.

Perform the following operations carefully and quickly:

Problem No. 1.

a. Connect up the SCR-109–A equipment completely, ready for

undamped-wave transmission and damped-wave reception.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your hand. The instructor will record the time taken to

do the work and will check the connections. -

Problem No. 2.

a. When the instructor again directs “Begin,” proceed to tune

the transmitter of the set to a wave length designated by the instruc

tor. Tune the transmitter so as to obtain maximum radiation on

this wave length.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will again record the

time taken and will check the tuning.

Problem No. 3.

a. When the instructor again directs “Begin,” tune the receiver

of the set to the signal of the wave meter, being careful to obtain a

clear signal of maximum strength in the receiver.

b. Notify the instructor when you have finished by facing about

and raising your right hand. The instructor will again record the

time taken and will check the tuning.
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Scoring.

1. The maximum score for this test is 18 points.

2. The score required to pass this test is 16 points.

3. Directions for scoring.

PROBLEM NO. 1.

If the SCR-109–A equipment is properly connected.--------------- 6

PROBLEM NO. 2.

a. If the transmitter is adjusted for continuous wave transmission--- 2

b. If the transmitter is properly tuned to the wave length designated — 4

PROBLEM NO. 3.

a. If the receiver is properly tuned to the signal of the wave meter-- 4

b. If the signal in the phones is clear---------------------------- 2

4. Where the student has failed to complete the test, or has failed

to perform the experiments correctly, a grade of zero will be given

for incomplete parts or parts incorrectly performed.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 20-B (INFORMATION).

Directions to the student.—There are listed below a number of

questions and unfinished statements. After each question or state

ment are several words or phrases, preceded by a number. Only

one of these is correct. Write the number of the correct word or

phrase on the dotted line at the right of each question.

1. The transmitting wave-length range, in meters, is from

(1) 200 to 800. (2) 300 to 500.

(3) 300 to 1,100. (4) 200 to 350. - - - - - -

2. The receiving wave-length range, in meters, is from

(1) 300 to 1,100. (2) 200 to 800.

(3) 300 to 3,000. (4) 300 to 500. - - - - - -

3. The plate-current milliammeter on the transmitter

reads from

(1) 0 to 100. (2) 0 to 1,000.

(3) 0 to 500. (4) 0 to 1,500. - - - - - -

4. The antenna-current ammeter reads from

(1) 0 to 500. (2) 0 to 100.

(3) 0 to 5. (4) 0 to 3. - - - - - -

5. The antenna inductance of the transmitter has the

following number of taps:

(1) Ten. (2) Fifteen.

(3) Eighteen. (4) Twenty-eight. - - - - - -

6. The following filament voltage is used to light the

transmitter tubes:

(1) 4 volts. (2) 8 volts. (3) 12 volts. (4) 16 volts. ------
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7. The current necessary for lighting the filaments of the

transmitter tubes is supplied to the tubes by

(1) a dynamotor. (2) storage batteries.

(3) dry cells. (4) hand generator.

8. The oscillator tube and modulator tube used in the

transmitter of the SCR-109—A are known as type

(1) VT-2. (2) VT-1. (3) VT-4. (4) WT-5.

9. When using the set to transmit continuous waves for

telegraphy, the following number of:tubes is lighted:

(1) Three. (2) Two. (3) Four. (4) One.

10. When using buzzer-modulated telegraphy the following

number of transmitter tubes is used:

(1) Two. (2) Three. (3) One. (4) Four.

11. A VT-2 tube is used to

(1) amplify the telegraph signals. (2) modulate.

(3) amplify the buzzer-modulated signals only.

(4) amplify both speech and buzzer-modulated signals.

12. The coupling between the plate circuit of the oscillator

and the antenna circuit is

(1) fixed. (2) varied by a variable condenser.

(3) varied by a variocoupler.

(4) varied by a tap switch.

13. The following number of pairs of phones may be

plugged into the receiver:

(1) Two. (2) Three. (3) One. (4) Four.

14. The receiver employs the following types of tubes:

(1) VT-5's. (2) VT-4's. (3) VT-2's. (4) VT-1's.

15. The receiver tubes are supplied with the following total

voltage:

(1) 6 volts. (2) 8 volts. (3) 2 volts. (4) 12 volts.

16. The dynamotor draws from the power supply a current

of

(1) 2 amperes. (2) 17 amperes.

(3) 27 amperes. (4) 40 amperes.

17. A change of one tap on the inductance switch makes a

change in wave length of about

(1) 5 meters. (2) 10 meters. (3) 15 meters. (4)

1 meter.

18. The normal plate current for the oscillator tube is

about

(1) 25 milliamperes. (2) 1..5 amperes.

(3) 175 milliamperes. (4) 125 milliamperes

Page No. 5.
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Directions to the student.—Below are several sentences and just

after each one is a short dotted line (- - - - --). Read each sentence

carefully and if what it says is true, write a plus sign (+) on the

line. If what it says is not true, write a minus sign (–) on the line.

19. The SCR-109–A set is designed for continuous-wave

telegraphy, radio telephone, and buzzer-modulated teleg

raphy.

20. The distance range of the SCR-109—A set is greater

when using radio telephony than when using radio telegraphy.

21. A triple-pole, double-throw switch is used to change

from “Transmit” to “Receive.” - - - - - -

22. A triple-pole, double-throw switch is used to change

from telephony to telegraphy, and vice versa.

23. The filaments of the transmitter tubes in the SCR-109–

A set are connected in series.

24. There are three vacuum tubes used in the transmitter

of the SCR-109—A set for radio telephony. -

25. The dynamotor changes the low-voltage direct current

of the storage batteries to about 800 volts direct current.

26. The signal switch at the left of the transmitter is

thrown to the right for continuous-wave telegraphy. - - - - - -

27. The signal switch is left open for buzzer-modulated

telegraphy. - - - - - -

28. The signal switch is thrown to the left for radio teleph

ony. - - - - - -

29. The WT-2 tube used in the transmitter of the SCR

109–A set is used as a “master oscillator” and one of the

larger tubes is used as a power amplifier. - - - - - --

30. The wave length of the SCR-109–A transmitter does

not depend upon the length of antenna or amount of an

tenna inductance used. - - - - - -

31. Capacitive coupling is used between the grid and plate

circuits of the oscillator tube. - - - - - -

32. The plate circuit of the oscillator tube is inductively

coupled to the antenna circuit. - - - - - -

33. When using the radio telephone, a continuous wave is

transmitted from the transmitting set at all times, even

though the operator may not be speaking into the microphone. ------

34. The same tube that amplifies speech also amplifies the

buzzer modulations when the buzzer is used. - - - - - -

35. The buzzer-modulated wave may be received on any -

type of receiving set. - - - - - -
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36. The buzzer operates continuously when buzzer-modu

lated signals are being transmitted, even though the key is

not depressed.

37. Buzzer - modulated telegraphy is used in the SCR

109–A set in order to transmit over greater distances than

would otherwise be possible.

38. The receiving set of the SCR-109—A can not be oper

ated alone, but must be connected to the transmitter.

39. The receiver tubes of the SCR-109—A set are con- - - -

nected in parallel.

40. A coupling adjustment for the transmitter is provided

by means of a tap switch mounted on the antenna inductance

coil.

Page No. 7.
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THE INVERTED “L”. ANTENNA.

Equipment.

1 inverted “L” antenna, type AN-7, consisting of 75 feet, type

W–24 wire, attached insulators (IN–10), and 25 feet lead-in

type W-4 wire.

4 mast sections, type MS-14.

2 guys, rope, double, type GY-4.

1 counterpoise, wire, insulated, 75 feet long, type CP-5.

2 ground mats, copper screening, type MT-5.

2 insulators, type IN–7 (for mast tops).

4 stakes, ground, type GP-8.

1 hammer, type HM-1.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE ANTENNA.

Information.

This type antenna is used with the SCR-105 radio telegraph set.

The erection of the inverted “L” antenna requires the above listed

material. The mast sections are carried strapped together, while the

rest of the equipment is carried in a canvas bag.

The mast sections are fastened together by using the metal clamps

provided. The top of each mast section is so prepared that the mast

top insulator may be screwed in place. When the mast is raised, the

guy rope should make an angle of about 45° with the direction of

the antenna. The antenna is made of stranded insulated wire be

cause of its greater flexibility and less liability to become kinked as

compared with single wire. Each of the type IN–10 insulators used

between the antenna and masts consists of a 7 by 4 by 4 inch micarta

strip with galvanized steel clevises and harness hooks at each end.

For a ground with this antenna either the insulated counterpoise

wire or the ground mats may be used. Where the ground is dry, or

the installation only temporary, the counterpoise is used. In case

the ground is moist, and consequently a good conductor, or where the

installation is semipermanent, the ground mats may be used. When

the counterpoise wire is used, care must be taken to ascertain that

it is well insulated and that it will not become grounded. The

counterpoise or ground mats connect to the “ground” binding post

of the set which is in use. Ground mats and counterpoise wires will

not both be used at the same time. The antenna and counterpoise

as well as the guys are placed on hand reels for transportation.
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Questions.

(1) What kind of wire is used with this antenna? Why?

(2) What insulators are used with this antenna? Where are they

used?

(3) Where is the “lead in” and what is its purpose?

(4) How many mast sections are used at each end of the antenna,

and how are the sections fastened together?

(5) Why are sectional masts used instead of one mast 20 feet long

for each end of the antenna?

(6) Why is a copper wire screen used for the ground mat?

(7) What is the purpose of the insulation on the counterpoise wire?

(8) Faplain how the counterpoise wire replaces a ground connec

fºom.

Information.

Two men are required to erect efficiently the inverted “L” antenna.

The antenna equipment is taken to the field and removed from the

carrying bags. The mast sections are assembled and connected into

two masts with the clamps and the mast insulators screwed into place.

One guy and the lead-in end of the antenna is connected to the mast

insulator of one mast. While one man (No. 1) holds this mast erect,

the other man (No. 2) should stake down the guys, so that they will

make an angle of about 45° with the direction of the antenna. Lean

the pole so that its weight pulls against the guys. Then man No. 2

takes the reel on which the antenna is to extend, unreeling the an

tenna as he goes. No. 1 follows with the other mast, guys, two ground

stakes, and the hammer. Connect the guys and antenna to the mast

as was done at the first mast. The guys are tightened enough to take

up the slack of the antenna after which the first mast is straightened

up.

While the operator connects up the set and gets it adjusted, the

other man should unroll the counterpoise wire, stretching it on the

ground directly underneath the antenna. If the ground mats are used

they should be spread out on the ground, or buried lightly, under the

antenna.

A convenient method of placing the ground mats is to have them

rolled up and then to start a trench about 8 inches deep and the width

of the mats. The trench can be dug for about 2 feet and then a

start made to unroll the mats in it. As the digging proceeds, the
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loose earth is thrown back on that portion of the mats which is un

rolled. The operation is kept up until the mats are completely un

rolled and covered by the loose earth. This saves handling the earth

more than once. The ground mats should be connected together with

wire, leaving a space about the width of one mat between them.

When the antenna has been erected, the work will be inspected by the

instructor, after which it will be taken down and prepared for trans

portation.

ExPERIMENT No. 1.

To ERECT AN INVERTED “1,” ANTENNA.

Directions.

1. Erect the inverted L antenna assigned by the instructor in

accordance with the procedure outlined above. One man of the team

will act as No. 1 and the other as No. 2.

2. After the work has been inspected, remove the antenna and

prepare it for transportation. -

3. Unpack the equipment and again erect the antenna with man

No. 1 now assuming the duties of No. 2, and former No. 2 assuming

the duties of No. 1.

4. Remove the antenna and pack the equipment for transportation

as before.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Prepare in advance several complete sets of antenna equipment

as listed in the Students Manual.

2. Indicate and name the different parts of the equipment. Demon

strate how the mast sections are clamped together, how the in

sulators are attached to the mast tops, and how the antenna and

guy wires are attached to the mast insulators. Explain the use of the

counterpoise wire and ground mats.

3. Take the class out into the field and with one group of two men

go through the erection of an inverted “L” antenna. Show how to

lay out the counterpoise wire and the ground mats. Demonstrate

how the antenna is taken down and prepared for transportation.

4. Divide the class into groups of two men each. Direct each

group to erect the antenna so that either the counterpoise wire or

ground mats may be used. When all connections are made and the

antenna is properly erected have the group take it down and pre

pare it for transportation. Have the process repeated until each

group can accomplish the work quickly and correctly.

5. Personally supervise the work of the class, correct mistakes,

and ask questions so that each man answers verbally at least a few

of the questions given in the Students Manual.

6. Assemble the class and give the following Instruction Test or

one similar to it:

NoTE.—No performance test is supplied with this Unit Operation (also Unit

Operations Nos. 22 and 23), as the data available at the writing of this Manual were

insufficient to establish the procedure for conducting a group test of this type. Any

suggestions or ideas regarding such a test should be scnt to the Chief Signal Officer.

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 21–B (INFORMATION).

Directions to the student.—There are listed below a number of

unfinished statements. After each statement are several words,

phrases, or numbers, each preceded by a number. Only one of these

is correct Write the number of the correct word, phrase, or number

on the dotted line at the right of each question. Take plenty of

time. Do not rush.

1. The length in feet of the type AN-7 antenna is

(1) 50. (2) 75. (3) 150. (4) 100.

2. The number of mast sections used with the type AN-7

antenna is

(1) two. (2) three. (3) one. (4) four.
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3. The length of the lead-in of the type AN-7 antenna is

(1) 50 feet. (2) 25 feet. (3) 75 feet. (4) 10 feet.

4. The number of ground stakes required for the erection

of the inverted “L” type antenna is

(1) eight. (2) four. (3) six. (4) ten.

5. The length of the counterpoise wire used with the type

AN-7 antenna is

(1) 100 feet (2) 50 feet. (3) 75 feet. (4) 60 feet.

6. If the mast used for the type AN-7 antenna is 20 feet

high, the distance between the anchored guy stake and the

bottom of the pole should be

(1) 10 feet. (2) 15 feet. (3) 20 feet. (4) 25 feet.

7. The counterpoise wire is insulated by

(1) type IN–10 insulators. (2) type IN–7 insulators.

(3) by a covering of insulation. (4) type IN–5

insulators.

8. Type IN–10 insulators are used

(1) on mast tops. (2) on the counterpoise.

(3) between the antenna and the top mast.

(4) on the guy ropes.

9. The total number of insulators of any type supplied with

the AN-7 antenna equipment, not including spares, is

(1) Four. (2) Three. (3) Two. (4) One.

10. The number of men required to efficiently erect the in

verted “L” antenna is

(1) One. (2) Two. (3) Four. (4) Three.

Directions to the student.—Below are several sentences and just

after each one is a short dotted line (- - - - - -). Read each sentence

carefully, and if what it says is true (correct) write a plus sign (+)

on the dotted line. If what it says is not true, write a minus sign (–)

on the line.

11. The antenna, type AN-7, is composed of a single solid

copper wire.

12. Type IN–10 insulators used in the AN-7 antenna are

of a cone shape and screw on the top of the mast.

13. Copper screen is used for ground mats because it is

lighter than iron.

14. Sectional masts are used in preference to a solid mast,

chiefly because they are more easily transported.

15. Two men are normally required to erect the AN-7 type

of antenna. -

16. The counterpoise should be connected with the ground

by connecting it to the copper screen ground mats.
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17.Thecounterpoisemaybeusedinplaceofagroundby

connectingitseparatelytothepostmarked“ground”onthe

equipment.

18.Itisnotnecessarytoinsulatethecounterpoisewhen

operatingasetefficiently.

19.Thecounterpoiseordinarilyisusedwhentheground

isdryandalsowhentheinstallationisonlyatemporaryone.

20.The“lead-in”makesaconnectionbetweentheantenna

andtheradioequipment.
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• THE “W " TYPE ANTENNA.

Equipment.

1 “V” type antenna—type A–N–8, including wire, attached in

sulators (IN–10), and lead-in.

6 mast sections, type MS-14.

3 guys, rope, double, type GY-4.

1 counterpoise wire, insulated, double, type CP—4.

2 ground mats, copper screening, type MT-3.

3 insulators for mast tops, type IN–7.

6 stakes, ground, type GP-3.

1 hammer, type HM-1.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE ANTENNA.

Information.

The “V” antenna is used with SCR-79–A, SCR-99, SCR-109–A,

and SCR-67—A sets. Each leg of the W is 150 feet long and requires

a double counterpoise wire of the same length. Insulated stranded

wire is used rather than single wire in this antenna because of its

greater flexibility and its less liability to become tangled. The type

IN-10 insulators used between the ends of the antenna and the masts

are micarta strip 7 by 3 by 4 inch, with galvanized steel clevises and

harness hooks at each end.

The stranded “V” antenna may be erected rapidly and efficiently

by two men. Generally a two-wire counterpoise is used, but some

times three wires may be used. In this case, one wire is laid on the

ground, midway between the antenna wires, while the other two are

laid outside the antenna wires, making angles of about 30° with the

antenna legs. When the ground mats are used they should be spread

out on the ground in the space bounded by the legs of the antenna.

The two-wire “V” antenna is used with the above sets instead of

the one-wire inverted “L” antenna, since due to the two wires in par

allel, the antenna has greater capacity and less resistance than would

one wire having a length equal to the two wires together. Therefore

it radiates stronger signals in the direction of the point of the

“V” than would be the case if an inverted “L” antenna were used.

Questions.

(1) Why is stranded wire used in this antenna?

(2) What type of insulators are used with the “V” antenna?

(3) Could the antenna be used without insulators on the antenna

wires?
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(4) Why is this type antenna used rather than the inverted “L”?

(5) Into how many sections is each mast divided? Why not use

a single section mast 20 feet long?

(6) Why are counterpoise wire and ground mats both provided?

Information.

The various parts of the equipment should first be examined and

their functions understood. After this the equipment is taken into

the field and the antenna is erected. A convenient method for the

erection of the “V” antenna is to treat is as two inverted “L’s.”

First the mast at the lead-in end is raised, and then each leg in turn,

as was done in raising the end of the inverted “L.” After the two

end masts are erected, the mast at the lead-in end is straightened

up, if necessary. While the operator connects up the set, the second

man should lay out the counterpoise wires or the ground mats,

whichever it has been decided to use.

After the antenna has been erected, the work will be inspected

by the instructor. When this inspection has been completed, the

equipment should be taken down and prepared for transportation.

ExPERIMENT No. 1.

To ERECT A “V” ANTENNA.

Directions.

1. Go to the equipment assigned by the instructor and inspect it

carefully, checking up the parts. Then take it into the field, un

pack the equipment required, and erect the antenna. One man will

act as No. 1 of the group and the other as No. 2.

2. After the work has been inspected, remove the antenna and

prepare it for transportation.

3. Unpack the equipment and again erect the antenna, reversing

the positions of the No. 1 and No. 2 men in the operation.

4. Remove the antenna and pack the equipment for transportation.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR.

1. Prepare in advance the equipment listed in the Students Manual.

Divide the class into groups of not less than four men, preferably

six, and assign each group to one set of antenna equipment.

2. Indicate and name the different parts of the equipment. Dem

onstrate how the mast sections are joined, how the insulators are

attached to the masts, and how the antenna and guys are attached.

Explain by blackboard sketches the placing of the counterpoise

wires or ground mats with a “V” antenna.

3. Take the class out into the field and personally direct the

erection of a “V” antenna. Call attention to the steps of the erec

tion in turn as they are arrived at. Lay out the counterpoise wires

and the ground mats. Then take the antenna down and prepare it

for transportation.

4. Have each group erect its antenna and lay out either the coun

terpoise wires or the ground mats. When the antenna is correctly

erected, have it taken down and prepared for transportation. Have

these operations repeated until the group can properly erect the

antenna in a very short time.

5. Personally supervise the work of the class and correct mistakes

Require each man to answer verbally at least a few of the questions

given in the Students Manual.

6. Assemble the class and give the following Instruction Test or

one similar to it:

INSTRUCTION TEST NO. 22–B (INFORMATION).

Directions to the student.—There are listed below a number of

unfinished statements. After each statement are several words,

phrases, or numbers, each preceded by a number. Only one of

these is correct. Write the number of the correct word, phrase, or

number on the dotted line at the right of each question. Take

plenty of time. Do not rush.

1. The following number of mast sections are supplied

with the type AN–8 antenna equipment:

(1) Four. (3) Eight. (2) Six. (4) Twelve. - - - - - -

2. Each leg of the “V” type antenna is of the following

length:

(1) 75 feet. (2) 100 feet. (3) 125 feet. (4) 150

feet. - - - - - -
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3. Type IN–7 insulators are used

(1) at mast tops.

(2) between antenna and mast tops.

(3) on the counterpoise. (4) on the guy ropes. - - - - - -

4. Normally the number of men required to erect the “V”

type antenna is -

(1) four. (2) three. (3) two. (4) one. - - - - - -

5. The antenna wires of the type AN–8 antenna equipment

8Te

(1) Solid bare copper.

(2) Insulated stranded copper.

(3) Stranded bare copper.

(4) Insulated solid copper. - - - - - -

6. The counterpoise wires of the “V” type antenna are

each -

(1) 50 feet long. (3) 100 feet long.

(2) 30 feet long. (4) 150 feet long. - - - - - -

7. The type IN–10 insulators are made of

(1) glazed porcelain. (3) micarta strip.

(2) hard rubber. (4) glass. - - - - - -

8. The number of ground stakes required for the “V” type

antenna is

(1) six. (2) eight. (3) five. (4) ten. -- - - - -

Directions to the student.—Below are several sentences and just

after each one is a short dotted line (- - - - - -). Read each sentence

carefully, and if what it says is true (correct) write a plus sign (+)

on the dotted line. If what it says is not true, write a minus sign (–)

on the line.

9. Two solid copper wires are used to form the antenna

proper of the type AN–8 antenna equipment. - - - - - -

10. Sectional masts are used in preference to solid ones

because they are stronger. - - - - - -

11. The “V” type antenna has lower resistance and greater

capacity than the inverted “L” type. - - - - - -

12. When using the “V” type antenna, the ground mats are

connected to the counterpoise. - - - - - -

13. The counterpoise wires of the “V” type antenna are

insulated. - - - - - -

14. The “V” type antenna is directional. - - - - - -

15. The lead-in wires of the “V” type antenna are con

nected to the midpoints of the two antenna wires. - - - - - -

16. The mast of the “V” type antenna is insulated from

the ground. - - - - - -
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THE 40-F00T UMBRELLA ANTENNA.

Equipment.

1 equipment, type A-1-A consisting of: 1 antenna, type AN-4;

six 75-foot lengths and antenna cord, complete with insulators

and guy ropes.

1 counterpoise, type CP-3; six 90-foot lengths of counterpoise

wire.

1 cord, type CD–89; set box to counterpoise block, type BL–2

on one cord.

13 reels, type RL-3; 6 for antenna, 6 for counterpoise, 1 for

antenna lead-in.

6 stakes, type CP-2.

2 hammers, engineer's, 2-pound, 2-face.

2 bags, BG-6.

1 bag, BG-7.

2 connectors, type M-6, spares for antenna wires.

1 mast section, type MS-1.

12 mast sections, type MS-2.

1 mast section, type MS-3.

1 mast cap, type MF-4; complete with 50-foot lead-in wire.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE ANTENNA.

Information. e

The umbrella antenna is used with the SCR-127, SCR-159, and

SCR-130 sets. The antenna equipment consists of a 40-foot sec

tional mast, antenna wire, counterpoise, guy ropes, and ground

stakes. The mast consists of 10 sections of wooden tubing each 4

feet 2 inches long. With the metal coupling tube this length is

increased to 5 feet 2 inches over all. Of the 10 sections used for the

mast there are 8 central sections, 1 bottom section, and 1 top section.

The central sections have a metal coupling tube on one end and a

hole in the other end. The top section has a hole in both ends. One

end of the top section slips on the coupling tube of the upper central

section. A mast cap (coupling block for the antenna wires) is

fitted into the other end. The bottom section has a coupling tube

similar to those of the central sections, while its lower end is fitted

with an electrose insulator.

The antenna is of the umbrella type with six radiating wires, each

75 feet long, suitably insulated at the open ends, and held as nearly

horizontal as possible by guy-rope extensions, 90 feet long, the outer

ends of which are made fast to ground stakes. The standard coun

terpoise has six radiating insulated wires. Both antenna and
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counterpoisewiresarecarriedonhandreelsforconvenienceinpack

ingforquickreelingandunreelingwhensettingupandtaking

downthemast.

Directions.

1.Examinethevariouspartsoftheantennaequipmentanddeter

minetherelationofthevariouspartstooneanother.

Questions.

(1)Howmanyradiatingwiresarethereintheantenna?

(2)Whatisthistypeofantennacalled?

(3)Howmanysectionsareusedinthe40-footmast?Howdo

thetopandbottomsectionsdifferfromtheothers?Howarethe

sectionsconnectedtogether?

(4)Howaretheantennawiressupportedattheendawayfrom

themast?

(5)Howaretheantennawiresfastenedtothemast?

(6)Howisthemastinsulatedfromtheground?

(7)Howmanycounterpoisewiresareused?Whattypesof

wiresareusedforthecounterpoise?

(8)Howisthecounterpoisesystemplaced?

(9)Howarethecounterpoiseandtheantennawirescarried?

(10)Howaretheantennawiresinsulatedfromthemast?

(11)Howisthemastraised,andhowarethesectionsadded?

(12)Howmanymenareneededtoerectthe40-footumbrella

antenna?

(13)Withwhichsetsisthe40-footumbrellaantennaused?

Information.

Theantennashouldbeerectedinaclearspaceatleast225feet

indiameter.Theantennawiresmustnottouchanobjectsuchasa

tree,building,etc.,norshouldtheycrossoveranypowerlinesor

roads.Thelead-inwiresmustberunasdirectlytothesetaspos

sible.Incaseofsevereclimaticconditions,suchasstrongwinds,

aguyplatemaybeplacedbetweenthefourthandfifthsectionsof

themast(countingfromthetop)andadditionalguyropesattached.

Inrainyweather,itisadvisabletoloosentheguyropes.Ifthisis

potdone,thewaterwillshrinktheguyropes,andthiswillcause

themasteithertobuckleortobreak.
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Theminimumnumberofmenthatcanerectthe40-footmast

fortheantennaisfive.Sixormoreshouldbeusedwheneverpos

sible.Threemenarestationedattheendoftheantennaandguy

ropes,twomenraisethemastandaddthesections,whileoneman

directstheoperationssothatthemastwillbeerectandstraight

atalltimes.Theprocedureisasfollows:

a.Beforegoingintothefield,themenarenumberedfrom1to

6;No.1isthesectionchief,No.2thekeyoperator,andNo.3

thelogoperator.Theotherthreemenmaybeassignedatwill.

b.Whenthesuitablelocationisselected,No.1willorderthe

truckstoppednearthepointatwhichthemastistobeerected.All

ofthemenwillthengetoffthetruckexceptNo.6whowillhand

outtheequipmenttotheothers.No.2arrangesthemastsections

intheorderinwhichtheyaretogoup,beingsurethebottom

insulatorisscrewedon.Nos.3,4,and5openthebagsandplace

theantennawires,counterpoisewires,andstakesinSeparatepiles.

No.2takesthetopsection,andplacingthemastcapononeend

ofit,putstheotherendontheground.Themastcaphaseight

socketswhichholdthemetalballsontheendsoftheantennawires.

Theantennalead-inwireispermanentlyfastenedtoit.Men,Nos.

4,5,and6willeachattachanantennawiretothemastcapby

meansoftheballandsocketprovided.No.2putshisinthesecond

socketfromthelead-in;No.5inthesecondfromthatofNo.4's;

No.6twosocketsfromthatofNo.5.Nos.4,5,and6unreeland

layoutonthegroundthesethreeantennawiresandtheguyropes

fastenedtothem.Theantennawiresextendradiallyfromthe

mastandshoulddividethecircleintothreeequalparts,thatis,

theyshouldmakeanglesof120°witheachother.WhileNos.4,

5,and6arelayingoutthefirstthreewires,No.2holdsthetop

sectionandNo.3attachestheotherthreeantennawirestothemast

cap.Therewillbeonevacantsocket.Nos.4,5,and6layout

thelastthreeantennawiresandremaininpositionattheendof

theirguyropes.Thelastwiresshouldgohalfwaybetweenthe

otherwires,thusdividingthecircleintosixequalparts.Each

timeNos.4,5,and6layoutanantennawire,theywillalsotake

astakewiththemandleaveitattheendofthewire.Theguy

ropeswillbefastenedtothesestakesafterthemastiserected.All

handreelsshouldbeleftattheendsofthewires.

c.Itisthedutyofthethreemenattheendoftheguyropesto

keepthemastuprightwhilethesectionsarebeingadded.Theydo

thisbykeepingthecorrectstrainontheguyropes,walkingtoward

orawayfromthemastasdirectedbyNo.1.
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d.Themastissetupbyaddingthesections.No.2raisesthemast,

andNo.3addsthesections.Havingaddedallthesections,includ

ingthebottomone,thebaseofthemastispermittedtorestonthe

ground.No.2nowtakesoutbothhammers,oneofwhichhelays

downforNo.4.No.2thendrivesthestakeforNo.4,whotiesdown

hisattenna.No.2thengoestowardNo.5,drivingstakesandtying

down,whileNo.4takesthesecondhammerandgoestowardNo.

6,drivingstakesandtyingdowntheantennawires.Stakesshould

bedrivenatanangleslantingawayfromthemast.Afterallthe

stakeshavebeendriven,No.2andNo.4bringthehammersbackand

leavethemnearthebaseofthemast.No.2willthenconnectupthe

setthatistobeused.No.3laysoutthecounterpoiseconnection

blockandattachesthecounterpoisewires.HewillthenassistNo.2

inconnectingupthenet.Nos.4,5,and6,afteralltheguyropes

aretieddown,willlayoutthecounterpoisewiresdirectlyunderthe

antennawireswhichtheyhavecarriedout.

e.Intakingdowntheantenna,itisnotnecessarytountietheguy

ropesfromthestakes.Nos.4,5,and6taketheirpositionsatthe

endsoftheguyropeswhichtheyheldbefore.Theywillsteadythe

mastwhileNo.2raisesitandNo.3withdrawsthesections.No.

2holdsthetopsectionuntilallantennawiresarereeledinandthe

connectorsremovedfromthemastcap.Theantennawiresandguy

ropesareuntiedandreeledupbythemenwholaidthem.Eachtime

Nos.4,5,and6reelupanantennawire,theywillbringastakewith

them.Aftertheyhavecompletedtheantennawires,theywillreel

upthecounterpoisewires.Nos.2and3disconnectthesetandpack

theequipment.

ExPERIMENTNo.1.

SETTINGUPTHE40-FOOTMAST.

Directions.

{2.Erectthe40-footmastfortheumbrellaantennaasdescribed

intheproceduregivenabove.Thedutiesofeachmemberofthe

groupwillbeinaccordancewiththisprocedure.

3.Removethemastandantennaandpreparethemfortransporta

tion.

4.Repeatthisexperimentactingeachtimeasadifferentnumber

inthegroup,theparticularassignmentofnumbersbeingdesignated

bytheinstructor.

5.Dismantletheequipmentandprepareitfortransportation.
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SUGGESTIONSFORTHEINSTRUCTOR.

1.PrepareinadvancetheequipmentlistedintheStudentsManual.

Dividetheclassintogroupsofnotlessthansixmeneachforwork

withthe40-footmast.Assigneachgrouptoasetofantennaequip

ment.Incasethereisonlyone40-footumbrellaantennaonhand,

eachgroupwillerecttheantennaasitsturncomes.Onemanwill

actaschiefanddirectthework,whiletheotherfiveperformthework

ofraisingthemast.

2.Atthepreliminarymeetingoftheclassexplaintheuseof

thistypeantennaandnamethesetswithwhichitisused.Demon

stratebothforthe40-footandthe80-footmasthowtheantennawires,

guys,lead-in,etc.,areattached.Showhowthesectionsofthemast

joinandhowtheinsulatorsareattached.

3.Show,ifpossible,byblackboardsketchesthepositionofthe

membersofthegroupwhilethemastisbeingraised.

4.Taketheclassintothefieldanddirecttheraisingofthe40-foot

antennabyoneofthegroups;callingattentiontoeachstepasitis

arrivedat.Aftertheantennaisproperlyraised,lowerandprepare

itfortransportation.Repeattheoperationatleastonceinorder

forthementobecomemorefamiliarwiththemethodofraising

the40-footumbrellamast.

5.Personallysupervisetheworkofallgroupsandrequireeach

studenttoanswerverballyatleastafewofthequestionsgiveninthe

StudentsManual.

6.AssembletheclassandgivethefollowingInstructionTestor

onesimilartoit:

INSTRUCTIONTESTNO.23–B(INFORMATION).

Directionstothestudent.—Therearelistedbelowanumberof

unfinishedstatements.Aftereachstatementareseveralwords,

phrases,ornumbers,eachpreceededbyanumber.Onlyoneof

theseiscorrect.Writethenumberofthecorrectword,phrase,or

numberonthedottedlineattherightofeachquestion.Take

plentyoftime.Donotrush.

1.Thefollowingnumberofwiresareusedintheumbrella

antennaproper:

(1)Two.(2)Three.(3)Four.(4)Six.------

2.Thelengthofeachoftheumbrellaantennawiresis

(1)75feet.(2)90feet.(3)125feet.(4)150feet.------

3.Thecounterpoiseoftheumbrellaantennaconsistsofthe

followingnumberofwires:

(1)Two.(2)Four.(3)Six.(4)Eight.------
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4. The length of each of the counterpoise wire of the um

brella is

(1) 75 feet. (2) 90 feet. (3) 125 feet. (4) 150 feet. -- - - - -

5. The lead-in wire of the umbrella antenna is of the follow

ing length:

(1) 20 feet. (2) 30 feet. (3) 50 feet. (4) 75 feet. - - - - - -

6. The following number of sections are used for the mast

of the umbrella antenna:

(1) Two. (2) Four. (3) Six. (4) Ten. - - - - - -

7. The minimum number of men who are required to erect

the umbrella antenna is

(1) Two. (2) Three. (3) Four. (4) Five. - - - - - -

Directions to the student.—Below are several sentences and just

after each one is a short dotted line (- - - - - -). Read each sentence

carefully, and if what it says is true (correct), write a plus sign (+)

on the dotted line. If what it says is not true, write a minus sign (–)

on the line.

8. All the sections used for the umbrella-antenna mast are

identically the same. - - - - - -

9. The antenna wires of the umbrella antenna are supported

at the end away from the mast by small poles. - - - - - -

10. The mast of the umbrella antenna is insulated from the

ground. - - - - - -

11. In taking down the umbrella antenna mast all the guy

ropes must first be taken off the stakes. - - - - - -

12. The antenna wires of the umbrella antenna are attached

to the pole by a ball and socket for each wire. - - - - - -

13. The counterpoise wires used with the umbrella-type

antenna are of the same length as the antenna wires.

14. The antenna wires of the umbrella antenna, when

erected, should be as nearly horizontal as possible.

15. In rainy weather it is advisable to tighten the guy

ropes because they stretch when wet.

16. All men on the detail which erects the mast help out

wherever they can, doing the first job they encounter.

17. Thirteen hand reels are used for carrying the necessary

wire used in the A-1—A equipment. -- - - -

18. The counterpoise wire is of the same type as that used

for the antenna. - - - - - -
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INFORMATION TOPICS.

DEFINITIONS.

NoTE.—The definitions given below are the common meanings of

words as used in this Manual.

Alternating current.—An electric current which flows first in one

direction, reverses, reverses again, and continues flowing in this

manner regularly, first in one direction and then in the other.

Ammeter.—A device for measuring the number of amperes which

are passing through a circuit and showing the same by a direct

reading on a scale. Similarly a milliammeter and microammeter

show the number of milliamperes and microamperes passing through

the circuit. (See thermo ammeter.)

Ampere.—The practical unit of electric current; it is the current

produced by an electric pressure of one volt in a circuit having a

resistance of one ohm.

Amplifier.—The means by which signals are amplified. In radio

sets, vacuum tubes used in connection with transformers serve this

purpose.

Amplify.—To increase the strength of signals received or trans

mitted.

Antenna—Usually a wire conductor or a group of wire con

ductors supported on masts or towers for the purpose of radiating

into space or receiving the electromagnetic waves conveying the

signals. Also constructed in other forms. (See Loop antenna.)

Aperiodic.—A circuit is said to be aperiodic when it can not be

tuned; a receiving circuit which will respond to a number of differ

ent wave lengths at the same time.

Audible.—Capable of being heard; perceptible to the ear.

Audio frequency.—A vibration falling within the limits of audi

bility that is between 40 and 20,000 cycles. The average person can

hear all vibrations within these limits.

Bakelite.—An insulating, moisture-proof material made of a hard

pressed, artificial composition, and which is used especially for the

front panels of radio sets.

“B” Battery.—The battery placed in the plate circuit of a vacuum

tube receiving set specially made up in 22}-volt units.

Battery.—Two or more primary or secondary cells connected in

series or parallel, or both.
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Beat note.—The resultant audible note heard in the headset in

continuous wave reception. The electrical vibrations of the incom

ing continuous waves are combined with the electrical vibrations

produced locally by the vacuum tube detector, thereby resulting in

an electrical beat vibration which is in turn converted by the de

tector action of the vacuum tube to an audible beat note.

Binding post.—A connection device used to secure the end of a

connecting wire; usually mounted on the front panels of radio sets.

Buzzer—An electromagnetic vibrating device. Used in radio sets

for testing purposes. Also used in wave meters as producing rapidly

vibrating currents.

By-pass.-An auxiliary path to provide means for the outlet of

radio or audio frequency.

Calibrate.—To ascertain by special measurement, or by comparison

with a standard, variations in the readings of an instrument used

for electrical or radio measurements.

Capacity.—The quantity of electricity which a condenser is able

to store or condense is known as its electrostatic capacity, and is

measured in farads or microfarads.

Carbon pile resistance.—A variable resistance which depends for

its operation on the compactness of small carbon granules or carbon

disks. When the carbon granules or disks are pressed tightly to

gether the resistance is much less than when loosely packed.

Cell.—A single element of an electric battery, either primary or

secondary, usually the former. It generally consists of a container

filled with a liquid or pasty electrolyte in which two electrodes,

usually carbon and zinc, are inserted.

Choke coil-A coil of wire usually provided with an iron core,

used to impede the passage of high frequency currents in radio

circuits.

Circuit.—The entire course traversed by an electric current. It

consists usually of a source of electricity, as a battery or dynamo, the

conductors for conveying the current, and the devices in which it is

utilized, lamps, bell, motors, etc. When it is complete, so that cur

rent will flow, it is said to be made or closed; when interrupted, so

that the current stops, it is broken or open.

Clevis.-A loop galvanized iron clasping the end of a pole, beam,

etc.

Condenser.—An accumulator of electrical energy, and is always

made up of two conductors separated by some nonconducting medium

such as air, mica, glass, etc.
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Conductive coupling.—A means of transferring energy from one

circui, to another. Two circuits are said to be conductively coupled

when they have a part of each circuit common to both. or are joined

together electrically.

Connection.—Two or more conductors touching each other in such

manner as to close an electric circuit.

Continuous waves.—Waves which are all of the same electrical

dimensions. Waves emitted by a vacuum tube radio telegraph set.

Continuous waves are also called undamped waves.

Cording diagram.—A diagram which shows how the external

apparatus, such as storage batteries, dynamotor, etc., are connected to

the set box, by the operator.

Counterpoise.—Metallic conductors placed either on or a few feet

above or below the ground, directly under and parallel to the antenna

wires, and used in place of the earth as a ground.

Coupling.—The term applied to the method in which electrical

energy is transferred from one circuit to another. Coupling may be

direct, inductive, capacitive, or resistance.

Crystal detector.—A form of detector which uses certain kinds of

crystals, as carborundum, galena, which have the property of allow

ing current to flow in one direction, but oppose the current flow in

the opposite direction to a greater or less degree. A means of con

verting a high frequency current to a low or audio frequency current.

Current.—A flow of electricity usually measured in amperes.

Cycle.—The term applied to a complete vibration in an alternating

current when the current starting first in one direction rises to maxi

mum value, falls to zero value, reverses, rises again to maximum

value and returns to zero value.

Damped waves.—Waves which are not all of the same electrical di

mensions. Waves emitted by a spark transmitter. Also called dis

continuous waves.

Detector.—A device used to convert the high frequency currents to

low or audio frequency currents.

Dielectric.—Any nonconducting medium.

Direct current.—A current flowing in one direction.

Double-throw switch.-A knife switch which may be thrown over

into either of two opposite sets of contacts.

Dynamotor.—A combination of dynamo and motor on the same

shaft, one receiving current or voltage and the other delivering cur

rent or voltage, usually of different value.

Electrodes.—The term applied to the metal parts immersed in the

active material of a primary cell, also the spark terminals of a spark

gap.
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Electrose.—A trade name for a substance manufactured into high

power transmission insulators. It has a brown, smooth polished sur

face, is very strong, does not absorb moisture, and possesses good in

sulating properties.

Fahnstock clip.–A form of binding post involving a spring catch

in which a wire is placed and held.

Farad—The unit of capacity.

Filament current.—The electric current which flows in the filament

circuit and which causes the filament to light up.

Filter circuit.—A circuit containing inductance and capacity in

series, which serves as a trap for some certain frequency, thus “filter

ing” it out of the rest of the circuit.

Fiaced resistance.—An electrical resistance which is of constant

value and can not be varied.

Frequency.—The number of cycles per second made by an alter

nating current.

Grid circuit.—That part of a vacuum tube circuit which is in

cluded between the filament and grid, both internally and externally.

Grid leak.-A resistance of the order of a megohm, which allows

electricity to leak away slowly, usually placed around the grid con

denser, but sometimes connected between the filament and the grid

lead at the point between the grid condenser and the grid of the tube.

Ground.—A connection with the earth, either intentional or ac

cidental.

Ground telegraphy.—Exactly the same as radio telegraphy except

that the ground is used as a medium which carries the waves in

stead of the ether, or air.

Henry.—A unit of measure of inductance.

High frequency.—Radio frequency.

Induction coil.—A coil having two separate coils wound about

a common iron core. The primary consists of a few turns of coarse

wire, and the secondary of many turns of fine wire, the two coils

being insulated from each other. The primary is connected to a

battery through a contact breaker which magnetizes and demagne

tizes the core at a rate governed by a spring. The lines of force thus

created cut the secondary and set up in it an induced voltage which

may be great enough to cause sparks of considerable length to jump

between the electrodes of a spark gap.

Inductive coupling.—Two circuits are inductively coupled when

the energy of one circuit is transferred to the other by means of a

magnetic field.
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Input.—The terminals of an electrical instrument which receive

current from some other instrument, or the entering point for in

coming current from another instrument.

Insulate.—To safeguard an instrument, wire, or other part against

the escape of electricity from them or the conduction of electricity

to them.

Insulation.—Material used in insulating.

Insulator.—A contrivance usually made of glass or porcelain or

bakelite for supporting wires and at the same time preventing escape

of current; a nonconductor.

Interference.—Noises heard in a receiving set due to several sta

tions transmitting on the same wave length or to static or other un

desirable noise which decreases the clearness of the particular in

coming signal which it is desired to receive.

Interrupter.—An apparatus for producing sudden interruptions

in the primary of an induction coil or similar type of step-up trans

former.

Jack (telephone).-A form of metallic spring contact receptacle

which is adapted to fit the plug of the telephone receiver and con

nects the latter in the circuit.

Lead.—A conducting wire which leads from an electric source to

any instrument or circuit. The leads from a storage battery to a

radio set, etc. -

Lead-in.—The wire which connects the antenna to the radio set.

Long waves.—Six hundred meters and up, usually.

Loop antenna.-An antenna with two separate vertical “legs” con

nected at the top by a more or less horizontal wire; the lower ends

of the legs are usually connected through the apparatus in the set

box. These antennae are extremely directive.

Magnetic field.—Magnetic lines of force produced about a con

ductor carrying current. Any change in this current, as in intensity,

direction, or make and break, will cause corresponding changes in

the magnetic field.

Megohm.—One million ohms.

Meter.—A measure of length; 39.37 inches.

Micarta.-An insulating composition made of paper impregnated

with mica.

Microampere.—One one-millionth of an ampere.

Microfarad—One one-millionth of a farad; the unit of capacity

more commonly used. -

Micro-microfarad.—One one-millionth of a microfarad; the unit

of measure of very small capacities encountered in radio work.
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Microphone.—An electrical device for converting sound waves in

to corresponding electrical currents or waves.

Milliampere.—One one-thousandth of an ampere.

Modulation.—The process of impressing variations due to the

voice, buzzer, etc., upon a continuous or carrier wave.

Modulator.—A device which serves to vary in tone, inflection,

pitch, or other quality of sound; a modulator tube in a radiotele

phone transmitting set.

Met.—A group of two or more radio stations, which may or may

not operate on the same wave length, and which habitually inter

communicate with each other.

Ohm.—The practical unit of electrical resistance.

Oscillation.—When the frequency of an alternating current rises

to the value included in radio-frequency the current is termed an

electric oscillation.

Oscillator.—A device for creating electrical impulses or oscilla

tions, such as a vacuum tube.

Panel.—The front side usually of a radio set, made of bakelite or

some similar insulating material, and on which are mounted the

knobs, switches, etc., used in the operation of the set.

Parallel-An electric circuit is said to be connected in parallel

when all the positive poles, terminals, etc., in the circuit are con

nected to one conductor, and all the negative terminals to the other.

Pitch.-The highness or lowness of a musical note; the vibration

frequency of a note.

Plate battery.—See “B” battery.

Plate circuit.—The complete electric circuit from the filament to

the plate, both externally and internally.

Plate potential-See “plate voltage.”

Plate voltage.—The voltage measured across filament and plate.

Plug.—A terminal, consisting of a metal tip and sleeve, insulated

from each other, and connected to a flexible cord, for inserting in a

spring jack, thus placing the instrument to which the plug is at

tached in the circuit.

Polarity.—The quality of having opposite poles. In a cell or bat

tery the terminals from which the current flows is of positive

polarity, and the other terminal is of the negative polarity.

Positive pole (of a battery).-That terminal of a battery from

which the electric current flows; usually marked with a “–H "sign.

Potentiometer.—A variable resistance shunted around a battery by

means of which any desired voltage can be obtained within the limits

of the voltage of the battery.
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Primary battery.—A group of primary cells connected in series,

or parallel, or both, each of which is a device for transforming

chemical energy into electric current.

Primary inductance.—The inductance placed in the antenna cir

cuit of a receiving set, or in the closed circuit of a transmitting set

which is coupled electromagnetically to the inductance in the antenna

circuit.

Pulsating current.—An electric current whose intensity changes at

fixed intervals, but whose direction is constant.

Quenched spark.-The result of any type of spark gap which em

ploys some method for extinguishing the spark quickly. It can be

done by providing a large cooling surface on the electrodes, or by

inclosing the spark in a vacuum, etc.

Radiation (current).-The current in the antenna of a transmit

ting set when transmitting.

Radio frequency.—A frequency of 20,000 cycles and up.

Radio telegraphy.—A system of telegraphy in which signals are

transmitted by means of electromagnetic waves set up by an instru

ment for generating impulses at the sending station, passing through

free space, and received by a delicate detecting instrument at the

receiving station.

Relay switch.-A switch which depends for its operation on an

armature being attracted to a pole piece of an electromagnet when

the latter is energized by current flowing through it.

Resistance.—That property of a substance which opposes the flow

of an electric current, usually measured in or spoken of as ohms.

Rheostat.—A variable resistance.

Secondary inductance.—The inductance coil in the secondary cir

cuit of a receiving set which is electromagnetically coupled to the

primary inductance coil, or the inductance in the antenna circuit of

a transmitting set.

Selectivity.—Property of a receiving circuit which can be tuned

sharply.

Series.—An electric circuit is said to be connected in series when

all the sources or utilizers of electricity in the circuit are arranged

in succession. Cells are said to be in series when the positive ter

minal of one cell is connected to the negative terminal of the next.

Set boa.-The box or container which contains the radio set, usu

ally all the parts which are permanently connected and are not to be

changed.

Sharp (in tuning).-A receiving set is said to tune sharply when

a slight variation of inductance or capacity will entirely tune out a
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signal or is capable of tuning out all undersirable signals except the

one which is being received.

Short waves.—Up to 600 meters, usually.

Signals.-The sound vibrations heard in the telephone receivers,

radio telegraph, or telephone.

Signal strength.-The degree of audibility or loudness of signals

heard in the receivers of a radio receiving set. Also in reference to

the intensity of a signal before it is converted into sound waves.

Socket.—The cuplike base in which a vacuum tube is placed, and

which makes contact connections with the four terminals in the base

of the tube.

Spark gap.–The space between two electrodes through which a

spark discharge takes place.

Spark signals.-Signals sent out by a spark transmitter.

Spark transmitter.—A radio sending set which employs the use

of an electric spark discharging through inductance and capacity in

series to produce electric impulses or oscillations.

Stage (of amplification).-An amplifier contains from one to

six tubes, each of which, with its transformer, amplifies the signal

a certain amount, and is called a stage of amplification.

Storage battery.—A type of battery in which electricity may be

stored up in the form of chemical energy, as a secondary battery

distinguished from a primary battery. A direct current must be

passed through the battery for a certain length of time before the re

action of the chemicals will cause a flow of current from the battery.

Switch-Any device by means of which an electric circuit may be

opened or closed.

Tap.–A connection made to any turn of an inductance coil. By

making a number of these connections any portion of a coil may be

included in a circuit as desired.

Thermoammeter.—An ammeter which depends for its operation

on the heating of a wire by the current passing through it.

Traffic.—Business handled in a radio net, consisting of official mes

sages, or radio service messages necessary to the maintenance of the

system.

Transformer—An apparatus similar to the induction coil com

monly used in radio sets to raise the voltage from one circuit to

another, also as a means of coupling between amplifier circuits.

Tuning.—The adjusting of the receiving apparatus of one station

to the sending apparatus of another, so that the detector at the

receiving station shall respond only to the waves sent from that

particular transmitter, without interference of waves of other fre

quencies; or to adjust two circuits to the same wave length.
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Untuned.—See “aperiodic.”

Vacuum.—A container from which the air has been exhausted to

a very high degree by means of an air pump or some other efficient

device.

Variable resistance.—An electrical resistance whose value can be

varied by any device which will serve to use any part as desired.

Wariometer.—A variable inductance coil.

Wolt.—The unit of electrical pressure.

Voltage.—The electrical pressure of circuit measured in volts.

Voltammeter.—An instrument which will measure either volts or

amperes, depending on the manner in which the binding posts thereon

are used.

Voltmeter.—An instrument of high resistance for measuring dif

ferences in potential in volts.

Wave length.-The distance in meters covered by one cycle, meas

ured in a straight line.

Wave meter.—A device for measuring the wave length of trans

mitted waves.

Winding.—Any part of an electrical circuit which is in the form

of a coil.

Wiring diagram.—A diagram which shows in detail the manner in

which the parts of any circuit are connected up.
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THE SCR-79–A AND THE SCR-99 SETS.

1. Antenna Equipment, Type A-9–A.—The same antenna equip

ment is used with the SCR-79—A and SCR-99 sets. The essential

component parts are the antenna, masts, counterpoise, ground mats,

guys, and stakes. The antenna itself is a V with a 60-degree open

ing, 20 feet high, 100 feet long on each side, and with a 25-foot lead

in wire. Under some conditions, such as a limited space or for

short-distance work, an inverted L. may be used. This should be 20

feet high, 100 feet long, and with a 25-foot lead-in wire. The V

antenna is supported on three masts, 20 feet high, each with two

guys. The antenna wire is a bare stranded wire, and the lead-in

is a lightly insulated wire or lamp cord. One end of both legs

of the antenna wire forms the point of the V and to this is joined

the lead-in wire. The two outer ends of the antenna and the point

of the V are provided with strain insulators, which have a snap or

harness hook for fastening them to the tops of the masts. The

antenna, lead-in, etc., are wound on two hand reels for convenience

in storing away in transportation. The masts are of spruce and in

three sections, each about 63 feet long, all sections being inter

changeable. Each section is fitted at one end with a spike and at

the other end with a steel tube that is tapered slightly to take the

spike of the next section, and is pierced with three holes to take the

snap hooks of the antenna insulators and guy ropes. The mast

sections are carried in a carrying roll, which has both a handle and

a shoulder strap of nonelastic webbing. The guys are of No. 5 sash

cord, 40 feet long, provided at one end with a snap or harness hook,

for fastening in the holes in the steel tube of the topmast section and

at the other end with a tent slide for adjusting the tension on the

guy after it has been passed around the ground stake. In storing

away they are wound on the same type of hand reels as the antenna.

The ground stakes are of galvanized pipe, 18 inches long, and are

provided with a binding post that makes it possible to use them as

a ground rod if desired.

The counterpoise consists of two lengths of 150 feet of heavily

insulated wire which is laid out on the ground in a V shape with a

60-degree opening under the antenna. In storing away they are

wound on two hand reels. As an alternative for the counterpoise,

three ground mats, which are of a fine copper gauze, each 13 feet

long and 3 feet wide are furnished. These have wood strips at both

ends to keep the mats flat and are provided with binding posts at

both ends for convenience in making quick connections. The mats
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are generally rolled up for transportation and carried in the roll

with the mast sections. The antenna and counterpoise wires, guys,

stakes, hammer, etc., are carried in a carrying bag. The essential

electrical constants of the V antenna are approximately: Induct

ance, 0.04 millihenry; capacity, 0.0004 microfarad; fundamental

wave length, 240 meters; and average resistance, 50 ohms.

2. The Dynamotor, Type DM-1.-The dynamotor, type DM-1, is a

combined motor and generator that, together with certain accesso

ries, is contained in a cast aluminum alloy case. With the motor

running light—that is, with no generator load—it takes a current of

about 4 amperes at 10 or 12 volts from the storage battery. At full

load the motor takes about 10 amperes at 10 or 12 volts, and the gen

erator delivers about one-sixth ampere (167 milliamperes) at 300 to

350 volts to the plate circuit of the vacuum tubes of the transmitter.

The motor input is therefore about 120 watts, the generator output

about 50 watts, and the over-all efficiency is between 40 and 50 per

cent. The machine is a converter from a low to a high direct-current

voltage. It has separate motor and generator armature windings and

commutators mounted on the same shaft, revolving in a single com

mon magnetic field. The speed of the machine is 2,550 R. P. M.

(revolutions per minute). The motor end is marked but can still

further be identified by the heavier wires at the brushes. Generator

ends are marked on the end shield. The necessary wiring from the

motor and generator is brought up onto a bakelite panel that carries

a fuse block, with 15-ampere fuse wire, a switch in the motor leads

extension cords, oiling holes, etc. Spare fuse wire is wound on a

small spool in the cover of the box. On the panel the motor terminals

are marked “10 Volts,” “Plus,” and “Minus.” An extension cord is

provided to connect them to the binding posts on the operating chest

(set box) marked, respectively, “Plus 10 V’’ and “Minus 10 V.”

The generator terminals are marked “300 Wolts,” “Plus,” and

“Minus.” An extension cord is provided to connect them to the

binding posts on the operating chest (set box) marked, respectively,

“Plus 300 V " and “Minus 300 W.” In both cords the red wire is

positive and the black is negative. Both cords are permanently

fastened to the dynamotor terminals and are to be stored away on

top of the panel. The polarity of the dynamotor terminals is marked

on the panel, but in both cases they can be identified by noting that

with the cover of the case opened away from the operator the right

hand post of each pair is positive. The dynamotor is secured in place

in the lower part of its carrying case by two heavy machine screws

through the bottom. The approximate over-all dimensions are 7 by
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11 inches by 9 inches high, its weight is about 24 pounds, and it is

provided with a carrying strap.

PARTS LIST OF SETS FOR FIELD OPERATION.

Equipments in 79–A Set.—The SCR-79—A comprises the following

equipment:

One equipment, Type PE—7.

One equipment, Type RE–5–A.

One equipment, Type A–9–A.

Equipments in 99 set.—The SCR-99 comprises the following equip

ment:

One equipment, Type PE—7.

One equipment, Type RE-7.

One equipment, Type A–9–A.

Parts Comprising Above Equipments.-These equipments are made

up of parts as noted below:

Equipment, Type PE—7.

Battery, Type BB–14 (9).

Box, type BC—25 or BC—25–A (1).

Dynamotor, Type DM-1 (1).

Equipment, Type A–9–A.

Antenna, Type AN–8 (2).

Bag, Type BG-12 (2).

Cord, sash, No. 5, olive drab (300 feet).

Guy, Type GY-4 (8).

Hammer, 2-face, 2-pound (1).

Insulator, Type IN–10 (4).

Mast section, Type MS-14 (12) 9 in use; 3 spare.

Mat, Type MT-5 (3).

Pliers, combination, 6-inch (1 pair).

Reel, Type RL–3 (8).

Roll, Type M-15 (1).

Stake, Type GP-8 (12).

Tape, friction (1 roll).

Wire, Type W-4 (50 feet).

Wire, Type W-6 (300 feet).

Wire, Type W-24 (750 feet).

Equipment, Type RE-5–A.

Battery, Type BA–2 (4), 2 in use; 2 spare.

Battery, Type BA–4 (4), 1 in use; 3 spare.

Chest, Type BC–43 (1).

Clock, Type I-15 (1).
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Cord, Type CD–15 (3).

Cord, Type CD–38 (5).

Cord, Type CD–47 (2).

Cord, Type CD–48 (2).

Cord, Type CD–49 (2).

Head set, Type P-11 (2).

Key, Type J–12 (1).

Lamp, Type LM-4 (4) (for wavemeter), 1 in use; 3 spare.

Pliers, combination, 6-inch (1 Pair).

Screw driver, 24-inch blade (1).

Set box (operating chest), Type BC–32—A (1).

Set box (wavemeter), Type BD-40 (1).

Tape, friction (4 pound).

Tube, Type VT-1 (6), 3 in use; 3 spare.

Tube, Type VT-2 (4), 2 in use; 2 spare.

Woltmeter, Type I-10 (1).

Wire, Type W-7 (2 pounds).

Radio Communication Pamphlet No. 17 (1).

Equipment, Type RE-7.

Battery, Type BA–2 (4), 2 in use; 2 spare.

Battery, Type BA–4 (4), 1 in use; 3 spare.

Chest, Type BC–43 (1).

Clock, Type I-15 (1).

Cord, Type CD–15 (3).

Cord, Type CD–38 (5).

Cord, Type CD–47 (2).

Cord, Type CD–48 (2).

Cord, Type CD–49 (2).

Head set, Type P-11 (2).

Key, Type J–12 (1).

Lamp, Type LM-4 (4) (for wavemeter), 1 in use; 3 spare.

Pliers, combination, 6-inch (1 pair).

Screw driver, 24-inch blade (1).

Set box (operating chest), Type BC–45 (1).

Set box (wavemeter), Type BC–49 (1).

Tape, friction (3 pound).

Tube, Type VT-1 (6), 3 in use; 3 spare.

Tube, Type WT-2 (4), 2 in use; 2 spare.

Voltmeter, Type I-10 (1).

Wire, Type W-7 (2 pounds).
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THE SCR-67–A RADIOTELEPHONE SET.

POSSIBLE SOURCE OF TROUBLE.

1. Frequently the set does not operate satisfactorily on account of

incomplete adjustment of the transmitting circuit. In making ad

justments, each setting affects all the others, and it is therefore neces

sary to go over all adjustments in the same order until proper con

ditions are obtained. Once the set is adjusted, it will therefore save

time to record the settings and corresponding wave length. These

settings will, of course, change if the antenna is changed.

2. With a set properly adjusted, the results are still dependent on

the voice of the operator. The speech should be clear, rather slow,

and in an even, moderate tone, and with the lips close to the telephone

transmitter.

3. In general, it may be said that the set is operating properly

when, with the switch on “Power on ” and the control push button

closed and the amplification switch on “Minimum,” the operator

hears himself distinctly in the telephone receiver while talking in the

transmitter in a low tone of voice. The test is a check on the working

condition of the circuits, but may not be considered as a conclusive

proof that the circuits are perfectly adjusted.

4. Noise in Receiver.

a. Worn-out dry batteries. Voltage should not be less than 17.5

volts per battery.

b. Noisy leak resistance.

c. Loose connections in plate, filament, or grid circuits. Inspect

soldered connections, especially of long wires which may vibrate

loose. Inspect connection clips of grid leak and telephone jack.

d. Poor contact between vacuum tube and spring contacts in

socket.

e. Broken-down grid leak condenser. Remove condenser and test

for click, using telephones.

f. Noisy detector vacuum tube.

g. Sparking at dynamotor commutator, due to poor brushes or

dirty commutator.

5. Failure to Receive.

a. Tap on the detector tube. If a loud ringing noise is heard,

the trouble is probably in the antenna primary and secondary cir

cuits. If no noise is heard, the trouble is probably between the de

tector and telephones.
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b. Failure of filaments to light; due to broken filament in one of

the receiver tubes (VT-1) or open in filament circuit. May also be

due to broken-down antenna stopping condenser.

c. Blocking of detector tube; due to too high resistance grid leak

or open in grid circuit. Examine grid leak connecting clips.

d. Receiving condenser short-circuited, due to buckled plates; or

antenna stopping condenser broken down.

6. Failure of Amplifier.

a. Amplifier resistances may be burned out, or short-circuited, or

the connections may be broken.

b. Condenser terminals grounded to metal frame.

c. Loose connections. Condenser terminal connections broken off.

7. Failure to Oscillate.

a. Failure to have any plate current with modulator switch open

may be due to a failure to impress the plate voltage on the tube. Test

direct current plate circuit for an open by shunting the plate and

filament terminals of the tube socket with a buzzer or receiver. Test

dynamotor voltage on power board. The milliammeter circuit may

be open. Inspect plate current jack and plug. The contacts on the

control relay may not operate properly. Too small a plate current

may be due to too small a filament current.

b. Failure to have any grid current may be due to a burned-out

grid resistance. Test the latter by clicking through with the tele

phones. It may also be due to an imperfect grid current jack or

burned-out ammeter.

c. Oscillator tube filament may not light due to an open in the

filament circuit.

d. No reading on antenna ammeter, may be due to an open in the

antenna circuit. Ammeter may be burned out or antenna inductance

coil may be open. Test by buzzer. Antenna condenser may be

shorted. Antenna switches may be faulty.

e. Test grid coupling condenser by buzzer.

f. Circuit may not be adjusted properly.

g. Antenna insulator may leak or antenna may be grounded.

8. Overheating of Oscillator Tube.

a. Too much plate voltage.

b. Improper adjustment of circuit.

c. Lack of grid current or excessive grid current due to improper

adjustment of circuit.

d. Faulty tube.

9. Failure to Modulate.

a. Receiving tube filaments may not light.

b. Control relay contacts may not work.
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c. Open in modulator plate circuit. Modulator knife switch

should be closed. If the latter is open, plate current ammeter should

read 40 to 50 milliamps. When closed, space current should be 60 to

70 milliamps.

d. Iron core choke coil may be short-circuited.

e. Faulty or burned-out input transformer.

f. Short circuit on input transformer secondary.

g. Open circuit between transformer and grid of modulator tube.

h. Faulty telephone transmitter.

i. Faulty tube.

j. Blocking of modulator may be due to too high or too low a plate

current or to improper resistance in plate circuit. A tendency of

the tube to block will be evidenced by a high and unsteady reading

on the plate current ammeter when blowing or whistling on the tele

phone transmitter. Blocking of the modulator is also evidenced by

the fact that when the operator talks into the transmitter while send

ing he hears his speech interruptedly. A remedy, if the tube is not

faulty, is to interchange the oscillator and modulator tubes.

PARTS LISTS OF SET FOR FIELD OPERATION.

SET, RADIOTELEPHONE, TYPE SCR-67–A.

1 Equipment, Type PE—2—A; power.

6 Batteries, Type BB-5 or Type BB-14.

1 Powerboard, Type BD–1—A.

1 Cord, Type CD–48.

2 Cords, Type CD–38; 1 in use, 1 spare.

1 Equipment, Type RE-2—A; radio.

1 Set Box, Type BC–13–A.

1 Cord, Type CD–23; powerboard to set box.

1 Cord, Type CD–25; set box to operator's cut-in switch.

1 Cord, Type CD–24; set box to operator's jack.

2 Head sets, Type P-11; 1 in use, 1 spare.

1 Radio Communication Pamphlet No. 22.

2 Transmitters, Type T–3; 1 in use, 1 spare.

16 Tubes, Type VT-1; 3 in use, 13 spare.

16 Tubes, Tyº VT-2; 2 in use, 14 spare.

8 Batteries, Type BA–2; 2 in use, 6 spare.

1 Equipment, Type A–9; antenna.

6 Insulators, Type IN–5.

6 Insulators, Type IN–7.

6 Couplers, Type FT-2.

3 Mats, Type MT-3.

750 feet Wire, Type W-1.

2 Reels, Type}.

300 feet Wire, Type W-6.
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6 Mast Sections, Type MS-5.

2 Bags, Type BG-14.

12 Stakes, Type GP–3.

1 Bag, Type G–8.

50 feet Wire, Type W-4.

1 Hammer, Type HM-1.

# pound Marin, Type RP–2.

300 feet, Cord Type RP-3.
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THE RADIO SETS SCR-77–A AND SCR-77–B.

THE SCR-77—A SET.

1. Carrying Units of set—Weight and bulk.-The whole set is as

sembled in five carrying units, each provided with a carrying strap.

The loop antenna folds up and is carried in a bag, which is 28%

inches long, 4} inches in diameter, and weighs 6 pounds with the

loop in it. The transmitting and receiving apparatus is in an op

erating chest measuring 143 inches by 9%; inches by 12; inches

high and weighs 204 pounds complete. The four-volt storage bat

teries are carried in a case measuring 55% by 10% inches by 84%

inches high and weighing 27 pounds with the batteries in it. The

equipment box has two distinct compartments, one of which carries

the dry batteries and the other the spare vacuum tubes and the tele

phone head set. Its dimensions are 13 by 43 inches by 151; inches

high, and when filled it weighs 174 pounds. The spare transmitting

dry batteries, which like those in use are contained in a wooden case,

are carried in a carrying bag which measures 10 by 3% inches by 8

inches, and weighs 7+ pounds with the case in it. The case contain

ing the transmitting dry batteries in use is contained in the equip

ment box. There is room for two extra BA–2 dry batteries in the

carrying bag in addition to the case. It is a wise precaution to carry

these two extra batteries, though they are not provided in the parts

list. They weigh only 15 ounces each.

2. Troubles and remedies.—a. If the set is inoperative after being

installed, go over carefully all connections made in installing the set.

Especially examine the loop joints to see that they are clear and

bright and make electrical contact. If the set is still inoperative,

pull forward the operating chest panel and see if all their filaments

are lighted. If not, trace out the circuit for poor or broken connec

tions. The tube socket contact springs sometimes make poor con

tact with the contact pins of the tube, due to dirty contacts or weak

spring tension. Of course, a run-down storage battery may be the

cause of the failure of the tubes to light up.

b. If the instrument still fails to operate properly, as indicated by

failure of meter to read as much as 5 milliamperes and by failure

to obtain a marked drop in plate current when the left-hand side

of the loop is touched with the bare hand, note whether the telephone

click produced in this manner is louder while operating the key

when the meter is shunted. If so, the meter is burned out. If the

clicking is the same and quite weak, the trouble probably lies in

faulty or run-down BA–2 batteries or faulty connections between

the batteries or otherwhere in this circuit.
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c. If the milliameter is burned out or otherwise becomes open

circuited, it can be shunted until replaced or repaired. To shunt the

meter, connect its two terminal posts together by a piece of wire.

To test whether or not the set is oscillating when there is no meter,

touch the left-hand side of the loop with the bare hand. A distinc

tive click in the telephone receiver is heard if the set is oscillating.

d. If it is impossible to cause the meter to read as low as 5

milliamperes by adjustment of the plate-control current knob, it is

due either to reverse polarity of storage-battery connections or a

run-down or wrongly-connected grid potentiometer battery. It may

happen, however, that an exceptionally good oscillator tube will

cause a plate current that can not be reduced to the proper value.

3. General care of the set.—The sets are made as rugged as pos

sible with this type of apparatus. However, they should not be sub

ject to any heavy jars or severe shaking, as this will break connec

tion or injure the apparatus. The set should not be unnecessarily

exposed to rain or dampness. If it becomes wet it should be

thoroughly dried out but not exposed to intense direct heat. Care

should be taken to keep all terminals bright and clean, including the

joints of the loop. If the sets are stored they must be kept in a dry

place.

PARTS LISTS OF SET FOR FIELD OPERATION.

4. Equipments in the SCR-77—A set.—There are two equipments

in the set, as follows:

Power equipment, type PE–37.

Radio equipment, type RE–23.

5. Parts lists of equipments.-These equipments are made up of

parts as noted below:

Power Equipment, Type PE—37:

3 batteries, type BB-41; 1 in use, 2 spare.

1 case, type CS-19.

Radio equipment, type RE–23, comprises:

1 bag, type BG–13; for carrying battery case, type CS-17.

1 bag, type BG–18; for carrying loop.

15 batteries, type BA–2; 9 in use, 6 spare.

2 battery cases, type CS-17; 1 in use, 1 spare.

1 equipment box, type BE–48.

2 head sets, type P-11.

1 loop, type LP—2.

1 radio transmitter and receiver, type BC–9.

6 tubes, type VT-1; 3 in use, 3 spare.
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THE SCR-77–B SET.

TROUBLES AND REMEDIES.

1. If the set is inoperative after being installed, go over carefully

all connections made in installing the set. Especially examine the

loop joints to see that they are clean and bright and make good

electrical contact. If the set is still inoperative, pull forward the

operating chest panel and see if all their filaments are lighted. If

not, trace out the circuit for poor or broken connections. The tube

socket contact springs sometimes make poor contact with the con

tact pins of the tube, due to dirty contacts or weak-spring tension.

Of course, a run-down storage battery may be the cause of the failure

of the tubes to light up.

2. If no reading of the milliammeter can be obtained with the

key up by adjusting the potentiometer, the milliammeter or the

C—21—A transformer primary may be open. Or the trouble may be

due to faulty connection with the 120-volt “B” battery, or the bat

tery may be run down. If the milliammeter is burned out or other

wise becomes open-circuited, it can be shunted until replaced or re

paired. To shunt the meter, connect its two terminal posts together

by a piece of wire.

3. If it is impossible to cause the meter to read as low as 0.5 milli

ampere by adjustment of the plate control knob, it is due either to

reverse polarity of storage battery connections or a run-down or

wrongly connected grid potentiometer battery.

4. When the amplifier stages are operating, a ringing sound will

be heard when the oscillator tube or the panel is tapped. When the

storage battery runs down, the set will usually continue oscillating

even after the amplifier has ceased functioning as evidenced by the

tapping test.

5. A small percentage of tubes will not oscillate with key up for

, any position of the potentiometer. Another tube should then be

tried. Tubes which have a gas leak will ionize when the key is

pressed. This is evidenced by a blue glow in the tube when the key

is pressed.

6. If the set becomes noisy the following procedure is suggested as

useful in locating the trouble. When the key is pressed the noise

practically always stops since this shorts the primary of the first

C–21 transformer. If it is still heard the noise is in the two-stage

amplifier, the 40-volt amplifier plate battery, or the storage battery

circuit. If the noise largely disappears when the key is closed, it is

due to irregularity of the oscillator plate current passing through

the C–21 primary when receiving. One side of the grid BA–2 bat
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tery should be disconnected. If the noise is still heard, the grid

potentiometer circuit is probably working normally. If the noise

disappears when the oscillator tube socket plate terminal is connected

to filament, the noise is then either in the tube or in the plate 1,000

mm.f. R. F. by-pass condenser or the 20,000 mm.f. stopping condenser.

Then, removing the special connection to filament, if the noise con

tinues when the tube is removed from the socket the noise is located

in one of the two condensers mentioned. Several of the plate 1,000

mm.f. condensers have been found to cause noise because of low in

sulation resistance due to corrosion. When the sets are working nor

mally the most frequent source of noise is the oscillator tube. Often

pressing the key momentarily will reduce the noise. Some tubes are

very noisy when jarred. All tubes developing unusual noise should

of course be replaced. The discarded tube will probably work satis

factorily in one of the audio amplifier sockets. The new set is found

to be considerably more quiet than the BC–9, due to careful test of

condensers before installation, and because the D. C. voltage im

pressed on the oscillator tube and condenser while receiving is much

reduced.

7. The sets are made as rugged as possible with this type of ap

paratus. However, they should not be subjected to any heavy jars

or severe shaking, as this will break connections or injure the appa

ratus. The set should not be unnecessarily exposed to rain or damp

ness. If it becomes wet it should be thoroughly dried out but not

exposed to intense direct heat. Care should be taken to keep all

terminals bright and clean, including the joints of the loop. If the

sets are stored they must be kept in a dry place.
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HAND GENERATOR, TYPE GN-29–A.

1. Purpose.—The hand generator type GN-29–A (to replace the

type GN–29) is designed for use with the SCR-127 set. The neces

sary filament and plate voltage for the transmitter is supplied by this

generator. The cording diagram (Fig. 112) shows the method of

connecting the type GN-29—A generator.

2. Improvements.-The GN-29–A generator differs from the type

GN-29 in that the voltage regulator of the former is mounted in the

set box instead of on the side of the generator, also the new voltage

regulator, type MC–62, is an improvement over the old type. The lo

cation of the voltage regulator was changed due to the fact that when

it was mounted on the generator it was subjected to vibrations which

tended to disturb the contact adjustments, consequently causing an
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Fig. 112.-Cording diagram showing connections between the type GN-29–A

hand generator and the set box of the SCR-127 set.

improper regulation of the voltage. Mounted in the set box the regu

lator is free from disturbances and therefore gives more satisfactory

operation.

3. Details and Operation of Regulator.—a. All regulators are

carefully adjusted by the manufacturer so as to maintain the genera

tor low voltage between 8 and 9 volts. The adjustments are securely

locked. The operator is cautioned against tampering with the

regulator, as no readjustment is necessary. If it is found impossible

to maintain the generator voltage between the limits of 8 and 9 volts,

a readjustment should be made by a radio electrician at the direction

of an officer.

b. After a set has been operated for a long period of time the

regulator may need attention due to the sticking of the contacts.

This trouble is made evident by the sudden brightening of the WT-2

tube filaments or by sudden increase of antenna current. Excessive
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sparking will also be caused at the same time at the telegraph send

ing key contacts. The transmit-receive switch should be opened mo

mentarily, which will probably correct the trouble. If the trouble

still persists and the generator fails to develop the proper voltage

it is probable that the regulator contacts have become roughened.

If this is the case, the contacts should be lightly smoothed with a

very fine file or very fine emery paper. The work should be done by

a radio electrician at the direction of an officer.

c. The operation of the regulator is as follows: The electromagnet

winding is connected across the generator low-voltage brushes. A

resistance of 12 ohms is connected across the contacts of the regula

tor, so that when the contacts are closed the resistance is short

circuited. The contacts are connected in series with the generator

field. When the generator is turned at slow speed the voltage de

veloped is insufficient to cause the electromagnet to pull the armature

separating the contacts. When the generator speed is above a cer

tain minimum value (about 35 revolutions per minute of the handles)

the voltage developed pulls the armature closer, thus opening the

contacts. This places the resistance in series with the shunt field

and reduces the generated voltage sufficiently so that the electro

magnet allows the armature to move back again, thus closing the con

tacts. This process occurs at a sufficient rate to maintain the voltage

at a value practically unchanged by an increasing generator speed.

The regulator, therefore, operates to maintain the generator voltage

at a fixed value for all generator speeds above a certain minimum

value.

4. Voltage adjustment.—a. The curved spring adjusts the air gap

between armature and core. Decreasing the air gap will cause a

lower voltage to exert the same pull on the armature as previously

obtained with a higher voltage.

b. When the contact screw barely touches the armature contact,

a slight pull will open the circuit. When the screw is turned in

further, the pressure at the contacts is greater, consequently making

greater the magnetic pull necessary to open the circuit.

c. The transmit-receiver switch of the radio set must be open dur

ing the adjustment of the regulator in order to prevent damage

which may be caused by excessive filament and plate voltage. A

direct-current voltmeter, having a range of not less than 0–10 volts,

should be connected to the 12-volt binding posts on the radio set.

d. The adjustment screw which bears on the small curved spring

should be turned in until the air gap between the armature and the

core is about 1/16”; the contact screw should then be turned in (with
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the generator running at high speed) until the contact adjustment

giving the highest voltage is found. It is desired that the maximum

voltage thus tested be 94 volts.

(1) If the voltage is greater than 94 volts, it is necessary to turn

in the screw bearing on the curved spring, about one turn, decreas

ing the air gap slightly. Another test should be made to see if the

maximum voltage obtainable is, 94 volts. If the maximum voltage

is still above 94 volts, it is necessary to turn in still further, the screw

bearing on the adjusting spring.

(2) If the voltage is less than 94 volts, it is necessary to turn out

the screw bearing on the curved spring, about one turn, increasing

the air gap slightly. Again a test should be made to see if the

maximum voltage obtainable is 94 volts. If the maximum voltage

is still below 94 volts, it is necessary to turn out, still further, the

screw bearing on the adjusting spring.

e. The maximum voltage adjustment having been obtained at 94

volts, the contact screw should be turned outward until the voltage

has decreased to 84 volts.

f. This process insures proper spring tension. A certain minimum

tension is necessary in order to prevent sticking at the contacts. The

screw adjustments should be secured by means of the lock nuts

provided.
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THE SCR-109-A AND SCR-159 SETS.

DESCRIPTION OF ANTENNA EQUIPMENT.

1. a The V antenna (used in the SCR-109—A set).-This antenna

is a V-shaped antenna supported on three masts, each 20 feet high.

The length of each leg is 175 feet. There is a lead-in wire 25 feet

long. Each mast is made of three spruce sections, which are fitted

with a spike at one end and a steel tube at the other to join with the

next section. Six hundred feet of heavily insulated counterpoise

wire is provided, which should be made in a V-shaped counterpoise

with a third leg bisecting the V. The auxiliary antenna equipment

comprises spare parts and such carrying rolls, reels, guy ropes, etc.,

as are needed to support or pack away the antenna. Ground mats,

which may be used in place of the counterpoise under favorable con

ditions, are also a part of the antenna equipment.

b The umbrella antenna (used in the SCR-159 set).-The umbrella

antenna consists of six antenna wires each 50 feet long spread radially

from the top of a 40-foot mast. At the end of each antenna wire

there is attached a properly insulated guy rope, 95 feet long, by

which the antenna wires are kept stretched out from the mast. The

mast is composed of 10 spruce sections, each having a coupling tube

to engage the next section. These sections are all alike except the

top and bottom sections; the top section is fitted to receive the mast

cap; the bottom section carries a heavy insulator on which it rests.

The counterpoise system consists of six heavily insulated wires, each

90 feet long, radiating out from a central connecting block. Neces

sary spare parts and accessories are provided as a part of the antenna

equipment.

2. Erecting the antenna and ground system of the SCR-109–A

set.—The V antenna is used. This antenna can be installed for either

of two purposes: (1) General use and (2) directional use. For

the former the orientation of the wire is not important, but for the

latter the point of the V should be directed toward the other station.

Measure the antenna wires to insure that each leg is 175 feet long

and that the lead-in wire is 25 feet long. Correct any departure from

this standard length.

Stretch out the antenna wires on the ground with an opening of

about 60°. Couple three mast sections together for each mast and

lay them on the ground alongside the wire and in the same straight

line with it. Attach the antenna wires with their insulators to the

tops of the three masts by means of the snap hooks and also attach
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two guys to each mast. Drive two ground stakes near each mast

about 20 feet beyond the end of the wire, so that the guys will lie

at an angle of about 45° with the line of the wire. Attach the

lead-in wire to the antenna wires at the front of the V. Having

raised the mast at the point of the V, raise the other mast tops gradu

ally by using a light strain on the guys and, keeping the bottom ends

of the masts on the ground, move them toward the points where they

are to be when the mast is in the vertical position. Pass the guys

around the ground stakes and take up the slack with the tent slides.

If necessary, straighten up the masts and tighten the guys so that

the antenna wires are nearly horizontal. Care should be taken in

raising the masts to keep them in the prolongation of the antenna

wires, as then there will be little or no stress tending to bend the

masts.

For general use the three counterpoise wires should be laid out

on the ground under the antenna with the point of the V-like

arrangement near the radio transmitter. The counterpoise wires,

each of which should be made 175 feet long, are arranged in a

V with the third wire bisecting the angle made by the two legs of

the V. For directional use the three wires should be laid out in the

V-like arrangement with the point near the radio transmitter as be

fore and with the free ends opening out toward the other station.

The legs of the counterpoise are connected together electrically at

the point of the V. Wherever possible the counterpoise wires should

be supported on wood stakes about 1 foot high. This will give

greater distance of transmission as well as better telephone com

munication.

Although ground mats are provided as a part of the antenna

equipment, they are seldom used, for it is only under exceptional con

ditions that they will give as good results as the counterpoise. When

used they should be buried under a few inches of earth, which

should be well packed down on them. For general use the ground

mats may be buried under the antenna wires. For directional use

they should extend away from the radio transmitter toward the

receiving station.

3. Erecting the antenna and ground system of the SCR-159—set.—

At least five men are needed to erect the antenna. Three men are

at the end of the antenna wires and guy ropes, two men raising the

mast and adding the sections. The following directions should be

observed:

Select clear space in which the antenna is to be erected. This

clear space should be at least 200 feet in diameter. Place the mast
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and antenna equipment in the center of the space where the mast

is to be erected. Take the top section (the one which has no iron

pipe projecting from either end) and place the mast cap in one end

of it. (The mast cap has eight sockets, which will hold the metal

balls on the end of the antenna wires. It should have the 50-foot

antenna lead-in wire permanently fastened to it.) Attach the six

antenna wires to the mast cap by means of the ball and sockets pro

vided. Unreel and lay out on the ground the six antenna wires and

the guy ropes fastened to them. They should extend out radially

from the mast, dividing the circle in equal parts—that is, they should

make angles of 60° with each other.

Place a man at every other guy rope at the end of the guy rope.

It is the duty of these three men to keep the mast upright as the

sections are added. They do this by keeping the correct strain on

the guy ropes, walking toward the mast as necessary. Select the

eight other sections to be added (all alike) and the bottom section.

(This has an insulator screwed on the bottom of it. If it is not

screwed on, this should be done before adding the sections to the

mast.) The mast will contain, when erected, 10 sections in all, 8

besides the top and bottom sections.

Add the sections, one man raising the mast directly upward and

the other man adding the sections. Keep the mast upright, giving

any directions that may be necessary to the men at the end of the

guy ropes to do this. Having added all the sections, including the

bottom one, allow the mast to rest on the ground. The two men

at the mast then go out to the end of a guy rope and drive a stake

in the ground and by means of the metal tent slide tighten the

guy to the proper tension. This is done for each of the six guy

ropes. Be careful that the mast is upright and that it is not bent.

Make any changes in the strain on the guys necessary to insure this.

It is to be noted that on each guy rope there is an insulator be

tween it and the antenna wire to which it is fastened. The rope is

also divided by insulators. It is absolutely necessary that the

antenna wires be well insulated. The antenna wires must not touch

an object such as a tree, building, etc. The lead-in wire hangs

down beside the mast.

Having erected the antenna, place the counterpoise connecting

block on the ground near the mast. (This is fitted with holes in

which the ends of the counterpoise wire are plugged.) A short

wire leading to the set box is attached to it. Reel out the six counter

poise wires to their full extent—90 feet. Each rests directly under

an antenna wire. The counterpoise connecting block should be raised
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off the ground to properly insulate it. Wherever possible the coun

terpoise wires should be supported on wood stakes about 1 foot high.

This will give greater distance of transmission as well as better tele

phone transmission.

4. Notes on operation.—For efficient operation, the SCR-109–A

and SCR-159 sets require experienced operators who are familiar

with the sets. If the operators are not familiar with the sets, it may

be expected that at first only poor results will be obtained. The

sets should be studied and their adjustments and peculiarities

learned. The sets are capable of excellent transmission and recep

tion. If a set fails to operate satisfactorily the following points

should be noted:

Carefully go over all connections made when installing the set.

Check up as to correct connections, including correct polarity, and as

to clean and tight connections.

Test the voltage of all batteries—both storage and dry.

See that the dynamotor is running properly and easily. See that

it is properly oiled. The end covers of the dynamotor may be re

moved for ventilation if conditions are such that dirt, etc., will not

get into the dynamotor.

Note that all switches make good contact. Press the double-throw

switches firmly in their positions. Clean their contacts frequently.

Inspect the antenna. Check it as to correct length of legs and

lead-in wire. See that the antenna wires are properly insulated.

Improve the ground system if it admits of improvement.

When using the microphone, speak distinctly and directly into the

transmitter. It is well to tap the transmitter smartly with the heel

of the hand to make sure that its microphone element is not stuck.

Do not overlook the fact that the tickler adjustment is very critical,

especially in receiving undamped wave radio telegraphy.

In transmitting, if any of the three tubes fail to light, it may be

due to a bad connection in the socket or a dirty contact pin. Clean

the contact pin and replace the tube properly in the socket. If this

does not remedy the defect, try a new tube. In exchanging tubes

always pull the “Transmit—Receive * switch so that it makes no

contact.

In receiving, all three of the tubes will light or none of them will,

because their filaments are connected in series. Examine and clean

the tube contact pins.

Sometimes a tube is defective. Find the defective one by trial

of other tubes known to be in good condition.
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Interchange the receiving tube until you have found the com

bination that works the best. Some tubes are better detectors than

others. One of the receiving sockets is connected so that its tube

is a detector.

Be careful not to touch any of the metal parts of the transmitter

when transmitting, as a shock will result. This applies particularly

to the ammeters, the double-throw switches, and the various induc

tance taps. Even when not transmitting, if the dynamotor is run

ning, a shock is likely to be received. Thus it is well to open the

“Transmit-Receive” switch if it is necessary to make any adjust

ments other than by the control handles.

In transmitting radio telephony, the plate current should con

tinually vary. If it does not, the set is not working properly.

During a thunderstorm or other severe electrical disturbance,

disconnect the antenna and ground wires from their binding posts

and connect them directly to each other. This should always be

done if the set is left installed without an operator being present.

5. Care of sets.-a The radio equipment must be handled with great

care. The various parts are of delicate construction and rough

handling will make the set inoperative. The transmitter and receiver

boxes contain many parts closely packed together and with a great

many connections. These are liable to become dislodged and the

connection broken. The set should not be stored in a damp place

nor unnecessarily exposed to rain. If the set becomes wet it should

be carefully dried out but never exposed to intense heat.

b The storage batteries must receive proper attention and care.

The dynamotor panel should be kept clean and the dynamotor

properly oiled. Use a good grade of oil and apply one or two

drops after two hours' operation. It is important that not too

much oil be used. It is much better to oil frequently with a small

amount than to oil less frequently using a larger amount of oil.

c The clock needs no attention other than winding and setting.

It is wound by a key fastened at the top of the clock, access to which

is gained by turning the rim counterclockwise about 45° and pull

ing outward. The clock is set in the usual manner by pulling the

key up until a click is heard.

d Great accuracy has been observed in assembling the telephones

and the microphone. There is a right and wrong polarity in con

necting the cords of the telephones. If the cords are removed for

any reason this must be taken into account in replacing them. The

microphone must be carefully handled and packed. It should need

no other attention.
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PARTS LISTS OF SETs For FIELD operaTION.

6. Equipments in the SCR-109—A set.—The SCR-109–A set com

prises the following equipments:

One power equipment, type PE—36.

One radio equipment, type RE–19–A.

One antenna equipment, type A–9–B.

7. Equipments in the SCR-159 set.—The SCR-159 set comprises

the following equipments:

One power equipment, type PE—36.

One radio equipment, type RE–19–A.

One antenna equipment, type A-14.

8. Parts lists of above equipment.—These equipments are made up

of parts as noted below:

Power equipment, type PE—36:

Battery, type BB–28; 12, 6 in use, 6 spare.

Dynamotor, type DM-13; 1.

Radio Equipment, type RE–19–A:

Battery, type BA–2; 8,4 in use, 4 spare.

Chest, carrying, type BE–49; 1, for radio transmitter and

receiver.

Chest, carrying, type BE–50; 1, for spare parts and acces

sories including dynamotor.

Cord, type CD–15; 1, transmitter to high-voltage side of

dynamotor.

Cord, type CD–38; 8, for storage-battery connections.

Cord, type CD–47; 1, transmitter to low-voltage side of

dynamotor.

Cord, type CD–48; 1, transmitter to storage batteries.

Cord, type CD–49; 1, transmitter to key.

Head sets, type P-11; 2.

Key, type J-12 or J–2; 1, telegraph sending.

Pliers, side cutting, 6-inch; 1 pair.

Radio receiver, type BC–98—A; 1.

Radio transmitter, type BC–86–A; 1.

Screw driver, electrician's 3-inch blade; 1.

Tape, friction, #-inch; 1 pound.

Transmitter, type T–3; 1, microphone.

Tube, type VT-1; 6, 3 in use, 3 spare.

Tube, type VT-2; 2, 1 in use, 1 spare.

Tube, type WT-4; 4, 2 in use, 2 spare.

Wire, type W-7; 2 pounds.
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Roll,typeM-15;1,carrying.

Stake,typeGP–8;12ground,6inuse,6spare.

Tape,friction;1roll.

Wire,typeW-4;50feet,lead-in.

Wire,typeW-24;750feetonaspool,antenna.

Wire,typeW-30;600feet,on4reels,counterpoise.
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9.ANTENNAEQUIPMENT,TYPEA–9–B(WANTENNA):

Antenna,typeAN–8—A;2,on2reels,1inuse,1spare.

Bag,typeBG–12;2,carrying.

Cord,typeRP-3;sashNo.5,olivedrab,300feet.

Guy,typeGY-4;8,completeon4reels,6inuse,2spare.

Hammer,2-poundcrosspein;1.

Insulator,typeIN–10;4spare.

Mastsection,typeMS-14;12,9inuse,3spare.

Mat,typeM-5;3,ground.

Pliers,combination,6-inch;1pair.

Reel,typeRL–3;10hand,4forcounterpoise,4forguys,

2forantennaE.

10.ANTENNAEQUIPMENT,TYPEA-14,40–F00TUMBRELLA:

Antenna,typeAN–12;1,six50-footwireswithinsulators

andcordsattached.

Bag,typeBG–6;2,carrying.

Bag,typeBG–7;1,carrying.

Connector,typeM-6;2sparesforantennawires.

Cord,typeCD–94;1,tocounterpoise.Insulatorblock

BL–2ononeend.

Counterpoise,typeCP—3;1,six90-footwires.

Hammer,2-poundcrosspein;2.

Insulator,typeIN–4;1,forbottomofmast.

Mastcap,typeMP-4;1,with50feetlead-inwire.

Mastsection,typeMS-1;1,top.

Mastsection,typeMS-2;8,intermediate.

Mastsection,typeMS-3;1,bottom.

Reels,typeRL–3;13,6forantenna,6forcounterpoise,1for

lead-in.

Stakes,typeGP-2;6,ground.

Straps,typeST-5;6,forbundlingmastsections.
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Page No. 1.

INDEX.

Subject. opin. Page. No

A.

“A” batteries. (See Batteries.)

Alternating current------------------------------------- 7 98

Ammeter É. also Voltammeter)------------------------- 1 3

How connected.------------------------------------ 2 17, 18

Milliammeter-------------------------------------- 19 309

Thermo------------------------------------------- 11 147, 154

Ampere-hour capacity, batteries-------------------------- 3 30

Amplification, audio frequency--------------------------- 13 183

Amplification control----------------------------------- 16 237

Amplifier:

Purpose of.--------------------------------------- 13 183

Use of telephone jacks in---------------------------- 13 183

Use of transformer in------------------------------- 13 186

Vacuum tube-------------------------------------- 13 183

OWer--------------------------------------------- 17 251

Speech-------------------------------------------- 20 198

Antennae:

The inverted “L” antenna, type AN-7- - - - ----------- 22 375

General construction---------------------------- 22 375

How erected.----------------------------------- 22 376

The 40-foot umbrella antenna, type A-1–A------------ 23 379

General construction---------------------------- 23 379

How erected----------------------------------- 23 380

The “V” antenna, type AN–8----------------------- 21 367

General construction---------------------------- 21 267

How erected.----------------------------------- 21 368

Why necessary------------------------------------- 7 101

- - - - - 9 123

Aperiodic circuit--------------------------------------- { 16 237

Armature, buzzer--------------------------------------- 5 60

Automatic filament control------------------------------ 20 337

B.

“B” batteries. (See Batteries.)

Batteries:

Dry cell------------------------------------------- 1 4, 5

Care of in the field --------------------------------- 3 33

How to measure amperage of------------------------ 2 20

1 3

How to measure voltage of batteries------------------ | 2 19

3 29

Primary------------------------------------------- 1 2

Secondary or storage-------------------------------- { § 2%

Types of dry cells---------------------------------- 1 4, 5

Types of storage----------------------------------- 3 |29, 31, 32

Beat note--------------------------------------------- 19 311

Break-in---------------------------------------------- 19 311

Buzzers:

Action of------------------------------------------ 5 60

Construction of------------------------------------ 5 60

How connected.------------------------------------ 5 60

Modulation---------------------------------------- 20 340

Transformer--------------------------------------- 11 || 147, 153
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PageNo.2.INDEX.

Subject.oºin.PageNo.

C.

Calibrations:

9127

Receivingsets------------------------------------#:

20355

|15224

Transmittingsets----------------------------------17266

20353

Wavemeter---------------------------------------675

Capacity:

Condenser-----------------------------------------680

Storagebattery------------------------------------330

Carbonpileresistance----------------------------------10137

Cells:

Pry----------------------------------------------14,5

Howtodetermine+and—terminalsof------------14

Howtomeasureshort-circuitamperageof------------217

Howtomeasurevoltageof--------------------------13

Storage-------------------------------------------328,32

Typesof-----------------------------------------14,5

Charge,storagebattery---------------------------------328

Chokecoils--------------------------------------------}}#

Condenser:

Fixedtype-----------------------------------------{g1;

Rotaryorvariabletype-----------------------------681

Useof,inradiocircuits-----------------------------680

Conductance-------------------------------------------441

Conductor---------------------------------------------11

Connections:-

Ammeter------------------------------------------217

Parallel-------------------------------------------218

Series---------------------------------------------215

Voltmeter-----------------------------------------215

Continuouswaves--------------------------------------{§;

Counterpoise-------------------------------------------21367

Coupledcircuits----------------------------------------8107

Coupling:

Capacitive-----------------------------------------8108

Direct--------------------------------------------8108,113

Inductive------------------------------------------8:108,111

Whatitis-----------------------------------------8108

Couplingcoil------------------------------------------20338

Crystaldetector----------------------------------------{1.1:

Current:

Alternating----------------------------------------798

Direct--------------------------------------------14

Directionof---------------------------------------14

Highfrequency------------------------------------684

,Lowfrequency-------------------------------------13183

Shortcircuitofcellsinparallel------------------------219

Shortcircuitofcellsinseries-------------------------220

D.|

Dampedwaves-----------------------------------------15208

Detectors:

Comparisonof-------------------------------------12175

Crystaltype---------------------------------------684



Subject.opºion.PageNo.

Detectors—Continued.

Purposeof----------------------------------------683

Vacuumtubetype----------------------------------12171

Diaphragm--------------------------------------------558

Directcurrent-----------------------------------------{}o:

Directionaleffectofantennae----------------------------22375

Dischargeofstoragebatteries----------------------------330

Drycells.(SeeCells).

Dynamotor--------------------------------------------{§§#:

Edisonstoragebatteries---------------------------------332

Electricity:

Conductorsandnonconductorsof--------------------11

Effectsofelectricity--------------------------------11

Electromagneticwaves----------------------------------{1.2:

Electromagnets----------------------------------------556

Ether-------------------------------------------------675

F.

Farad-------------------------------------------------680

Filament----------------------------------------------{#211

Filamentcontrol,automatic-----------------------------20337

Filamentresistance,fixed--------------------------------{##

Filamentrheostat--------------------------------------14197

Flow,current,directionof-------------------------------14

Frequency---------------------------------------------{1%2:

G.

Generator,hand----------------------------------------{I.º%
Grid--------------------------------------------------12173

Gridcoupling------------------------------------------16236

Gridleak----------------------------------------------12174

Ground-----------------------------------------------{§;

Ground,telegraphy-------------------------------------13184

Guyropes---------------------------------------------21368

H.

Heterodyne-------------------------------------------17255

I.

679

Inductancecoils----------------------------------------8107

16235

Inductioncoils-----------------------------------------797

Inductivecoupling-------------------------------------16237

11

Insulators---------------------------------------------|21367

22375

Interference-------------------------------------------676

Interrupter--------------------------------------------798

J.

Jacks,telephone----------------------------------------13183

INDEX.PageNo.3.



PageNo.4.-“INDEX.

Subject.opin.PageNo.

L.

Leadcells---------------------------------------------328

Lead-in.(SeeAntennae.)-

Loop-------------------------------------------------19303

M.

Magnets----------------------------------------------555

Electricbuzzer-------------------------------------559

Electro--------------------------------------------556

Permanent----------------------------------------555

Telephonereceivers---------------------------------558

Magneticfield-----------------------------------------798

Masterset---------------------------------------------19316

-21367

Masts-------------------------------------------------22375

23379

Microfarad--------------------------------------------680

Microphone:

Howconnected.------------------------------------16238

Useof—-------------------------------------------16236

Milliammeter------------------------------------------20336

Modulation----------------------------------------------------16236

Buzzer--------------------------------------------20240

Transformer---------------------------------------16236

N.

Negative:

Lead,colorrepresenting-----------------------------15

Pole----------------------------------------------13

Nonconductor-----------------------------------------11

O.

15208

16235

Oscillator----------------------------------------------##:

|19304

20338

P.

Parallelconnections------------------------------------218

Platebattery.(See“B”battery.)

Platecoupling-----------------------------------------16236

Platecurrent------------------------------------------19312

Platevoltage------------------------------------------{}}§

Poles:

Magnetic------------------------------------------555

Positiveandnegative-------------------------------14

Positive,colorrepresenting--------------------------15

Potentiometer:

Constructionanduseof—----------------------------{1.s:

Powerboard-------------------------------------------16234

Primarybatteries(seeDrycells)--------------------------12

Pulsatingcurrent---------------------------------------798

Q.

Quenchedspark----------------------------------------11||147,154



INDEX. Page No. 5.

Subject. orºin. Pasº No.

R.

Radiotelephone ---------------------------------------- 20 335

Receiver, telephone------------------------------------- 5 58

Resistance--------------------------------------------- 4 41

Of all conductors------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 41

Of wire------------------------------------------- 4 42

Of wires of different sizes---------------------------- 4 42

Unit of-------------------------------------------- 4 41

Resistors:

Construction of------------------------------------- 4 44

Potentiometer-------------------------------------- 4 46

Rheostat------------------------------------------ 4 46

Rheostat:

Construction and use------------------------------- 4 46

Rotary condenser-------------------------------------- 6 80

S.

Series connections ------------------------------------- 2 15

ts:

Type DT-3-A------------------------------------- 12 171

Action of---------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - 12 174

Comparison with crystal detector----------------- 12 176

Construction of--------------------------------- 12 173

Purpose of ----------------------------------- 12 171

Signal strength with different values of filament

current-------------------------------------- 12 177

Signal strength with different values of plate voltage- 12 178

Type SCR-54–A.----------------------------------- 9 119

Calibrating for use in the field-------------------- 9 127

Calibrating of primary circuit-------------------- 9 124

Construction----------------------------------- 9 119

Effect of change in coupling---------------------- 9 125

How connected.--------------------------------- 9 124

Type SCR-67-A----------------------------------- 16 233

Calibration of transmitter----------------------- 16 234

Description of power board, type BD-1-A--------- 16 234

Description of receiving circuit------------------- 16 237

Description of transmitting circuit---------------- 16 235

General construction---------------------------- 16 233

Modulation------------------------------------ 16 236

Parts list of sets for field operation -------------- I. T. 402

Possible sources of trouble---------------------- I. T. 400

Type SCR-72—

Amplification with 22% volts in plate circuits------- 13 187

Amplification with 45 volts in plate circuits-------- 13 189

Effects of changing vacuum tubes---------------- 13 189

Effects of wrong connection on amplifier ---------- 13 190

General construction of - - - ---------------------- 13 183

How connected.--------------------------------- 13 187

Use of telephone jacks-------------------------- 13 183

Why necessary--------------------------------- 13 183

Type SCR-74–A—

How connected.-------------------------------- 7 101

How constructed.------------------------------- 7 97

Measuring the wave length radiated by----------- 7 101

Principles of operation-------------------------- 7 97

Used to demonstrate tuning--------------------- 8 109

Used to show methods of coupling---------------- 8 107

Type SCR-77–A—

Carrying units of set—weight and bulk ---------- I. T. 404

Description of equipment case Type CS-17-------- 19 306
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Page No. 6. INDEX.

Unit

Subject. operation. Page No.

Sets—Continued

Type SCR-77—A—Continued

Description of the loop antenna------------------ 19 303

Description of the operation--------------------- 19 310

Description of transmitting and receiving circuits--- 19 304

General construction---------------------------- 19 303

How to calibrate all sets with the master set------- 19 316

How to choose a master set---------------------- 19 316

How to connect the set ready for operation-------- 19 313

How to select oscillator tubes-------------------- 19 313

Parts lists of set for field operation.--------------- I. T. 405

Troubles and remedies-------------------------- I. T. 404

Type SCR-77-B----------------------------------- 19 321

Adjustment for reception------------------------ 19 324

Adjustment for transmission--------------------- 19 325

Operation of a number of nets------------------- 19 326

Operation of a single net------------------------ 19 325

Permanency and limits of calibration.------------- 19 326

Preparing the equipment box-------------------- 19 323

Preparing the operating chest-------------------- 19 324

Principles of operation-------------------------- 19 322

Purpose of set---------------------------------- 19 321

Reasons for modification------------------------ 19 321

Special features of set--------------------------- 19 321

Trial operation--------------------------------- 19 326

Troubles and remedies-------------------------- I. T. 406

Types SCR-79–A and SCR-99—
Antenna equipment----------------------------- I. T. 396

Calibration of the receiver----------------------- 15 222

Description of the receiving circuit--------------- 15 212, 219

Description of the transmitting circuit------------ 15 208

Dynamotor, type DM-1------------------------ I. T. 397

How to connect up the receiver------------------ 15 218

Parts list of sets for field operation--------------- I. T. 398

To connect up the set both as a transmitter and as a

receiver------------------------------------- 15 218

To tune the transmitter to a given wave length- - - - 15 216

To tune three or more sets to the same wave length- 15 224

Use of vacuum tube in transmitting circuit-------- 15 207

Type SCR-105—

Calibrating the receiver------------------------- 11 156

Construction of receiver------------------------- 11 151

Construction of transmitter---------------------- 11 147

How connected--------------------------------- 11 || 154, 156

Operating the transmitter----------------------- 11 154

Types SCR-109–A and SCR-159–A—

Antenna equipment----------------------------- I. T. 411

Calibration of the receiver----------------------- 20 355

Care of sets------------------------------------ I. T. 415

Description of receiving circuit------------------- 20 342

Description of transmitting circuit---------------- 20 338

Determining the wave-length range of the trans

mitter--------------------------------------- 20 353

General construction---------------------------- 20 335

How to connect up and tune the receiver---------- 20 348

How to connect up and tune the transmitter------- 20 345

Notes on operation----------------------------- I. T. 414

Parts lists of sets for field operation--------------- I. T. 416

Operation of the transmitter--------------------- 20 347

Use of vacuum tube, type VT-4------------------ 20 338
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INDEX. Page No. 7.

Subject. cºm. Page No.

Sets—Continued.

Type SCR-121------------------------------------- 14 197

Construction of-------------------------------- 14 197

How connected.--------------------------------- 14 199

Use of telephone jacks-------------------------- 14 197

Type SCR-127—

Calibration of the receiver secondary circuit------- 18 290

Checking the calibration of several transmitting

circuits-------------------------------------- 18 291

Description of hand generator, type GN-29-------- 18 277

Description of receiving circuit------------------- 18 279

Description of set box, type BC–102-------------- 18 282

Description of transmitting circuit---------------- 18 275

General construction---------------------------- 18 275

Hand generator, type GN-29-A------------------ I. T. 408

How to connect up the set as a receiver----------- 18 284

How to connect up and tune the transmitter------- 18 283

How to connect up and tune the receiver to a

C. W. signal of known wave length------------- 18 288

How to connect up and tune the receiver to a

damped wave signal of unknown wave length ---- 18 288

Tuning a set having a burned-out antenna ammeter- 18 292

Use of vacuum tube, type VT-5------------------ 18 282

Type SCR-130—

Calibration of the receiver secondary circuit------ 17 265

Checking the calibration of the transmitters of sev

eral sets-------------------------------------- 17 266

Description of receiving circuit------------------- 17 255

Description of set box, type BC–102-------------- 17 257

Description of transmitting circuit---------------- 17 252

General construction---------------------------- 17 251

How to connect up the receiver------------------- 17 260

How to connect up and tune the transmitter------- 17 258

How to connect up the set both as a transmitter and

a receiver------------------------------------ 17 261

How to tune the receiver to a C. W. signal of a

known wave length--------------------------- 17 263

How to tune the receiver to a C. W. signal of an

unknown wave length------------------------- 17 264

How to tune the receiver to a damped wave signal

of known wave length------------------------- 17 264

How to tune the receiver to a damped wave signal

of unknown wave length------------------------ 17 265

Tuning a set having a burned-out antenna ammeter- 17 267

Spark gap---------------------------------------------- 7 98

Spark, quenched---------------------------------------- 11 || 147, 154

Speech amplifier---------------------------------------- 20 339

Storage batteries:

are of storage batteries in the field------------------- 3 33

Edison-------------------------------------------- 3 32

How to determine positive and negative terminals of --- 3 29

Lead-cell battery------------- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - 3 28

Types of lead cell----------------------------------- 3 29

Using one cell of.----------------------------------- 3 30

T h d T. 13 184

elegraphy, ground-------------------------------------

Telephone, radio---------------------------------------- 20 335

Telephone receivers:

Action of------------------------------------------ 5 58

Construction of------------------------------------- 5 57



PageNo.8.TINDEX.

Subject.opin.PageNo.

Terminals:

Buzzer--------------------------------------------5--------

Corrosionofcellandbattery-------------------------{;§

Howtodeterminepositiveandnegativebattery--------329

Howtodeterminepositiveandnegativecell-----------13

Phone---------------------------------------------5--------

Voltmeter------------------------------------------215

Thermoammeter----------------------------------------{%§

Transformer:

Audiofrequency------------------------------------{#§

Buzzer--------------------------------------------11||147,153

Oscillation-----------------------------------------11||147,150

8109

-9120

Tuning---------------------------------*———————————————15214

17257

l18284

|U.

Undampedwaves---------------------------------------15208

V.

Vacuumtube:

Generalconstruction--------------------------------##

TypeVT-1----------------------------------------{13183

TypeVT-2---------------------------------------15207,211

TypeWT-4----------------------------------------20338

TypeVT-5----------------------------------------18282

Variablecondenser--------------------------------------680

10136

Variometer---------------------------------------------17253

18276

W.

Waves,damped----------------------------------------15--------

Waves,directionformeasuring---------------------------{1.1.

Waves,electromagnetic----------------------------------{1;2;

Wavelength-------------------------------------------{1%2%

Wavemeters:

TypeSCR-61–

Calibrationofscale-----------------------------685

Constructionof---------------------------------676

Howcoupledtoaset----------------------------686

Usedasareceiver-------------------------------683

TypeSCR-95—

CheckingwithanSCR-61wavemeter------------10139

Constructionof--------------------------------10135

Howusedtomeasurewavelengthofradiotrans

mitter--------------------------------------10137

TypeSCR-125—

Constructionof--------------------------------10140

Howused.-------------------------------------10140

TypeSCR-125–A—

Constructionof--------------------------------10141

Howused.-------------------------------------10141



TRAINING MANUALS.

(Corrected to June, 1925.)

Manuals prepared by the Signal Corps, relating to signal communication

specialists, are titled as follows:

Basic Signal Communication: Training Manual.

*Students Manual-------------------------------------------- No. 20.

*Instructors Guide----- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - No. 21.

Telephone Switchboard Operator:

*Students Manual------------------------------------------- No. 22.

*Instructors Guide------------------------------------------- No. 23

Message Center Specialist:

*Students Manual-------------------------------------------- No. 24.

*Instructors Guide------------------------------------------- No. 25

Radio Operator: -

*Students Manual------------------------------------------- No. 26.

*Part I–Sets.

*Part II, Vol. I—Code Practice.

*Part II, Vol. II—Tactical Radio Procedure.

*Instructors Guide------------------------------------------- No. 27.

*Part I–Sets.

*Part II, Vol. I–Code Practice.

*Part II, Vol. II—Tactical Radio Procedure.

Telegraph Operator:

*Students Manual-------------------------------------------- No. 28.

*Instructors Guide------------------------------------------- No. 29.

Meteorological Observer:

*Students Manual------------------------------------------- No. 30.

*Instructors Guide------------------------------------------- No. 31.

Pigeoneer:

*Students Manual------------------------------------------- No. 32.

Instructors Guide------------------------------------------- No. 33.

Basic Electrician:

*Students Manual------------------------------------------- No. 34.

*Instructors Guide------------------------------------------- No. 35.

Radio Electrician:

Students Manual------------------------------------------- No. 36.

Instructors Guide------------------------------------------- No. 37.

Telephone Electrician:

Students Manual------------------------------------------- No. 38.

Instructors Guide------------------------------------------- No. 39.

Telegraph Electrician:

Students Manual------------------------------------------- No. 40.

Instructors Guide------------------------------------------- No. 41.

Lineman, Field:

*Students Manual------------------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - No. 42.

*Instructors Guide------------------------------------------- No. 43.

Lineman, Signal Corps:

Students Manual------------------------------------------- No. 44.

Instructors Guide------------------------------------------- No. 45.

Storage Battery Electrician:

*Students Manual------------------------------------------- No. 46.

Instructors Guide------------------------------------------- No. 47.

*Manuals which have been published or are almost ready for printing.
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